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"...But do they tingle the senses? They do."
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these simple tools
can turn this ad into a full colour

hi-fi brochure

When you're buying hi-fi
that lasts as long as ours
it's best not to make a hasty
decision. That's why we're
suggesting you settle down
in your favourite armchair,
take the phone off the hook,

and peruse our brand-new,
full colour brochure at your
leisure.

Complete the coupon, pop it in the post and, before you

can say 'award -winning British audiophile components',

your brochure will be winging its way to your letterbox.

You'll learn all about Arcam's most affordable range,

the Alpha system: speakers, tuner, CD player and multiple

award -winning amplifier . . every one a Hi-Fi Choice 'Best

Buy'. What's more, the amp, tuner and CD were all finalists in

the 1991 What Hi-Fi? Awards. A triple distinction achieved by

no other manufacturer. Then there's our Delta system, strictly

hi-fi for the most demanding audiophiles amongst you.

Choose from two integrated amplifiers, a tuner, a CD player, a CD transport, a digital preamp,

power amp, our unanimously acclaimed Black Box digital to analogue converter (now in its

mark three Bitstream version), and the Delta 2 speakers. Then, of course, there's our latest

innovation, the Delta 150 NICAM TV tuner. This decodes the digital stereo sound signal now

present in many TV broadcasts ... what a wizard wheeze to let you get even more enjoyment out

of your Arcam system: moving pictures to accompany CD quality sound! The 150 is already

following in its illustrious predecessors' footsteps by winning the 1991 What Hi-Fi? Award for the

best AV product.

Quality design, allied to simplicity of construction, is the key to our success. For example,

excessive wiring can cause all sorts of problems, so our boffins prefer a single fibreglass

circuit board with military specification soldering. And, just to make sure, every single

product is rigorously tested and repeatedly checked. By the fussiest of computers and

by the most finely tuned pairs of ears.

Our 'simple is best' philosophy extends to the controls, too. If you can

cope with a pen and scissors, any Arcam component will be a piece of cake.

Try it and we'll send you a brochure to feast your eyes on.

Alas, to give your ears a similar treat, you'll have to visit your nearest

Arcam dealer.

ARCAM
audiophile products

111111

I'd like to look before I listen. Please send me my free colour brochure.

Name: Address:
(PLEASE PRINT)

POST YOUR COMPLETED COUPON TO:

ARCAM, PEMBROKE AVENUE, DENNY INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, WATERBEACH, CAMBRIDGE CB5 9PB. OR TELEPHONE: (0223) 440964 FAX: (0223) 863384

IN THE USA AUDIO INFLUX CORPORATION, P01308381. HIGHLAND LAKES. NEWJERSEY 07422-0381, TEL 201-764-8958 IN CANADA AVALON AUDIO LTD, UNIT 17.975 FRAZER DRIVE, BURLINGTON. ONTARIO L71.408.TEL 416 333 4633
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DALI DIPOLE
Continuing with the Scandanavian connection, the Danish loud-
speaker company Dali have announced their full range dipole
loudspeaker, the Skyline 2000. Standing 1.6 metres tall and costing
£1399.90, the 2000 is a hybrid ribbon/moving coil design, to take
advantage of the dipole concept but with a deeper bass than would
normally be expected.

The loudspeakers
are designed to accept
bi-wiring or bi-amplifi-
cation and feature a
sensitivity that is bet-
ter than most dipoles
at 90 dB for 2.83V/Im,
while the impedance is
nominally 4 ohms. In
terms of drive units,
the 2000 consists of a
metre long trans-
former -less ribbon
tweeter, combined
with two 11.4 cm
midrange units and a
38 cm (that's 15 inches,
for those who still deal
in pounds and ounces)
bass driver.

TECHNICS LIFESTYLE
SYSTEM
Following the latest trend, Technics
have launched their £549.95 SC-CH7
component system with the accent
on convenience and good looks. The
system features Compact Disc, tuner/
timer, twin cassette deck, equalizer
and bi-amplification, where four mono
amplifiers are used for bass and treble,
left and right loudspeakers.

The system also features 'Artificial
Intelligence' edit facilities. This does
not mean that the SC-CH7 has Hal's
computer circuitry from the film '200 I ',

but instead allows the machine to set
recording levels and calculate tape
length. This system also allows the
user to record songs from CD, fading
out the last song on one side of the
tape and recording it in full on the next
side. All the features can be operated
from a 48 -key remote control, also
supplied.

In addition, Technics have also unveiled their minute SL-XP700
personal Compact Disc player which is thinner than two CD cases.
This model runs off rechargeable batteries (or standard alkaline
batteries, when used with a clip -on holder) and features two digital
to analogue converters and a mufti -function LCD display; all for
£199.95.

trade wind
trade winds
Hi-Fi World brings you all the latest

news from the hi-fi industry

trade

trade winds
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PIONEER AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS
Following the outstanding success of their A-400 amplifier, Pioneer
announce the launch of their latest innovation: the Stable Platter, or
'CD Turntable' transport mechanism. Where most Compact Disc
players clamp the centre of the disc, leaving the rest of it to vibrate
freely, Pioneer's system involves sitting the disc, inverted, on a platter.
This helps to overcome many of the problems that have beset CD,
such as jitter and cogging effects of the driving motor, they say.

Four models are available. They range from £249.95 for the PD -
7700, to £79.95 for the top PD -75 model. All decks feature Pioneer's
one -bit Pulseflow
digital to analogue
conversion cir-
cuitry. As yet, there
are no plans for a
transport -only
device.

Pioneer have
also announced
the launch of two
Dolby -S cassette
decks, the CT -
900S and the flag-
ship CT -93. The
£499.95 CT -900S will be the cheapest Dolby -S equipped cassette
deck in the UK. It features computer control of the tape reels, allowing
them to work under optimal tension and 'Super Auto BLE' - which
senses and calibrates tape bias, recording level and equalisation.

The more expensive £799.95 CT -93, has all the aforementioned
features and more, but in a far more refined form. It also has a high
degree of isolation, with extensive use of copper shielding and rubber
insulators and a 'Line Straight' facility that can bypass the input balance
control. Both decks have a facility that switches off the fluorescent
display for serious listening.

TANNOY NEW
LOUDSPEAKER
RANGE
Tannoy Ltd have launched
a new range of seven loud-
speakers, which are known,
paradoxically, as the Sixes.
Their distinctive irregular
hexagonal shape is designed
to minimise standing waves
within the cabinet itself. The
use of mineral filled polyole-
finic end caps is said to im-
prove rigidity and the
smaller panel size helps to
eliminate resonances from
the LF drivers.

Tannoy's study of Dif-
ferential Material Technol-
ogy, used in the Series 90
loudspeakers and their
subsequent studio monitors,
has also been utilised here
in the design of the loud-
speaker. The range starts at
£119.90 for the 603 and
goes up to £699.90 for the
615. A range of matching
stands is also available, all
priced at £79.90, with a
foundation for the larger
loudspeakers at £39.90.

CELESTION 7
Having created major suc-
cesses in the budget sector
with their model 3 and 5 loud-
speakers, Celestion have
launched their £199 Celestion
7. Using their existing titanium
dome tweeter, it features re-
finements to the chassis of the
bass driver and figure of eight
bracing to reduce unwanted
sound radiated by the cabinet
and a new grille fixing.

The new Celestion 7 has
also had its power handling
improved to 150 watts and its
bass frequency is extended
down to 43Hz.

ROKSAN
BITS
Roksan, the mak-
ers of the Xerxes
turntable have
announced a mid-
pricetumtable and
a (very) high -end
pre/power ampli-
fier. The Radius
turntable, priced at
£399 (or £550
with the Tabriz
tonearm it's been designed to work with optimally) is an elegantly
styled model that uses many of the design features from the Xerxes.

Also of interest is their new Roksan Amplification system. This
consists of the £2250 RoK-L I Preamplifier, the £695
RoK-DS I dedicated power supply and the 120W
monoblock RoK-M I power amplifiers, at £4500 per
pair. This system shows great attention being paid to cir-
cuit design, insofar as no excess wire is used in the signal
path. In addition, the amplifier features such exotic
touches as dual volume controls, which have been
ganged for ease of use and internal heatsinking. Roksan
claim that in terms of speed and control it is better than
any amplifier in the known world. We shall see!

METAXAS AMPLIFIERS
Aside from being a Greek brandy, Metaxas is the name
of an Australian high -end audio manufacturer. Metaxas
Audio Systems is the brainchild of one Kostas Metaxas,

whose range of amplifiers and loudspeakers
appear to be designed with that no -compro-
mise attitude normally reserved for the Ameri-
can audiophile.

The amplifers range in price from £1150
forthe Charisma preamplifierto £5995 forthe
100W monoblock Soliloquy power amplifiers,
while the two electrostatic loudspeakers are
£3375 and £16500 respectively. Of particular
interest is the £4600 Opulence preamplifier,
which has a variety of optional extras. These
include internal high level inputs, precise user-

adjustable impedance matching and special
mains isolated power supplies. There are also
options available for tuming the Opulence into
a recording engineer's fantasy. Contact Refer-
ence Imports 0435 868004 for more details.
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GRADIENT SUBWOOFER FOR QUAD
Gradient Ltd, a Finnish company new to the UK, have recently
introduced their SW 63 subwoofer for Quad's ESL 63 electrostatic
loudspeaker system. Priced at £1500, the SW 63 is designed to visually
match the Quad loudspeaker and fits without undermining the
electrostatics' warranty.

The subwoofer, which is "accepted" by Quad, consists of two bass
units upon which the the ESL 63's are mounted. This means that an
extra power amplifier is needed to drive the subwoofers. There is also
a separate control unit.

It is said that this is the first in a range of products to be imported
from Gradient by their distributors KJ West One, who will be arranging
musical evenings and demonstrations to show offthe joys of subwoof-
ered Quads.

MORE LINN
PRODUKT
Nary a month goes by with-
out something new from the
Glasgow stable. This month
sees the launch of the long-
awaited Kremlin tuner.
Designed over the last four
years, it's designed to com-
plement their Kairn pre-
amplifier (reviewed in this
issue) and is capable of being
operated via the Kaim's remote control handset Its apparent ease of
use belies its complexity: the Kremlin has interesting and innovative
features such as user -adjustable mute/scan threshold. As yet, the price
has not been set, but expect it to be well above £1000.

Secondly, we see two new additions to the world of the Linn
Sondek. The Basik LP12 is a pared -down version of the standard LP12
turntable, except with a simple motor drive circuit. This allows the
fledgling Linn owner an easier, less expensive way to upgrade to the
Lingo power supply when necessary. In addition, Linn have also
formally announced the Trampolinn suspension upgrade for the
Sondek. This is a special rigid baseboard, with a silicon membrane
suspension, used in the other turntables in Linn's range. This baseboard
is said to improve the isolation properties of the deck, making it
possible to site your LP 12 on almost any flat surface.

Next we have the LKI00 power amplifier. Styled similarly to the
Intek, the LKI00 is designed to fit requests Linn have received for a
smaller power amplifier. With a maximum power output said to be 50
watts per channel into 8 ohms, the LK I 00 develops Linn's gradual
move into distributive, or multi -room, systems.

Finally, two important developments concerning loudspeakers:
K400 loudspeaker cable and the BINGO. Designed for use in bi-wiring
applications, K400 cable features four cores of Linn's existing K20 cable,
combined as two twisted pairs, making it useful for easy installation. A
tri-wireable version will also soon be available. The BINGO is a bass
equaliser for the Isobarik Aktiv system. Best used with the Dirak power
supply, the new bass equaliser board improves the low frequency
performance of the loudspeakers and gives the system a live' feel.

All the above produkts will become available during the coming
season. As yet, prices are not fixed, but contact your dealer for further
details.

IN BRIEF
GREAT LITTLE VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Fresh from the world of professional audio, the Great Little Valve
Company have unveiled a pair of interesting looking power
amplifiers. Built to order only, the two models are the stereo P5OS
50 watt and the 200 watt monoblock P200M. Price suggested is
around £3000-£4000 for the P5OS and £8000-£10,000 for the
mono pair.

For more details, contact GLVC at Chesham (0494) 778921.

PHILLIPS GO ART DECO
Not content with producing televisions that look like space
helmets, Philips have introduced their Easyline collection, styled in
a '90s version of '20s Art Deco. The range consists of a clock radio,
an AM/FM portable radio and a radio cassette player, priced from
£29.99 to £79.99

CORNFLAKE SHOP EVENING
Central London's Comflake Shop is holding a series of musical
evenings during July and August:

24 July Proceed and Stax
31 July Rega

7 August Roksan
14 August Naim Audio

Each evening will commence at 7pm and should run about two
and a half hours. As well as the manufacturers themselves, The
Comflake Shop's staff will be on hand to provide advice and
cappuccino. For tickets, please contact Angie Taylor on 071-631-
0472, between 10am and 7pm.

MONSTER - THE HARMAN CONNECTION
Harman Audio have recently taken over the UK distribution of
Monster Cable. New developments in the world of cables inau-
gurate the partnership. These are known as Interlink 800 inter-
connect cable, Interlink Light Speed 100 fibre optic and Datalink
100 coaxial digital leads. Monster have also designed what they
refer to as the 'twist crimp' connector, which needs no crimping
or soldering to make a good connection. Contact Harman Audio
on (0753) 57691 1 for more details.

AIWA BUDGET CASSETTE DECK
Aiwa's latest £99.99 ADF-410 cassette deck is packed with
features normally left out of budget units. The 410's record/replay
head uses coils wound from PC-OCCSN copper, while the
transport has full logic control. This, combined with bias adjust-
ment and Dolby HX-Pro, appears to suggest that little is sacrificed
in keeping the price down.

MISSION RECORDABLE COMPACT DISC
Mission have been chosen to be the first specialist hi-fi manufac-
turer to launch CD -R Philips' recordable Compact Disc system.
The first models will be professional devices, without copy -
protection circuitry, while domestic versions will follow soon
after.
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 Mr Rein's criticisms of
B.A.D.A. in your July issue are
based on what he felt was
poor service from one shop (a
feeling he had not brought to
B.A.D.A.'s attention). Without
going into detail, the shop have
a different view of what they
feel is totally unreasonable be-
haviour from a 'customer'. This
is history - but it's important to
know where Mr Rein is
coming from. He has com-
plained to the magazines
before. The comments to
which he referred are a slanted
report of what was actually
said. He's more concerned
with writing unbelievable
letters that propogate false
myths.

Send your letters to:

Hi-Fi World Letters

Page, 64 Castellain

Road, Maida Vale,

London W9 I EX.

It is a regrettable that the
price of much UK hi-fi will rise
over the next few years, to fall
in line with European prices.
The message for the consumer
is simple - buy now!

As for the disparity be-
tween UK and European
dealer profit margins, related
to standards of service, we
regret that once again we have
to disabuse Mr Rein's fanciful
opinions. UK manufacturers
who really care about the way
in which their products are
sold (e.g. Linn, Naim & Arcam)
agree in general that UK
specialist dealers provide
better service than their
European counterparts. They
have even been known to
bring their foreign dealers
round UK B.A.D.A. shops to
give them ideas on how to do
a better job.
Yours etc
Michael Lewin,
B.A.D.A.Operations
Officer

 The Goldring Excelda turn-
table (July issue) being pro-
moted as 'designed' by Remy
Thorens and using a poor
copy of the Thorens logo, has
absolutely nothing to do with
the genuine Thorens company,
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who are based in Lahr,
Germany.

The original designers and
craftsmen of Thorens have no
connection with this product,
which in fact originates from
the Eastern block.

The fact that the turntable
(according to your reviewer) is
more cheap than good speaks
for itself.

The name Thorens and the
accompanying logo has not
been authorised for use in
conjunction with this turntable,
or indeed any non-Thorens
product.
Robert Follis Associates,
for Thorens Lahr GMBH.

 May I raise two points
concerning reviews of equip-
ment in the June edition of the
magazine.

Firstly, Roy Gregory's
comments during the Marantz
PM4OSE/Pioneer A400
comaprison. Mr Gregory
writes "As a long term A400
user..." surely the amp. has
been available for less than a
year. This may seem 'long
term' to a reviewer, but hardly
for the average enthusiast. I

wonder what 'short-term' is
for Mr. Gregory. Long enough
to play a couple of CDs or LPs
perhaps?

Secondly in his review of
the Musical Fidelity SA470
Noel Keywood writes "...it is
so absurdly large and
enormously heavy that it takes
four people to move it...Three
of us struggled to get the
SA470 up our stairs" Come on
Noel, how many people does
it really take to move it, or did
the review take place on the
stairs?

Or perhaps Mr Keywood
and/or his two helpers are not
people. Perhaps one or more
are gorillas. Or is Noel
Keywood a gorilla? Maybe hi-fi
reviewers are, as I suspect,
super human. Or only Mr. Key -
wood? Who can tell?
Barry Revell,
Ramsgate, Kent.

 In due consideration of the
nature and content of your
magazine, we at Sound Advice
and The Sound Factory Stands
Firm feel that in a very short
time you have chosen a format
which is at odds with what we
expect from a magazine. We
feel that the principal role of a
Hi-Fi magazine is to encourage
readers to seek out and use

the better Hi-Fi emporiums
(such as ourselves).

You are probably already
aware of my views on mer-
chandising out of the back of
magazines. This is something I
have been critical of in the
past.

A much bigger source of
annoyance are the 'old second
hand, cum do it yourself
features. These might be of
interest to the 'never buy
anything new 'cos it's a rip off
type of person, but I put it to
you that any self respecting,
quality retailer such as Sound
Advice needs these sort of
customers like we need holes
in our heads! These sorts of
characters are, by long and
painful experience of them, a
total waste of space and never
become Good paying custom-
ers.

Whilst I appreciate that you
are trying to discover your
relationship by - dare I say it -
your need to explore a little in
terms of the articles you write,
please remember that the kind
of readers that you are aiming
at don't even buy your
magazine. These characters
stand in W.H. Smiths at lunch
time and read their Hi-Fi
Worlds at no cost to them
and no benefit to you whatso-
ever!

My most serious criticism
relates to an article which
appeared in the March issue:
six £200 amplifiers. All my
worst fears were confirmed
when one of the amps. in the
feature arrived for us to
evaluate. Quite how this
product (no name no pack -
drill) got into the review, let
alone got the rapturous praise
that it did, is quite beyond me.
I have been in this business for
some 20 years and I have
never before seen what in my
view is an ill designed, ill
executed, ill finished and
utterly lousy sounding product.
I am bitterly disappointed in
what I had previously thought
could so easily be the number
one mag.

I am not expecting Hi-Fi
World to take the form of a
'Linn/Naim and very little else'
publication. What I do expect
from a magazine is a good
balance of objective review,
news and comment, sup-
ported by an attractive layout
and presentation.

What I cannot abide are
pointless features on product
which should have died a
natural death years ago. What

I cannot stand are reviews that
can mislead by failing to
comment fairly and realistically
on the comparative build
quality, circuit topology, overall
design concept, electrical
safety. As for your apparent
predilection with the resurrec-
tion of museum pieces, what
can I say except that I think
that you will continue to
alienate yourself from those
who support you in real
(financial) terms - your
advertisers.

I wanted to say a lot more
but sadly time has run out and
I must direct another customer
to the nearest Oxfam shop so
he can pick up a Leak valve
tuner which he will no doubt
bring in to tell me how much
better than a Naim NAT -01
tuner it is!!
Derek P Whittington
Sound Advice
Loughborough

The Editor writes: You may
well feel that magazines exist
to serve your own narrow
commercial purposes. It is
not an uncommon view
within the industry and it is
one that the magazines as a
whole, under continual
pressure, have tended to bow
to. However, readers are
very astute and they clearly
recognise the problem.

It was always intended that
Hi-Fi World should avoid
such commercialism, which in
the long term is destructive.
Circulations have halved in
the last twenty years.

Magazines must exist to
serve their readers. The very
articles you deplore are the
ones our readers love. We
have every intention of
continuing with them.

 I was interested to read
your articles about old Leak
valve equipment.

I have been interested in
reproduced sound quality for
over 20 years but have always
had a limited budget. By
accident I acquired a Quad
valve system about 10 years
ago and since have become
hooked on valve amplification.
Because of cost this has always
been "pre -owned". I have
managed however, to acquire
Rogers, Armstrong, Quad,
Leak, RCA, Chapman, Scott,
Mullard, Avantic and Audio
Research components. Because
of the variety available, Leak
has been main type though.
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My observation has been
that whenever I have reverted
to solid-state equipment I lose
some of the live-ness or
emotion. Of the amps which I
have tried, Leak maintain the
"sharpest" image and in every
case efficient speakers more
than compensate for low
power output.

At present I use an Audio
Research SP8 pre -amp with a
pair of TL 10's similar to those
reviewed. I know it sounds an
unlikely combination but it
illustrates the potential of Leak
power amps.

Of the Leak pre -amps, I
have found the Point -One
Stereo to be better than the
Vari-Slope - probably because
of the simpler circuit

In terms of value for money
a small valve system in front of
your horn speakers would
seem a very good place to
start.

Good luck with the
magazine.
Bob Sprowson
Rotherham

 I was delighted to see the
article on the Leak Troughline
tuner in the May edition. I was
given one of these (similar to
the one in your picture on
page 81, but without the
mono option) and a Leak
Stereo 30 amplifier. The
previous owner who had in
turn received them from
Someone else had kept them
in his garage because he
couldn't get them to Work

The reason for this failure
became clear after I plugged
them in and began experi-
menting. Only one input, the
one labelled Tape Amp, was
working and only then if the
adjacent gain switch was set to
High, and the tape monitor
switch on the front panel was
set to On. Sometimes, in
order to hear both channels ft
was necessary to jiggle this
switch back and forth. The
only other control on the front
panel which worked was the
Off/OnNolume knob.

I connected my cassette
deck to the amp. and played a
copy of The Eagles' Hotel
California'. I was absolutely
staggered by what I heard -
this previously tame, folky tune
was transformed into gutsy
rock 'n' roll. (This was espe-
cially unbelievable since the
tape was copied from CD). I
used my Nait 2 to enable me
to play records from my LP 12

,,111110'

CjI/

through the amplifier's disc
input and to the tape out and
got similarly dynamic results.
Unfortunately the amp is very
temperamental and if it is not
in the right mood it will just go
loud without any evidence of
the magic of which it is

capable.
On the other hand the

Troughline tuner has given me
consistently good results (used
via my Nait). The first thing I
listened to with it was the Eric
Clapton Blues Concert in Feb
1990 and I was very impressed
with the sound. More recently
I recorded a Jubilee Cruise
concert which featured some
powerful bass playing and
when I played the tape
through a friend's system,
which has speakers at least
four times bigger than my
Heybrook HB2s, the bass went
so deep I just sat there
amazed. I'm in no hurry to buy
a new tuner which says a lot
for the quality of this vintage
model.
Tim Westinacott
London N21

 First, congratulations on a
new magazine which is going
from strength to strength with
each issue. There is a breath of
fresh air about Hi-Fi World.

I cannot recollect having
read in any other hi-fi maga-
zine over the last twenty years
or so, such an interesting and
informative article as the one

reply8/1/14
by you in the May 1991 issue
headed 'How to set recording
level'.

The response too, by
reader Ken Gill, in the June
issue was also extremely
helpful.

So comprehensively was
the subject covered that I have
one query only before I can at
last tell the level meters on my
cassette decks where to go.

My question is - details on
the wrapper of a TDK SA90
include the figures 'MOL
3 I 5HZ: +4.5dB (0dB =
250nWb/m). What do these
values relate to? In other
words, if Cassette Deck 'A'
had the Dolby sign shown at
'0' on the level meters and
Cassette Deck 'B' had the
Dolby sign at '+3', would I be
right in thinking I should set
the Peak Level at +4.5 when
using Deck 'A' and +7.5 when
using Deck 'B'.

If the answer to my
question is in the affirmative
would I be right in assuming
that TDK are placing the IEC
point at '0', unlike your placing
it at '+2'.

Clarification of this point
also would I feel help me and
many others to fully under-
stand the matter.
T.W. Whitley
Grimsby, S. Humberside

The Editor writes: The 0dB
value quoted is the IEC
Reference level, which is
roughly +2dB above Dolby

reference level, as shown by
the Dolby sign.

So, on deck 'A' TDK SA
would overload at +6.5 and
on 'B' at +9.5. However,
these figures represent tape
performance on an industrial
open -reel tape recorder with
special heads, which manufac-
turers use to apply IEC tests.
With domestic recorders,
only Nakamichi discrete
heads compare (e.g. CR-7E).
Your own recorder is likely
to distort heavily at such a
level. I suggest you subtract
3dB from the figures to
provide a starting point and
then experiment.

 I think you have identified
your niche correctly with
people like myself who enjoy
listening to music but also have
a technical and practical
interest. Some of your
competitors go overboard
with their descriptions. They
turn from being an objective
review into an esoteric piece
of literature, whilst the others
do not actually give you much
information, although their
DTP work looks good.

I was also interested to
read Danny Haikin's comments
about bringing his loudspeak-
ers closer together. This is
something I have noticed, and I
am sure it is to do with the
phase of the signals between

Continued on P67...
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Point Five Series 2

HEYBROOK

"The direct coupled bass/mid range driver
gave the system tremendous presence and
vitality. Dynamics were forcefully presented
and vocal delivery was particularly upfront.
Stereo imagery was open and tangible.

But for me what made the Series 2 special
were the special properties associated with
solid core cables: the lack of edge and grain,
the fine resolution of detail and the vivid
sense of presence."

Alvin Gold, Audiophile Dec 1990

Heybrook Hi-Fi Ltd., Estover Close, Estover Industrial Estate, Plymouth PL6 7PL.
Tel : 0752 780311. Fax : 0752 793954
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We have an interest in
all sorts of hi-fi
equipment on this

magazine, so it was with a little
extra consideration but no
special intent that we decided to
put few 'old but gold' valve items
in it. Everyone here knows and
appreciates the merits of valve
equipment, but at the same time
nobody is a dyed-in-the-wool
valve freak. Interest in valves was
likely to be residual, at best, we
used to think.

Our thoughts weren't worth
much! Letters haven't stopped
arriving ever since the Leak
Troughline tuner article ap-
peared. More amazingly, a new
valve amplifier manufacturer
seems to pop out of the
woodwork every day. Our news
page carries details of two new
designs from The Great Little
Valve Company, for example.

Old and New
Some might think Hi-Fi World is
a 'valve magazine'. I have
reservations about this label. We
are certainly very sympathetic to,
and interested in, valve technol-
ogy, and we will continue to
feature all manner of valve
equipment, old and new.
However, I don't want to give
the impression that we believe
valves are better per se, because
our ears (and test equipment)
tell us the matter is just not so
clear cut.

My own interest in hi-fi
started with valves 'cos it had to.
Transistors did exist, but they
were called 0071's and all I can
remember is that you couldn't
drive a loudspeaker with them.
Mullard published an inexpen-
sive, but beautifully produced,
book around the same time (in
the late sixties) called 'Circuits
for Audio Amplifiers'. It was this
that caught my interest and
stimulated me to start building
valve amplifiers.

Tempting Designs
Not only did the book explain all
about frequency response and
distortion in the easiest terms,
but it contained the most superb
range of designs for home built
amplifiers. They progressed from
a single ended 3 -watt design
right up to an unbelievably
powerful - it seemed to me at
the time - 20-watter. There
were circuits, explanations,
pictures of the finished units and
parts lists. It was all too tempting.
I slowly worked my way through
the designs, in between building
radios.

The Mullard book was a
splendid introduction to EL84s,
ultra -linear working, phase
splitters and - last but definitely
not least - 400 volt belts that

sent you reeling across the
room. Funny, but Mullard never
did mention anything about this
minor problem! The sense of
pride and satisfaction I got from
building those valve amplifiers, let
alone the entertainment
provided afterwards, was more
than enough compensation for
the shock treatment they gave
me.

Inevitably, I retain a strong
interest in valves, but to be
honest, I am not convinced they
are innately better than transis-
tors. As amplifying devices they
have an awesome attraction and
a peculiar sort of physical and
electronic elegance. I'm not
alone in thinking this, it seems.
Alan Sircom, our Deputy Editor,
is appreciative of the valve sound
and is currently using an Audio
Innovations Series 500. Richard
Brice, and Chris Binns, both
contributors to Hi-Fi World,
have both designed and built
valve amps. Roy Gregory has
plenty of experience of using
them. Richard Kelly was respon-
sible for introducing us to the
Leak Troughline and can be seen
on page 73 of this issue, standing
at King's Cross Station, London,
with a Revox valve tape
recorder (funny what some
people do for a living). This list
shows the amount of interest
and experience we have, but
none would claim unequivocally
that valves are better. So what is
it they offer?

Alluring
This is where the generalities
start. I had forgotten about the
valve until an EAR509 100
wafter, designed by Tim de
Paravicini turned up some time
ago. It intrigued me. Here was a
finely finished piece of equip-
ment that, unlike the units I built,
looked so attractive that boxing
it was out of the question. That
was back in 1977 (I seem to
remember reviewing it for Hi-Fi
News). It wasn't long before
another valve monster arrived -
a Michaelson & Austin TVA -1.
Again, chrome plating and and a
high overall standard of finish
made the TVA- I unusually
attractive to look at - and it was
a fine sounding unit too. Both
these amplifiers had a specifica-
tion way beyond anything I had
previous experience of and both
sounded very alluring. They
lacked much of the softness and
floppy bass I remember charac-
terised my own efforts. In fact,
both had quite impressive bass
power.

The implicit suggestion was
that valves could sound much
better than they ever had done,
but only when put into modem
circuits - and especially when

combined with unusually
complex and sophisticated
output transformers. Their
change in status from the
everyday, which has to be
designed down to a price, to the
exotic which is designed up to a
standard, helpfully allowed an
enormous improvement in
output transformer specification
to come about. This has served
to distinguish modem valve
amplifiers from those of yore. So
why do I have reservations about
them?

Generalising dangerously,
valve amplifiers have a beautifully
smooth, easy and cohesive
sound that seems to flow with
grace and liquidity. This offers a
wonderful release from the often
scratchy, coarse and grainy

Reflections from
Noel Keywood

kaleidoscope
quality of solid state ampifiers.
And I have never heard solid
state reach quite the levels of
sweetness I have heard from
valves. So what's the problem? In
a word - analysis. Really good
solid state amplifiers like our in-
house Deltec's, provide an
insight, a level of detailing and a
sense of fine analysis that I have
yet to encounter from any valve
amplifier. They also exert far
better low frequency control and
in consequence give firmer,
cleaner bass lines.

Valve preamplifiers in
particular seem unable to match
solid state in terms of analysis,
yet there is no good technical
reason for this. It is just one of
those slightly unsettling conun-
drums. But for every valve
power amplifier that has fallen
short of my hopes and expecta-
tions, I can think of an example
of valve technology that has
exceeded them. In particular, our
own Leak Troughline tuner
continues to put all modem
tuners to shame. It has an
openess and an easy and totally
natural clarity that is well beyond
that of solid state tuners. Is it the
simplicity of its circuits that is
responsible, or solely the fact
that it uses valves?

Psycho -Acoustic Trick?
Then there was the Japanese
Ongaku triode amplifier that
visited our offices for just a few
hours (no longer because it costs

£30,000 and there is just one in
the country). This seemed so
spectacular that its sound
beggared description. I am still
not sure I did hear what I heard!
The sense of closeness and
intimacy it produced was quite
beyond that of anything I had
previously experienced. I am still
wondering whether this is
possible, or whether what I was
hearing was a fiendishly clever
psycho -acoustic trick!

Valves are fascinating and
obviously very alluring for a great
many people. It seems this is so
whether they have previous ex-
perience of them or not. Quite
whether valves are better is still
an open question. They certainly
offer a credible altemative to
solid state. Perhaps it will be the
growing renewal of interest in
them that finally tums up the
answer. In the meantime we are
going to feature valve products
regularly, but not to the
detriment of our overall
coverage of hi -f.

And Next Month...
Finally, I've got to tell you that in
our next issue we hope to
feature, at last, a rare and
fantastic animal: a truly direct
coupled valve amplifier. Yes, this
does mean that it has no output
transformer or blocking capacitor
and - even more terrifying to
think of - the loudspeakers are
coupled direct to the anodes of
a line of PL -509s. Madness! 
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Feedback from
Alan Sircom

sircom'
circuits

Freedom of the press. The
phrase summons up images of
journalists, writers and poets
struggling to get political work
published in Eastern Bloc
countries before the fall of the
Berlin Wall. It also evokes the
'Washington Post', at the time of
Watergate. The last area that
most people would consider in
need of a little freedom would
be the hi-fi press.

In our own little way we too
suffer at the hands of censorship.
As an independently -run
magazine, without a large
publishing house to act as a
safety net we walk a tightrope of
financial security. If we publish
anything contentious we can
easily suffer at the hands of the
advertisers; to cancel advertising
in an independent magazine is
rather like cutting off the life-
support machine.

With a little bit of journalistic
self-control, however, we can
manage to consistently produce
a magazine that is popular with
both readers and the industry.
As respect grows, we can hope
to be forthright, maintain clear
opinions and still keep an even
keel.

Unfortunately the lean times
that now prevail have shown the
darker side of some of the
people within this industry. We
are fortunate; the 'sour grapes'
mentality has not hit us as yet
Many others within the industry
have not been so lucky. It strikes
me as sad that a recession can
cause so much bad feeling within
an industry as small as specialist
hi-fi.

Even more upsetting is the
assumption some have been
making that we should kow-tow
to our advertisers. While I would
never be a party to indiscrimi-
nately attacking dealers or
manufacturers, I could also never
allow myself to be led by our
advertising revenue. If I like a
product, it is because I enjoy
what it does in sonic terms, not
because any advertising induce-
ment may come out of it

There are also those who
suggest that our features should
also be led by the advertising
department While I feel that it is
good to get a feel for what is
going on within the industry, the
concept of turning over editorial
space to advertising features
leaves an unpleasant taste in my
mouth. I accept that my column
last month was about the Mana
table, but I still maintain that its
inclusion in my hi-fi system was
the most significant event that
took place for me that month. If
it had been a gas bill, last
month's column would have
been about the effect gas bills
have upon hi-fi listening.

Enthusiasts
Attempting to produce a
magazine that is run by enthusi-
asts, endeavouring to rise above
the taint of commercialism is not
an easy task. We are constantly
looking for interesting areas in hi-
fi that have not featured before,
trying new ideas, or reintroduc-
ing old technologies and
concepts that our rivals would
pay not lip service to. Sometimes
these ideas will fail to arouse
much interest while others will
hopefully lead the way.

It is because of this independ-
ent stance that we have looked
at classic hi-fi equipment such as
the Leak Troughline tuner, the
TLJI 0 amplifiers and the Revox
G36 featured in this month's
issue. This is not done to
undermine the current hi-fi
industry - we may strive to be
non-commercial, but not suicidal.
Instead, these products are
shown off in the same manner as
modern day esoteric classics.
Not one member of the Hi-Fi
World team would expect our
Revox G36 article to affect the
sales of modern cassette
recorders. Nor would we

seriously expect somebody to
turn down a £1500 Naim NAT
01 for a £40 Leak Troughline.

There is a great deal of fun to
be had in searching for antique
pieces of audio equipment. Many
people can turn their home into
a museum with alarming rapidity,
once the bug strikes. These
people, although enthusiasts, will
seldom enter the hallowed halls
of a hi-fi shop to buy the latest
flavour of the month, but I
would feel proud if such a
person came into my shop
showing off his or her latest
vintage acquisition, because it
shows that they have trust in
your interests and know that you
are not just there to make a sale.

Staggering Response
We have had a staggering
response to our second-hand
articles. Many of these people
have intimated that it has
rekindled an interest in hi-fi that
has lain dormant because of the
'business before pleasure'
attitude taken by dealers and
manufacturers.

We all have a living to make.
We cannot afford to overlook
any section of hi-fi, old or new.
These are times of great change.
Vinyl is fast becoming a curious
relic with Compact Disc usurping
its position of power and Digital
Audio Tape, Digital Compact
Cassette, and the new Mini Disc
all snapping at its heels. Crystal
ball gazing is a precarious
profession at the best of times.
Now one can only take wild
guesses at what the next dozen
years will bring. By being too
busy fighting one another we
may all miss the next wave of
innovation and be swamped by a
sea of products from distant
shores.

Sails Filling
So where does this leave our
little Hi Fi World with its sails
filling? We are still trying to avoid
the pirates that abound in the
(sometimes) treacherous oceans
of the British specialist hi-fi
industry. Most sail past us looking
for bigger booty.

In an ideal world manufactur-
ers would manufacture, review-
ers would review and dealers
would deal and no-one would
attempt to interfere on the
other's territory. In reality this is
seldom the case. I can accept
that reviewers and magazines are
likely to cause the most prob-
lems; an overtly critical review
can be as damaging as a
reputation for unreliability or a
scandal in the press. For the
most part, however, reviewers
aim to be fair about the
products they write about

Like a large number of

reviewers, I have seen action at
the front line. I have been a
member of staff at one of
London's better known hi-fi
dealers and have experienced
what it is like for a potential
customer to wave a magazine at
me saying, "But they say it's
rubbish." At times this has made
me want to throttle the reviewer
responsible. But I would hope
that no review, however
negative, would make me as a
dealer consider withdrawing my
advertising. Bad reviews of
products are a hurdle to
overcome, but not a major one.

In some respects we are
providing a service. A hi-fi
magazine's raison d'etre is to
inform and entertain enthusiastic
readers, hopefully creating new
followers in the process. Our
principal duty is to our reader-
ship, not our advertisers; they
already know what is going on in
the hi-fi industry.

Petty Squabbling
As I stated earlier, the industry
appears rife with petty squab-
bling. I have always believed that
a recession was a time for
concentrated shoulder -to -the -
wheel work in order to survive.
While a good many companies
are doing just this, some feel that
the only way to maintain
diminishing markets is to attack
others around them like rats in a
cage.

One case that I have heard of
involves a large manufacturer
(who will have to remain
nameless) casting doubt on a
smaller rival company by
dragging up tales of long past
financial difficulties. Whether a
company has been in trouble in
the past is virtually immaterial to
its performance in the
marketplace today. I'm sure that
a thorough investigation of
almost any company - in or out
of the hi-fi industry - would show
times of near insolvency.

At best this in -fighting can
only damage the reputation of
everyone concerned. We should
reflect on why the specialist hi-fi
industry is in existence in the first
place. It is not a megabucks
profession; as with any industry,
success breeds cash rewards, but
hi-fi mufti -millionaires are quite
thin on the ground. I would hope
that the world of hi-fi is still
populated by people who have a
profound love of music. In the
Twilight Of The Idols' Friedrich
Nietzsche wrote a phrase which
should be uppermost in the
hearts and minds of all of us who
are connected with this industry
"Without music life would be a
mistake." 
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/t's often said good
movies are made in the
cutting -room, not on the
set. If you've ever

watched a movie or video
edit you'll know what a
difference the director and
editor make as they painstak-
ingly piece together the
finished article shot by shot.
Mistakes, poor lighting and
sloppy acting are edited out
and consigned to the cutting -
room floor. .

Unfortunately, this practice
has lead to a belief in all
sectors of the entertainment
industry that performances
can be fixed "post -produc-
tion". Recorded music is no
exception. It's a chastening
thought to know that a
classical Compact Disc may
contain up to eight hundred
edits. That's an edit about
every five seconds!

There are several reasons
for this state of affairs. Firstly,
that it is possible at all. With
the advent of digital recording
and editing it's now feasible
to stitch together one
hundred 'takes' and seam-
lessly assemble them as an
apparently complete musical
performance. This has led to
musicians, knowing the
technical team can 'fix it in
the edit' arriving at the
recording session under -
rehearsed. Also, record
reviewers, who have criticised
recordings with comments
like "It's a pity about the sour
oboe tone in bar 65 of the
scherzo," have made record
companies loath to release
recordings with even slight
flaws.

But, what price Beethoven
in the age of digital editing? Is
it any wonder that, time after
time, music lovers cherish 30

year old analogue perform-
ances over their modern
digital counterparts. At least
the conductor knew, when he
put down his baton 30 years
ago, what the recording
would sound like! Digital
editing is doing for classical
music recording what MIDI
did for pop. The flawless,
glossy and gutless is replacing
the coherent, possibly
blemished but sometimes
inspired performance.

There is an energy - a
vitality - well rehearsed live
performances possess that a
musical patchwork, no matter
how beautifully or sensitively
constructed, can never match.
Nobody wants to hear dud
notes, but a woodwind
melody going slightly sharp at
the climax of a musical phrase
isn't a mistake, it's a natural
part of a musical perform-
ance. The energy and fragility
- it's human!

In pop and rock recording
there is the beginning of a
swing back to recording live. I

know from rock recording
sessions using MIDI se-
quencers in the past, that it
was all too easy to fall into
the trap of recording a sloppy
keyboard part and then
spending hours fiddling about
with the technology, trying to
fix bad timings and tunings.
An attitude built up which
was: "the technology is here
to fix this and we'll do
anything to avoid rehearsing
and re-recording that piano
part!!"

The trouble is, the tech-
nology gradually erodes the
necessity and the inclination
to put in a decent perform-
ance. This leaves the real job
of shaping the music to the
people with their fingers on

recorded
message
Left by Richard Brice

the computer mouse, rather
than on the musical instru-
ments.

I know it's one of the great
patterns of history that
technology replaces skill. I, for
one, cannot remember the
last time I had to fashion flint -
tips for my spears or harvest
my own wheat! But, at least
with the necessities of life,
they just need to be there,
such is the nature of their
importance. The arts are
rather different, they're not a
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0
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Fig I. Phase Reversal
Transformer

Transformer is Sonter Miniature Bridging
Transformer type 3575 or similar

necessity. Take the "art" out
of food production and you
may take away an indefinable
something, but not its innate
value. Take the "art" away
from music and you're left
with a kind of industrial by-
product, completely negating
its raison d'etre.

Of course, it's not as bad
as that yet. There's plenty of
skill left. Audiences still go to
live performances and that
has ensured good orchestras
and fine conductors. But
digital recording is breeding
new skills; fine editors and
fine producers and fine MIDI
programmers too!

It's not that the skills have
evaporated from the produc-
tion of recorded music but
that the important skills have
changed. I wonder how long
it will take before the record
buying public cotton on. Will
we walk into "Our Price" in
five years' time and see
Beethoven Piano Concerto
No.5 with credits for pro-
ducer and editor on the front
and a small credit on the back
page of the pamphlet for
conductor, orchestra and
soloist? 
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any novice setting out,
fresh and full of
enthusiasm, on the

road to a 'real' hi-fi system, is
going to encounter, and
sooner rather than later, the
concept of a 'hi-fi hierarchy'.
Whether from the lips of a
dealer or the pen that answers
the magazine queries, the
attractive simplicity of the
theory will soon exert its
charms, a lifeline of logic in a
sea of expensive ambiguity.

Examined as an abstract
model, the idea of component
hierarchy, a chain of reproduc-
tion which can only be as
strong as its weakest link, has
an impressive ring. It's logical. It
makes sense! It's also easy to
understand - and therein lies
its great strength as a teaching
tool (cynics would say 'sales
tool'). My question is, how well
does it translate into a Buying
Guide, a purchasing strategy
for audio Nirvana?

Those with long memories
may well remember a Hay-
market rag (I use the term
advisedly, sure that the current
batch of Mr. Heseltine's
proteges could only agree), the
infamous but long deceased
Popular Hi-Fi. Each month, this
august tome devoted two full
pages to a diagram and tourist
guide, laying out the full Linn/
Naim upgrade ladder. All the
way from an LP 12 with Basik
and a NAD 3020 (until the
Naim Nait arrived!), to the full
PMS Isobarik system in what
were apparently faultless,
trouble free steps. And they
were, at least as far as the
Linn/Naim products were
concerned. As Popular Hi-Fi
under the Editor of the time
only ever believed in those
two companies, to the
exclusion of everything else,
their 'upgrade path' was
indeed a self evident truth.
Not surprising, since these
were -the very companies
which promoted the idea in
the first place. Times have
changed. Linn and Naim have
gone their separate ways and
Popular Hi-Fi has disappeared
as well. And yet the 'hi-fi
hierarchy' dictum still prevails.
Yes, I know ft works in theory,
and it certainly works with Linn
or Naim equipment, but
remove it from the specific
products around which ft was
developed, and suddenly the
cracks appear.

Having started with the
weakest link theory - so neat,
so simple and so convincing -

we find it used to justify the
allocation of your budget more
toward the source, less toward
the loudspeakers. The amplifier
can only pass on what it's fed,
ft can't improve on what's
gone before. Spend a lot on
the speakers and they'll use all
their time telling you about the
inadequate signal they're
receiving. The problem here is
the equation of cost and
quality, the idea that your
amplifier has to be better than
your speakers and that it
should therefore cost more
money.

It works for Linn and Naim,
but it's as much a matter of
the nature of their speakers as
their price. If you design small
boxes of low efficiency, and
difficult drive characteristics
into the bargain (remember
we're talking Kann, Sara and
Isobarik here), then you
impose certain parameters on
the designer of the driving
amplifier. A large power supply
with plenty of reservoir
capacitance and good load
tolerance costs a lot of money
and your amp soon ends up
costing more than its associ-
ated speaker. Drive units are
comparatively cheap, and a
simple crossover doesn't cost
much. In fact, the box is the
most expensive part, so the
smaller the better.

So, small, inefficient boxes
and beefy amplifiers certainly
support the hierarchy of
progressive cost increase from
output to source. But what
happens if you after the design
rationale of your speakers? If
we go to a large, efficient box
then the cost equation
changes dramatically.

Big boxes cost money and
the bigger they get, the more
important quality and consis-
tency become. In conjunction
with increased driver cost, a
decent big speaker costs a lot
of money.
On the other hand, assuming a
commensurate increase in
efficiency, the requirements
now placed on the driving
amplifier have eased. ft will
need less power and a smaller
power supply, making it
cheaper, but most importantly
of all, making the designer's job
easier. It's far less difficult to
design a good small amp than
a good big one, and remem-
ber, what we're concerned
about here is quality. Thus the
possibility of using a small,
cheap but very high quality
amp with a large, expensive

and efficient speaker fits in
perfectly with the weakest link
theory. Taken to extremes,
there is the example of an
expensive horn speaker with
an amp supplying so few watts
that they are countable on the
fingers of one hand!

These are perfectly
workable propositions and yet
people (meaning journalists
and dealers) rarely recom-
mend them. Why? Because
they upset the theory of how
we should spend our budget.
Indeed, that 'front end first'
outlook is so ingrained that
small amp/efficient speaker
combinations were an endan-
gered species until the
emergence of Audio Innova-
tions created a stay of execu-
tion [and Hi-Fi World came
into existence!]

R.G. Bargy
Roy Gregory weighs in

All of which wouldn't
matter unless the high effi-
ciency route has something to
offer as an alternative. Results
show us ft certainly has. I've
been more than happy with
the combination of Audio
Innovations Second Audio's (a
mighty 15 watts per channel)
or Jadis JA30's with Kef 105
III's. Neither of these amps is
exactly budget, but both show
the benefits of low powered
designs. Not one of the
beefcake amps I've had
through the house has come
close to being as musically
satisfying. They simply can't
match the finesse and dynamic
resolution of smaller units, nor
the sheer speed and clout that
they give to a system. Big amps
may give you big peak -to -peak
dynamic swings, but they
happen so slowly! Who
muttered "paralleled output
stages"?

But the real impetus behind
this column was a recent
Pioneer road show, at which
they presented their new (and
extremely impressive) CD
turntables. Speakers in use
were the Kef 105's and the
sonic results were excellent I
know how revealing these
speakers are, and how choosy

about partnering equipment.
And yet as I sat listening,
dealer after dealer pronounced
amazement at the sound.
They'd never heard their 105's
sound so good. That's because
they'd never thought to use a
£230 amp with these near
£2000 speakers. You guessed

the amp was a Pioneer
A400.

The move to efficient
speakers offers considerable
benefits. They allow the use of
smaller, simpler amps, which in
turn make high quality sound
easier to achieve. The availabil-
ity of lower efficiency but
more linear amplification using
Triodes or Class A solid state
designs is another option that
arises. And last but not least,
real bandwidth becomes a
possibility. Never again will you
find yourself offering apolo-
getic explanations, for the
'superb bass quality' of your
mini -monitors, which some-
how just doesn't wash with the
uninitiated - especially if
they've had a few pints and a
curry. Don't be intimidated by
the hierarchy argument; ft
doesn't always apply. Consider
the loudspeakers: my advice is
to get big and get real! 

O
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personalities
Seven personal stereos and a portable

Digital Audio Tape recorder rested and taken

on the train by Noel Keywood

Personal stereos are one of the most
exciting ways to experience music.
With a pair of good headphones they
can provide superb sound quality,
with a closeness and sense of
involvement in a performance that
only headphone listening can give. But
there are some nasties lurking
beneath their plastic and alloy
exteriors, wafting to offend or annoy.

I found two main problems: short
battery life and terrible speed
variations, which produce wow. My
aim for this report was to find true hi-
fi machines, free from major draw-
backs but without costing a fortune. It
would have been easy to review
expensive machines alone.

Our group of personal stereo's
spans a price range from £62 for a
budget Aiwa (that does nearly
everything) right up to Sony's amazing
£500 digital DATman. In between lie
a variety of different models, each
with its own merits, each with its own

drawbacks. They are aimed at some
distinct market niches; the art is to
select the right one for your intended
purpose. Get it wrong and you could
be very disappointed. Conversely,
some machines gave astonishing
results - as good as the best hi-fi tape
decks - and they were gems to listen
to.

I use personal stereos on long
journeys and for recording interviews
for this magazine. And I love them.
Seeing the gently beautiful Sussex
countryside from a train whilst
listening to Chopin is always an
experience worth having. But whilst
British Rail might suffer speed
variations, I'd rather the personal
stereo didn't! It might not matter with
Motorhead or the Jesus and Mary
Chain, but ft can make other types of
music sound terrible. Wow produces
a horribly 'cracked' type of tonal
quality, as well as an obvious slurring
and jerking of pitch. Lots of personal

stereos suffer it, but there again, one
of this group, which costs well under
£100, has less wow than a
Nakakmichi.

Aiwa have no fewer than twenty
nine different personal stereos spread
over every conceivable market slot It
is useful if you know what the
subdivisions are and what benefits
and drawbacks are commonly
associated with each. There are three
identifiable basic categories.

whilst British
Rail might suffer
speed variations,
I'd rather the
personal stereo
didn't!

First, there are modem fashion
statements, performing much the
same role as, say, an expensive watch.
Then there are low cost, utilitarian
models, invariably distinguished by
bulky black plastic cases and crude
'turbo' graphics. The final category is a
small one, the 'serious' machines,
dedicated to providing good sound
quality, but unadorned by hype,
gadgets and Style with a capital S.
This last category is the domain of a
hi-fi magazine.

You pay extra for fashion state-
ments - and suffer certain drawbacks
as well, like short battery life and
awkward miniature controls, with no
better than satisfactory performance
overall. Utilitarian players are cheaper
Buying decisions are based primarily
on cost and available facilities. To
keep the price down, manufacturers
generally choose to make savings in
the transport system, hence the
common presence of wow. The key
word for them is 'cheap'.

Nevertheless, in a curious sort of
way, the cheapies are good value.
They make no pretences and can be
both entertaining and useful. Unfortu-
nately, they are most certainly not hi-
fi and for sensitive listeners they could
prove to be a pain in the ear.

True hi-fi machines form a small
third category. Not all of them are
expensive, but most cost over £100.
They need not be difficult to use,
unduly bulky or short on battery life.
In my experience, 'hi-fi' machines are
the most soberly designed in every
area and offer the best blend of good
all-round performance, together with
fine sound quality. They cost more,
but it is worth it to savour the
wonderful sound that can be
achieved.
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AIWA HS -P505
MkII
This mini -player was like the girl in
the nursery rhyme; it could be very
very good, but also very bad. With all
Aiwa's experience in the manufacture
of personal stereos (only Sony
products can officially be called
Walkmans) they should have been
able to avoid trouble, but I suspect
that their design team were given too
much leeway with this one.

The HS -P505 Mkll (£69.99) is de-
lightfully small, being much like Sony's
little WM-190 in this respect. It has
auto -reverse and a small in -line
remote control unit. It even shares
features like a flat rechargeable
battery and an external battery
holder with the Sony. This led me to
wonder at first if they might not be
the same mechanisms in different
clothes, as Aiwa and Sony do have a
close relationship. Measurement and
closer inspection soon showed that
the two makes are very different
players under the skin.

Sadly, the Aiwa is one of the most
awkward personal stereos I have ever
used. Its controls are small and their
markings all but invisible. The for-
ward/reverse positions of the fast
wind slide switch were barely

discernible and the tape itself was
virtually impossible to see through the
tiny slit of a window. I could never tell
whether fast wind was working or
even in which direction the tape was
going. An 'upside down' cassette ori-
entation within the machine only
made matters worse. Even the
volume control was too close to the
headphone jack, making level adjust-
ment difficult.

Good points were less immedi-
ately obvious, but they were there.
Battery life is greater than the mini-
ature Sony, its current drain being a
low 78mA when playing and fast
winding, giving around four hours
from the 2V rechargeable supplied.
Charging the battery takes place in
situ though, which can be inconven-
ient since it prevents one battery
being charged whilst another is in use.

The higher voltage used compared
to the Sony resulted in a noticeably
cleaner sound quality, with less
apparent distortion at high levels. The
HS -P505 Mk11 had stronger treble
too, giving it a brighter sound.
Switching in Dynamic Super Loudness
gives bass boost, which is useful for
the typical portable headphone.

Although measured wow was
lower than that of the Sony, in use it
proved easier to detect and therefore
more upsetting. Random speed jerks
occured, plus sudden transient wow,

both of which made piano listening an
ordeal. This player is best suited to
piano -free Rock, which (fortunately or
otherwise) excludes Elton John and
Joe Jackson to name but two.

On balance, I felt that the HS -
P505 Mkll suffered - like the Sony
WM- 190 - too much from the
pressure to miniaturize. A slightly
bigger model would hopefully have
fewer compromises.

AIWA HS-RX705
With its tuner in the lid and a small
rechargeable battery that offers 3.5
hours playing time, the Aiwa HS-
RX705 (£159.99) is as small as any
player, matching Aiwa's HS -P505 Mkll
and Sony's WM-I90, both of which
are virtually cassette size. Like those
players too, the RX705 has a bolt -on
battery case to give longer playing
time from conventional batteries. A
mains power supply comes as
standard and it doubles for recharging
the battery. This does mean that
when the battery runs down the
player becomes unusable while the
battery recharges, around half and
hour or so being the minimum time
to take a useful charge on board.

This miniature player has a
complete synthesiser tuner on -board
picking up VHF/FM and Medium
Wave stations. There are no fewer
than twenty station memories, ten for
each waveband, so stations are
available at the push of a button. All
the circuits and a liquid crystal
frequency display are packed into the
lid! The Japanese are masters of mini-
aturisation: on top of all this they
offer auto -reverse!

The player was well adjusted and
gave the same sort of bright, clear
sound as the 'P505 MkII, with Dolby

B reducing hiss. Measurement
showed a healthy treble output right
up to 12kHz, but some slight fall off in
the bass. A dynamic boost circuit can
be switched in to compensate
however. Speed variations in the
transport of the player measured
0.2% (total wow and flutter), which is
a high-ish figure. In use I noticed the
same vague, meandering pitch
problem as that of the P505, whilst
listening to piano. There were occa-
sional speed jerks too. Put together,
these effects conspired to compro-
mise piano reproduction
somewhat, at least for critical
listeners.

The VHF tuner was
blighted by noise, simply
because it relies upon the
headphone lead to act as an
aerial. This is always the case
with personal stereo tuners;
it is not a reflection upon
Aiwa's model. With the lead
ideally arranged for receiving
purposes to minimise noise,
sound quality was excellent.
Miniature radios with
thumbwheel tuning are
always difficult to tune in
properly. Preset tuning
proved more useful and
appropriate for this role than
I had expected. Simply being
perfectly on tune helps to

improve sound quality and reduce
noise.

The RX705 was awkward to use
because of its very small, poorly
marked buttons and completely
hidden cassette. There's no seeing
whether the machine is winding
forwards or backwards. The liquid
crystal display frustratingly indicates
Play direction only. Technically this is
a very clever machine; not, alas,
ergonomically. Again, many compro-
mises have been made to achieve the
smallest possible size.
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AIWA HS -F150

This machine provides an interesting
contrast to the smaller Aiwas. It is
bulkier and less elegant, without some
of its fellows' high-tech attractiveness.
Yet the 'F 150 (£61.99) fulfils a similar
role. It records and replays cassettes,
using either a simple internal micro-
phone or (better) an external clip -on
stereo mic. supplied.with

The flimsy black plastic case gives
the 'F 150 a somewhat downbeat
appearance; the others have more
rigid and better finished metal cases.

The graphics, usually so restrained
and discreet on small Aiwa machines,
are bold and vulgar on this one. Aiwa
seem to be aiming at a different type
of user certain about what appeals to
each. Finally comes the price differ-
ence: this machine is undeniably
cheap.

The 'F150 is basically a no non-
sense machine that would appeal to
anyone who just wants something
without fancy gadgets otherwise
known as hidden snags. I use a now
battered Aiwa recording personal
stereo for our interviews, a predeces-
sor to the 'F 150, which is a sturdy,

reliable workhorse. Its small,
poorly marked controls are a
problem and whilst the 'F 150
has them too, the new model
is much better than the earlier
mini -Aiwa's in this respect.
Cassette visibility is fair, the
clear plastic window shows
just one reel. The other is ob-
scured by 'tone controls'
which offer Super Bass, Bass
and Treble
The machine will auto -reverse
play, but it will not reverse
record, as its record mode
stops when reversing. Dolby B
only works on playback too, in
order to match prerecorded
tapes that are Dolby B
encoded. Recordings made on

the machine cannot be Dolby'd to
reduce hiss.

This machine uses two I .5V size
AA batteries, which in alkaline form
(Duracell or Ever Ready Gold Seal)
give around 10 hours use. Measure-
ments showed the current drain and
end volts of the 'F 150, which deter-
mine battery life, were quite low.
Aiwa do not supply a mains unit, as
they must with the rechargeable
models.

Sound quality was fine, with its
sense of tonal balance and dynamics.
Like other players with a good power
line from low impedance batteries,
this one produced a strong, full
bodied sound with plenty of punch
for Rock and better in this respect
than the smaller machines. There was
only one serious qualification: piano
had enormous body and power,
which I found exciting, yet there were
some serious slurring and tonal
wanderings to be heard. Measure-
ment confirmed that there was some
drift and resultant wow was high at
0.3%.

Recording ability with speech was
extremely good from the external
stereo mic. The internal mic. is
virtually a standby; it must be aimed
directly at anyone speaking to be
effective.

At the price, I liked this machine. It
has weaknesses, but many virtues

PANASONIC
RQ-S65
This miniature player (£129.99) vies
with Sony's WM- 190 in every sense.
Its main attraction is its cuteness, a
combination of its small size and
rounded shape. Like the Sony, it is
purely a cassette player, there is no
radio or recording section. The case

is made from pressed alloy, finished in
a dark gunmetal grey and then
laquered to give a deep gloss. It is just
millimetres larger than a cassette,
making it another wonder of Japanese
miniaturisation.

A full range of facilities are
provided, including auto -reverse,
Dolby B and C replay noise reduc-
tion, a bass boost circuit and a tiny,
corded remote control unit with a
liquid crystal display in it. This was

easier to use than the tiny
buttons. Like all mini -
players, the 'S65 wasn't
especially easy to use, a
difficulty made worse by
the fact that yet again this
is a machine where the
cassette inside cannot be
seen. Whirring sounds
issue forth and (should
you remember to carry a
magnifying glass) you can
check what button has
been pressed. The rest is
in the lap of the Gods. I
would like to have seen a
clear window in the lid,
surely an essential feature
in any cassette player.

Panasonic have used a
small, flat lead/acid 2V
rechargeable battery to
power the player. Since
the machine draws a lot

of current (200mA) when playing,
battery life is not much more than
four hours. Panasonic combat this
problem by fitting a screw -on
auxiliary battery compartment. If the
rechargeable runs out, the player will
run off a single I.5V AA cell.

Use of a low drive voltage (1.5-
2V) limits headphone volume, since
maximum output is low at 0.3mV.
The 'S65 goes loud, but not very
loud. Like other single battery models,
there wasn't a lot of punch behind
the sound of the 'S65, another
limitation that results indirectly from
miniaturisation. However, there is a
bass boost circuit (entitled S-XBS)
with two boost positions and this
added punch.

. Loading a cassette and pressing
the Play button I noticed an immedi-
ate problem: motor drone. This
formed a continuous background
accompaniment, to a piano solo that I
found difficult to tolerate. Sustained
notes sounded a trifle shaky and
broken in pitch, but uncritical listeners
might not find this especially obvious
or annoying. Measured wow and
flutter was 0.2%, a mediocre figure
unfortunately typical of mini -players
like this one.

The RQ-S65 is a visually attractive
miniplayer, but sadly with all the
drawbacks of the breed, plus added
motor whine.
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PANASONIC
RQ-A70
Whilst the small Aiwa and Sony
players are technological fashion
accessories, Panasonic's RQ-A70
(£64.95) is altogether more mun-
dane. Its role in life is to do as many
jobs as possible at minimal cost. To
this end Panasonic have given it a
wide range of facilities. Apart from
playing tapes, it will also record, from
a radio or an internal microphone.
Auto -reverse has not been fitted, but
a small ultra -flat loudspeaker has been
squeezed into the lid, so headphones
are not obligatory.

All this is partly explanation and
partly excuse. You don't get all this
for £65 or thereabouts without some
penalty. Compared particularly to the
mini-Aiwas the RQ-A70 is coarsely
built and finished, but it is arguably on
par with its price rival, the HS -F 150.
Like the 'F 150, this machine is plastic
cased, but Panasonic also include a
two waveband radio covering
Medium Wave and VHF/FM. The lack
of any latch on the cassette compart-
ment lid comes as a shock; in use
head guides lock the cassette in place,
which in turn holds the lid closed! It's
not an idea many others look likely to
adopt.

The Play button directly pushes
the heads, guides and pinch wheel
into contact with the cassette, which
gives a heavy feel to the operating
buttons. However, they are also very
large and well marked, making
operation easy. Just above these
buttons lies a vulgarly chromed grill,
behind which lurks the internal micro-
phone. There is an external mic. input
as well, for more serious work
Output can be switched from head-
phones to the loudspeaker, which is a
useful feature. Whether Fast Play, the
ability to increase speed by 20%,
could be called a useful feature baffles
me though. Is it jogging speed?

The RQ-A70 is powered by two
I .5V AA size batteries. It draws more
current (150mA) when playing than
many personal stereos, but alkalines
like Duracell and Every Ready Gold
give around eight hours continuous
playing time. Lack of Dolby B is a
small warning about the uncritical
nature of the user Panasonic might be
aiming at; measurement of wow
confirmed it. The RQ-A70 wows all
the time, producing what I can only
term 'broken pitch'. There's little
sonority; percussion instruments
sound like a cracked bell, because
their pitch changes continuously. This
and hiss apart (due to lack of Dolby),
the sound was pretty good. There
was enough bass, at least when using

good 'phones, and a good sense of
clarity thanks to a reasonably ex-
tended treble output. Music sounded
quite punchy, but I couldn't say fast,
because my sample ran -1% slow. I
didn't bother to find out whether
Jogging speed' was slower than spec!

This recorder is good value and
packs many features into a relatively
inexpensive package, but it might
disappoint hi-fi ears.

SONY
WALKMAN
WM-DD33
Although little larger than the tiny
WM-I90, the WM-DD33 (£89.99) is
a world apart in design rationale.
Quite obviously, it is meant to be a
true hi-fi machine - and it achieves its
goal successfully. If you enjoy the
sense of closeness and intensity that
listening to music on a Walkman can
give you, the DD33 will crystalise the
experience with its fine performance.

Direct drive works: this player has
less basic cyclic speed drift than most
full size hi-fi decks - including Naka-
michis! Listen to piano and you get a
sense of complete temporal confi-
dence, excellent solidity of tone and
an utter absence of wiriness and
shakiness in the sound. The intentions
and abilities of the pianist come
through, uncorrupted by intrusions
from all those cogs and wheels.

From the outset, I knew this was a
Walkman worth having. Listen
intently in calm surroundings and
there isn't a flaw to be heard. Dolby
B suppresses hiss well and there is no
motor whirr or whine in the back-
ground. At its best, Walkman listening
is such a 'close' experience these

distractions can become intolerable.
Conversely, when these obstacles are
removed, the music comes through
so much more cogently. On this
Sony, it comes through clearly,
sounding clean and stable. There is
little sense of distortion or strain.

I have found externally opening
battery compartments can
spill out the contents
accidentally. That cannot
happen with the DD33, as
it uses two AA batteries,
housed within the heart of
the machine. In spite of
being direct driven, power
consumption is normal,
giving a battery life of
around nine hours. A 3V
external supply can be
connected. Mega Bass is
offered, mainly to add some
bottom end weight to poor
headphones. Curiously, it
introduces hiss, negating its
prospective worth.

Sony fit only necessary
facilities, but engineer
everything well. There is a
tape selector switch, Dolby
B noise reduction and two
headphone outlets, but no
auto -reverse. A large, clear
window enables a tape to
be seen easily. Everything is
sensibly designed and the

whole both looks and feels good. The
DD33 is small, but , thanks to its build
quality weightier than average.

The WM-DD33 is one of the
simplest, high quality Walkmans
available. It is a fine exemplar of the
Walkman concept, well worth having.
And relatively inexpensive.
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SONY TCD-D3
DATMAN
Even hard bitten hi-fi journalists speak
of Sony's TCD-D3 (£499.99) Digital
Audio Tape Walkman in reverential
terms. In case you don't know, Digital
Audio Tape (DAT) is the highly so-
phisticated 'successor to cassette.
Sony's TCD-D3, nick -named 'Dat-
man' by the pundits, is a breathtaking
piece of DAT miniaturisation. It
manages to place a full sixteen -bit
digital recording and playback system,
complete with a highly complex
transport mechanism, into a small
case.

Even when doing nothing this

technological wonder draws a lot of
current (220mA) to keep its operat-
ing solenoids energised. Current
consumption increases to a maximum
of 400mA when recording with the
light on (8mA extra). Even the lid
unlocks automatically when Eject is
selected. Out of sheer necessity Sony
fit a power off switch.

Two hours' recording time is
available from the large, rechargeable
clip on battery pack. Sony supply a
mains unit which doubles as a battery
charger with this machine. Because
the TCD-D3 works from 9V down to
5.8V (absolute minimum) it will work
off 6V or 9V dry batteries and, with a
special cord, even off a I 2V car
battery. It can be used as a removable
car player, because an analogue line
output is fitted. There is also an
analogue line input (3.5mm plug), plus
a digital input/output through a
special multiway socket. This allows it
to be used in a domestic hi-fi system
also - without which facility for home
recording the listener might easily run
out of tapes since so few pre-
recorded DATs are available. We sell
what there are (see our record
marketing section), and what more
natural but that they should be used
for this section of the review?

The TCD-D3 is a semi-profes-
sional machine. It has punch -in
recording, a microphone input,
manual adjustment of record level
indicated by a liquid crystal display

with a 50dB range. Track time and
number are shown individually, plus
the Start ID legends and such like.
There is Track Skip and Music Search
too. Little has been omitted; this
machine is a recordist's dream.

With a near perfect audio specifi-
cation the TCD-D3 offers superb
sound quality. Its deep, clean bass
seems uncanny. Walkman bass is
practically always soft and slurred; the
'D3 fully preserves the power and
stride of bass lines, plus the resonant
impact of drums. With no speed
variations, piano is reproduced with
rock steady timing. There is an
enormous sense of rhythmic precision
from all -digital recordings (listen to
Chick Corea's 'Light Years') that is
utterly un-Walkrnan like.

Put in Joy Division, press the start
button and - apparently - nothing is
happening. There is perfect silence.
Suddenly, someone shouts "Three,
five, oh, one, two, five - go!" in the
middle of your head and they are off
with 'Warsaw'. Forget hiss: there isn't
any. Even the Kylie Minogue DAT
with its bright, clear treble demon-
strates how much DAT differs from
cassette: ft doesn't soften or confuse
strong treble signals. The impulsive
synth work of New Order's 'Tech-
nique' album rearranges your brain
matter in a way cassette could hardly
manage; ft borders on being brutal.
Sony's TCD-D3 Datman is a real
technological wonder.

SONY WM-190
It would, you might think, be physi-
cally impossible to make a Walkman
smaller than this, unless it was smaller
than the cassette itself. Everything's
possible with the Japanese, however I
have tested a Toshiba player which
was, and where the cassette slotted
into one side! Otherwise, where the

cassette sits inside a compartment,
the WM- 190 (£99.99) offers the
barest minimum in surrounding
mechanical bits. I wondered how
Sony do it, but I found there was a
hidden price to pay.

This Walkman draws current like
London Transport during the rush
hour. Initially, I thought to myself
"how well equipped this model is," as
I took out a rechargeable battery, a
mains charger and a bolt -on auxiliary
battery compartment. Now I realise
these parts aren't extras - they're
necessities! It's consumptipn is about
three times that of most other
players, at no less than one-third of
an ampere. Sony forgot only to
enclose the power station shares.

The slightly fatter Walkman WM-
DD33 tested in this report, with its
sophisticated direct drive transport
mechanism, has a normal battery
consumption. As such, I can assume
only that the mini -motor Sony use in
this machine is responsible for this
battery drain. They say playing time is
3.5 hours with the rechargable
battery supplied.

The need to use just one small
battery also imposes a volume limit.
Output is half that of other players;
inefficient headphones need full
volume to compete with other

personals and the outside world.
The WM- 190 is well finished, but

even though ft doesn't look it, the lid
is flimsy and fragile. The mechanism
works very smoothly however, giving
an impression of quality. Sony fit
Dolby B, a tape selector switch and
auto -reverse. Additionally, there is a
two -position Mega Bass facility which
simply applies enormous bass boost
(+24dB at 40Hz) to give lightweight
headphones some wellie.

Directly I pressed the Play button,
a motor whine loud enough to be
heard during low level musical
passages became audible through the
headphones. Frequency response was
flat, making cassettes sound well
tonally balanced. Wow made itself
heard as temporal sloppiness in piano;
measurement identified it as 0.3%, a
very high value.

Listening to piano was not unbear-
able, providing you don't mind
Ashkenazy changing his mind about
which note to play - halfway through
playing it! The WM- 190 is best to
suited to uncritical Rock music.

The main feature of this player is
its small size. The penalties of Lilliput
are great, being short battery life,
wow and motor whine. Unfortu-
nately, the sound of the WM- 190
does not match its visual flair.
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Conclusion
I suspect that many of the units
tested are aimed more toward
fashion concious buyers than tradi-
tional hi-fi buffs. All the mini -players
fit into this category. The Sony WM-
190, Panasonic RQ-S65 and Aiwa
HS -P505 Mkll are much alike. All are
elegant little mini -players, small size
and chic appearance counting most.
The tiny rechargeable batteries make
the players little larger than the
cassettes they play. So why the
difference in prices?

The Panasonic is the only one out
of the batch fitted with Dolby C.
Whilst prerecorded tapes are not
Dolby C encoded, home recordings
can be. Anyone wanting to use their
own Dolby C recordings may be
interested in the RQ-S65, if they can
tolerate the motor whine. For Dolby
B -only users, its price is dispropor-
tionately high.

Sony's WM- 190 drains batteries
faster than its rivals, and is also so
expensive the price hardly seems
justifiable. I asked the Sony man to
check his facts. When he told me the
WM-DD33 is £10 cheaper. I thought
he had it the wrong way around!

Best value is undoubtedly pro-
vided by Aiwa's HS -P505 Mkll. This
has a very moderate battery con-
sumption, is small and well made,
sounds every bit as good as the
others, yet costs far less.

Aiwa's HS-RX705 is on its own.
Being an HS -P505 Mk11 with a
synthesised tuner incorporated, it
looks like good value for those who
want a high technology toy. I found
its rechargeable battery gives plenty
of playing time, due to low current
consumption, just like the P505.
Sound quality was very respectable
too.

The Panasonic RQ-A70 and the
Aiwa HS -F150 are similar to each
other, but occupy a different market
niche to the other models. These
two players are cheap and cheerful,
but quite effective all the same. Don't
expect hi-fi from them; their speed
variations will make you seasick! I had
more admiration for these two no-
nonsense cheapos than the fashion
machines. They do a better job in
many respects, and at a lower cost.

Sony's WM-DD33 Walkman is a
bargain. I could hardly believe Sony's
price for this fine player. It has better
speed stability than a Nakamichi and

a superbly clean, easy sound quality
that will do justice to the best
recordings. It is small, easy to use and
has a long battery life. What more
could you ask for? Anyone wanting
the best from cassette will love this
player, it's thoroughly sensible, well
made and entertaining.

Then there's the Datman. How
Sony get a sixteen -bit digital recorder
into such a small package defies the
imagination. Their TCD-D3 is a little
wonder that will appeal to amateur
and professional recordists every-
where. For them, the £500 asking
price is cheap. However, for an
ordinary mortal, this machine is
arguably a bit too much. There are
few prerecorded DAT tapes, so
music must be recorded at home. It
is heavy and bulky when compared
with, say, a WM-DD33 and the
rechargeable battery fitted has a life
of just two hours. As wonderful as it
is, this machine is for the profession-
als.

DAccessories
The Sony TCD D3 Datman, as befits
a semi -pro machine, has a host of
optional accessories.

Co -ax connector cable;
low impedance OFC,with the
obligatory gold-plated plugs, for
linking up with a CD player or other
source with a digital output. £34.99

Car mount kit for in -car DAT!
Sprung to keep the nastier vibes
from the car out of the way £49.99

Remote control;
usual play, record and rewind
facilities, and what Sony call 'Direct
Music Search' - track skip and music
scan. For the people who bought the
car mounting kit it includes a mute so
you can turn the sound down when
the car -phone rings £99.99

Electret stereo microphone;
Sony's figures are: Frequency 150Hz
to I 2kHz (120 Ohm output imped-
ance); dynamic range of 90dB. This
also comes with OFC cable and gold
plugs. Some idea of the seriousness
with which Sony are pursuing the
areas that have been the province of
the humble cassette can be gained
from the fact that this microphone
has three settings including one for
'voice'. This is apparently intended
for conference recording. Own up!
Which companies out there are
recording their board -meetings on
two hour digital audio tapes? The
other settings are 'wide' and 'tele':
intended for live recording, 'tele'
allows the recordist to focus on the
stage, 'wide' will catch the audience
coughing (or the ambience, if you
prefer) as well. The microphone
costs £85.99 

Battery Problems
There are a host of battery related drawbacks with
personal stereos. Miniaturisation demands use of the
smallest batteries available. Usually, the tiniest batteries
are not strong enough to run electric motors; they keel
over and die within a few hours. Larger 'AA' types, in
alkaline form (Duracell or Every Ready Gold) are fine,
lasting eight to ten hours minimum, but they are bulky
and heavy.

The latest solution is to fit custom designed, sealed
lead/acid rechargeable batteries. But what happens
when the rechargeable battery runs down? Recharging
takes at least one hour, during which time the unit is -

effectively useless. This can be overcome by using t \A'0
rechargeables - one battery can be charged while the
other is in use. Sony provide an external charging unit,
but you have to buy a second battery to utilise this
system properly. With Aiwa players, this time -saving
trick is impossible, as the battery recharges in the
machine.

Whichever system is used, when a rechargeable
runs out a replacement battery cannot easily be bought
from a shop. You either carry a set of spare batteries,
plus a charger when you go away, or the stereo rapidly
becomes useless. In acknowledgement of this problem,
Sony and Aiwa both supply somewhat incongruous ap-
pendages - external screw -on battery compartments.
The addition of an add-on battery box rapidly quashes
the ultra miniature, high-tech qualities of their best
designs.

Rechargeables might have the benefit of smallness,
but away from home, they do have their problems.
Because of these difficulties, I have taken a close look at
the battery requirements of each model in this group.
Forewarned is forearmed. Knowing about battery life
avoids dead Walkie syndrome. I usually carry four spare
batteries in a bubble pack, and put fresh batteries in the
player. This allows around thirty hours playing or
recording time, with my machine.

Battery charges
Aiwa's PB3 and PB4 rechargeables cost £6.49
Sony's NC 6WM rechargeable costs £6.99
Panasonic's RPBP62 rechargeable costs £8.95
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A listening session with the new Linn

Kairn pre -amp has Danny Haikin

falling off the edge of his seat.

The Kaim is a brand new, state of the
art preamplifier from Linn Products,
the result of several years' develop-
ment of the ideas embodied in Linn's
first pre -amplifier, the LK-I. At over a
thousand pounds (£1,295) it's remote
controllable, fully ready for bi-
amplification, tri-amplification and
installation in a multi -room system.To
cut a long story short, it's the best
pre -amplifier I've ever heard.

Maybe that's a bit too short. I have
to confess I'm subconsciously
predisposed to being utterly biased
and partial, not because I use Linn
products out of choice or because of
this amplifier's super -fidelity, but
because the other kind of cairn once
saved me from continuing an inebri-
ated passage right over the edge of a
mountain. Had it not been for that
little pile of stones, the deceleration
trauma would doubtless still be
affecting me.

Sophistication
The basic design of the Kaim is similar
to that of the LK-I, but has undergone
detailed changes in most areas. Like
the LK-I, the Kaim is fully microproc-
essor controlled. However, in use it is
far more sophisticated than the LK-I
or indeed any other specialist pre-
amplifier.

Starting with the basics, there are
seven source inputs. Two of these are
for the output of a turntable (moving
magnet or moving coil) and two are
tape inputs. The remaining three are
line level and are all the same.
Unusually, the Kaim has three line
outputs (one is the norm) which are
intended for mufti -amplifier systems

(bi- or tri-amping). These could also
be used to feed the line -level input of
another amplifier, feeding a second
system. It also has two other curious
sockets labelled Matrix and Remote
in/out. Both of these will enable the
Kaim to be used in a multi -room hi-fi
system; presumably something that
Linn are working on.

The user facilities provided on the
Kaim are numerous. All the control
buttons are hidden behind a hinged
door, which, impressively, only needs
a slight touch and will then open of its
accord. A small sensor then activates
the display panel which reports the
news followed by a really interesting
documentary... Just testing! - it actually
reports what the volume setting is,
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displayed as a number between zero
and a hundred. Alternatively - and far
more meaningful and precise - it can
display the volume as an attenuation
factor in dB.

Ins and outs
Like the LK-1, the Kaim has full listen
and record facilities to allow record-
ing from one input whilst listening to
another - something which is very
useful if you do a lot of tape record-
ing but want to concentrate on
another source while the tape
machine gets on with it. Source Level
Equalisation is the Kaim's unique
feature This, very simply, allows the
Kaim to be set to keep the listening
level constant whilst switching
between inputs. This compensates for
the differing output levels of most hi-fi
components. The Kaim also has user
selectable options which control a
range of minor functions. Really picky
pedants would find little to grumble
about, suffice to say. Lastly, there is
even a mono button.

All the Kaim's functions can be
operated from a very powerful
remote control handset. Linn's
previous attempts were frankly
appalling; it's good to see they have
learnt from experience. The remote
will also control Linn's forthcoming
Kremlin tuner and most European
Compact Disc players - or even
Scottish ones! - in the future. Surpris-
ingly, the Kaim's power supply.is
internal. Whereas the LK-1 in its
ultimate form uses the separate Dirak
power supply, Linn wanted to keep
the Kaim in a single box.

Take a look inside and you will see
that this has been achieved by
encasing the whole transformer in a
substance called Mu -metal which
works by containing the hum inducing
magnetic field a transformer gener-
ates. Bill Miller, Head of Electronics at
Linn ,told me that even if the trans-
former was situated right over the
Moving Coil stage - the most sensitive
part of a pre -amplifier - that no
audible hum would be heard. The
power supply also has a larger
reservoir capacitance than that of the
LK-1, which further improves perform-
ance. Linn's other electronic compo-
nents will also feature this arrange-
ment in the future.

Dark matters
The full use of phono socketry, rather
than the cumbersome XLR sockets
that Linn used previously is another
surprise. " We discovered a decent
quality PCB mount socket," I was told
with the sort of enthusiasm with
which a group of physicists might
have announced the discovery that
most of the universe is made of Dark
Matter.

The main circuit board on the
Kairn is truly complex. With hardly

any internal wiring and an absence of
mechanical switches it is an impres-
sive sight. Like the LK-I, its logic
controls are mounted on the back of
its front panel. In the Kaim however
the logic controls are miniaturized
surface mount components
(SMT's),and are fully screened and
powered separately from the main
circuit board.

The line inputs are all fed straight
to the output stages, taking the
shortest possible path, and each stage
is fully buffered to increase isolation.
The Moving Coil stage, which could
get quite warm in the LK-1, is now
blessed with heat -sinks in order to
dissipate the heat it generates. The
output and gain control of the Kaim is
7db higher than that of the LK-I: in
ordinary language, with a capable
power -amplifier, it will play louder.

the feel of the
music, and the
Carnival, came
across skankingly

The Kaim is the same width as its
matching power -amplifier, 320mm
wide, 326mm deep and 80mm high.
High quality interconnect leads are
supplied which are very similar to the
cable used in Linn tonearms. Linn
claims to have experimented with
other, flashier cables but found them
to be worse sounding than the
(relatively) un-flashy arm cable.
Reason: unknown.

The main equipment used to
partner the Kaim throughout this
review was: Linn Sondek LP 12
turntable, with Lingo power supply,
Ekos tonearm and Troika cartridge.
Both pre -amplifiers were fed into a
Linn LK-280 power -amplifier with
Spark power -supply. Speakers were
Linn Kans and Compact Disc Arcam's
Delta 70.3.

Dramatic
I have already said the Kaim is the
best preamplifier that I've heard;
perhaps more importantly, it is also a
quantum leap ahead of the LK-I. And
what's more, this shows most
dramatically using Compact Disc -
here the difference is truly staggering.
It is also quite weird. The CD input
on the Kaim is exactly the same as
the other line -level inputs. Yet switch
from an LK-I to a Kaim on any
reasonably competent Compact Disc
player and suddenly the sound opens
up and is clear, vibrant and fresh. I

would guess this is most striking on
Compact Disc because the innate

purity mimimizes the subjective
inelegance of this medium. Use a very
high quality Compact Disc player and
the difference is even greater.

Certain general attributes have
become obvious during the listening
tests. The new Linn pre -amplifier is
staggeringly detailed. But not in just
peripheral ways: it tells you of the
structure and beauty of the music; it
tells you of the musicians' talent, or
lack of it; it tells you of the quality of
fine instruments. And most impor-
tantly, it does these things differently
with every piece of music played. A
seemingly uninspired and simple pop
song becomes expressive and
suggestive. A heavily orchestrated
wall of sound is broken up into
intelligible fragments which appear full
of new emotions and ideas.

Skanking sound
Although any piece of music will
reveal this difference, some were
particularly elucidating. A record I
bought some while ago, but have
seldom played, is Aswad's 'Live and
Direct.' Recorded straight into an
early digital tape recorder, live at the
Notting Hill Carnival, it has always
sounded distinctly dodgy. Until, that
is, the Kaim worked its miracle. From
an almost mono sounding grubbiness
at one end of the room emerged the
Carnival, beer cans jangling and all.
The heavy bass lines went down an
octave or two lower and the crowd
were placed, more appropriately,
behind the music. In hi-fi terminology,
the sound stage was much wider and
deeper and resolution of detail was, if
quantifiable, about ten times higher.
Essentially, though, the feel of the
music, and the Carnival, came across
skankingly, if such a word exists.

The sunniest Linn
The notes to one of my Compact
Discs describe the first movement of
Mozart's Symphony No 29 as his
sunniest work, which precisely
conveys the improvement wrought
by the Kaim over the LK-I. The LK-1
did a satisfactory job at reproducing
this CD, and was better than most,
but suffered during the more strident
moments, tending to loosen the ebb
and flow of the music and harden up.
A switch to the Kaim and this was a
different piece of music. The sound
matured. Gone was any lack of
refinement and in its place, a truly
refined and beautifully harmonious
vibrancy. It reminded me of the first
time I heard a moving coil cartridge
and was taken aback by the sheer
effortlessness and grace of the sound
it made.

All LK-I owners should listen to
the Kaim when they next visit their
local dealer. I'll indulge myself and say
anybody looking for a pre -amplifier
should audition the Kairn 
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BEFORE YOU INVEST IN
YOUR FIRST PAIR OF QUALITY

LOUDSPEAKERS, GET A SECOND OPINION.

Good sound is addictive.
There comes a time when you

want to hear music at its best.
A time when you want to extract
every last detail from your
records, to experience all the
drama and excitement of the
original performances.

You need a very good pair of
loudspeakers to achieve that -
so we think you might be

impressed by the ProAc range.
Each model is hand -built and

designed with cost as an

afterthought. Over the last

AUDIO SUITE
1 Little Belmont Street,

ABERDEEN, Grampian.
0224 625635

ZEUS AUDIO
Unit 6, Shopping Precinct,

Hope Street, BELFAST.
0232 332522

AUDIO FILE
27a & 40 Hockerill St,

BISHOPS STORTFORD, Herts.
0279 506576

JOHN MARLEY HI-FI
2 Station Road West,
CANTERBURY, Kent.

0227 69329

HAMPSHIRE AUDIO
8 Hursley Road,

CHANDLERS FORD, Hampshire.
a 0703 252827

RAYLEIGH HIFI
216 Moulsham Street,

CHELMSFORD, Essex.
a 0245 265245

AUDIO T
40-42 Albion Street,

CHELTENHAM, Gioucs
 0242 583960

SOUNDS EXCLUSIVE
1 Kent House, High Street,

CRANLEIGH, Surrey.
a 0483 268185

DATASOUND
23 South Street,

DORKING, Surrey.
a 0306 882897

twenty years ProAc has earnt a
worldwide reputation for sound
excellence and production
quality.

The dealers listed on this page
stock a multitude of loudspeaker
brands between them. But they
all stock ProAc and they'll be
happy to discuss the relative
merits of our range.

Contact your nearest dealer
and arrange a demonstration.
Listen to the competition, then
listen to ProAc.

You owe it to yourself.

HEAR HERE:
JOHN MARLEY HIFI AUDIO T RADLETT AUDIO

43 High Street, 442/444 Cranbrook Road, Gants Hill, 141 Watling Street, RADLETT,
DOVER, Kent. ILFORD, Essex. Hertfordshire.

5 0304 207562 a 081 518 0915 a 0923 856497

AUDIO INC. AUDIO T RAYLEIGH HIFI
44, Walton Road, 190 West End Lane, 44a High Street,

EAST MOLESEY, Surrey. Hampstead, LONDON NW6. RAYLEIGH, Essex.
 081 941 4234  071 794 7848  0268 779762

AUDIO T BARTLETTS HIFI READING HIFI
173/175 Station Road, 175/177 Holloway Road, 4 Queens Walk, Broad Street Mall,
EDGWARE, Middlesex. LONDON N7. READING, Berks.

a 081 952 5535 a 071 607 2148 a 0734 585463

AUDIO T DOUG BRADY HIFI MOORGATE ACOUSTICS
159a Chaseside, 18 Monmouth Street, Unit 8, Westgate Chambers,

ENFIELD, Middlesex. Covent Garden, LONDON WC2, ROTHERHAM, S. Yorks.
a 081 367 3132 a 071 379 4010 a 0709 370666

FARNBOROUGH HIFI HIFI CONFIDENTIAL AUDIO FILE
7 Queensmead, 34 Buckingham Palace Road, 2 Foundry Walk, ST IVES,

FARNBOROUGH, Hampshire LONDON, SW1. Cambridgeshire.
a 0252 520146  071 233 0774 5 0480 66123

PROGRESSIVE AUDIO HIFI EXPERIENCE MOORGATE ACOUSTICS
2 Lovelace Close, Rainham, 227 Tottenham Court Road, 184 Fitzwilliam Street,

GILLINGHAM, Kent. LONDON Wl. SHEFFIELD, S. Yorks.
 0634 389004 a 071 580 3535 5 0742 756048

P.J. HIFI K.J. WEST ONE SHROPSHIRE HIFI
3 Bridge Street, 26 New Cavendish Street, St. Michael's Street,

GUILDFORD, Surrey. LONDON Wl. SHREWSBURY, Shropshire.
a 0483 504801 In 071 486 8263  0743 232065

COMPACT MUSIC SOUNDS GOOD STANDENS
27 Market Parade, 147b Uxbridge Road, 92a High Street,

HAVANT, Hampshire. Ealing, LONDON W13. TONBRIDGE, Kent.
 0705 473952  081 579 3963 a 0732 353540

AUDIO T BASICALLY SOUND AUDIOCRAFT
19, Old High Street, Old School, School Road, 18 Hillingdon Road,

HEDDINGTON, Oxford. Bracon Ash, NORWICH. UXBRIDGE, Middlesex.
a 0865 65961  0508 70829 a 0895 53340

ProAc
CLEARLY MORE ACCURATE

130-132 THIRSK ROAD BOREHAMWOOD HERTFORDSHIRE WD6 5BA ENGLAND TELEPHONE 081 207 1150 FAX 081 953 8933



NAD have an enviable
reputation for producing
quality budget products
that provoke a "how do

they do it at the cost" reaction
among hi-fi enthusiasts. If you are
building a system on a budget, NAD
is the company that represents a safe
first choice. I suspect they will
continue this reputation with their
new 8100 floorstanding loudspeaker,
priced at £299.95.

Their first loudspeaker, the 8225
mini -monitor, received critical acclaim
for offering good sound quality at a
sensible price. Unfortunately, to get
the optimum benefit from a loud-
speaker of this size involves using
stands, sometimes adding over a
hundred pounds to the cost of the
loudspeaker. Even when placed on a
good quality stand, small bookshelf
loudspeakers do not have the cabinet
size for a really impressive bass
performance.

it is refreshing to
find a mid -price
design that can
actually reproduce
a bass guitar well
enough to avoid
criticism

To overcome this, NAD have
designed their latest loudspeaker
from the ground up - literally. The
8100 stands directly on the floor, or it
will sit on spikes supplied. Finished in
black ash vinyl, the cabinet stands
73cm high, 20cm wide and 24.7cm
deep. It weighs 9.25 kg in its stockin-
ged feet. It's a reflex design, with the
port at the rear, so the loudspeaker
works best away from walls.

Although the 25mm soft dome
tweeter of the 8100 is relatively
standard, the I 72mm mid/bass driver
has a cone made from Cobex. This
material is said to combine rigidity
with low mass and high internal
damping. It facilitates the use of a
large magnet for high efficiency and
deep bass. As the loudspeaker is said
to go as deep as 30Hz, with a
sensitivity of 89dB/watt at Im, this
goal appears to have been achieved.

Such a high sensitivity (by modern
standards) allows the 8100$ to be
partnered with many high quality low
power integrated amplifiers on the
market today, such as the Naim NAlT
2, without causing undue strain. As
the loudspeaker is a six ohm load,
with occasional dips down to four
ohms impedance, some consideration

must be used when matching it to
some of the more delicate amplifiers
available, otherwise equipment could
get damaged. For most amplifiers,
however, this impedance will cause
no problems at all.

When partnering the 8100, it is
worth experimenting with options to
bi-wire or bi-amplify the loudspeaker.
Firstly, not to do so would be a waste
of good gold-plated connectors.
Secondly, it helps the sound along a
bit (quite a lot in fact!) The crossover
network has been designed to use as
few components as possible. High
quality items appropriate for audio
work, such as polyester film capaci-
tors, lend themselves to bi-wiring as
well.

feet firmly
on the floor
The sound of the new floor -standing

NAD 8100s suits Alan Sircom down

to the ground
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a sound education
The Denon brand has long been synonymous with

unsurpassed high fidelity and reliability, making

it the choice of the most demanding

professionals and consumers

world-wide. This superiority began with turntables, phono

cartridges, cassette decks and amplifiers, and has grown to

encompass state-of-the-art compact disc players, digital audio

tape recorders and audio-visual equipment.

Founded in 1910 Denon is one of Japan's oldest

audio manufacturers. Denon is unique in its position

as a manufacturer of both hardware and software.

The same engineers who design Denon

professional audio design Denon HiFi.

The same ears that guide Denon's award -winning

recording sessions evaluate the sound of Denon's

playback equipment.

. 1 1 1 I 1 1

The same technology that wins critical acclaim for

Denon's top -of -the -line components appears in Denon's

most affordable domestic and in -car products.

Denon products must satisfy not only domestic customers

but also professionals in broadcasting and recording

studios all over the world. What's more Denon believes

that the first time buyer is entitled to the same

consideration and quality as the dedicated audiophile.

Denon products may cover a wide range of prices but

they represent a single standard of quality.

DENON Home HiFi, Lifestyle Products, Car Audio, CD Portables,

CD Software and Professional Broadcast Equipment.

Enquiries to: Denon Freepost Enquiries, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter, Gerrards Cross, Buckinghamshire, SL9 9BS.



The cabinet of the 8100 is quite
narrow and unobtrusive for a floor
standing loudspeaker. In this respect it
bears some similarity to TDL's Studio
0.5. Like the TDL it also has a narrow
front which benefits its imaging
abilities. The 8100 differs from the
TDL by the nature of its internal
construction however. Both feature
extensive internal bracing and
damping, but the Studio 0.5 is a
transmission line (see last month's
issue for a brief explanation of
transmission line theory) and the
8100 is a reflex port design. Both
systems are capable of producing
impressive amounts of bass, but the
reflex design has a less complex
cabinet structure, which keeps costs
low.

As with all loudspeakers, some
time is needed to warm them up.
Fortunately, these are not the sort
that need weeks and weeks of
running in, but a good few hours with
a signal running through them will
reap major benefits. One of the joys
of Compact Disc players is that little
button marked 'repeat'; I feel that it
should also be marked 'hi-fi reviewer
labour saving device'. In the days
before 24 -hour radio stations and
CDs with repeat functions, how did
we reviewers survive?

Having warmed the NAD 8100s
up thoroughly, I set about the
listening tests. Bearing in mind their
cost, equivalent to that of £200
loudspeakers on good quality stands, I

feel that the 8100s are an important
addition to the mid -price loudspeaker
market. The extra eighteen inches or
so of cabinet makes a considerable
difference, notably in bass response.
The bass it produces is deep, well
controlled and never sounds 'one
note'.

The 8100 offer fine imagery for
the price. Many mini -monitor
loudspeakers overcome their
apparent lack of bass by operating
against a load -bearing wall, but at the
cost of imagery, which becomes
vague. The floorstanding 8100s I
found worked best about eighteen
inches from the rear wall, which
produced no deterioration in imaging.
They produce a fine soundstage,
almost as good as the more expen-
sive Epos ES I I s. The images do not
stray too far from the loudspeakers,
however, as the soundstage sounds a
little restricted, especially in terms of
depth and height

As befits a loudspeaker that can go
as low as 30Hz, their sense of solidity
is very good. Bass guitars have a
tendency to move around between
the loudspeakers a little, but at least it
is refreshing to find a mid -price design
that can actually reproduce a bass
guitar well enough to avoid criticism
on its apparent positioning and
solidity. Aside from the bass guitar

wobbliness, the rest of the perform-
ance was bolted down within the
mix. The vocalists and other perform-
ers had a fine sense of power and
authority.

I felt this loudspeaker was slightly
lacking in conveying the most delicate
articulations produced by good
vocalists. While it was possible to
make sense of what was being sung
and to follow almost every word,
some of the more subtle parts of, for
example, Lou Reed's voice did not
escape the box. At this point, I

noticed a hint of sibilance, which was
borne out by a slight over -emphasis
of record surface noise; both prob-
lems seemed to be situated at
roughly the same frequency.

they give a great
impression of a
performance, rather
than a recording.
The band plays
together well on the
8100s.

Because of the NAD8100s ability
to 'go deep', it was easy to follow
bass lines This helped their reproduc-
tion of timing. I felt they were a little
ponderous, rhythmically, when
compared to sealed box units. All the
same, these loudspeakers were no
sluggards, as they handled difficult
rhythmic pieces like The Velvet
Underground's 'The Murder Mystery'
or Little Feat's 'Hi Roller with ease,
but their pace was not as tight, fast
and defined as that of the Linn Kans,
for example.

The 8 I OOs were reasonably good
at separating instruments' tonal
qualities, although with some reserva-
tions. While more than capable of
delineating performers and instru-
ments across the soundstage, they
were not as well defined when it
came to defining their tonal colours.
Instruments were portrayed as
distinct entities, but they did also
sound as if they were all tarred with
the same brush; sax and trumpet
were particularly difficult to tell apart.

This could have a great deal to do
with their lack of very fine detail.
Violin bowing, fret noises and
breathiness were less noticable on
the 8100s than on loudspeakers like
the Epos ES I I s. This is strange,
because on first listening, they gave
me the impression that they were
superbly detailed, but subsequent
listening started to show some of the
holes. This is only a minor criticism,
when one considers the cost.

Finally, my listening notes point to
the loudspeaker's sense of coherence
and dynamics, both of which were
excellent at the price. In a small room,
the 8100s will get the floors a -shaking
when the music gets loud, but play
delicately when asked to do so. In
addition, they give a great impression
of a performance, rather than a
recording. The band plays together
well on the 8100s.

Analysis aside, these have a great
sense of fun about them. As a
reviewer, one's house gets graced
with some very esoteric hi-fi equip-
ment. Much of this can be disappoint-
ing on an emotional level. The NAD
loudspeakers never failed to instil a
sense of excitement and involvement
that belies their price. Along with the
aforementioned TDL Studio 0.5, Linn
Kan and Epos ES II, the NAD 8100s
have that factor that puts smiles on
faces. And they are a lot cheaper than
the others.

I had a great time with the NAD
8100 loudspeakers. They have that
giant -killer sound so characteristic of
NAD products in general. They are
not the most refined loudspeakers in
the world and will not upstage
models at twice the price, but they
do confidently stand toe -to -toe with
all their rivals 
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SANSUI
CDX211E
CDPlayer

abest

buyat

£119."
Wehave

a limited

antity
of these

award

gplayers,
absolutely

brand
new,

butwith

lysoiled
outer

boxes.

absolutely
new

(not

nufacturers'

returns)

each
player

hasbeen

vidually
inspected

by

i andguaranteed

for

12 months.

SEVENOAKS

HI-FI
&VIDEO

This
advertisement

isvalid
until

at least
31st

July
1991.

SAVE
£80 SYSTEM

OFTHE
MONTH

£269.95

Including
cartridge

and
all leads.

NAD
5120

or (Dual
CS505/4

add
£60)

Rotel
RA820AX

JPW
Sonata

(vinyl)

(real
wood

veneer
add£10)

SUGGESTED

SYSTEMS

The
suggested

systems
priced

below
all include

the popular
Dual

CS503/1
turntable

but an
alternative

turntable
or CD player

is available
at extra

cost.
Please

see
"OPTIONS"

list below
forfurther

details.

SPEAKERS

An system
prices

include
the

Dual
CS503'1

AMPS

Goodmans

Maxim II

W/dale
Delta

30.2

JPW
Minim

Gale
GS210

JPW
Sonata

(vinyl)

Celestion
3

JPW
Sonata

M/Short
MS 3.10

W/Dale
Diamond

4

Mission
760

Royd 47

Celestion

DL4 II

Tannoy
Ell

JPW
Sonata+

M/Short
MS3.20

W/clate
410

Mission
761

Nad
8225e

Celestion

5

B&W
DM600

Monitor

Audio R7

H/brook
Pt5

Celestion

DL6 II

bonny
M15

Wharfedale

505.2

Mission
762

Castle
Warwick

Celestion

DL8 II

Arcam
Alpha

Monitor

Audio R9

M/Short

MS 3.30

8&W
DM610

Castle
Durham

Heybrook
HB1/3

Tannoy
M20

(Blk)

Tannoy
DC 2000

(Add
£70)

Rogers
LS4A

8204X

28995
299.95

31995

33995

36995

379.95

41995

Rotel
RA820BX4

319.95

339.95

349.95

36995

39995

409.95

44995

Kenwood
KA3020

289.95

299.95

31995

33995

36995

379.95

419.95

Pioneer
A300

349.95

379.95

409.95

41995

439.95

469.95

519.95

Rotel
RA8406X4

36995

379.95

39995

41995

44995
449.95

499.95

Harman
HK6100

309.95

319.95

33995

359.95

37995

399.95

444.95

Rotel
RA8104

25995
279.95

299.95

309.95

339.95

349.95

399.95

QED
4240CD

II
339.95

359.95

379.95

399.95

41995

439.95

479.95

Yamaha
40330

249.95

269.95

279.95

299.95

329.95

339.95

379.95

NAD
3240

32995

349.95

359.95

37995

40995

419.95

459.95

Marantz
PM40SE

349.95

36995

389.95

399.95

42995

439.95

479.95

Kenwood
KA5020

33995

349.95

36995

389.95

41995

429.95

469.95

Nad
3225PE

289.95

299.95

319.95

33995

36995
379.95

429.95

Nad
3020

279.95

289.95

309.95

329.95

359.95

36995

409.95

Marantz
PM 305E

309.95

32995

349.95

36995

38995
399.95

439.95

Technics

SU 810K

279.95

289.95

30995

31995

34995

36995

40995

Musical
Fidelity

B1

329.95

349.95

369.95

37995

40995

41995
459.95

OPTIONS
The following

Compact
Disc

Player

orTurntable
may

be ordered

instead
of the Dual

CS503/1

in theabove
systems.

CDs

TURNTABLES

Aiwa
XC700

add E50

Philips
CD624

add £65
Dual

CS503-2

Denon
DCD560

add E50
Philips

CD634

add
£100

Dual
CS505-4

Denon
DCD660

add E70
Philips

CD850

add £245
AR EB

101

Denon
DC0860

add E125
Philips

C061011

add £35
Nad

5120

Denon
DCD960

addE160
Pioneer

PD6500

add £90

Ariston 0
Deck

Marantz
CD40

add £30

Rotel
RCD855

add
£115

Rotel
RP855

Marantz
CD41

add 00
Rotel

RCD865

add
E165

Systemdek

I1X900 +

Marantz
CD50SE

add
E130

Sansui
CDX211

add £20

MOTH +
AT110E

Marantz
CD6OSE

add£150
Technics

SLPG20041(

add £30

Nad
5420

add
£60

Technics
SLPG400AK

add £60

Nad
5425

add E75

Technics
SLPG500AK

add E80

Nad
5440

add
£160

Philips
CD618

add £50

MINI/MIDI
SYSTEMS.

Sony,
Technics,

Kenwood,
Yamaha.

Special
offers

on selected
models

typically
from

£300-
£1000

add £20
add £40
add £90

deduct
£20

add £40
add £40

add£170

41 di

FREE
Cartridge

supplied
wit

these
systems

Leads
provided

with

these
systems

(QED
7

strand
add £1/metre)

Carriage
for mail

order
customers

on

all systems
in excess

of£300
(UK

mainland
only)

NBspeaker

stands
are

NOT
included

but highly

recommended
- wide

range

available
from

£20

perpair



PLEASE
CALL

US

EFORE
TRAVELLING

TO

VERIFY
PRICE

AND
AVAILABILITY

Some
branches

close

all day Wednesday

ondon
Road

(0732)

AKS
459555

m Road

(081)

AM
658 3450

BUY
WITH

CONFIDENCE
INSTORE

&MAIL
ORDER -

You can
buywith

confidence

from
Sevenoaks

Hi-Fi
&Video.

We've
been

inbusiness
for nearly

20 years
and

have
lots of

experience

with
personal

callers
and Mail

Order
customers.

Allgoods
are BRAND

NEW,
FULLY

GUARANTEED

and maintained

by

OUR
OWN

SERVICE
DEPARTMENT.

Forpersonal
attention

and demonstration

call
into any

of our
branches,

if you
live

too far
away,

simply
post or

phone
your

order
through

and our
efficient

Mail
Order

department

atSevenoaks

head
office

should
have

your

equipment

safely
delivered

within
7 days,

subject
to availability.

Carriage
is only

£7 per
order

and
generally

FREE
if total

exceeds
£300

(UK
mainland

only).
Allgoods

are insured
against

loss or
damage

in transit.
Payment

may
be made

bycash,
cheque,

Access
or Visa

(Barclaycard).

Prices
Include

VAT.

Amplifiers
Arcam

Alpha 11

rcam
Delta 60

rcam
Delta

90.2

rcam
Delta

120

rcam
Delta

1105

rcam
Delta

110

udiolab
80000/91

udiolab
8000C/91

udiolab
8000P/91

ambridge
range

yrus
One 0

yrus
PS011

yrus
Two 11

eltec 50S

enon
PMA25011

enon
PMA350

enon
PMA560

enon
PMA

860

enon
POA

6600A

arman
HK6100

arman
HK6300

enwood
KA3020

enwood
05020

arantz
PM30SE

arantz
PM 405E

usical
Fid Al

usical
Fid 131

usical
Fid B1

II

usical
Fid PRE3A

usical
Fid6100

usical
FidA200

usical
Fid 0200

usical
FidP150

usical
FidP173

usical
Fid PI80

ad3225PE

ad 3020i

ad3240E

ad monitor
range

sneer
A227

sneer
A229

ioneer
A300

ioneer
A400

ED A240CD
11

EDA240SA
II

EDA270CD
EDA270PA
ED P300

EDC300
uad 66

inc RI

uad 34
uad 306

uad606

otel
RA810A

otelRA820AX

tel RA8208X4

tel RC870BX

tel RB8708X

£229.95

tel RTC8501
pretuner

£309.95

tel RC850
pre

tel RB850
power

tel RA870B0

tel RA840BX4

ethnics
506106

echnics
SU8I0K

echnics
511114706

echnics
SUV570K

ethnics
SUV670K

echnics
SUVX700K

amaha
AX450

amaha
AX330

amaha
AX440

£194.95
£299.95
£409.95
£519.95
£519.95
£719.95
£409.95
£374.95
£544.95

P.O.A.

£229.95
£249.95
£349.95

P.O.A.

£139.95
£169.95
£199.95
£239.95
£999.95
£174.95*
£329.95

*

£139.95
*

£219.95
*

£189.95*
£239.95
£299.95

* *

£149.95
£239.95
£379.95"
6499.95*

*

£699.95*
*

£349.95
* *

£399.95
° *

£699.95
£799.95
£169.95

*

£149.95*
£199.95

*

P.O.A.**
£119.95*

*

£129.95
£159.95
£229.95
£179.95*

*

E239.95*
£299.95
£399.95
£279.95*

*

£279.95*
"

£729.95
£336.95
£295.95
£583.95
£119.95

* 
£149.95
£189.95

£139.95
£159.95
£299.95
£249.95

£99.95
*

£129.95
*

£159.95
 *

£199.95
*

6249.95*
£249.95
£189.95

£99.95*
*

£149.95**

Cassette
Decks

Present
this Ad

to claim

Free
Tapes

with
these

models
(FT)

Akai
GX95

Mk It

Aiwa
ADF300

Aiwa
ADF410

Aiwa
ADF500

Aiwa
ADF600

Aiwa
ADF810

Aiwa
ADR505

Aiwa
ADWX777

Demon
DAT

Denon
DRM400

Denon
DRM500

Denon
DRM600

Denon
DRM700A

Denon
DRW650

Denon
DRW750A

Denon
DRM800A

Dual
CC8010

Marantz
SD40

Marantz
SD50

Nad
6325

Nad
6340

Nakamichi

Cass
Deck 2

Pioneer
CT229

Pioneer
CT337

Pioneer
CT339

Pioneer
CT447

Rotel
RD845

Rotel
RD855

Rotel
RD865

Sansui
DX211

HX-R

Sony
TCK520

Technics
RSBX404K

Technics
RSTR212K

Technics
RSTR313K

Technics
RSTR515K

Technics
RSTR555K

Technics
RS8465K

Technics
RS8565K

Technics
RS8665K

Yamaha
KX250

Yamaha
KX330

Yamaha
KX530

Present

this ad
to claim

Free

Stands &
Cable

(79Strand)
with

loudspeakers

over
£115/pair

(excluding

S/Systems)

£399.95
£54.95

B & W
DM600

£159.95*

£99.95
(FT) B

& W DM610

£199.95
*

£159.95

(FT) B
& WDM620

£299.95
*

£189.95

(FT) B
& WSolid

E199
95 °

£199.95
(FT)

Castle
Trent

£159.95

£159.95
(FT)

Castle
Durham

£259.95

£189.95
(Ft Castle

Durham
Bi-Wire

£289.95
*

P.O.A.

Castle
Warwick

£229.95

£129.95

Castle
Windsor

£639.95

£159.95

Castle
Winchester

£1399.95

£199.95

Celestion

3

£114.95

£239.95
£199.95
£239.95
£299.95

£79.95
E149.95*
£229.95*
£169.95*
£219.95

°

£299.951FT1
£119.95

(FT)

6129.95
° 

£149.95
(FT)

£169.95*
£129.95

(FT)

£179.95
(FT)

£229.95
(FT)

£169.95
(FT)

£169.95
£129.95

(FT)

£149.95
(FT)

£179.95
(FT)

£249.95
(FT)

£299.95*
*

£129.95
£149.95

*

£179.95
*

£149.95
(FT)

£179.95(FT)
£229.95

(FT)

Present
this ad

to claim

20%
OFF

ALL
PRODUCTS

DISPLAYING

MS SIGN
*

Musical
Fidelity

MC4

Musical
Fidelity

MC5

NAD
8100

NAD
8225e

Philips
FB825

Quad
ELS 63

Rogers
LS2A

Rogers
LS4A

Rogers
LS3/5A

Rogers
LS6A

Rogers
LS7T

Rogers
Studio

IA

Roydoyd
A7

R
Sintra

Ruark
Swordsman

Plus

Ruark
Talisman

Spends,
SIO0

Celestion
5

054.95

Spendor
SP1/2

Celestion
7

£199.95

Spendor
SP2/2

Celestion

DL4 H

£144.95
* Spendor

S20

Celestion

DL6 11

Spendor
LS3/5A

Celestion
DL811

£99849:9955

: Tannoy
DC 1000

Celestion
3000

(dem)

£699.95
* *

Tannoy
DC 2000

Celestion
5000

(dem)

£799.95

* *
Tannoy

DC 3000

Celestion

7000

£1329.95

Tannoy
El I

Cerwin
Vega

AT20

£219.95

Tannoy
MI5

Cerwin
Vega

AT40

£299.95

Tannoy
M20

Black

Gale
GS210

6115.55**

Tannoy
M20 13/W

Goodmans

Maxim!!

£68.95

Tannoy
130

Goodmans

M100

£79.95

Wharfedale

Delta
30.2

Goodmans

M300

£99.95

Wharfedale

Diamond
IV

Goodmans

M500

£129.95

Wharfedale

410

Heybrook

HB 1/2

£199.95
* *

Wharfedale

505.2

Heybrook
HB1/3

£249.95

Wharfedale

505.2M

Heybrook
4EI100

£279.95
Turntables

Heybrook
Point

Seven

E 8 .9515

Heybrook
Solo

£159.95

JPW P1

£144.95

JPW
Sonata

£114.95

JPW
Sonata

Plus

E13144..9955

JPW
Sonata

(vinyl)

£99.95

JPW
Minim

£84.95

Kef C15

Kef C85

£129.95

AResearch

16101

Kef C45

KefR101.2

£239.95

Ariston
Pro

£599.95

Ariston
Q Deck

KefR102.2

£494.95

Dual
CS503-2

KefR103.3

£694.95

Dual
CS505-4

E699.95
* * Nad

5120

Kef RI04.2
(dem)

£1199.95

0 * Pink
Amity.

KefR105.3

KefR107.2

£1994.95

Pink
Export

Mission
760

£3194.95

Pink
Nextel

LPT

£99.95

Pink
Piano 81k

LPT

761

Mission
762

£129.95

Rebel
(dem)

£199.95

Revolver
(dem)

Mission
763

£299.95

Roksan
Xerxes

(dem)

£239.95

Mission
7641

£449.95

Rotel
RP855

£289.95

Mission
765

£699.95

Systemdek

one
inc. arm

£209.95
*

Mission
Cyrus

780
£179.95

Systemdek

110 900
lex)

£199.95

£249.95.

Mission
Cyrus

781

£249.95

Systemdek

IIX 900
+ Moth

£294.95

£249.95

Mission

Cyrus 782

£349.95

Systemdek

IIX 900
+ Tabriz

£364.95

Mon
Audio

Studio 5

£599.95

Systemdek

110 900
Elect

£299.95

Speakers

Mon
Audio 7

£179.95

Technics
S1120011

£239.95

Acoustic
Energy

AEI

P.O.A.

Mon
Audio 9

£219.95

Technics
SL1210

II
£299.95

*

Arcam
Alpha

£199.95

Mon
Audio II

£329.95
Tuners£399.95

Arcam
Two +Arcam
Delta 2

£339.95

Mon
Audio 14

£249.95*
*

Mon Aud
R700

Gold
(dem)

6399.95°
* Arcam

Delta 80

A/Research

112 SE

£149.95

Mon
Audio

91200
(dem)

£899.95
* * Alpha

Tuner II

A/Research

122 SE

£189.95

Mon Aud

Studio 10
(dem)

£1099.95

* * Cyrus
Tuner

AR Red
Box

£99.95

Mon
AudR1800

(dem)
£1399.95

 * Denon
TU260L

Prices
Include

VAT and
were

correct at
time of

Morduant
Short

MS 3.10
£109.95

Denon
T115601

preparation

(approximately

5 weeks
before

Mordaunt

Shod MS
3.20

£139.95

Denon
TU6601

publication)

but are
subject to

change
without

Mordaunt
Short

MS 330
£199.95

Marantz
ST5OL

poor
notices &

OE.

Musical
Fidelity

MCI 6

Musical
Fidelity

01

Musical
Fidelity

MC2

£324299..9955:

*

£1859.95
£189.95
£249.95
£349.95
£309.95
£439.95
£599.95
£114.95
£329.95
£285.95
£640.95
£1454.95

£919.95
£554.95
£499.95
£345.95
£209.95
£339.95*£669.95 *

£139.95
£189.95*
£259.95
£289.95*
£309.95

*

£99.95*
*

£109.95
£139.95*
£199.95

*

£259.95*

Present
this ad

toclaim

10%
OFF

ALLPRODUCTS

DISPLAYING

THIS
SIGN'

Tuner
Amps/Receivers

Denon
DRA335

Denon
DRA435

Nad
7020i

Nad
7225PE

Rotel
RX850AL

£249.95.
£179.95
£164.950
£144.95
£169.95

£84.95*
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£399.95
£449.95
£185.95

*

E249.95*
*

P.O.A. *
*

£179.95
£188.95

£339.95
£184.95
£299.95
£109.95
£149.95
£189.95
£179.95

*

£249.95

g499.95*

Nad
4225

£799.95
 * Pioneer

F656

£299.95

Pioneer
F676

£149.95*

QED
T260

£599
95* *

Quad
FM4

Rotel
RT830AL

Rotel
RT845A1

Rotel
RT850AL

Rotel
RT8701

Technics
STG470

Technics
STG570LK

Technics
STG7DLK

£159.95
£199.95*

*

£199.95
£219.95

* *

E367.95
£109.95
£139.95
£179.95
£229.95

*

E139.95
£169.95

*

£199.95
*

Compact
Disc

Players

Present
this Ad

to claim
Free

Discs

with
these

models
(FD)

Aiwa
XC700

£179.95
(FD)

Aiwa
XC900

£209.95
(FD)

Arcam
Delta

70.2

£599.95
.*

Arcam
Delta

170

6619.951101

Arcam
Alpha

CD

£419.95
(FD)

Arcam
Black

Box III
(dem)

£349.95'
*

Ariston
Maxim

CD

£499.95*
*

Arcam
Black

Box II (dem)
£199.95

Deltec
Little Bit

II
£349.95

Deltec
PCM1 II

£694.95

Denon
DCD460

£139.95
°

Denon
DCD560

£179.95

Demon
DCD660

£199.95

Demon
DCD860

£259.95

Denon
DCD960

£299.95

Denon
DCD1460

£399.95

Denon
DCD2560

£569.95

Kenwood
DP4030

£179.95
(FD)

Kenwood
DP5030

£199.95
(FD)

Kenwood
DP7030

£299.95
(FD)

Marantz
CD40

£149.95
(FD)

Marantz
CD41

£199.95
(FD)

Marantz
CD5OSE

£249.95
(FD)

Marantz
CD6OSE

£299.95
(FD)

Marantz
CD80

£549.95
(FD)

Marantz
CD941I

£899.95
(FDI

Musical
Fidelity

CD)
£399.95

(FD)

Nad
5420

£179.95
(FD)

Nad
5425

£199.95
(FD)

Nad
5440

299.95
(FD)

Philips
CD61011

£149.95
(FD)

Philips
CD618

£169.95
(FDI

Philips
CD624

£199.95

Philips
CD634

£229.95
'

Philips
CD850

£399.95'

Pioneer
PD6500

£229.95
* *

Pioneer
PD6700

£179.95
(FD)

Pioneer
PD7700

£249.95
(FD)

Quad 66

£499.95

Rotel
RCD855

£249.95
(FD)

Rotel
RCD865

£299.95
(FD)

Sansui
CDX211

£119.95

Sony
CDP

491

£139.95
IFD)

Sony
CDP 591

£159.951101

Sony
CDP 791

E179.95
(FD)

Sony
CDP 991

E229.95(FD)

Technics
SLPS5OK

£239.95
* *

Technics
SLP57OK

£279.95
 *

Technics
SLPS700K

£269.95
(FD)

Technics
SLPS900K

£349.95
(FDI

Technics
SLPG1OOAK

£139.95
(FD)

Technics
SLPG200AK

£159.95
(FD)

Tecnics
SLPG400AK

£179.95
(FD)

Technics
SLPG500AK

E199.95
(FD)

Yamaha
CDX550E

6199.951101

Yamaha
CDX730

£209.95
* *

Sevenoaks
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sheer
bliss

shearne
The public was bowled over

by its beauty at the Bristol

trade show, but does the

sound of John Shearne's

'Phase One' amplifier match

its stunning aesthetics? Alan

Sircom and Noel Keywood

look - and listen.

Alan Sircom
The sheer aesthetic beauty of the
'phase one' has been catching - and
holding - the public eye at trade
shows since the prototype was first
spotted in a press release over a year
ago.

Now, John Sheame is ready to
launch his pre- and power -amplifier
combination on the world. It even
seems as if the designer reflects his
product: bearing a striking resem-
blance to Martin Fry of ABC, he's
known for some of the smartest suits
in the industry. As smart as his
amplifier's appearance. Another
example, perhaps, of that curious trick
whereby dogs come to look like their
owners.

As the photographs show, with
their dark blue marbled front panels
and highly reflective knobs, the Phase
One's (pre -amplifier £879, power
amplifier £856) are distinctive and
attractive.
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The amplifiers have spent a great
deal of time on the factory test
bench, prior to their launch, to get
their sound quality matching their
visual appeal. It is rare that a small
company can design a product with
equal design and aural strengths. To
take both factors into account from
day one is almost unheard of.

Style
Attention to detail is rife throughout.
Styling details are worked out down
to the use of blue LEDs, instead of
the usual boring red ones, to match
the front panel. High quality gold-
plated phono sockets are used
throughout.The headphone socket is
placed to the side to be unobtrusive.
In fact, upon opening the amplifier,
the headphone socket was found to
be connected to its own amplifier
circuit, divorced from the rest of the
system completely.

As we went to press, we heard
from the makers that, since fewer
buyers apparently use headphones
with higher -end equipment these
days, the headphone socket and its
associated amplifier will be supplied
as a £60 option.

The preamplifier has input facilities
for a turntable, Compact Disc player,
tuner, two tape decks and an auxiliary
source. The phono stage is switchable
between the separate moving coil
and moving magnet sockets by means
of a toggle switch at the rear.

At the front of the pre -amplifier
there are five chromed knobs: from
left to right, on/off and standby;
balance; volume; listening selector and
recording selector. To the left of the
on/off switch is a small blue LED to
denote that the unit is operative.
Finally, the headphone socket is
tucked away on the lower left hand
side of the amplifier behind the
extended edge of the front panel - a
clever piece of concealment which
keeps the fascia clean and doesn't
make plugging the 'phones in at all
awkward.

The front panel of the power
amplifier is even more minimalist.
Aside from John Shearne's logo and
descriptive legend, there are but two
knobs (matching the ones on the pre -
amp) and two small blue LEDs to
indicate if power is on or not. This
suggests that the power amplifier is a
dual mono design. Indeed, taking off
the lid reveals that the Sheame
power amplifier is essentially two
mono amplifiers each with its own
power supply sandwiched together
into the same box. John Sheame has
rated the amplifier at around the 75
Watt mark.

Partnership
Suspecting this equipment might be
quite system -dependent, before
assessing it I asked the manufacturer

about the choices of equipment and
cabling he would be happiest with.
We agreed that the amplifiers
seemed likely to be good partners to
equipment like Pink Triangle turn-
tables, ProAc loudspeakers (also
reviewed this month) and Furukawa
cabling. In other words, the amplifier
seems to suit systems with a 'bal-
anced' sound in mind. Fortunately,
equipment that shares these aims
happens to be sculling around my flat
at the moment.

the passion and
the full impact of
the music hit me
right in the
emotional bits.

Although I shied away from the
amplifier until it was warmed up, it
was clear from the start that the John
Sheame Phase One amplifier has
some outstanding features. It pro-
duces fine images within a soundstage
which is wide, deep and high. When
partnered with the right equipment, it
resolves spatial information in all
three dimensions with equal aplomb.
In addition, the Phase One offers up a
great sense of solidity in the images it
produces. 'Clap Hands' from Tom
Waits' Rain Dogs' album showed up
these two factors well, as the
soundstage was well outside the
boxes and instruments were clearly
defined in space.

Emotion and Rhythm
It was very easy to follow a lyric on
the Phase One. The tonality of
particular instruments was well
defined and they had a good sense of
separation, even when the instrumen-
tal voices were very similar. On this
amplifier, it was easy to determine
the delicate phrasing of folk instru-
ments on 'No More To The Dance'
by Maddy Prior and June Tabor, it is
rare for amplifiers to resolve these
areas of the musical performance.

While not especially 'pacey', the
Phase One does not instill its own
rhythm, either. Its sense of coherence
and portrayal of a performance is also
very impressive. Again, on the Maddy
Prior and June Tabor album, there
was always a sense of understanding
between the musicians that can so
easily be lost on other equipment.

Many criticise products that strive
for a 'balanced' presentation, suggest-
ing that they sound bland or unemo-
tional. While this is true of some, it is
not true of the Phase One. Playing
what I think of as highly emotional
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music - and that ranges from Prince's
'Purple Rain' to Mahler's 'Das Lied
von der Erde' or Faure's Requiem -
the passion and the full impact of the
music hit me right in the emotional
bits.

Phase One Pinned Down
I can (partly) understand why this
criticism comes to be levelled at
equipment such as this: it is very
system dependent. In the context of
this review, the system did not begin
to shine until the loudspeaker cable
which was in use originally (Audio
Note Silver - highly expensive stuff!)
was replaced by Furakawa s F5-2T30F
loudspeaker cable (still on the
expensive side!) This is not to say that
one cable is inherently better than
the other, but simply that, here, the
Furakawa outshone the Audio Note.

As with everything else in life, the
Sheame Phase One pre -amplifier and
power amplifier pairing is not perfect,
but its failures are never upsetting and
are often even pleasant. The pream-
plifier does not have that near magical
level of detail that the very best
preamplifiers possess; but we are
talking about a massive increase in
price to achieve that last five percent
the extra money buys.

The power amplifier has little to
fault about it, especially for the price.
The combination of pre- and power -
amplifier work together well - their
sound is hard to pin down, but I
would suggest that it is slightly warm
in the treble regions. Its bass perform-
ance is clean and tight, but could be
criticised as being a little lean for
some tastes.

For myself, I felt that I could

happily live with the John Sheame
Phase One amplifier combination.
Any blemishes it has in the sonic area
are very difficult to find without calling
much more expensive toys into play
as part of a system.

John Sheame is now happy
enough with his design to allow it out
into the world. He deserves to be: his
is one of the most significant amplifi-
ers I have heard to date.

An internal view
of the pre-
amplifier in
prototype form.
Production units
are to have
revised loom
wiring, to lessen
crosstalk.
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Noel Keywood
A primary requirement established in
the initial design brief for the Sheame
Phase One amplifier was that its
sound should possess, as far as
possible, the best qualities of valve
amplifiers. John Sheame comes from
a background steeped in valves and
was determined to produce a solid
state amplifier that offered the best of
both worlds. In his own words, he
wanted the 'involvement' a good
valve amp can provide, but with
typical solid state control at the bass
end. This has been tried before, but
always with limited success.

There is no agreed way of making
solid state devices sound like valves.
Some think valve amplifiers sound the
way they do because of their distor-
tion pattern, but that is simplistic and
has been shown to be untrue. Others
believe MOSFETs look like and
behave like valves in basic principle
and, therefore, they should offer the
same sort of sound. There are plenty
of MOSFET amps around and they
don't sound valve like either. Quite
what has been done to make the
Phase One sound the way it does is a
trade secret. Whether it is successful
is a matter that would always be
open to debate, so any attempt to be
adamant about the sound, either way,
would be unwise.

Power output measured 78 watts
into a standard eight ohm load. I was
surprised to see this figure fall to just
50 watts into a low (4 ohm) load.
Usually in these circumstance power
increases; I would expect around 100
watts minimum. An unusual clipping
characteristic was evident when
driving a low load, which suggested
some abnormal mechanism was at
work. John Sheame spoke to the
designer and, apparently, 30%-40%
more power will become available
after resistors in our early review
sample are changed. In the light of the
fact that each channel has its own
toroidal power transformer, I was sur-
prised that power should drop so
markedly.

The CD, tuner, auxiliary and tape
inputs measure well. Frequency
response has been limited to a
moderate 20Hz-30kHz; there's no
sign of a wide bandwidth approach
here. Channel separation was limited
but satisfactory at 60dB. Although the
power amplifier is pure dual -mono,
the preamplifier isn't, which often
results in reduced channel separation

Post Script
Problems identified in measurement will be
eradicated from production models, we are told.
Crosstalk will be reduced by revised wiring. The
disc input overload limit will be doubled and power
into four ohms will increase by 30% to 40%.

across the balance control. In future
the wiring looms will be separated to
improve cross -talk. Noise was low at
-88dB and there was no hum. There
was little DC offset on the output of
the power amplifier and input
overload was in excess of 3V
(probably infinite).

Distortion measured
If there is an area where one might
expect to find something 'valve like' in
the measured performance of an
amplifier, it in the distortion residual.
As I mentioned earlier, that distortion
is the reason valve amplifiers sound
the way they do is fallacious, in my
opinion. That aside, the mid -band
residual possessed a dominant second
harmonic, much like valve amplifiers,
but also much like many transistor
amplifiers! The situation deteriorated
toward high frequencies, distortion
harmonics increasingly substantially.
The spectrum analysis of distortion at
10kHz (Fig 2) clearly shows an
extended spectrum, which is, I feel,
audible. Overall level was respectably
low all the same, measuring 0.07%.

The moving magnet (MM) and
moving coil (MC) disc stages were
band limited, output dropping below
20Hz and above 25kHz approxi-
mately. There was little hiss, especially
on the MC stage, which proved
extremely quiet It is also very
sensitive (0.24mV), making the low
hiss figure even more remarkable.
High quality, low output MC car-
tridges can be used with this pream-
plifier. Input overload values were
low, being 47mV on MM and just
3.5mV on MC. Usual values are at
least twice as great, giving some
margin of safety. I have measured
short term peak outputs from
cartridges though and found that with
MMs peaks never exceeded 30mV.
Both values are broadly satisfactory,
even if they do look injudiciously low.
They will be doubled, we are told, on
the production examples.

Impressive Listening
The overwhelming impression I got
from this amplifier was one of great
closeness and presence in a perform-
ance. I believe this was due largely to
a very rich sense of contrast revealed
within performances. The range of
expression, depth of inflexion and
sheer dynamic scale vocalists dis-
played was both impressive and
captivating. This is the essential quaky
that sets this amplifier apart. It is
highly unusual and distinctive, as well
as being vastly entertaining. I was held
by the sound, fascinated and im-
pressed also. The Phase One is won-
derful in terms of providing sheer
enjoyment; it really does draw you in.

Whether this unusual quality
makes it valve like I wouldn't be bold
enough to comment upon. One

could say so, I wouldn't Although not
the reviewer, I spent a weekend with
the Phase One and loved every
second of using it It is not as coolly
critical as my beloved Deltec, but it is
warmer and perhaps more beguiling. I
found them poles apart in character,
yet would not want to choose one
from the other.

Distinctive
In its sound quality, the Phase One
had some mildly questionable charac-
teristics that measurement subse-
quently explained. I felt that its treble
was slightly 'chrome plated' in
character and possessed a hint of
'clatter' about it. Luckily, ft was not
forward in terms of balance, so the
effect never became intrusive or
worrying. What I was hearing was the
treble distortion.

There was some lack of real bass
slam too. Again, it wasn't especially
upsetting, largely because this
amplifier possesses tight, fast and
tuneful bass. Some may want more
brute force or slam however. I
suspect that when low impedance
current delivery is increased, this will
become available.

Such blemishes never really
worried me. The Phase One is so
innately characterful and distinctive in
its sound - and so thoroughly
impressive in a strangely beguiling
way, that I found myself very happy
to use it - and I wanted to continue
to! But ft has gone. I last spotted ft
going out of the door under Alan
Sircom's arm 

Test Results
Power

CD/tuner/aux
Frequency response

Separation
Noise
Distortion
Sensitivity
DC offset

Disc MM
Frequency response

I 4Hz - 27kHz
Separation -58dB
Noise -75dB
Distortion .02%
Sensitivity 2.8mV
Overload 47mV

Distortion
0.1%

8k TEST DISTORTION HARMONICS 1 00kHz
TONE I OkHz

78 watts

I 9Hz-30kHz
-60dB
-88dB
0.02%

200mV
I 5/6mV

MC

I 9Hz - 23kHz
-56dB
-68dB

.02%
0.26mV

3.5mV

Extended distortion harmonics on
treble signals.
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THE BIGGEST
BREAKTHROUGH

IN RECORD
REPRODUCTION

SINCE THE
LINN SONDEK LP12.

EXCITING ISN'T IT.
The new Linn Lingo is a precision engineered power supply for the Sondek LP12 transcription turntable. At first

glance it doesn't look like an earth -shattering achievement. Indeed, a second or third glance won't give a great deal

more away. However, it's not what the Lingo looks like that's important. It's what it does. The product of years of

development work in Linn's R & D department, the Lingo uses a high precision oscillator and sophisticated circuit

isolation techniques to vastly improve the turntable's speed stability and reduce motor vibration. However,

technicalities and specifications are ultimately immaterial in appreciating the advantage the Lingo has to offer -
more information retrieved from the record than ever possible before. As you'd expect from

1
Linn - with its well known upgrade policy - the Lingo can be easily fitted to your existing LP12,

or purchased with a new turntable. To hear just how much more music the Lingo can get off a record,

visit one of the Linn dealers overleaf. That way you'll find out for yourself what all the fuss is about.

LINN



HEAR THE DIFFERENCE The dealers listed on this page are, in our opinion, the most experienced and knowledge-

able in the U.K. They all offer excellent demonstration facilities and carry a wide range of systems at a wide range of prices.

Linn dealers will give you sound advice and time to listen, so don't be afraid of a hard sell or a lot of gobbledegook.

S COTLAND
ABERDEEN
HOLBURN HI-FI LTD*
441 HOLBURN STREET 0224-585713

EDINBURGH
RUSS ANDREWS HI-FI*
34 NORTHUMBERLAND ST, 031-5571672

GLASGOW
HI-FI EXPERIENCE,* 148 BATH STREET
041-226 4268
STEREO STEREO*
278 ST VINCENT STREET 041-248 4079

MONTROSE
ROBERT RITCHIE, 102 MURRAY STREET
0674-73765

N . ENGLAND
ALTRINCHAM
CLEARTONE HI-FI7 15 ASHLEY ROAD
061-928 1610
BIRKENHEAD
PETER'S HI-FI, 11 ST WERBERGH SQUARE
GRANCE PRECINCT 051-647 5626

BOLTON
CLEARTONE HI-FI7 235 BLACKBURN ROAD
0204-31423
BRADFORD
HI-FI EXPERIENCE AT ERRICKS,* FOTOSONIC
HOUSE, RAWSON SQUARE 0274-309266

CARLISLE
PETER TYSON, 6 ABBEY ST 0228-46756

CHESTER
SOUNDSTAGE, 99 BROOK STREET
0244-341172
CONGLETON
CONGLETON HI-FI, 1/1A DUKE STREET
0260- 297544
CREWE
SOUNDSTAGE, 21 NANTWICH ROAD
0270-255488
DONCASTER
SOUND WITH STYLE, 81 NETHERHALL ROAD
SOUTH YORKSHIRE 0302 321421

GATESHEAD
LINTONE AUDIO,* 7-11 PARK LANE
091-477 4167
LINTONE AUD107 No 8 THE ARCADE
METRO CENTRE 091-460 0999

HULL
MURRAY HI-FI, EAST ANGLIAN BUILDINGS,
PRINCES DOCK STREET 0482-227867

LEEDS
AUDIO PROJECTS*
45 HEADINGLEY LANE 0532-304565
IMAGE HI-FI,* 8 ST ANNES ROAD
HEADINGLEY 0532-789374
LIVERPOOL
BETTER HI-FI, 16 COOK ST, 051-227 5007
WM A BRADY & SONS,* 401 SMITHDOWN RD
051-733 6859
MANCHESTER
CLEARTONE HI -F17 54 BRIDGE STREET
061-835 1156
MIDDLESBROUGH
GILSON AUDIO, 172 BOROUGH ROAD
0642-248793
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
NEWCASTLE HI -F1,153 KENTON ROAD
GOSFORTH 091 285 7179
OLDHAM LANCS.
AUDIO COUNSEL, 12 SHAW RD, 061-633 2602

ROCHDALE
CLEARTONE HI-FI7 52 DRAKE STREET
0706-524652
ROTHERHAM
MOORGATE ACOUSTICS,* UNIT 8,
WESTGATE CHAMBERS 0709 370666

SHEFFIELD
AUDIO CENTRE, 284 GLOSSOP ROAD
0742-737893
MOORGATE ACOUSTICS,* 184 FITZWILLIAM ST.
0742 756048
STOCKPORT
CHRIS BROOKS AUD107 10-12 OAK STREET,
STOCKPORT 061-419 9050
MURRAYS HI-FI, 19 MIDDLE HILLGATE
061-429 7666
WAKEFIELD
IMAGE HI-FI7 17 THE SPRINGS
0924-200272
WARRINGTON
CHRIS BROOKS,* 29 GASKELL STREET
STOCKTON HEATH 0925-61212
DOUG BRADY HI-FI7 KINGSWAY STUDIOS
KINGSWAY NTH. 0925-828009
WHITLEY BAY
LINTONE AUDIO (WHITLEY BAY) LTD*
242 PARK VIEW 091-252 4665

WIGAN
CLEARTONE HI-FI*
6 CROMPTON STREET 0942-323897

YORK
SOUND ORGANISATION7 2B GILLYGATE
0904-627108

C E N T R AL
E N G L AND
ALDRIDGE
MUSICAL APPROACH, 37 HIGH STREET
0922-57926
BIRMINGHAM
GRIFFIN AUD107 94 BRISTOL STREET
021-692 1359
CAMBRIDGE
CAM AUDIO, 110 MILL RD. 0223-60442

COVENTRY
FRANK HARVEY,* 163 SPON ST, 0203-525200

IPSWICH
THE STEREO SHOP, 94 NORWICH ROAD
0473 233832
KING'S LYNN
MARTINS HI -F17 5 HIGH ST, 0553-761683

LEICESTER
LISTEN INN,* 6 HOTEL STREET
0533-623754
LOUGHBOROUGH
SOUND ADVICE, THE SOUND FACTORY
DUKE STREET 0509-218254

MILTON KEYNES
AUDIO INSIGHT,* 53 WOLVERTON ROAD
STONEY S'FORD 0908-561551
NORTHAMPTON
LISTEN INN,* 32A GOLD ST, 0604-37871

NORWICH
BASICALLY SOUND, OLD SCHOOL
BRACON ASH 0508-70829
MARTINS HI-FI7 85-91 BER STREET
0603-627010
NOTTINGHAM
PARKER HI -F1, 70 LONG ROW, 0602-476377

ROYAL LEAMINGTON SPA
HI-FI EXPERIENCE7 49 PARK STREET
0926-881500
ST IVES
AUDIO FILE,* 2 FOUNDRY WALK, MARKET HILL
0480-66123
SHREWSBURY
CREATIVE AUDIO, 9 DOGPOLE 0743 241924

STAFFORD
MUSICAL APPROACH, UNIT 7, WOODINGS
YARD, BAILEYS STREET 0785-55154

STOKE-ON-TRENT
PURKISS HI-FI, 51-53 PICCADILLY, HANLEY
0782-265010
WOLVERHAMPTON
CLEARTONE1-11-F17 39 VICTORIA STREET
0902 772901
WORCESTER
WEST MIDLANDS AUDIO
158 OMBERSLEY ROAD 0905-58046

S. ENGLAND
ASHFORD, KENT
PHOTOCRAFT HI -F17 40 HIGH STREET
0233-624441/2
BANBURY
OVERTURE LTD., 3 CHURCH LANE
0295 272158
BASINGSTOKE
AUDIO T,* 4 FEATHERS LANE, 0256-24311

BISHOPS STORTFORD
THE AUDIO FILE,* 40 HOCKERILL STREET
0279-506576
BRIGHTON
JEFFRIES HI-FI,* 69 LONDON ROAD
0273-609431
CHELMSFORD
RAYLEIGH HI-FI,* 216 MOULSHAM STREET
0245-265245
CHICHESTER
CHICHESTER HI-FI,* 7 ST PANCRAS
0243-776402
COLCHESTER
PRO MUSICA, 6 VINEYARD ST, 0206-577519

CROYDON
SPALDINGS,* 352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE
ROAD 081-654 1231
EASTBOURNE
JEFFRIES HI-FI,* 4 ALBERT PARADE
GREEN STREET 0323-31336

ENFIELD MIDDX.
AUDIO T,* 159A CHASE SIDE 081-367 3132

FARNBOROUGH HANTS
FARNBOROUGH HI-FI, 7 QUEENSMEAD
0252-520146
GUILDFORD
P J HI -F17 3 BRIDGE STREET 0483 504801

HARPENDEN
STUDIO 99' 82 HIGH STREET 05827-64246

HARROW
HARROW AUD107 27 SPRINGFIELD ROAD
081-863 0938
HIGH WYCOMBE
SOUND GALLERY, 65 CASTLE STREET
0494-31682
ILFORD ESSEX
AUDIO T* 442/444 CRANBROOK ROAD
GANTS HILL 081-518 0915

LONDON N1
GRAHAMS HI-FI*, CANONBURY YARD
190A NEW NORTH ROAD 071-226 5500

LONDON N7
BARTLETTS HI-FI
175-177 HOLLOWAY ROAD, 071-607 2296

LONDON NW1
HI-FI EXPERIENCE*
2/4 CAMDEN HIGH STREET 071-388 1300

LONDON NW6
STUDIO 997 81 FAIRFAX ROAD
SWISS COTTAGE 071-624 8855
AUDIO -17 190 WEST END LANE
WEST HAMPSTEAD 071-794 7848

LONDON SE1
SOUND ORGANISATION, 1 CATHEDRAL ST,
LONDON BRIDGE 071-403 2255

LONDON SE13
BILLY VEE,* 248 LEE HIGH ROAD, LEWISHAM
071-318 5755
LONDON SE19
AUDIO VENUE, 24 CHURCH ROAD
CRYSTAL PALACE 081-771 7787

LONDON SW5
THE LISTENING ROOM
161 OLD BROMPTON ROAD 071-244 7750/59

LONDON SW11
RPM, 2 BURLAND ROAD OFF WEBBS ROAD
071-585 0274
LONDON SW19
O'BRIEN HI-FI, 95 HIGH STREET
WIMBLEDON VILLAGE 081-946 1528

LONDON W1
DOUG BRADY HI -F17 18 MONMOUTH STREET
COVENT GARDEN 071-379 4010
HI-FI EXPERIENCE,* LION HOUSE, 227
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD 071-580 3535
K J LEISURESOUND, 26 NEW CAVENDISH
STREET 071-486 8263

NEWBURY
NEWBURY AUDIO, 2 WEAVERS WALK
NORTHBROOK STREET 0635 33929

OXFORD
AUDIO -1,* 19 OLD HIGH STREET,
HEADINGTON 0865-65961
WESTWOOD & MASON,* 46 GEORGE STREET
0865-247783
PORTSMOUTH
JEFFRIES HI -F17 29 LONDON ROAD,
NORTH END, 0705-663604
RADLETT
RADLETT AUDIO, 141 WATLING STREET
0923 856497
RAYLEIGH ESSEX
RAYLEIGH HI-FI,* 44A HIGH ST, 0268-779762

READING
READING HI-FI,* 4 QUEENS WALK
BROAD STREET MALL 0734-585463

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA
RAYLEIGH HI-FI,* 132/134 LONDON ROAD
0702-435255
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
TONBRIDGE HI -F1, 31 HIGH STREET
0892-24677

UXBRIDGE
UXBRIDGE AUDIO,* 278 HIGH STREET
0895-30404
WEST WORTHING
SOUNDWAVES, 20 TEVILLE GATE
0903-212133
WINDSOR
RADFORD HI-FI7 43 KING EDWARD COURT
0753-856931

S.W.ENGLAND
BATH
RADFORD HI -F17 12 JAMES STREET WEST
0225-446245
BOURNEMOUTH
SUTTONS HI -F17 18 WESTOVER ROAD
0202-555512
BRISTOL
AUDIO EXCELLENCE7 65 PARK STREET
0272-264975
RADFORD, HI -F17 52/54 GLOUCESTER ROAD
0272-428247
CHELTENHAM
AUDIO T,* 40/42 ALBION STREET
0242-583960
EXETER
RADFORD HI-FI,* 28 COWICK STREET
ST THOMAS 0392-218895
GLOUCESTER
AUDIO EXCELLENCE,* 58 BRISTOL ROAD
0452-300046
PLYMOUTH
RADFORD HI-FI7 107 CORNWALL STREET
0752-226012
SOUTHAMPTON
HAMPSHIRE AUDIO,* 8 HURSLEY ROAD
CHANDLERS FORD 0703-252827
SOUND WAVES
1 HOLBURY DROVE PRECINCT, 0703-899131

SWINDON
AUDIO 1,* 60 FLEET STREET 0793-538222
TORQUAY
RADFORD HI-FI,* 6 FORE STREET,
ST. MARYCHURCH, 0803-326723
TRURO CORNWALL
TRURO HI-FI AT ETS, 25 KING ST 0872-79809
YEOVIL SOMERSET
MIKE MANNING AUDIO, 110 MIDDLE STREET
0935-79361

W A S

CARDIFF
AUDIO EXCELLENCE,* 134 CRWYS ROAD
0222-228565
NEWPORT
AUDIO EXCELLENCE,* 37 HIGH STREET
0633-220012
SWANSEA
AUDIO EXCELLENCE,* 9 HIGH STREET
0792-474608

N.IRELAND
BELFAST
LYRIC HI-FI,* 163 STRANMILLIS ROAD
0232-381296
PORTADOWN
LYRIC HI-FI,* 84 BRIDGE STREET,
COUNTY ARMAGH, 0762-358059

E

DUBLIN
CLONEY AUDIO, 55 MAIN STREET
BLACKROCK 889-449

ISLE OF MAN
MANX AUDIO, CLON VINE 0624 851437

J E R S E Y

ST HELIER
BASE HI-FI, 35 HILGROVE STREET
0534-58518

To find out more about Linn hi-fi and the Linn difference, please
phone 041-644 5111, or post the coupon to Linn Products Ltd,
Floors Road, Eaglesham, Glasgow G76 OEP. * Denotes

Illease send me a Linn information pack by return of post.

Name

Address

Postcode

My present system is
LINN

,,-



For further
details and
a full
demonstration
contact your
local dealer

ACTION
ACOUSTICS
155-157 High Street
Redcar
Cleveland
TS10 3AN
Tel: 0642 480723

AUDIO
ACOUSTICS
49 Coleridge Square
West Ealing FIRST AUDIO
London W13 0.IX 16 Wentworth Grove
Tel: 081-998 9041 Perton MUSICAL

Wolverhampton PREFERENCE
BRENTWOOD West Midlands Meadow House
MUSIC CENTRE Tel: 0902 751302 Bunwell St. Bunwell
2 Ingrave Road Norfolk NR16 1NA
Brentwood HI-FI Tel: 0953 789562
Essex EXCELLENCE
CM15 8AT 3-5 Skene Square NORTHWOOD
Tel: 0277 221210 Aberdeen AUDIO

AB2 4UU 126 Pinner Road
CONGLETON HI-FI Tel: 0224 624408 Northwood
1/la Duke Street Middlesex
Congleton MIKE MANNING Tel: 09274 20877
Cheshire CW12 1AP AUDIO
Tel: 0260 297544 110 Middle Street PROGRESSIVE

Yeovil AUDIO
DEFINITIVE AUDIO Somerset 2 Lovelace Close
Brighton RA20 1 NE Rainham Gillingham
Tel: 0273 208649 Tel: 0935 79361 Kent ME8 90P

Tel: 0634 389004
DEFINITIVE AUDIO THE MUSIC ROOM
Nottingham 98 Bath Street SOUND SENSE
Tel: 0602 241000 Glasgow 350 Edgware Road

Scotland London W2
DEFINITIVE AUDIO G2 2EN Tel: 071-402 2100
Cornwall Tel: 041-332 5012
Tel: 0726 844039 50 Bridge Street

Manchester
EASTBOURNE M33BN
AUDIO Tel: 061-835 1366
16 Albert Parade
Green Street
Eastbourne
BN21 1SD
Tel: 0323 25828

STANDENS
92a High Street
Tonbridge
Kent
Tel: 0732 353540

VINYL TUBE AUDIO
43-45 Fortress Road
London NW5 1 AD
Tel: 071-485 4854

ZEUS AUDIO
Unit 6, Hope Street
(off Ct. Victoria Street)
Belfast
N. Ireland
Tel: 0232 332522

AUDit wiiiviPONENTS LW;
Albany Court, Albany Road, Granby Industrial
Estate,Weymouth, Dorset DT4 9TH
Tel: 0305 761 017



distant
control

Denon's new TU-560L

tuner offers the

convenience of a remote

control and presets

without a high price tag.

Noel Keywood

investigates.

Armchair listeners will love this tuner.
For only £150, Denon's TU-560L has
a hand held remote control that scans
through no fewer than thirty preset
stations on VHF, Medium and Long
wave. The memories are freely
allocatable between the three
wavebands, so any number of stations
on a particular band can be stored for
rapid recall, up to the limit of thirty,
counting all wavebands together.
That's enough to keep even the most
enthusiastic radio listeners happy, I
should imagine.

Like nearly all modem Japanese
tuners, this one uses synthesised
tuning in order to accurately align
itself to stations and stay locked to
that frequency over a long period,
eliminating drift. This is achieved by
using a highly stable quartz crystal
frequency reference and stepping
along the wavebands in small incre-
ments, at each step locking against
the reference. It's a technique made
feasible by the even and precise
spacing of radio stations.

Initial tuning is either by automatic
or manual scanning. Once the stations
have been loaded into memory,
selection is from a row of front panel
push buttons, or from the remote
control unit Whilst the push buttons
select the memorised frequency
direct, the remote scans through
them using Up and Down buttons.
Although this could be tedious,
Denon have managed the affair so
well that in practice it is fast and

convenient. The system scans up to
thirty and straight on to one, in a
'circular' scan mode. Conversely, it
scans down to one and straight on to
thirty, so any wanted station is always
a maximum of fifteen store numbers
away - not thirty.

it has clean,
uncluttered lines,
free from spurious
legends and styling
artifices. I found it
easy to use

Scanning is initially slow, but after a
few digits speeds up to become fairly
rapid. I timed it at just seven seconds
to accelerate from one to thirty. In
theory at least, this means that the
maximum scan time is just 3.5
seconds. Add in some 'fiddling time'
and you can still reckon on the
Denon needing only five seconds to
reach any desired store number.

How you remember where a
station is stored is another problem
altogether. Denon incorporate a
preview scan mode. Press P Scan on
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the remote control unit and stations
are selected for five seconds duration
in an ascending sequence through the
memories. It's just enough to tell
what is on offer from each. Other
facilities available on the remote
control are automatic and manual
tuning, waveband selection and
power on/off.

Any piece of equipment with
remote control needs a display panel
that is legible at a distance. Denon fit
the now common blue fluorescent
display, with clear, bright numerals
showing station frequency, waveband,
stereo reception and manual/auto
tuning mode. To the right of this
panel lies a signal strength indicator
and a curious cable/normal mode
indicator, all of which use tiny green
LEDs.

I was initially baffled by this last
facility. It turned out to be a simple
input attenuator, which should be
switched in for cable distributed VHF
radio, to reduce excessive signal
strength. It is best to leave this
switched out, except in areas of very
high broadcast signal strength or
when a cable feed is used, of course.
It would have been helpful if the
signal strength meter had indicated
when attenuation was needed, but
tests showed that the meter's role
was largely cosmetic.

It's curious that Japanese manufac-
turers cannot bring themselves to
treat this facility seriously - Denon
included. Worried that owners will
suspect the tuner is insensitive if all
the lights don't come on, this 'meter'
indicates maximum with just 125µV
of signal on the TU-560L. In truth, the
tuner needs at least eight times as
much signal (I mV) to give optimum
performance. That the indicator
cannot show this denies owners the
ability to judge the effectiveness of
their aerial systems. Only Hitachi's
now unavailable FT -5500 (MkI & II)
used an indicator system that usefully
showed whether operating conditions
were satisfactory.

Denon consistently make and
finish their products very well. Whilst
the TU-560L does not win any prizes
for originality of appearance, it has
clean, uncluttered lines, free from
spurious legends and styling artifices. I

found it easy to use, especially so
from a distance with the simple
remote control unit

A novel aerial connecting arrange-
ment has been included. Denon
provide a special VHF plug to fit a
rear 75 ohm coaxial, panel mounted
plug (or socket, since it is both!). The
plug accepts both 75 ohm coaxial
cables and 300 ohm feeders, since it
contains a balun transformer. Also
supplied are signal leads and a
medium/long wave loop antenna.
External AM aerials can be connected
however.

Sound Quality
From my experience with Denon
tuners, I guessed this one would
sound pretty good - and it did. The
TU-560L provides a smooth, easy
sound with good stereo imaging and
a welcome absence of upper mid-
range hardness. I listened intently to
numerous stations over a long period
and was never less than satisfied with
the basic sense of tonal balance, plus
cleanliness through absence of noise
and interference. The only conceptual
problem now facing us on Hi-Fi
World is when comparing to our
resident reference tuner, an elderly
Leak Troughline. Most others simply
pale into insignificance when com-
pared to it! Switching to the Leak
Troughline showed that in fact the
images set up by the Denon were

I listened
intently to
numerous stations
over a long period
and was never less
than satisfied with
the basic sense of
tonal balance

barren ones, basic outlines devoid of
detail. Around them was blankness;
just nothing. In contrast, the Trough -
line showed that these were people
in a room. There was the atmosphere
of the room to be heard and various
noises in the background. It was
altogether a different and more real
experience.

On medium wave and long wave,
basic intelligibility was very good. Even
at night there were few whistles,
suggesting good selectivity. The sound
was 'warm' as it has to be on AM if
selectivity is to be satisfactory for
clean reception. Whilst the tuner
scans automatically on Medium wave,
Long wave must be manually tuned.

Summary
The matter of VHF sound quality
must be disheartening for any poor
soul who just wants a decent tuner! In
practice, do not let me put you off by
my observations of the Denon
alongside our Leak. The TU-560L is a
fine tuner, albeit a bit on the warm
and bland side against our ultimate
reference. Against tuners in its own
price band however, I can happily
recommend it on the grounds of
sound quality and all round station -
grabbing performance 

Measured Performance
By using a very sharp notch filter to cut out pilot tone
(MPX) at 19kHz, sub -carrier at 38kHz and other un-
wanted signals, Denon have managed to suppress
'rubbish' output, whilst at the same time keeping the
frequency response flat. This ensures a good basic
tonal balance is achieved, free from sharpness due to
treble peaking, or dullness due to early treble roll off.
Frequency response is shown in Fig I. The sudden
dive downward at far right is due to this MPX filter;
you can see that to the left of it the trace is flat,
measured limits being 10Hz - I 5.6kHz (-IdB). This is
a very good performance for a 150 tuner.

Channel separation was fine on stereo and distor-
tion proved comparatively low. Whilst the 0.3%
figure measured might seem poor in comparison to
most amplifiers, the distortion analysis shows that it
comprises mainly second harmonic, which is largely
undetectable. It takes a lot of second harmonic to be
problematic and even then it produces only a slight
timbre change. The TU-560L compares well in this
respect.

As the strength of the aerial signal increases, hiss
from an FM tuner decreases. There is very little to
choose between modern tuners here: all of them
need around I mV the Denon included. Hiss sank to
-73dB with this strength of aerial signal, a level that is
barely audible. More importantly, I have found that a
strong signal significantly improves the sense of clar-
ity provided by any VHF tuner.

Sensitivity was normal at 251,1V for -50dB hiss level
on stereo transmissions. Just 1.6µV was needed to
capture mono transmissions with the same level of
hiss. Alternate channel selectivity measured a good
75dB. This is enough to allow a weak station to be
captured, in the presence of a nearby strong one.

Frequency response (- I dB)
Stereo separation
Distortion (50% mod.)
Hiss (CCIR)
Signal for minimum hiss
Sensitivity

mono
stereo

Selectivity (alternate channel)
Signal strength meter
indicator No. lights at

I 0Hz - I 5.6kHz
-42dB
0.3%

-73dB
I mV

1 6pV
2 10µV
3 250/
4 63µV

125µV

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

+3

0

-3

50 1k 20K

Flat frequency response up to I 5.6kHz

Distortion
irl

TEST DISTORTION HARMONICS 7kHz

TONE I kHz

Second harmonic distortion at 0.3%

1.61.1V

25µV
-75dB
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Let us sit in your
favourite chair

ow well your system is set

Hup is crucial to realise the

best sound possible. We will

come and sit in your favourite chair and

make sure the system you choose sounds

as good in your living room as it did in

our shop. (But please have the kettle on).

All our shops have listening

rooms where you can choose from a

carefully selected range of the world's

best hi-fi. You'll also find we have a

range of essential accessories and an in-

house service department.

So call in at Audio Excellence

and enjoy the music in our favourite

chair first.

Hendrix? Sinatra? Beatles?
For collectable secondhand en yl and re -issues SPIKE WALTON at
Audio Excellence Records on Cardiff (0222) 664474. 1445T above the Sony
Centre opposite Cardiff Cast e.

NOW OPEN
OP'005-

Jj

maxi ex.:11euse

(opposite Bristol Guild)
COLLEGE GREEN

audio excellence
WHERE THE MUSIC MATTERS

Tuesday - Saturday 9.00 - 5.30 CLOSED MONDAY

.010 0EAL.S.SOC1,110

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Audio Excellence are leading members of
SADA - the British Audio Dealers Association.

Audio Excellence have 4 times been voted best
dealer in the South West and South Wales in

the Sony Hi-Fi News Awards.

SONY
DEALER AWARDS

PLC
HT41

REGIONAL WINNER

"Readers Award"

BRISTOL CARDIFF GLOUCESTER SWANSEA
65 Park Street, Bristol 851 5PB

Fax (0272) 251327
Telephone (0272) 264975

134/6 Crwys Road, Cardiff
South Glamorgan CF2 4NR
Telephone (0222) 228565

58 Bristol Road, Gloucester
Gloucestershire GL 1 550
Telephone (0452) 300046

9 High Street, Swansea
West Glamorgan SAI ILE
Telephone (0792) 474608

Fax (0222) 398201

elLINN EVENING IN BRISTOL! On the evening of Wednesday
Aug. 28th we will be demonstrating the state-of-the-art Linn product range.
DO NOT MISS THIS RARE CHANCE! Appl for FREE tickets in writin at Bristol.



north Eastern Audio Traders
are better known as dealers
than designers. Recently,

unhappy with the quality of small up-
market speakers, they designed the
new Petite with an eye on a market
segment they felt was sadly lacking:
the mini -monitor.

NEAT have taken a conservative
stance rather than join the compa-
nies which announce a plethora of
new designs or tweaks almost by the
month: the bass/mid driver, for
instance, is a custom-made 6.5"
doped paper unit. Isn't nearly
everyone using poly-unsaturates or
some such? This small monitor has
little about it that is unconventional
or mould -breaking in its construction,
rather a greater accent on the careful
implementation of traditional materi-
als and rigorous testing and listening
on the part of the designers.

As befits its name, the Petite is
tiny, 30 cm high, 20 cm wide, 18 cm
deep and weighing in at about 3 kg.
Barely larger than the diminutive Linn
Kans, they fit well on most 24" stands
available, though NEAT plan to
launch their own dedicated stands
later in the year. The review samples,
which were pre -production models
and not necessarily indicative of the
final production run, were supplied
without grilles. The option of having
grilles fitted is available, but only in
extremis, because of the degredation
it causes to the sound.

The sound
these little monitors
produced was
very detailed
without seeming
too overtly so.

Well Rounded
The cabinet is constructed from MDF
with a rearward -firing port at the
same level as the tweeter, a variant
of the well-known 1" Audax tita-
nium -coated plastic dome; below the
port sit two pairs of Michell gold-
plated sockets allowing for bi-wiring
or bi-amplification. And that's it!
Apart from an "N" stamped on the
front, there are no identifying marks
at all, though the rounded edges are
both attractive and distinctive.

No information was supplied with
the loudspeakers, so I had to experi-
ment to find the best position,
running -in time and so on for them.
I found the best placement was
about 0.5 metres away from the
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rear wall with about ten degrees of
toe -in. The Petites needed some
warming up, but not a substantial
amount.

All sorts of equipment was used
to determine their efficacy. Surpris-
ingly, I felt that they worked best
with a Voyd Valdi, with RB-250 arm
and Goldring cartridge, Audio
Innovations Series 200 'First Audio'
pre- and power -amplifier combina-
tion using Audio Note Silver cable
throughout This amplifier only gives
out 7.5 watts; normally I would

from Led Zeppelin's second album
came over at a highly infectious pace
and the Dread Zeppelin (a sort of
Reggae -cum -Metal band with an Elvis
clone singing) version of the same
song, though performed in a far
more 'dislocated' fashion than the
original lost none of the compactness
of the playing.

These little monitors can sound a
bit fierce at times; in a system using
amplifiers like the Audio Innovations
this creates no problem, but the
treble could seem bright, even a little

neat and tidy
The NEAT Petite packs a lot into a small package.

Alan Sircom checks to see if small is beautiful.

expect few loudspeakers to be
efficient to cope with this triode
amplifier, the Petites took it in their
stride.

Once run-in, the Petites produced
a fine sound. While they didn't image
with the very best, the soundstage
they produced was very open and
well projected out of the boxes. It
was rather two-dimensional, lacking
something in both width and height,
but still realistic. While it was not
possible to pin -point instruments
with absolute one hundred per cent
accuracy, these loudspeakers'
portrayal of imagery was easy to live
with.

Joys of Small Boxes
Instruments were articulate and had
a very positive solidity about them.
On playing tracks such as 'Hyperreal'
from The Shamen's 'Entact' LP the
synthesizer bass line proved strong
and powerful, but never overpow-
ered the other parts of the track. In

addition, the vocals were easy to
follow and define.

The sound these little monitors
produced was very detailed without
seeming too overtly so. Pieces like
Hyperion's beautiful recordings of
the Mozart Piano Trios brought out
low-level information which was very
well defined; subtle nuances were
well portrayed, but never at the
expense of the dynamic range, which
was very good for such a small
speaker working in free space.

One of the joys of small box
loudspeakers is that within the
confines of their frequency range
they are usually fast and tight -
sounding with a good sense of
coherence. These virtues hold true
for the Petites. 'Whole Lotta Love'

excessive in some more forward -
sounding systems.

The Petites take a place not
quite filled by any of their nearest
competitors: the Linn Kans, Monitor
Audio Studio 5's and Accoustic
Energy AEI's. They sound as involv-
ing, but are far less 'hi-fi' sounding
than the AEI's and their compatriots,
less bright than the Studio 5's and
image better than the Kans. Each of
these has its own character and its
own followers. North Eastern Audio
Traders' Petites could well carve
themselves a niche that's not so tiny
in their chosen market 
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making music
with rubber

bands
Four turntable packages costing between 1E250 and 1320 come

under examination. Malcolm Steward finds a personal favourite

but realises that each has something special to offer.

In fact, every one's a winner

Despite living in these days of space-
age specifications, high-tech happen-
ings and digital derring-do, I still get
excited by the prospect of playing
twelve -inch slabs of plastic driven at
thirty-three and a third revolutions
per minute by a synchronous motor
and a rubber band. There's something
infinitely satisfying about taking an LP
from its sleeve, placing it on a
revolving platter, cueing a stylus onto
the run-in groove and settling back to
enjoy the music: far more so than
struggling to prise a compact disc
from its as -likely -as -not damaged
jewel case, pressing a button on an
anonymous black or silver box,
inserting the disc in its drawer and
then watching it disappear into its
binary lair. I relish the greater hands-
on involvement that comes with
turntables.

I also relish the emotional fulfil-
ment of listening to LPs: whilst I
respect the arguments propounded
with regard to compact disc's
technical superiority I still find that the
sound of vinyl discs playing on a
decent turntable provides me with
more entertainment and pleasure
then CD has yet been able to do. I'm
sure that CD will continue to
improve and, indeed, I sincerely hope
that it does, but, for the foreseeable
future at least, I won't be joining the
ranks of those who consider record-
players anachronistic.

Testing the four mid -price turn-
tables gathered here furthered my
resolve. I'd recently been toying with
a batch of similarly -priced Compact

Disc players, none of which offered
the same degree of involvement or
gratification that these decks managed
with consummate ease. And whilst
admitting that the situation is different
for classically -oriented listeners, the
decks have the added advantage of
using cheaper software. Even ignoring
this, if putting the listener in intimate
contact with the music was the only
arbiter Compact Disc wouldn't stand
much of a chance against these
record players.

real life is full of
clicks and pops

Enjoying Music
Where most CD machinery at this
price requires tolerating one or more
obvious compromises, these decks
offer very well-balanced perform-
ances. They focus the listener's
attention on the music and not on
mechanical artefacts. Please don't
quote me the background noise
argument: as John Peel is reputed to
aver, "real life is full of clicks and
pops". I buy records to enjoy the
music, not the silence from which it
might or might not emerge. These
turntables are not the most sophisti-
cated on the planet but none make a
meal of surface noise or record
imperfections.

All are basic manual designs, belt
driven, and, with one exception,

utilising 'solid' plinths. Their setting up
and operation will not be beyond the
capabilities of anyone who can
recognise which end of a screwdriver
to hold. In most cases, anyway, the
dealer supplying the deck will take
care of the minimal preparation
required, fitting the arm and cartridge
where necessary. Only the Sys-
temdek, by virtue of having a sprung
suspension, requires actual 'setting -
up': this task, however, should be well
within the compass of any competent
D -I -Y enthusiast.

A problem which can arise with
auditioning turntables which don't
come as ready-made packages is
deciding how the individual compo-
nents influence the overall sound. It's
possible that a deck might fare
considerably better - or worse -
when fitted with an alternative arm or
cartridge. In the case of the Sys-
temdek IIX-900 I felt confident that
the Moth arm was a suitable choice,
having used the deck previously with
five of the more common options.
The cartridges used with the other
decks were all familiar and 'accepted'
partners.

Auditioniing
All the combinations were auditioned
with a variety of ancillary equipment
but final judgements were made
within the context of a 'typical'
system into which these turntables
would make their way as the primary
source component, using a Mission
Cyrus One integrated amplifier and
Cyrus 780 compact speakers.
Recognising that the decks might also
be used as secondary sources in a
CD -based system they were also
tested with a £1000 Heybrook pre/
power amplifier combination driving
the more sophisticated and revealing
Epos ES I I speakers. I sited each deck
on a Mana Acoustics three-tier
Reference support: I know this item
costs more than any of the decks but
it does remove one important
variable by providing the most
effectual turntable support I've
discovered. All turntables are subject
- in varying degrees - to mechanical
disturbance: the Mana table is
particularly successful at minimising its
effects.

I was also careful to ensure that
each deck was given a suitable
running -in period. As mechanical
devices they are subject to inevitable
settling -in: moving parts and fixings
bed down, electronic components
bum -in, compliant parts like rubber
feet adjust to having weight upon
them. All these elements need time
to stabilise before critical judgements
can be made with any accuracy.
Accordingly, each deck was set up,
powered up and left running for one
week, then checked again prior to
listening.
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LINN BASIK
The Basik is Linn's entry-level turn-
table, sitting below the Axis and the
Sondek LP I 2 in the product hierar-
chy. It comes complete with the
excellent Akito tonearm for an all -in
price of £285. As tested here, fitted
with the company's least expensive
moving magnet cartridge, the K5, the
total cost rises to £322.

It's a non -suspended design based
on a wooden plinth and top -plate,
supported by three, large compliant
feet. The arm, motor and main
bearing are tightly fixed to the top -
plate, and the wiring to the motor
and on/off switch (fixed underneath
the plinth's front edge) is enclosed in
a plastic moulding. Build quality is very
good and the deck looks particularly
neat and tidy.

Very little is involved in setting up
the deck. The platter comes in two
halves, the inner portion being fitted
first after injecting a capsule of oil into
the main bearing. The drive belt is
then slipped around the inner half
and the drive motor pulley, and then
the outer platter and felt mat are
fitted. These need to be lifted off to
reposition the belt on the second
step of the motor pulley if you wish
to change speed, a task which sounds
more onerous on paper than it is in
real life.

The Akito tonearm deserves a
special mention. It's the jewel in the
Basik's crown. Its construction draws
on that of the Ittok and Ekos models,
albeit with less sophistication, and it
makes a worthy partner for superior
turntables. Having fitted a cartridge,
setting the tracking force for the

tonearm is facilitated by a calibrated
counterweight. Bias compensation is
adjusted by a small dial beneath the
tonearm rest. The arm can be easily
adjusted to accommodate cartridges
of different heights.

The Basik may only be Linn's
starter deck but it nonetheless
exhibits many of the familial qualities
which characterise the top-flight
Sondek LP 12 and mid -price Axis. It
has to be accepted that any budget -
constrained deck is going to suffer
compromises in its performance. The
trick is to select them carefully and
not make them obvious. In this
respect Linn have done a fine job.

The Basik concentrates its atten-
tion and efforts on convincingly
portraying music's fundamentals, pitch
and timing. One of the deck's
foremost attributes is its sense of
unstoppable determination and drive
in presenting rhythmic information.
Tracks like "Crazy" from Seal's debut

The Basik may
only be Linn's
starter deck but it
nonetheless exhibits
many of the familial
qualities which
characterise the top-
flight Sondek LP12
and mid -price Axis.

LP, benefited from insistent propul-
sion, the tempo never wavering.
Although not as explicit as the Axis
or LP 12, the Basik emphasised the
position of notes and clearly defined
the spaces between them. Individual
instruments and voices were picked
out clearly, the latter being particularly
expressive and articulate. Vocal
sibilants suffered slight emphasis but
not sufficiently to cause annoyance.
Bass instruments showed good note -
shape, pitch and fluid temporal
progression, but sounded a little
lightweight and lacking in substance.
This is a typical example of the kind
of compromises I was talking about:
Linn were wise here in trading a
degree of punch for musical accuracy.

A note for those sensitive to
soundstaging: the Basik tended to
flatten the front to back perspective
on recordings. In this area it fared
best with mixes which were clean
and inherently spacious, Joni Mitchell's
"Night Ride Home", for example.
Denser mufti -tracks sounded more
spacially compressed.

However, the deck's strengths lie
elsewhere, in the portrayal of more
vital facets of music. I ran my favourite
torture track by it, the AAM's period
instrument recording of Jean Fery
Rebel's "Les Elements" - a candidate
for being played exclusively on the
very best decks if ever there was one.
The Basik captured the essence of
the music well, evincing its drama and
structure with authority.

In a nutshell, this deck proved very
enjoyable to live with and gave
commendable insight into music and
its performance. Although inevitably
compromised in absolute terms ft
covered its tracks well.
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REGA PLANAR 3

The Rega Planar 3 is a true hi -fl
veteran. During its long and successful
career it had been improved and
tweaked but its fundamental design
hasn't altered a jot: a testament to its
soundness. The deck is normally
finished in the standard Henry Ford
hi-fi hue but it can be had in one of
Rega's 'special' colours for an £11
premium. The deck supplied for
review came in a vivid light blue
which clashed somewhat with the

the Rega excelled in
the upper regions and in
conveying large dynamic
swings

cartridge we had fitted which is only
available in a shade of green normally
reserved for Teddy -boy's socks. £249
buys you a black Planar 3 ready fitted
with Rega's acclaimed RB300
tonearm. The Rega Bias cartridge
chosen to partner it added £34 to
the bill, bringing the final reckoning to
£283 or £294 dependant upon
whether you're prepared to wear
Ray -Ban's when playing records!.

The deck is built around a solid
medite plinth which is supported by
three large rubber feet. The main
bearing and arm are mounted directly

upon the plinth but the motor is
attached with a degree of compliance.
A small, two-step pulley drives the
two-part platter via a circular section
rubber belt The driven 'half of the
platter - which is plastic - supports
the main component which is made
of heavy glass and topped off with a
felt mat.

The Planar 3 is simple to set up
and use, like the Linn Basik. Similarly,
changing speed involves stopping the
deck, lifting off the outer - or in the
Rega's case, what is more accurately
described as the top - platter, and
moving the belt up or down the
motor pulley. Its on/off switch is
located more conveniently on the top
of the plinth. Setting up the arm
involves initial balancing using the
counterweight, then applying tracking
force via a calibrated dial. Bias
compensation is applied magnetically
under the control of a small slider on
the arm base.

Authority
Switching from the Linn Basik to the
Rega demonstrated that although
similar in many respects their per-
formances had marked areas of
divergence. The Planar 3 sounded
more obviously powerful, for ex-
ample, on orchestral crescendi and
when presenting fortissimo strikes on
the piano in Talk Talk's "Happiness Is
Easy". Subsequent listening showed
what was happening - subjectively, at
least. It appeared as if the dynamic
windows of the two decks were in
different places on a scale of ampli-
tude: where the Rega excelled in the
upper regions and in conveying large
dynamic swings, the Linn Basik

seemed to handle smaller contrasts
and subtle changes with more
dexterity. On the Talk Talk track, for
instance, the Planar sounded more
authoritative on the heavy strikes
whilst the Basik had a better grip on
the player's lighter strokes, emphasis-
ing nuances. A similar effect was
observed with bass guitar, the Rega
having greater weight and slam, the
Linn conveying note shape and pitch
more explicitly.

The Rega's presentation, despite
lacking the Basik's sense of instrumen-
tal individuality, still cast a deeper and
more capacious soundstage. On the
Joni Mitchell album instruments
seemed better located in space and
more three-dimensional. Her voice
was warmer and richer but less
detailed. Nonetheless, the deck
allowed a good appreciation of her
singing style, how she phrased lines,
and how her breathing affected her
vocal character.

Bass and drums on the Seal LP had
plenty of impact and drove the songs
along nicely. There wasn't the same
feeling of precision as was heard on
the Linn but it didn't adversely affect
my enjoyment of the music. The
sound had a greater sense of atmos-
phere - the Basik had made it rather
'dry' - and the Rega fleshed out the
synthesiser voicings to good effect.

Summing up, the Planar 3 made
music enjoyable and listening to it
required no effort. I have memories
of hearing the Planar 3 sounding a
little more exciting and incisive,
however, and so I'll reserve judge-
ment on the Bias. Try the deck with a
Goldring 1012 as well if you plan to
audition it.
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REVOLVER

The Revolver gets my vote for being
the best -looking deck of the group.
Whilst most hi-fi looks rather
industrial and might be regarded as
aesthetically intrusive in most domes-
tic surroundings, this deck exhibits
some sympathy for its environment. It
is deliberately made to look attractive.
This might not be of much concern
to hard-core audiophiles but it's my
guess that most hi-fi enthusiast's
partners would ignore the rest and
home in on this deck. The red
custom -paint finish on the review
sample (which for £249 included
Revolver's arm and cartridge) was
quite splendid.

Like the Basik and the Planar 3 its
construction is intrinsically simple but
ft has an outward elegance. The deck
is based around two plinth boards.
The upper one, slightly smaller than
the lower, carries the main bearing
and the arm: the lower, which sits on
the obligatory three squidgy rubber
feet, has the motor attached to it and
its spindle passes upwards through a
plated aperture in the top section.
The pulley then drives the one-piece
platter circumferentially by means of a
round -section rubber belt. Speed
change is effected by moving this belt
up or down the pulley but there is no
need to remove the platter in order
to do this. The platter is topped with
a stiff felt mat (which Revolver call
The Starmat) and a small rubber
confection, shaped like a chess -set
pawn, can be used to provide a

degree of clamping for records. This
device they call The Pig.

As with the Rega and Linn, the
amount of setting -up required is
minimal. Oil the bearing, fit the
platter, mat and drive belt, adjust the
arm and you're ready to go. The
arm's tracking force and bias adjust-
ments are straightforward enough
and aided by calibration markings.
Arm height will be set for the fitted
cartridge but if this is to be changed
subsequent readjustment is simple.

The deck clearly appreciated its
run-in period: when first run up I
could hear some mechanical noise,
but this subsided after a few hours. I

was particularly keen to do this as the
Revolver has been criticised in the
past for having problems with speed
stability: I'm pleased to report that I
encountered none whatsoever during
this test. Pitch and timing information
wasn't molested on any of the music I
played.

Fluid and Funky
In fact, the deck impressed me with
its enthusiastic sense of rhythmic
drive: on the tracks by Seal it created
a particularly funky backbeat as a
foundation for the rest of the songs'
elements. Bass lines has a strikingly
fluid groove and flow, with the starts
and stops of notes being quite crisply
defined. Bass had a nice timbre and
richness too, and a good feeling of
weight and impact. The Revolver also
picked out the reverie on the singer's
voice very clearly this wasn't over -
etched, nor were vocal sibilants
unduly emphasised, the deck manag-
ing to integrate these elements

naturally into the structure of the
music. It gave a good insight into the
performance and the music's me-
chanical attributes without any loss of
cohesion.

On tracks from the Joni Mitchell
LP the deck gave a notably spacious
and expansive presentation. Her
voice was articulate and intimate, with
subtle dynamic inflections being
revealed clearly. Acoustic guitar
sounded natural and vivid with good
leading edge attack and a convincing
portrayal of its harmonic qualities.
Bass guitar was powerful and solid
with good control evident.

Talk Talk's "Happiness" showed
good dynamic scaling; being very even
it helped to create an air of credible
authority. Drums had particularly
striking impact, powerful initial
transients being followed through
fully. In the busier sections of the mix
the deck kept a tight rein on pro-
ceedings, allowing easy 'listening in' to
background instruments. Pitch
definition was good and at the lower
end of the frequency range better
than that of the Rega.

On Rebel's "Les Elements" the
Revolver proved equally successful,
particularly for its authoritative air and
for maintaining the difficult harpsi-
chord continuo which can vanish in
the mix. It also had no problems in
portraying the music's general
melodic and harmonic structure and
progression.

Overall, the deck gave a sterling
performance. Considering that it was
the cheapest in the group as well, I

was impressed.
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SYSTEMDEK IIX-900

This is the deck that the tweakers will
find attractive: it has a suspended sub -
chassis like that found on many super -
decks and is the only one in the
group which offers real potential for
arm -swapping and general 'tuning'.
However, there's limited scope for
'power tweaking: the IIX (£190
without arm) has an electronically
controlled sibling, the IIXe, which
comes with an outboard motor
supply. This item makes a significant
difference to the sound of the deck
but, sadly, it is not available as an add-
on. An acrylic platter to replace the
standard glass item can be fitted, if
desired, to satisfy the urge to 'im-
prove' the deck, although I've tried it
and prefer the standard fitment.

The deck captured my
attention from the outset and
thereafter encouraged me to
continue listening.

The IIX has a particle board plinth
to which a steel bracket holding the
drive motor is fitted. From the top
plate of the plinth hangs a metal
subchassis to which is bolted the main
bearing and the arm -mounting plate.
The platter is in two parts and, like
that of the Rega Planar 3, comprises a

plastic sub -platter which supports a
glass main platter, with a felt mat for
record support. The motor drives the
sub -platter via a flat -section rubber
belt. Speed changes mean removing
the glass platter and repositioning the
belt on the motor pulley.

Unlike some suspended decks, the
Systemdek is very easy to set up.
Good instructions are provided, as
are the necessary Allen keys, and all
that the user attempting the task
needs to supply is a screwdriver and a
reliable spirit level. (Turntable table
demons, Mana Acoustics sell a very
accurate device for £25 which is the
best I've found for setting up this, or
any other, deck.) The £83 Moth arm
fitted to the review deck was easily
adjusted for tracking force and bias
but a stylus pressure gauge proved to
be essential for accuracy; the Moth/
RB250 doesn't have conventional
calibration markings and setting it up
without a gauge can be hit-or-miss.
No cartridge was fitted so I used a
£19 Audio Technica AT -110e which
fell to hand, intending to change to
something more sophisticated if
required.

That didn't prove necessary. The
Systemdek capably demonstrated the
validity of the hierarchy argument by
extracting a stunning performance
from the little cheapie. The deck
captured my attention from the
outset and thereafter encouraged me
to continue listening.

With Seal's LP the IIX was the
most successful at locking onto the
music's agile rhythmical patterns,
eliciting the most soulful 'groove'
from the disc. His voice seemed at
the height of its communicative ability

and the songs' arrangements dis-
played a convincing logic and sense of
purpose. Every element fell neatly and
convincingly into place. No particular
facet of the deck's portrayal was
dominant, the overall perception
being that it was simply the most
evenly balanced of the group. But
there was no blandness about its
presentation, as the bass line on
"Killer" demonstrated: when the IIX
wanted to 'impress' it could.

Talk Talk's album further demon-
strated its virtues effectively. The deck
sounded fast, lively and vivid but
always in control. It exercised this
control particularly well in reproduc-
ing the sound of the children's choir
on "Happiness", picking out individual
voices with striking clarity. In contrast
to this delicacy the drumkit had
persuasive slam, crisp attack preced-
ing the blossoming of notes which
then decayed naturally.

Joni Mitchell's guitar displayed an
unadulterated character, with string
and body resonances giving it a
natural ring. Her voice was well
articulated and intimately presented,
and Larry Klien's bass sounded
powerful without being intrusive or
over -blown. Subtle dynamic shadings
added further realism to the por-
trayal.

But Rebel's "Les Elements" proved
most conclusive in deciding the IIX's
ultimate value. The deck presented
the piece with real sensitivity shown
towards its drama, its brooding
tension and release, and its majestic
authority. The Systemdek had a
'completeness' about its portrayal that
was effortless in relative, if not
absolute, terms.
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Conclusion
Each of the turntable combinations in
this group deserves a recommenda-
tion, and each has features and facets
that will endear it to particular
listeners. All the decks made music
enjoyable and there was little artifice
evident in any of their presentations.

Ignoring price relationships for the
moment, the Systemdek IIX with
Moth arm proved the hottest
property, offering a taste of the high -
end for what is, when compared to
real high -end money, a beer -budget
sum. Its musical performance was the
most whole and balanced, and it also
presents the user with arm -upgrading
possibilities. (It works particularly well
with Roksan's Tabriz which can
accommodate one of the less
expensive moving coil cartridges if
desired.) If you can afford it, then go
for it.

Both the Linn Basik and Rega
Planar 3 gave good accounts of
themselves, though in each case I felt
dubious about the cartridge choice -
neither the K5 nor the Bias are
personal favourites of mine; I prefer
the Goldring 1012 which costs only a
few pounds more. Anyone audition-
ing these decks comparatively - which
is likely in view of their closeness in
price - would be well advised to
ensure that they are both fitted with

an identical cartridge. The differences
apparent would then be attributable
only to the turntables. I have to say
that I've heard both decks exceed the
performances they offered in this test.

Last but not resorting to cliche...
the Revolver. I liked very much what
this deck did and I was surprised
when I checked the prices to discover
that it was the cheapest of the bunch.
All I can say is that if your budget
restricts you to buying this deck you
should not feel that you are missing
out on any musical enjoyment. The
Revolver is a fun product, it makes
listening to records a really enjoyable
pastime. And it's arguably the best -
looking too!

Practical Considerations
I've mentioned swapping cartridges
on the decks and this will be relatively
simple in the case of the Linn Basik
and the Revolver, both of whose
arms have easily adjustable arm pillars
to account for height differences in
cartridges. The Moth arm and the
Rega RB300 don't have this facility.
However, Rega can supply spacing
washers of varying thicknesses to
allow either to be raised to accom-
modate taller cartridges. This involves
removing the arm from the plinth, in
the Rega Planar's case, or the arm -
board on the Systemdek It's a task
that's probably best left to a dealer

there's nothing complicated involved
but refixing the Moth/Rega arms has
to be done carefully. Holding the
arms still whilst tightening up the large
bolt which holds them in place, if
done incorrectly, can result in
expensive damage.

Proper turntable support is as
important with these decks as it is
with top-flight models. A couple of
simple tests show why. Place a disc
on the stationary platter, lower the
stylus into the groove, turn up the
amplifier volume and tap the deck's
plinth with the end of your finger.
Notice anything? On all but the
Systemdek you'll hear a loud thump
emanate from the speakers. Then
place the stylus so that it rests on
something like a cigarette lighter
sitting on the top of the plinth, crank
up the volume and switch the deck
on. Note that it's best to zero the
arm's bias setting before doing this.
You'll hear motor noise and vibration
that's being transmitted through the
deck's structure coming through the
speakers. A good turntable table will
not eliminate these problems but it
will reduce the severity of their
impact upon the music. If you can't
find room for such a floor stand or
wall shelf, at least invest in one of the
mini -tables available. Don't use any
compliant mountings - like a Mission
Isoplat - under a turntable, however*

PM Components Limited
Selectron House, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA1 1 8HD

Fax No: 0474 333762 Telex No. 966371 Tel: 0474 560521
British audiophiles and engineers have worked diligently with Shuguang over the past two

Gold Dragon years to recreate the quality, reliability, and sonic purity that we once took for granted. The re-
sult is a difference that you will hear.

Gold Dragon preamplifier tubes represent the peak of tonal purity, with a unique construction that offers low noise, low microphonics, and reduced
coupling between each section of the tube.

12AT7A/E81CC £4.95 Excl VAT, 12AU7A/E82CC £4.95 Excl VAT
12AX7A/E83CC £4.95 Excl VAT, 6DJ8/E88CC £7.95 Excl VAT

Gold Drown power tubes are precision made and selected for optimal performance and sound quality. All Gold Dragon power tubes are
in marched pairs only to ensure that your equipment provides the best performance possible.

6BQ5/EL84 £6.95 Per matched pair excl VAT, 6CA7/EL34 £15.00

6L6GC £15.00 Per matched pair excl VAT, 6550A £32.00
KT66 £20.00 Per matched pair excl VAT, KT88 £39.50

2A3 £39.50 Per matched pair excl VAT, 6B4G £39.50
211/VT4C £35.00 Per matched pair excl VAT, 811A £18.00

845 £49.50

PM COMPONENTS CLASSIC Ht -Fl VALVES
As many of these types ore no longer in production we can

Output Pentodes
Per matched pair excl VAT

Beam Tetrodes
Per matched pair excl VAT
Per matched pair excl VAT

Triodes
Per matched pair excl VAT
Per matched pair excl VAT
Per matched pair excl VAT

only offer these 'brands' whilst our stocks last.

General Electric USA Range
6CA7/EL34 ......................... .............-__ 11.50

Mullard Special Quality AC701 Telefunken 85.00

E8OCC 25.00 EF86 Siemens 5.50
Teonex flange

6DJ8/ECC88
'UGC

3.05
10.50

E81CC/6201 6.45 PCC88 Siemens 2.50

E188CC (E88CC) 8.50 6201 Siemens 6.45
Our own brand of good, standard quality,
reliable new valves tested and approved by

in-...__.._ ...- ------- 11.60 E182CC 1.50 British 'CV' Series Military Spec. Double our Quality Control and Test Department.
12617/1401 .. - - . . 5.50 E288CC 11.50 Triodes 60J8/ECC88 2.50
12ADWA91111 . 6.50 ECC81 4.95 Of all CV Specs the RAF Series are 6L6GC 3.50

EL86 2.75 commonly regarded as of the Highest 6SNIGT 3.16
12AX7NECCIS - 6.50 M8136/ECC82 7.00 Specification 12AT7/ECC81 1.115

12B MIA
211/VT4C

6.50
25.00

M8137/ECC83 7.95

M8162/ECC81 5.50 CV2492/E88CC 6.50
12AU7/ECC82 150
12AX7/ECC83 1.95

6SN7WGTA Silvania
6146B/828801 .

............................

WA -
:-.

6.95

15.00
15.95

13.95

8.95
11.95

11.95

ECL86 2.95 CV2493/E88CC-01 7.50

CV2975/EL84 4,50

German Valves CV4085/EF86 7.50

ECC81 Siemens 3.50 CV4003/E82CC 6.50

ECC81 Telefunken 3.95 CV4004/E83CC 6.50

E81CC Siemens 5.50 CV4024/E81CC 4.50

CV378/GZ37 4.50

ECC83/Super 3.50

EF86 3.50

KT66 5.00

EL34 4.50

61468 8.50
PL519 4.85

GZ34 5.95
tRti 11.95 MAIL ORDER/CALLERS WELCOME
17AVVINI15111 6.50 Please add £2.50 Carriage + 17.5% VAT

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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THE SOUND REVOLUTION
AND ALL THAT JAZZ . . .

We are the only dealer in the UK to specialise in valve
amplification and turntables exclusively.

This is because we firmly believe that vinyl records played

through such systems come closest to the true sound of
music.

The equipment we stock has been carefully selected to
convey the emotion and vitality we feel is sadly missing on

CD. But for those that need CD players, we find that valve

amplification can help enormously.

Telephone us so that we can arrange a sensible
demonstration and bring along your favourite records to
hear how they should sound. You'll find no hard sell . . .

Just sound advice.

Professional record cleaning service now available. We are also

happy to help you to track down original vinyl pressings.

VALVE AMPLIFICATION
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arge, floor standing loudspeakers are
coming back into vogue; they make a
statement about your music that
bookshelf loudspeakers cannot.

Tannoy's DC -3000 loudspeakers (£699.99)
are a fine example of such a statement. Big,
black and imposing, their striking aesthetic
says 'hi-fi' to any listener.

Standing 9 I Omm high x 260mm wide by
300mm deep and finished in black ash or
rosewood veneer (for another hundred
pounds), these loudspeakers need a large
room if they are to fit into the living environ-
ment. In addition, the DC3000's have a high
degree of room dependency; in a smaller
room, they would be more likely to create a
bass boost, making furniture, small animals
and any loose teeth raise the white flag. So a
large room is a must.

The loudspeaker comes complete with a
removable grille, floor spikes and feet, for
those who do not want to damage their
floors. The quality of the spikes is only so-so;
they are tolerably good, without being ex-
ceptional like those used by Audiotech or
Mana. It is also possible to add damping and
mass to the loudspeakers through a cavity in
the base of the DC3000. This space,
accessed through the bottom of the
loudspeaker, is designed to take silver sand
or lead shot, but neither are supplied. Minus
extra baggage, the loudspeakers weigh
nearly 27 kg each, so they are hardly light to
begin with. Finally, internal wiring is Van den
Hul cable and are they're bi-wireable, with a
set of robust looking gold-plated binding
posts.

Tannoy's Series 90 loudspeakers are set
apart from the rest of the market by their
use of Dual Concentric drive units. Here,
both the high frequency and the mid/bass
drive units share the same chassis, thus
acting as a single point source. The advan-
tage of placing the drivers on the same axis
is that the loudspeaker should be capable of
producing far more cohesive stereo images
than conventional box designs having
displaced drive units. This method of
constructing drive units is both complex and
expensive; although the Dual Concentric is
not a new idea and Tannoy have relied on
their own unique version for decades, it is
continually revised to keep it up to date,
which results in a product that is a little
different.

One of the useful by-products of this line
of drive unit development is the outstanding
efficiency of the loudspeakers they grace.
The DC3000s have a quoted sensitivity of
92dB at one metre for one watt input. In
conjunction with a six ohms nominal
impedance, this makes them a very easy
load to drive. I found that there was no
difficulty in using a seven watt Audio Innova-
tions triode (valve) power amplifier. With
the current interest in valve amplification,
both new and old, loudspeakers as efficient
as these are useful, providing volume and
attack, without smothering or losing the
basic qualities of the amplifier's sound.

Along with the triode amplifier, the
loudspeakers were used with a variety of
sources, amplifiers and cables ranging from
the decidedly budget to the ridiculously
expensive. Having been suitably run in, the
DC3000s were tested, both at Hi-Fi World's
offices and in my own listening room. I
found that both rooms were a little too

small for the loudspeaker, so friends'
rooms and systems were called up for
active service.

Tannoy's research into Dual
Concentric drivers and their imaging
properties has paid off. Everybody who
heard them commented about their fine
soundstage, no matter how poorly
matched the system was. Whether the
loudspeakers were on their spikes or
not the imagery they produced was
good and solid, with realistic width,
depth and height. In addition, listeners
also commented on their efficiency; they
all noticed just how loud the Tannoys
could go.

impressive by virtue of their achievable
volume levels, depth of bass, and fine
imagery they are definitely Rock loudspeak-
ers. Segovia's interpretations of Bach's lute
works lasted about as long as you can say
'interpretation'.

The Tannoy DC3000 loudspeakers
would go down (pun intended) well at
parties, where a sea of hot, sweating bodies
would soak up some of the treble output,
and the strong bass plus high volumes would
be appreciated, especially by the neighbours.
But for normal domestic listening, think
about the accoustic properties of your room
first - and measure it 

axeman's axis
Tannoy's dual -

concentric DC3000

loudspeakers have

an output that could

make them killers at

parties.

Alan Sircom holds on

to his hat.

The DC3000's can go deep as well. On
playing a DAT of Joy Division's 'She's Lost
Control', the sparse, open recording placed
Ian Curtis' voice accurately and well, while
the bass and synthesiser drum beat went un-
questionably low, without over emphasising
their importance. This created a dark,
brooding sound, so indicative of Joy Division.

Unfortunately, there are drawbacks.
Maybe I am being overly critical, but from
the outset, the treble of the loudspeakers
sounded on the fiercer side of bright and
even shouty. Playing 'Fever' by The Cramps,
Poison Ivy's guitar playing - always sharp -
became cutting, while Lux Interior's voice
was virtually impossible to listen to, even
when raised beyond a whisper.

The treble threw the surface noise from
vinyl into sharp relief. Older pressings - in
particular, my original copy of the epony-
mous Velvet Underground album - devel-
oped a level of surface noise bordering on
the vexatious. This can make listening to
some source material both tiring and
difficult, especially as the tweeter can
overdo things at times: it almost turned a
tambourine on one recording into an
instrument of sonic torture.

Traffic's 'Shoot Out At the Fantasy
Factory' showed that the DC3000's were
capable of playing a boppy rhythm, but I
noticed that the bass, although deep was
somewhat hard to follow. While the
loudspeakers have a quality that is initially
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britstream
The new Bitstream Delta 70.3 Compact Disc player from Arcam's

Cambridge plant, closely observed by Danny Haikin.

The Delta 70.3 Compact Disc player
is the latest instalment in Arcam's
evolutionary move to Bitstream
technology. Arcam is neither the sort
of company to scrap its entire
product range the moment that
fashion moves on, nor use the general
public as unpaid testers to try out a
new theory without knowing whether
it will work. With an Arcam product
you buy peace of mind.

Arcam are hardly slow on the
uptake or reluctant to change. This is
the company that pioneered the now
popular add-on digital convertor, that
introduced a TV Nicam Stereo tuner,
and that will soon introduce a
cassette player which is a tribute to
British specialist engineering. If change
seems slow it is only because
thoroughness is a prime Arcam virtue.

The replacement, then, for the
popular Delta 70.2 was unlikely to
happen overnight. (In fact, Arcam
claim it took two -hundred and
seventy nights before the design team
were completely happy with the
results.) And this is not surprising.
Arcam's budget machine, the Alpha
ACD-I, astonishingly good value,
means the Delta 70.3 has to reach
high to justify the extra cost. (Delta
70.3: £650; Alpha ACD-I: £420.) The
attainable peak is a standard which I
felt the 70.2 never quite reached; one
which the 70.3 attains easily.

The design basics of both are
similar, starting from a Philips
transport system (CDM4) and die-
cast laser subchassis which has an
impressively solid feel to it. Arcam
use a dark grey extruded aluminium
case, matching the rest of the Delta
series. Facilities (of which more later)
are minimalist, and therefore so are
the legends that belong to them. The
display panel is easily readable, but
has a very thin plot (very poor.) But -
a thoughtful touch - it can be dimmed
or turned off completely.

Whilst I appreciate the simplicity
of the Delta 70.3, its square corners

and visible joins give it a Meccano-
esque appearance. It looks as though
aesthetic input is a bit lacking; this is
maybe what happens when you go
truly minimalist and put several sheets
of metal and a few rectangular
buttons together. The rounder edges
of the Alpha series are far more
appealing.

The main difference between the
new and the old is inside. The 70.2 is
a multi -bit player, for the 70.3 Arcam
use the recent Philips 7350 Bitstream
chip. Keen observers will note that
this is a later and (so I am told) better
chip even than the 7321 which
Arcam use in their Black Box 3. Even
keener observers will have seen that
an even newer chip, the DAC 7, said
to be better still, appears in the
Deltec PDM-2 converter, acclaimed
as the best sound from Compact
Disc to date.

Observers with medals and badges
for telephoto vision will even further
note that Naim Audio's new Com-
pact Disc player uses the older multi -
bit chip set... I'll forget I started this
and refer you to Noel Keywood's
technical column.

Main Difference
Although the addition of Bitstream in
the digital board is the main differ-
ence between the 70.2 and 70.3, the
audio board is also improved. Arcam
do state, though, that this contributes
only ten percent of the improvement.
In both players, the audio and digital
circuits are powered by separate
transformers, reducing Radio Fre-
quency interference.

In use, either from its front panel
or full function remote control, the
70.3 is easy to operate. The display
panel shows the selected track
number, time elapsed, and index
points together-, it also displays special
functions such as repeat, and even
tells you what size disc has been
inserted. Basic programming allows up
to twenty tracks to be stored but

they can only be entered directly
from the remote. Similarly, in normal
use, direct track entry is only possible
from the remote control - a sensible
method of avoiding confusion on the
fascia.

Unlike the less expensive ACD-I,
the 70.3 has the option of a variable
output socket, with volume adjusted
via the handset. Although Arcam has
paid attention to the quality of this
device - it is a thick -film control as
used by Philips - it exhibits enough of
a drop in audio quality to rule out its
use by 'no -compromise' users. It
might be tempting to run the variable
output directly into a power -amplifier,
avoiding a pre -amplifier altogether.
Unfortunately, by and large, pre-
amplifiers are better at pre -amplifying
than variable volume controls, so I
would caution against it. Lastly, a
digital output socket is provided; the
inherent good quality of the Arcam
transport makes this a very viable
upgrade path and a useful optional
step up the ladder of future conver-
tor technology.

When you come to audition a
Delta 70.3 - or other Compact Disc
players - insist that it has been

This is not a
Bitstream bodge -it -

job, offering up an
utterly disjointed
sound as the latest
technology. Arcam
get things right

allowed to warm-up for at least a
couple of hours. Straight from the
box the sound is cold and bright; it
bears little resemblance to what can
be heard a few playing hours later.
Warmed up, this is a very respectable
player. It inherits the generic Arcam
(audio) warmness - a facet of all
Arcam's components - but is still
informative and clear. Crucially,
Arcam manage to wring a surprising
quantity and dexterity of bass from
their Compact Disc players, and the
Delta 70.3 is well blessed in this de-
partment. The use of Bitstream is
very carefully implemented: if aims
are rhythmic impetus and resolution
of fine detail, both are equally well
achieved.

The new Delta is also a lot better
than the 70.2. And better in every
single area. This is not a Bitstream
bodge -it -job, offering up an utterly
disjointed sound as the latest technol-
ogy. Arcam get things right: the 70.3
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is more dynamic and exciting than the
70.2 it replaces; it is also far easier on
the ear.

Mozart's Serenade in B flat - KV
361 - is unsurpassed in wind music: a
masterpiece of refined sonority. If you
have seen the film " Amadeus", this is
the piece Salieri described as contain-
ing all the notes from Heaven. And
the Delta 70.3 portrays so much
more of the beauty. The oboes and
the clarinets reach out and add to the
wealth of colour, and, most impor-
tantly, the music swells and gains
grace.

On an older Compact Disc
(Squeeze - '45's and Under') the
classic track 'Tempted' demonstrated
considerable added weight and
impact to the drum sound. On the
new Delta a catchy guitar riff, pushed
far to the right-hand channel, stood
out and pepped the song up. The
bass line was both deeper and more
in time with the drums, the singer less
strained and focussed into the middle
of the soundstage, rather than from
as wide an area as the music.

This is a first class Compact Disc
player, surpassing (in sound) similarly
priced Japanese players which offer
little competition. The best news last:
depressed 70.2 owners need not fear
redundancy. At a cost of £180, the
main digital board of the 70.3 can be
transplanted into a 70.2, giving ninety
percent of the improvement. For
another £120, the audio board can
also be improved, adding the remain-
ing ten percent A smart company
Arcam 

Measured Performance
Arcam began the practice of rolling off
treble output in their CD players long ago,
in order to 'soften' the sound and add
some warmth. This finds wide favour, even
though it is a form of engineered euphony.
Compact Disc has reached a stage of de-
velopment, in its software as well as its
hardware, where this approach is not
strictly necessary. I suspect that having de-
veloped a distinctive, popular and widely
recognised 'house' sound, Arcam are loathe
to wave it bye-bye. So the Delta 70.3
retains this feature, as the frequency re-
sponse analysis shows. It may be caused by
the output filter.

Although the 70.3 uses a Philips SAA-
7350 Bitstream chip, it gave an unbalanced
distortion performance between left and
right channels, looking poor (by Bitstream
standards) on the right. Philips told me
that the '7350 is not available in graded
versions and that poor results were likely
due to implementation rather than quality
variations. The distortion analysis shows
the presence of rather more distortion
than one would wish for from this one -bit

Frequency Response

+3

dB 0

-3

100 200 500 2k 5k 10k

50Hz 1k 20kHz

system. However, sound quality depends
on factors other than distortion alone, so
this does not solely determine sound qual-
ity.

In all other respects, the 70.3 meas-
ured very well.

Test Results
Frequency
response (-1dB)
Distortion ( I kHz)

4Hz-20.75kHz
left right

-6dB .004 .002
-30 .026 .036
-60 .76 1

-90
-90

dithered
I OkHz
Separation

1k

31

14

-104dB

32

18

-106dB
20k

Noise (IEC A)
emphasis
-100

Dynamic range
Output

Distortion

-94dB -10IdB

no emphasis
-99
102dB
2.3V

0.03

0

TEST DISTORTION HARMONICS
TONE 1 k

2 I k

Fig I - Falling treble in frequency response. Fig 2 - Small amounts of distortion, sen as
spikes.
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twin
peaks
Audio Technica's and

Goldring's entry level moving

coil cartridges both have

treble peaks although they

sound quite different. Special

Agent Noel Keywood

investigates.

Moving coil cartridges are traditionally
supposed to offer better sound
quality than moving magnet types, but
they are also more expensive. The
extra cost can stretch to hundreds, or
even thousands of pounds. To make
life easier, there are budget designs,
meant for entry level users, and they
don't cost an arm and a leg, even if
'budget' means a little in excess of
one hundred pounds. Both models
tested here fall into this category.

The Goldring Eroica LX is a tighter
specified version of the standard
Eroica and it sells for £1 15. Goldring
produce other moving coils, the most
expensive being their £550 Excel GS.
The Audio Technica OC-5 costs
L122.95 and is the starting point in a
range that stretches right up to the
ART -I costing £819.95. From this
price span alone it is obvious that

both the OC-5 and the Eroica LX are
inexpensive by moving coil standards.

Like most 'inexpensive' products,
especially in the hi-fi world, perform-
ance compromises are to be ex-
pected. The impact of these upon
sound quality has to be minimised.
How it is done is part of the art of
designing and building a good
cartridge; the designer has to balance
trade offs according to the effect they
have upon the sound. This involves
subjective assessment and the
judicious selection of complex
components, like the stylus. Although
compromises will exist in the final
design, their effect should be subjec-
tively tolerable.

This is where matters get difficult.
What one person might find toler-
able, another may not. I have to
admit that I am not very happy with
raised treble and the bright sound
that usually results from it. This is a
common problem in MC cartridges
and one that afflicted both the Audio
Technica OC-5 and the Goldring
Eroica LX, albeit in different ways
subjectively. In particular I would
beware of putting either cartridge
into a system where the loudspeakers
had a prominent sounding metal
dome tweeter or the amplifier had
any tendency to hardness or bright-
ness.

A bright cartridge can be neutral-
ised by a dull loudspeaker. In practice
this doesn't always work, because
brightness takes many forms, as the
two units here demonstrate. I would
not expect the OC-5 to sound a lot
different in a dull system, but the
Eroica could well do so. For the
purposes of this particular review I
used a Rega RB-300 arm attached to
a Thorens TD -3001 turntable, feeding
a John Sheame Phase I amplifier and
TDL Studio 4 loudspeakers. This is a
tonally well-balanced system having
excellent bass extension.

There isn't much of consequence
to note about the mechanical

structure of each unit. The OC-5 is
heavy at 8gms, but most arms will
accept a cartridge weighing up to at
least 10gms. It has a simple bi-radial
stylus and needs a tracking weight of
I.5gms, with 0.25gms tolerance either
way. Goldring's Eroica LX is light for
an MC, weighing 5.5gms. It needs a
tracking force of I.7gms and uses a
Gyger 2 stylus profile. Like most MCs,
neither cartridge has a user remov-
able stylus assembly. Both have to be
returned to the manufacturer for
stylus replacement.

Sound Quality
Listening to Goldring's Eroica LX after
measurement, I knew that treble
emphasis would colour the sound for
better or worse. In the Rega RB300,
which in itself has a neutral high
frequency performance, the Eroica
LX showed that it possessed a light,
tinselly treble that was emphasised in
relation to, and divorced from, the
rest of the music. This rather com-
promised any sense of cohesiveness.
The peaky nature of the treble rise
made it quite an obvious and at times
intrusive characteristic too; recordings
with strong treble could sound almost
fierce. There might be loudspeakers
that could soften this trait but I doubt
whether it would be neutralised.
Vocals were lightened and there was
some loss of warmth and body. Even
though 's's' became accentuated,
sibilance was never a problem. The
Eroica LX did not step over the
borderline into unpleasantness, but at
the same time I cannot honestly say I
grew to accept its imbalances,

The main reason for buying a
moving coil cartridge must be to hear
the superb sense of clarity they can
provide. In this respect the Eroica
didn't disappoint me. It placed vocals
well on the soundstage and there was
a delightful sense of clear space
around them. The blur that tinges so
many moving magnet cartridges was
stripped away, leaving a well etched
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sound stage with credible images
firmly set upon it. Treble emphasis
inevitably heightened detailing, but
overall, the level of detail did not
exceed that of the excellent Goldring
1040 moving magnet cartridge, if my
memory of it is correct.

A firm, fast bass line from the
Eroica kept music sounding rhythmi-
cally tight and under control in its
sense of timing. Lack of real depth
meant the Eroica LX appeared to be
fleet of foot, but never threateningly
powerful.

Quite how different two cartridges
can sound, when their measured
characteristics are similar, was
brought home to me within a few
brief minutes of listening to the OC-
5. Unlike the Eroica, it does not have
a divorced treble peak and a more
cohesive presentation was the result. I

wasn't aware of the selective empha-
sis of the Eroica; instead the OC-5
has what I would describe as a
chrome plated hardness to its sound.
This was none too easy to adjust to.
Even with a lot of tweaking it
remained undiminished and coloured
everything the OC-5 tracked.

Other problems were noticeable
and conspired to make matters
worse. Transparency wasn't a strong
feature of the OC-5; it sounded like a
moving magnet cartridge in the vague
blurring and softness of its stereo
images. Some coarseness and
confusion that I noticed at low levels
grew worse on crescendos, making
for hard and raucous musical peaks. I

was disturbed by this cartridge; others
in the building were just as disturbed.
Three other listeners sat in on events
but no one was especially impressed
by it.

If there was a strength that
contrasted well with the characteris-
tics of the Eroica, it was in the lower
frequency regions. The OC-5 has a
bigger, stronger sound, with a
muscular bass delivery. It has a weight
that made it more engaging and
believable than the Eroica, which in
contrast seemed neat and manicured
in its presentation.

Summary
At best I could only say I felt cool
about Goldring's Eroica cartridge; it is
passable, but it is also not a unit I
would strive to listen to again. In
complete contrast I feel that their
1012, 1020 and 1040 moving magnet
cartridges are superb, so to me the
Eroica is an exception. Unfortunately,
Audio Technica's OC-5 was a notch
below the Eroica. Its performance
was superior in the bass, but its treble
was rather too raucous, for my liking.

I would tread carefully at this end
of the moving coil cartridge market.
Budget MC's can sound bright - and
not always pleasantly so 

Measured Performance
Both the Audio Technica OC-5 and the
Goldring Eroica suffer rising treble output.
There is nothing unusual in this, for the
reasons explained above. Only listening tests
can determine whether the characteristic is
subjectively benign or intolerable. What
worries me is that in both cases the treble
peak is relatively low down in the audio band.
It is centred at I OkHz, detectable to even in-
sensitive ears.

Tracking performance of both cartridges
was very good. Each was able to clear tortu-
ous test tracks at 300Hz and I kHz, which is
impressive for any moving coil cartridge.
Traditionally they have been limited in low
frequency tracking ability. Very loud sounds
will not upset or cause distortion in either
cartridge.

On a low distortion lateral cut, the Eroica
delivered 0.6% and the OC-5 0.4% distor-
tion. This is not especially low. Both pro-
duced third order and higher harmonics, as
the analyses show. Higher orders have a
sharpening effect at high levels, more than

% being the rough threshold of audibility.
Both second and third are a result of tracking
errors, but not in this quantity. The implica-
tion here is that there is a small amount of
generator non -linearity in both cartridges,
but it is unwise to make too much of this fact
on its own. It may explain a particular subjec-

Audio Technica OC-5
Tracking force I .Sgms

Weight 8gms

Vertical tracking angle 22degrees
Frequency response

20Hz - 20kHz (within 3dB)
Channel -25dB
Tracking ability (lateral) 901.1m

(vertical) 45um
(lateral I kHz) 25cms/sec

Distortion (45µm)
lateral
vertical

Output
Channel imbalance

0.5%
2.3%
0.45mV at 5cms/sec
0.5dB

Frequency Response

+3

dB 0

-3

12Hz 1k 20kHz

Fig I - Extended treble lift gives a bright
sound.

Distortion
1%

0

TEST DISTORTION HARMONICS
TONE 300Hz

Fig 2 - Extended distortion harmonics.

tive quality, but that is all - and the connection
has to be speculative. The figures do however
show that both units fall within normal per-
formance limits in terms of lateral distortion.

Distortion on vertical modulation is deter-
mined mainly by vertical tracking angle (VTA).
The 0C-5 had a measured VTA of 22 degrees,
which is correct, and the Goldring 27 degrees,
which is too high. Consequently, the Eroica
produces more distortion on this axis, as well
as laterally.

There is more to this matter however.
Goldring have used a short cantilever, doubt-
less for stiffness and low tip mass. Minimising
flexure along the cantilever and transmission
losses must always be an important considera-
tion; VTA has been sacrificed in favour of this
goal. Audio Technica hit the ideal VTA value
and, as a result achieve low distortion on
vertical modulation - which affects left and right
images, not centre stage information. The trade
off is increased cantilever length and the pos-
sible appearance of other problems.

Channel separation was satisfactory at -
25dB for the OC-5 and -28dB for the Eroica.
Both are common enough values, meaning that
there is nothing amiss here. The Goldring
produces 0.67mV output at 5cms/sec rms,
which is fairly high. This compares with the
more conventional output level value of 0.45mV
from the OC-5.

Goldring Eroica LX
Tracking force I .7gms

Weight 5.5gms
Vertical tracking angle 27degrees
Frequency response

20Hz - 20kHz (within 3dB)
Channel separation -28dB
Tracking ability (lateral) 90µm

(vertical) 45um
(lateral I kHz) 22cms/sec

Distortion (45µm)
lateral
vertical

Output
Channel imbalance

0.6%
4.6%
0.7mV at 5cms/sec
0.7dB

Frequency Response

+3

dB 0

12Hz 1k 20kHz

Fig I - Treble peak gives tinselly brightness.

Distortion
I%

0

2k TEST DISTORTION HARMONICS
TONE 300Hz

2k

Fig 2 - High amounts of both second and
third harmonic distortion.
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bit reduction
Yamaha's new top Compact Disc player uses

their own one -bit conversion technology

few manufacturers have been
able to boast of instant success
as they take their first tentative
steps away from multi -bit

towards bitstream Compact Disc
technology. Yamaha themselves
experienced a mixed reaction to their
first bitstreamers.

No one would guess from the box
that Yamaha's new CDX- 1050 CD
player (£429.95) includes Japan's first
wholly home-grown genuine
bitstream chip.

There's nothing to distinguish the
outside from an older model: the
same attractive orange display and
range of facilities are paraded on the
slim, contoured alloy fascia but there's
not even a discreet logo visible
anywhere to give the game away.

Second time around they've opted
to develop their own Digital -to -
Analogue Convertor (DAC), a
genuine I bit Pulse Density Modu-
lated system in place of the Pulse
Width Modulation technology (based
on Technics MASH chipsets) which
the company used in its first bitstream
models and still favoured by many of

there's not even
a discreet logo
visible anywhere
to give the game
away

their Japanese counterparts. Top of
the technological tree - this chip
(designated the YAC50 I) is so
precious it's only included in this one.
player.

But the sound? Ah, now this is
very different, very different indeed. In
fact the first player I received seemed
to recreate an almost reverberant
atmosphere, voices and instruments
alike brought to life with vibrant
detail. Yet this effect was so marked
that many very familiar pieces of
music actually began to sound, well,
rather unfamiliar.

The extra depth, spaciousness and
impact of Prefab Sprout's 'Michael'

was certainly obvious enough. The
timbre of the vocals was natural in
tone but, more importantly, they
were bathed in an ambient pool, an
acoustic glow or aura that permeated
the entire soundstage.

Great as far as it goes! Yet this
new-found resonance was also
responsible for a mounting confusion
that compromised busy or complex
pieces of music. The tense atmos-
phere of the quieter interludes of
swirling pieces (like the final allegro of
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony) was
steadily confused by the mounting
weight of strings and winds.

Instead of building upon an already
broad soundstage, this first CDX-
1050 began to close in on itself,
squeezing instrument after instrument
into a tighter ball of sound. A ball, I

might add, that exploded into a great
sense of space once the weight of
these multitudinous instruments was
relaxed.

Now, I mention all this because a
second sample of the player sounded
similarly spacious yet was entirely free
of this peculiar and overly ambient
colouration. Both machines were
taken from production stock and
there were no constructional or
technical features to distinguish them.

Nevertheless, this second CDX-
1050 was altogether smoother,
individual sounds were better
focussed while the bass, in particular,
was less prone to booming. There
was still speed and crispness about its
presentation without giving rise to an
especially forceful or blatant sound.

Quite the reverse in fact. Though I
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could still detect the same sparkling
clarity I had heard from Yamaha's
cheaper CDX-750 there was now a
better sense of integration with the
mid and bass; so many cheaper
bitstream players unbalance the
overall sound with a wealth of
intricately resolved treble detail.

In this costlier player, however,
Yamaha have engineered a fairly
neutral sound equally well resolved
from one end of the spectrum to the
other.

Compared to competition from
the likes of Denon, Harman, Marantz
or Philips it is neither stiflingly polite
nor overly enthusiastic; yet neither is
it quite as fresh, brisk and engaging as
I would have liked. Regardless of
which sample (the first or the
second) was the more representative,
neither was entirely comfortable in
the long term. The music never really
seemed to blossom fully, almost as if
it were technically confident yet
emotionally self-conscious.

Comprehensive
The machine's inherent flexibility and
slick, mechanical operation was never
in doubt. Track access is as fast as it
can be while conventional features
like 25 -track programming, direct
track access, tape edit and multi -
mode repeat are supplemented by a
non-volatile disc file memory.

This program file enables you to
bank up to ten favourite tracks from
up to a hundred different Compact
Discs, all of which are instantly
recognised as the disc is loaded.

All this plus an infra -red remote
with index selection and command
over the motorised volume control
adds up to a comprehensive but not
over -complicated package.

As you might expect, Yamaha's
flagship player is equally well specified
under the bonnet. A double -skinned
chassis means it is considerably
heavier than it looks; pulling off its
rubber feet neatly reveals four
inverted alloy spikes which will
improve isolation even furtherl

There are subtle touches too, like
the use of a back -lit Liquid Crystal
display rather than one of the
standard fluorescent tubes which can
kick out higher levels of spurious RF
noise.

On the Circuit
The pivotal feature of this new player
is Yamaha's two -stage PDM DAC.
Stage one (the YAC50 I) includes an
8x oversampling filter followed by a
48x sample -and -hold circuit, yielding a
total rate of 384x. Then come the
second -order noise shapers while the
I 6bit data is reduced down to a
single bit stream. Unusually, however,
the final digital -to -analogue conver-
sion process occurs in a second and
separately synchronised integrated

circuit in an effort to rid the system of
any residual jitter.

After this comes a balanced Class
A amplifier with a fifth- (rather than
the more usual third-) order analogue
filter to cut back on ultrasonic noise
escaping the player, very similar to
that used by NAD in their 5425 and
5440 models.

Yamaha would certainly appear to
have their digits neatly sewn -up even
if, elsewhere in the player, loose ends
(like the regulation and decoupling of
power supplies or the quality of
analogue stages) are left exposed. All
exert a strong influence on the final
sound of the player. Too strong,
perhaps, in this case.

pulling off its
rubber feet neatly
reveals four
inverted alloy
spikes which will
improve isolation
even further!

I am also mildly disappointed
because, in theory at least, a PDM
DAC should be superior to any
equivalent PWM-type bitstream
processor. Inevitably, other factors in
the design come into play and muddy
what might otherwise be perfectly
straightforward comparisons.

Nevertheless with PDM's lower
susceptibility to digital jitter, lower
equivalent clock rates and - most
importantly - with noise -shaping
operating over the full I 6 -bit dynamic
range, more Japanese manufacturers
can be expected to shift their
emphasis from PWM to PDM style
converters.

Singled Out
As I said in the introduction, this
player is simply rather different. It
does not sound like any Philips -based
PDM player, then, neither is it

particularly reminiscent of the
cheaper PDM players in Yamaha's
own range.

This is, though, the only player to
use Yamaha's top -specification
bitstream converter which (in tandem
with a superior transport, decoding
and processing circuitry) has en-
dowed the CDX- 1050 with a
sophisticated if not always enthralling
sound of its own.

If only for posterity, it 's worth
grabbing an earful of the CDX-1050 -
Japan's first home-grown PDM
bitstream CD player 

Measured Performance:
There are few technical clues to help us
appreciate the subjective performance of the
CDX- I 050 which, in many respects, is an
example of state-of-the-art digital electron-
ics. For a start its linearity holds true to
within 0.IdB (both channels) all the way down
to -0dB, and this together with a maximum S/
N ratio of 121 dB implies an effective resolu-
tion of somewhere between 18-19 bits.

You're not going to get that sort of result
with any Philips PDM converter just as you
are unlikely to encounter distortion as low as
0.006% at -30dB. Take a peek at the distor-
tion plot which, save for a trace of 2nd
harmonic, seems completely clean . Still, it's
interesting to note that distortion actually
decreases slightly between 0dB (peak level)
and -I0dB, rather than the other way around.

The frequency response shows a slight
+0.24dB lift towards 20kHz but the absence
of any rippling is testament in itself to the
quality of Yamaha's oversampling filters. Such
a mild treble boost is unlikely to have any
subjective impact, I should add. More impor-
tant is the high 2.3-2.4V peak output which
will influence A/B demonstrations between
the CDX-1050 and other players adhering
more closely to the nominal 2V standard.
This is equivalent to a boost of I .6dB - quite
audible in practice.

Test Results:
Frequency Response (-IdB)

I .3Hz-21.3kHz
Distortion @ IkH2

Left
0dB 0.00098%
-10dB 0.00079%
-30dB 0.0072%
-60dB 0.179%

dithered
-90dB <1.5%

Distortion @ 10kHz
0dB 0.0031%

Stereo Separation
!kHz 1 I 6.8dB
20kHz 94.6dB

Noise (A-wtd.)
w/o emphasis
with emphasis

Peak Output 2.4V
Dynamic Range

Frequency Response

dB

0.5

Right
0.00099%
0.00076%
0.0060%
0.170%

<1.5%

0.0028%

1 I 2.5dB
87.1dB

-I 19.9dB
-I 2I.3dB
2.3V
111dB

60

Slight treble lift

Distortion
0.03%

0

1k 25kHz

TEST DISTORTION HARMONICS
TONE 1k

No distortion

20kHz
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three
budget

amplifiers
One company started the trend

towards budget audiophile

amplifiers some years ago.

The company was NAD.

Roy Gregory reviews their new

3020i, along with competitors

from Rotel and Denon.

All cost under f200 pounds.

This review brings together current
contenders from two amplifier
manufacturers who are old hands at
the game, along with a relative
newcomer that's been making some
fairly outrageous claims.

It's Denon who have been
shouting the odds on behalf of their
new-ish PMA350. They believe this
£170 amplifier belongs alongside the
A400 and its rivals, all of which lie on
the other side of the £200 barrier.
We shall see!

From NAD we have yet another
3020 model, the 3020i. This makes at
least five consecutive 3020 models in
the genre I can name off the top of
my head (I'm sure there have been
others, but everybody at NAD was
out at lunch when we phoned!) Rotel
weigh in with the latest RA -820, this
one with an AX suffix to separate it
from the more expensive BX models.

On the surface, these amplifiers
each appear quite different and
individual. The Denon is far and away
the largest, with the clean styling and
slightly 'busy' fascia I've come to
expect from the Japanese majors.
You get rotary controls for tone,
balance and volume as well as source
select, apparently surrounded by a
myriad of push buttons for lesser
functions. In fact there are only four,
but the graphics make them look
busy.

The Rotel is altogether more
straightforward. A simple row of
rotary controls covers everything, the
slightly overloaded graphics giving the
'820 an almost naive appearance, in
comparison to the understated
simplicity of the original BX models.

Not surprisingly, the NAD is the
'plain Jane' of the group. Mind you, it's
a distinct improvement on the 'ugly
duckling' of the original. The former
model had nondescript controls on a
fascia of indeterminate colour which
couldn't decide whether it was brown
or grey.

And yet, despite this cosmetic
divergence, these three products are
conceptual soul mates. Each is a full
facility integrated amplifier of reason-
able power and driving abilities. By
'full facilities' I'm talking tone controls,
speaker switching, balance and all the
other paraphernalia. One thing these
aren't is the kind of product typified
by the Cyrus One. They have far
more in common with each other
than that which separates them.

At first sight, loading an amplifier
with facilities which most manufactur-
ers accept to be of dubious value
may seem a strange kind of cost
effectiveness. Indeed the Denon and
Rotel's tone controls can be defeated,
and sonically certainly should be.
Where the budget's tight, why
include them at all? After all, any
additional features cost money and
spending that money on things that
matter produces a far better sound.
The fact that these amplifiers com-
promise their performance in this way
is in fact a reflection of the manufac-
turers' market view. They believe that
real enthusiasts are going to find the
extra cash for a purist straight-line
design. The general public do demand
such things as tone controls from hi-fi.
The impoverished audiophile just has
to like it or lump it though.

The concept of the stripped down
audiophile amplifier was launched
successfully by NAD with their
original 3020. It was a revolutionary
product in a number of ways,
combining Far Eastern construction
with European design and an insight
into the real world problems faced by
amplifiers. The result was a level of
sound quality and a degree of load
tolerance which were out of all
proportion to its price. It did for
budget integrated amps what the
Golf GTI did for the 'super -mini':
created a whole new class of product
offering sports performance on a
family budget. Amplifiers would never
be the same again.

As sales boomed and the 3020
became the toast of the hi-fi industry
(excluding rival amplifier manufactur-
ers!), so the budget amplifier market
changed to become hotly contested
as other manufacturers vied, one with
another, for a slice of the cake. Soon
to appear were Rotel's BX series of
amplifiers, slimmed down, 'straight
through' designs which eradicated
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tone controls and 'unnecessary'
features of the companies' standard
products.

In turn, their tenure in the number
one slot was curtailed by the arrival
of Mission's Cyrus One. Since then
there has been a constant jockeying
for position between the products of
these and other companies such as
Musical Fidelity, Pioneer, and the like.

As prices have risen to the wrong
side of £200, a new stratum of
budget amplifiers has appeared to fill
the gap below. Keeping prices down
to the £150 mark has meant a
constant battle between circuit
complexity and the cost of compo-
nents. Something has got to give and
the designer is faced with the job of
papering over the cracks in his edifice.
This delicate balancing act, deciding
Whether to hide this or improve that,
gives these budget amplifiers their
very different characters, and makes
choosing one from the many on offer
even more difficult.

Overview
So let's get down to specifics. The
Denon PMA350 (£169.99) offers the
buyer six inputs, including two tape
loops with monitoring. Bass, treble
and balance controls can be bypassed
by means of a "source direct" button.
Provision is made for two sets of
speakers, one set being driven directly
from the output stage, the other
being switchable. If you're in the habit
of headphone listening then it's the
second set of speaker terminals you
use, allowing you to switch off the
main speakers if necessary. The
PMA350 costs £20 more than the
other amps tested here, but claims a
50 watt per channel output, which is
double that of the NAD and Rotel.

The RA-820AX offers a very
similar package to the Denon, less

one tape circuit but with a mono
switch, the latter being rather
curiously placed as an option on the
tone defeat control. Rated at 30
watts per channel, it also offers gold
plated phonos on its CD and phono
inputs, which the Denon omits. Don't
get too carried away though. Gold
plating isn't necessarily all it's cracked
up to be. The Rotel, costs almost the
same as the NAD, at £159.95

within such a
tight budget the
designer has to
make conscious
decisions as to how
he wants to shape
the sound.

Which brings us to the 3020i. The
NAD (£149.95) is the least well
specified of this trio, at least on paper.
Only four inputs (one tape), no tone
defeat, a single set of speaker
terminals and a paltry 20 watts per
channel! Look a little closer and you'll
see that NAD's customary care (and
slightly eclectic view of amplifier
design) has carried over into the
3020i. The speaker binding posts are
of substantially better construction
than the flimsy objects offered on the
Denon and Rotel. Unusually for an
amp nowadays, the phono input
sockets are gold plated but the CD
sockets aren't!

You also get a little bundle of
oddities without which the 3020i just
wouldn't be a NAD. They provide a

mono switch and a 20dB-cut switch
in case you listen to sources of
unusually high output level. It's more
likely to be used if the phone rings.
Around the back you'll discover Soft
Clipping, a switch for partying that
attempts to save your system from
the effects of concerted overdriving. It
doesn't do anything for sound quality,
but after a few tinnies who cares?
There's also a switch to optimise the
output stage for normal (4-6 ohm),
or high impedance (8+ ohm)
speakers. Funnily enough, I don't see
too many people using the 3020i with
LS3/5a's. Finally you get a set of pre-
out/power-in sockets. It's unlikely
these will be used with external
amplifiers, but they may well prove
useful should you want to use an
equaliser or external sound proces-
sor.

When setting out to produce an
amplifier within such a tight budget
the designer has to make conscious
decisions as to how he wants to
shape the sound. As I've already said,
he can't do everything really well and
so he must decide either to produce
a competent all-rounder or a design
which sparkles in some areas at the
expense of others. He also has to
decide how relevant he considers the
difficult and costly phono stage to be
and treat it accordingly. Each of these
amps has elected to follow a different
path, and to an extent, the one you
ultimately prefer will depend on how
closely the designer has met your
needs.

I started listening with Compact
Disc, using either a NAD 5440 or
Marantz CD 50 SE bolted to a Shan
slab. Speakers were either Wharfed-
ale 505-2's on HBSI stands, or Kef
C I5's on heavy -weight Appolos.
Cabling was MAS-terlink Blue for
interconnect and either Audioquest
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Each of these amps has
elected to follow a different
path, and to an extent, the
one you ultimately prefer
will depend on how closely
the designer has met your
needs.

FI4 (solid core) or vdH Clearwater
(stranded) as appropriate. All three
models were run for 72 hours before
listening commenced.

Sound Quality
As listening commenced each
amplifier quickly established its own
character. First up was the Denon.
This is a particularly refined performer
for the price, offering exceptional
detail and focus. Tonally it could
sound a little dark at times, possibly
even shut in, but the level of defini-
tion never ceased to amaze me. The
Cyndi Lauper track 'True Colours'
offers a perfect example of the
Denon's virtues and vices. It features
a tambourine, located stage left,
which, with its complex high fre-
quency signature, gives any CD based
system a hard time. The PMA350
sailed through this test. It alone
revealed the marked superiority of
the NAD5440 Compact Disc player's
high frequency resolution over the
Marantz CD 50 SE's, clearly resolving
the tambourine, its jangle, and
whether the skin or rim had been hit.
Contrast this to the NAD amplifier
which lets you know something's
there, but the splashy rattle it
produces could be almost anything.
On the Rotel the instrument is

subterranean, all but disappearing into
the mix! It may only be a tambourine
but its accenting of the offbeat is vital
to the track.

Down below, the '350's bass is
beautifully articulate but rather lacking
in weight. Changing over to the vdH
Clearwater improved things dramati-
cally, and I'd say stranded cables are a
must for the Denon. The real
problems are in the area of dynamic
range. The PMA 350 may be rated at
50 Watts per channel but it doesn't
sound like it! The hard -to -drive Cl 5's
really gave it a tough time, and it
never brought them to life. Even with
the Wharfedales, dynamic contrasts
aren't what they could be.

In other words, the difference
between loud and soft sounds isn't as
wide as it should be. The end result is
an amp of exceptional poise and
control, but one which never really
lets go. If detail's your bag look no
further. If not read on.

The NAD is a complete contrast
to the Denon. It sounds much more
powerful despite its 20 Watt rating.
Bass is deep and driving and if it
doesn't have the precise edges that
the Denon provides, there's no
shortage of pace, energy and life.
Soundstage is wide open and if the
music demands it the NAD gets real
loud, real quick. The top end can't
compete with the Denon for finesse,
sounding almost gauche in compari-
son, but this doesn't detract from the
NAD's ability to please, musically.

The Rotel is the all-rounder in the
bunch. Bass is bouncier than the
Denon, not as good as the NAD.
Treble is more polite than the NAD,
not nearly as good as the Denon. The
real question is whether the Rotel
does enough, well enough, to
compete with the other amps' areas
of excellence. Personally I don't think
so. The treble may be less coarse
than the NAD's, but it also has less
information. Ultimately the weak

points of the other amps are really no
worse than the the same areas in the
RA820AX. It might be an all-rounder
in some respects, but in this company,
as far as CD goes, it's an also ran.

Change to LP's, played on a Linn
Axis and the picture alters. Suddenly
the Denon is a shadow of itself. The
bass is even lighter and the whole
sound gets congested as soon as the
music gets going. The dynamic
compression is worse with the result
that complex mixes simply coagulate
between the speakers.

On the superb Athena pressing of
Ivan Moravec playing piano works by
Debussy and Ravel, the complex runs
of notes lose their shape and timing.
The bass just disappears. In contrast
the NAD conveys the touch and
artistry in the playing quite beautifully
and the left hand goes down deep,
with a real sense of authority.

The Rotel can't match the NAD,
but it easily betters the Denon. Both
rhythmically and dynamically, its
superiority is clear, but it is plagued by
a thinness which robs the piano of
weight and solidity. What you get is a
good impression of Moravec playing a
second-rate upright!

'The Real Ramona' further
highlighted the differences. Music
which was driving and tactile on the
NAD was dense and raucous on the
Denon, thin and lacking pace on the
Rotel.

The conclusion is clear. If you are
going to listen solely to CD and other
high level sources your choice lies
between the refinement and poise of
the Denon, and the rough but ready
virtues of the energetic NAD. If you
want to play records then the 3020i
is streets ahead. Me? I'll take the life
and involvement of the NAD every
time. Alongside the excellence of
their budget CD players, this amp
signals a resurgence in NAD's
fortunes as purveyors of hi-fi to the
impoverished 
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SWony's ICF-S7600 receiver
marks my return to radio
listening. My last transistor, a

cheap, basic and bulky Sanyo,
breathed its last after surviving years
of travel with nary a problem and
received a decent burial on the beach
five years ago.

The SW7600 has opened up
whole new areas of radio listening for
me which previously consisted largely
of music programme, and trying to
pick up English-speaking channels
wherever possible. Several days of
playing with this machine, and I can
now appreciate where 'toy' radio
ends and a true receiver begins.

The unit comes as a complete
package - the radio itself, its case,
mains adaptor, Short Wave extension
aerial and not one, but two, manuals.
The first is a comprehensive set of
operating instructions in English,
French, Spanish and Arabic for the
polyglots among us.

Peace and Progress
The second manual, the "Wave
Handbook' lists almost every station
broadcasting in the world, times,
broadcast frequency, language and
call sign. Russia turns out to have a
splendid call -sign: 'This is Radio
Station Peace and Progress, the Voice
of Soviet Public Opinion.'

I can now
appreciate where
'toy' radio ends and
a true receiver
begins.

While the instruction manual is
intelligible, the Wave Handbook is
obviously a translation from the
Japanese; this is no problem in
practice, but its prosaic language can
be unintentionally entertaining.

The receiver covers most chan-
nels, including Single Side Bands.
These are the fascinating wavelengths
used by what Sony calls 'Business
Radio' and where we would expect
to hear radio hams broadcasting to
each other round the world. On a
clear night, the user can listen in, not
to the Hancock-esque "Is it raining in
Tokyo" but to dialogues that give a
real insight into world events difficult
to get from conventional news
broadcasts.

Waving and Scanning
In use, the Sony is quite complex, so
that manual needs to be kept close at
hand. It can be tuned either of two
ways, through standard up/down
controls, or via the more advanced

numeric keypad which can be used
(along with the Wave Handbook) to
pinpoint a specific station without loss
of time. It's also possible to scan the
bands, and programme up to ten
stations for instant recall.

Fine tuning is also provided for the
AM and SW bands, aided by an LCD
tuning display. Aside from the purely
radio facilities the SW7600 has a
built-in clock and alarm; the last
turned out to be particularly useful, as
the batteries in my own alarm faded
during the review. This made the
receiver one of the most practical
gadgets I've reviewed to date.

Typically, Sony have thought of
everything. There is a sleep function
which turns the radio off after 65
minutes; a Key Protect facility to
prevent the channel being changed
accidentally, and a display panel light
that dims after fifteen seconds or so.
There are other facilities of varying
degrees of importance, but none are
superfluous. The build quality is
excellent and the radio should give
many years of service.

Not exactly pocket -sized, the ICF-
SW7600 packs a lot into a little box.
The tuner, while not having the
sensitivity of the bigger receivers, pulls
in signals from far and wide, and
some the larger ones wouldn't be
capable of. I found the nights length-
ening as I listened to more and more
foreign stations. Compared to its
larger relatives, the Sony is both
diminutive and inexpensive

It's very difficult to pass judgement
on the sound quality of a unit like this.
While it does have a tone control
with rather basic settings for music or
speech, the sound from the built-in

Alan Sircon is enticed by the

Sony ICF-SW7600 into listening

to the world's air waves after

five years deprivation.

speaker is no more than you'd expect
from any good transistor radio. It
would be foolish to expect hi-fi
quality from something this small.
Portability, reception and conven-
ience are more important than
fidelity, especially when the original
quality on these wavebands is so
poor.

The Sony ICF-SW7600is too ex-
pensive to dare call a 'trannie', it lacks
the Air band, one of the most
important for the dedicated hobbyist,
and it does not have the 'pull' of the
more specialised tuners. For the
dedicated traveller, however, this
receiver is a really useful link with the
rest of the world 
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lonictkinc

SONIC LINK INTERCONNECTS
Extensive research over several years into conductors and
insulating materials have enabled SONIC LINK to offer cables of
superior sound quality at extremely competitive prices.
In many systems, SONIC LINK Interconnects will sound better
than highly rated 'audiophile' cables costing much more.
The only way to find out is to try them out yourself!
Interconnect Cables fitted with
Gold plated phono plugs - Im pairs.
SONIC LINK PINK £25.00
SONIC LINK RED £35.00
SONIC LINK WHITE £65.00
SONIC LINK VIOLET HPMC £80.00
CARE MUSIC Interconnect £100.00
CARE MUSIC Mk 2 HPMC £150.00
CARE MUSIC SOLID SILVER £300.00
Screened Interconnect Cable Off The Reel
SONIC LINK PINK £5.00/m
SONIC LINK RED £7.50/m
SONIC LINK WHITE £15.00/m
SONIC LINK VIOLET HPMC £20.00/m

SONIC LINK MAINS CABLES
Use SONIC LINK Mains cable and you will see just how much
ordinary mains cables can degrade your sound quality.
SONIC LINK Mains Cable and SONIC LINK Supermains can
recover the lost sonic information that other upgrading cannot
retrieve .

Off The Reel
SONIC LINK MAINS 3 core ... 19x0.25mm £12/m
SONIC LINK SUPERMAINS...3 core ...19x0.45mm £30/m

Terminated Cable sets
Gold plug - IEC, Mains Cable 1.25m - £39.95 .... 2.5m - £55
Supermains Cable 1.25m - £65.00 .... 2.5m - £105
Gold plug - 2pin CD 1,25m- £34.95

Gold plated 13A plug - 4 gold plated 13A sockets
Mains Cable 1.00m - £100 4m - £140
Supermains Cable 1.00m - £125 4m - £215

HFW 8/91 ORDER FORM
TO: AUDIOKITS PRECISION COMPONENTS, 6 Mill Close, Borrowash, Derby DE7 3GU.

Please send me the following cables:

Description Quantity Price Name
Address

I enclose cheque/P.O. TOTAL Postcode

FREE 7 DAY TRIAL, FULL REFUND IF NOT SATISFIED

Please debit credit card no. Exp

Telephone orders welcome 0332-674929
VISA



the traditional strength of chrome
tape is that it produces less hiss
than the common ferric. Cassette
has always been hissy and this, of

all its weaknesses, has been one of the
most obvious and enduring. That's the
main argument for buying chrome.

As you might guess, the principle
drawback of chromes has
been the usual one of cost.
Luckily for tape users,
there is a bit of a battle
going on between
manufacturers to
secure 'chrome
market share', as
they put it. This
entails the
marketing of
budget
chromes.
Maxell re-
cently re-
leased a new
budget tape for
this sector: SX-11, which
should sell for around £1.30 for
a C90. Its main rival will be TDK SF.
Both are tested here.

With quality ferrics pushing up to the
L1.50 mark, these two chromes seem
pretty cheap (whoops - I mean 'inex-
pensive'). They are just I Op -20p more
costly than standard ferrics, so there
seems little reason for people not to
buy them. In practice, most tape users
like to stick to a brand and type they
know and feel happy with, which has
hindered growth of the chrome market.
In the UK just 10% of sales are chromes.

The low cost of Maxell SX-II is
intended to woo buyers away from
both ferrics and from rivals like TDK SF
of course. The intense competition to
offer better performance has led to a
rapid improvement in budget chromes,
noise being the chief victim. Hiss
measured -59dB with SX-II, which is
around 3dB less than that of a good
ferric. For all those who record up to
OVU and no more, this advantage will
be quite audible, making this new tape a
good budget buy.

The picture is only qualified by TDK
SF which, since I last tested it has
changed substantially. Once a noisy
chrome, it has now become very quiet,
measuring -59.8dB. So TDK have a small
lead here in the tussle to reduce hiss.

Whilst on the subject of noise, I
should move on immediately to
modulation noise. This is hiss that exists
only when a signal is present, being a
random modulation of a signal. Very old
films suffered this badly, speech was
accompanied by a swell of hiss. With
cassette, modulation noise isn't so
obvious; it serves to lessen clarity and
contributes (with flutter) toward the
slightly jittery, papery quality characteris-
tic of the medium. Maxell have tradi-
tionally kept the modulation noise figure
of their tapes down and SX-ll is no
exception. Listening tests showed that
recordings have a slightly firmer and
smoother quality about them than with
TDK SF, which had 3dB more modula-
tion noise. What Maxell's SX-Il loses in

hiss to TDK SF it gains in lower
modulation noise, I felt. So in terms of
noise, these two budget chromes are
about equal and both very good by
current standards.

Hiss deter-
mines the
lower re-

cord-
ing limit,
overload the upper
recording limit. The gap be-
tween them is available for music,
and is the dynamic range of the tape. In
the past, chromes have had a low-ish
overload ceiling, but it is creeping up.
Maxell's SX-II measured +3dB
(MOL315), which means it will record
to around +5 above Dolby level on a
very good tape recorder (i.e. expensive
Nakamichi), or +3 or so on an ordinary
hi-fi machine. This is pretty good for a
budget chrome and gives SX-II a
dynamic range of 62dB. TDK again nose
ahead however, SF hitting +3.2dB
(MOL315), giving it 63dB dynamic
range. The advantage isn't great in
absolute terms, even if it is not insignifi-
cant by tape standards.

Treble overload (SAT10k) was -

7dB lower than that in the mid -band,
which is about normal. TDK SF was
similar. Both tapes had normal sensitivity
as well. Even in frequency response
there was little to distinguish one tape
from the other, as the two frequency
response analyses show. Both have
slightly less treble output than the
current IECII Primary Reference Tape.
This fact, in conjunction with identical
sensitivity, means that they will match
cassette decks very well. Both are highly
compatible chromes.

My conclusion is that Maxell have a
good budget chrome tape with SX-II. It
is, broadly speaking, just about on par
with TDK SF, both being front runners
in the budget chrome category field.
You may just about notice just a touch
more brightness from TDK SF, but a
slightly smoother, firmer presentation
from SX-II. Maxell will have to get back
on their bikes though, because TDK are
soon to launch a new range of tapes,
meaning SF is shortly to be improved. In
the meantime both SX-I1 and SF offer
low hiss for a low price; they are worth
trying 

tape trial
A new chrome tape MMaxell SX-I1

takes on TDK SF. Noel

Keywood judges.

Test Results

MAXELL SX-I1
Treble level (10kHz)
Overload

mid -band (MOL315Hz)
treble (SAT10k)

Hiss
Modulation noise
Sensitivity
Dynamic range

-IdB

+3db
-4db

-59db
-43.5dB

0dB
62dB

Frequency Response

+2

dB 0

100 200 500 2k 5k 10k

50Hz 1k 20kHz

Very slight treble fall.

TDK SF
Treble level (10kHz)
Overload

mid -band (MOL315Hz)
treble (SAT 10k)

Hiss
Modulation noise
Sensitivity
Dynamic range

Frequency Response

+2

d8 0

-0.7dB

+3.2db
-3.8db

-59.8db
-40dB

0dB
63dB

100 200 500 2k 5k I Ok

50Hz 1k

Slight treble fall and some mod.
noise.

20kHz
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proAc, together with their
sister company Celef, pro-
duce specialist loudspeakers
with a high reputation for

solid construction, combined with im-
pressive performance. The company
has established a following among well
informed enthusiasts, but ProAc have
not become complacent. A new Mkll
version of their respected Studio I,
priced at £612.25, has recently been
introduced and is, in my view, a
marked step forward for the company.

Traditionally, the Studio l's, along
with ProAc's Super Towers, have used
metal dome tweeters. However, some
displeasure was expressed at the
performance of the metal domes,
which was resolved with the introduc-
tion of one inch soft domes in both
models earier this year. At the same
time, it was decided that other refine-
ments could be incorporated. These

professor
of music
ProAc's popular Studio I loudspeaker.

now in its Mk II guise, professes

neutrality and musicality.

Alan Sircom sits at the

head of the class.

included changes to both the cabinet
damping and the design of the cross-
over.

While ProAc have substantially
altered the loudspeaker, there has
been no increase in cost. It is this com-
mitment to the customer that sets
companies like ProAc apart from many
other manufacturers. In addition, it is
refreshing to find companies who
actively improve their products, rather
than merely change them, for the sake
of change.

High Standards
The Studio I loud-
speaker displays
the high stan -

dard of finish
that we
have

come to expect from ProAc. The
review sample was finished in a light
oak real wood veneer, which, on a
cursory examination looks like solid
tree, only without the leaves and
branches. The rear panel is profession-
ally finished in contrasting black with
two Michell sockets fitted into a
recess.

At the front of the loudspeaker,
there lies the alternative to the metal
dome (a SEAS soft dome tweeter), the
custom manufactured ScanSpeak mid/

bass unit and a small port. Atten-
tion to detail is shown in

the use of the
ProAc logo

across
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the front of the drive units. The loud-
speaker has a black grill, with a gothic
script 'ProAc' logo at the base. Here, I
encountered my first niggle. From a
design standpoint, why does the logo on
the grille not match the logos else-
where? This might seem a small point,
but the change of typestyle jars visually
and contextually. Otherwise, there is
precious little else to criticise in terms of
build and design.

While the loudspeaker looks
conventional, the stands designed for it
appear somewhat utilitarian, though pur-
poseful. They are known as HJ I 7/2 and
HJ20/2 for the 17 and 20 inch versions
respectively and are normally available
from ProAc dealers. Solid, heavy stands
seem to be the order of the day at
present. However, I felt that the Studio
l's did not work on light stands, such as
Linn Kan or Sara's, so heavy types
appear to be a good choice. If the HJ-
type stands are unacceptable for home
use, Slate Audio stands would be a
good -sounding variant and may suit
domestic surroundings better.

Positioning
The ProAc's are not especially fussy
about positioning, unlike loudspeakers
such as Acoustic Energy AEI's. They are
designed to work in free space, but not
too far away from side or rear walls.
About 12-18 inches is right. In addition,
ProAc recommend that the loudspeak-
ers should be placed between six and
twelve feet apart. Obviously this would
vary from room to room, but I felt that
they worked at their best at about eight
to nine feet apart, with a slight toe -in.

For a loudspeaker of this size (16"
high, 8" wide and 10" deep), the Studio

I gives an impressive amount of bass.
Whilst never sounding flabby, it can be
problematic in some smaller rooms. If
this is the case, positioning does
become more important, because it can
lessen bass overhang. The loudspeakers
are claimed to roll off at 30Hz, but
when exploring the depths of their sonic
spectrum, they never appear to run out
of steam. This compares favourably to
many similarly sized and priced models
that just sound vague and gutless when
playing deep bass.

For assessment of the loudspeakers,
good quality equipment, from a variety
of manufacturers was used. This
included turntables by Linn and Voyd,
amplification by Ion Systems and Audio
Innovations and Compact Disc via a
Musical Fidelity Digilog. Having allowed
the loudspeakers a suitable time to run
in, the Studio 1 Mklls took their place in
the arena.

Superb Soundstage
From the outset, these loudspeakers
sounded a little special. ProAcs are well-
known for their imaging qualities and
this reputation was borne out by the
Studio I's. Their soundstaging abilities
were superb, seeming to be limited only
by the equipment they were partnered
with. While images were not as well
located in space as Quad Electrostatics
and their kin are capable of, the Studio

I imaged as well as any box loud-
speaker on the market with similar
pretensions.

The soundstage produced spread -
far and wide. It had depth and width, if
not quite so much height In all fairness,
very few loudspeakers of this size and
cost, with the possible exception of
Pentachords and well set up AE -Is, can
produce a soundstage that can image
supremely well in all three dimensions.
Instrument images were very solid and
realistic, even when the instrument
appeared far from the confines of the
box.

The loudspeakers also sounded
articulate and capable of excellent tonal
separation. When playing 'Respect'
from the album 'Adeva!', one could
clearly distinguish the lead vocalist from
the backing singer, both in terms of their
vocal characteristics and what they were
singing. Vocals were never unintelligible,
nor did the synth sound dry or indis-
tinct. It was very easy to follow the tune
of the bass line and to sing along with
the vocal, which suggests that the
loudspeaker's pitch reproduction was
good as well.

Hand -in -Hand
These are comments that usually go
hand -in -hand with reservations about a
distinct lack of dynamics. Not so with
the Studio I! Any time a passage became
louder or quieter, the Studio l's
responded well, without losing any
sense of the meaning within the music. I
noticed this with my elderly Argo copy
of Haydn's Nelson Mass. Here, the choir
and orchestra produced a sumptuous
sound, often apparently lost with
loudspeakers lacking in dynamics.

While we are breaking the sound of
the ProAcs down into its constituent,
parts, I should mention that their
coherence - the sense of a performance
taking place - was very good indeed.
Never sounding merely clinical or
analytical, the loudspeakers were more
than capable of delineating between
individual musicians, but they never lost
track of the music.

Whatever the sounds being played -
and through whatever medium or
amplification you care to mention - the
loudspeakers gave their all, with detail,
finesse and style. Trying to find fault was
difficult; trying to define their individual
character even more so. While slightly
warm, changing a component in the
system would change their own elusive
character, subtly.

After a lengthy session with the
Studio I s, I could detect a slight thuddy
sound to the deepest bass notes. There
was some slight loss of the most
delicate information, but this was in
comparison to loudspeakers costing up
to about four times as much. In their
price bracket few models could out -
detail them.

They are not the fastest of loud-
speakers. They do not respond to
transients as quickly as sealed units such
as the Monitor Audio Studio 5's
reviewed recently. In their price bracket,
though, few can out -detail these Mk. II's.

If there's a single word to describe
the ProAc Studio I's, it's benign. While
initially, in the company of speakers
more immediately impressive they might
strike the listener as lacking character
this is their taking the side of neutrality.
They do not lend themselves to systems
which might be described as 'euphoni-
cally enhanced', where they would be in
danger of being overshadowed by the
characteristics of the source or the am-
plifier. The Studio I's would still display
all their excellent qualities, but they
really belong in a system where
neutrality is high on the list of priorities.

Whatever the sounds
being played - and
through whatever
medium or amplification
you care to mention - the
loudspeakers gave their
all, with detail, finesse
and style.

Neutrality should not be mistaken
for blandness. Any number of products
sound striking from the outset, but with
time the impressiveness becomes
overpowering and the striking qualities
become fatiguing. Over time, a neutral
system will still sound natural over an
extended listening session. It's nothing
to do with 're-educating your ears' as
some dealers and reviewers would have
it.

The ProAc Studio I's have their own
time -machine effect. Readers of Hi-Fi
World will be relieved to hear I'm trying
to wean myself off the recordings listed
in last month's magazine. (Jane's
Addiction, REM, Rachmaninov's
Symphonic Dances and so on.) My ears
are beginning to find them cliches.
Normally, reviewers seldom play
themselves whole albums, preferring to
skip from one track to another. With
the Studio I's in front of me I discov-
ered one track stretching into another,
and another, until even my cliched
albums had all been played though from
beginning to end.

In certain systems, the ProAc Studio
I's will fail to shine. But, for just over
£600, it is difficult to better them at the
price. Their nature predisposes them
toward the high end of audio and it is
here that they will glow. In realms
where many people would spend more
on loudspeaker cables alone than these
ProAcs cost for a pair, they will appear
to be an outstanding bargain.

The Mk. II Studio l's might not stun
on first hearing, but that is their
strongest point; within a well -matched
system, with neutrality the aim, I would
be happy to recommend them 
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on the best systems around

West Midlands Audio
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the sound of a loudspeaker is
strongly affected by the room in
which it is placed. Of even more
consequence is its position

within any one particular room. The
room itself will usually highlight a
number of bass notes, giving some
unnatural and probably unwanted
emphases. Care in positioning the
speaker can either minimise this
problem or greatly worsen it. Get it
wrong and you'll hear nothing but
bass - or so it seems!

Further up the audio band, high
frequencies and their distribution
determine the stereo effect. Too
many reflections reaching a listener
too quickly confuse the stereo stage.
Again, the position of the loudspeaker
can be crucial in determining whether
this is a problem or not.

So here's a simple guide to
loudspeaker room placement. I'll keep
the whole outline as simple and
practical as possible: articles like this
often dive into long descriptions of
things like 'eigentones' and forget to
give any practical advice altogether.
This is a 'where to stick it and why'
article, with a minimum of acoustic
theory, but just enough for a basic
understanding.

Boominess
Every room has a series of basic low
frequency resonances which com-
monly produce bass 'booms'. The
effect is to emphasise certain particu-
lar bass notes. This becomes most
irritating when a bass player is playing
a particular repetitive phrase. If one
note in it coincides precisely with a
room resonance, a 'boom' is pro-
duced. With repetitive phrases the
boom can be tediously predictable
and may cast its stamp over the
entire bass line, swamping it.

There are quite a few experiments
with loudspeaker placement that will
help minimise this problem. You have
to bear in mind though, that it may
be due in the first place to an
unfortunate set of room dimensions,
in which case spending the weekend
re -arranging the furniture will only
drive the wife mad and cause the cat
to leave home. Then all you'll have
left is the boom! It is possible to get
some idea of whether such a prob-
lem is curable or not before such a
drastic scenario happens.

The boom is caused by the air in
the room resonating, just as it does in
an organ pipe. The only difference
between the two is that an organ
pipe is open ended and resonates at
a frequency where its length equals
one -quarter of a wavelength. Rooms
are closed, so they resonate at a
frequency where wall-to-wall dimen-
sions are equal to one-half a wave-
length, for the reason given in the
caption to Figure 2.

You don't have to know why a

positioning
your

loudspeaker
Various factors in the listening room affect the sound

from a loudspeaker. Here is how to recognise them

and minimise the problems.

room resonates at the frequency it
does. All you need to check it out is
the chart in Fig I which will tell you
the frequencies at which your own
room will sound off

Measure the room length, width
and height. Then look up the boom
frequency in the chart (or divide 565
by the dimensions in feet). There are
other resonant modes, but these are
the main ones.

My own analyses of recordings
show that the lowest note commonly
to appear at full level is 40Hz. A few
discs have full -level signals at lower
frequencies, but they are exceptions.
A twelve bar blues in the key of A on
a bass guitar may typically run from
55Hz (A) up one and a half octaves
to around I 47Hz. The spectrum
analyser confirms this - and that the
strongest notes are commonly
around 60Hz (often due to studio
equalisation put in to add bass
'presence' and 'speed').

This frequency band unfortunately
happens to straddle the range of
dimensions found in many listening
rooms, width and height being smaller
than the greatest length and therefore
being tuned to higher bass notes. So
room boom is a common enough
problem, except for those who live in
buildings so palatial that even the
ceiling is higher than I 4ft.

Chart
The chart shows you where the main
boom frequencies are. If you have a
near -square room, or one where two
dimensions are less than I 5ft and
much the same, then bass boom is
likely to be a big problem. The worst
case is a square room. Here, all the
resonances coincide to give one
massive bass boom that can com-
pletely overwhelm a loudspeaker.
Believe it or not, 'golden' room

Room dimension (ft) 8 10 12 14 16

Resonant frequency (Hz) 70 56 47 40 35

(ft) 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

(Hz) 31 28 26 24 22 20 19

Fig I. (Divide 565 by the room length in feet to get frequency in
Herz.)

dimensions have been proposed in
the past, the ratio 1:1.6:2.5 being
suggested as ideal. (In real life, this
would translate as a living room with
dimensions roughly proportional to 8'
high, 13' wide and 20' long.) Also,
non -parallel surfaces discourage reso-
nance, making oddly shaped rooms
potentially good in this regard.
However, many specially propor-
tioned listening rooms reportedly
sound 'odd', which is why interest in
them has subsided.

So far, you should have been able
to determine where your room's
main resonant modes are in terms of
frequency and whether your room is
such a dog that the only answer is to
move out. Before reaching this stage,
however, there are a number of
partial solutions that should be tried.,

Firstly, placement against a wall or,
worse, in a corner, drives one or

Fig 2. With zero
air displacement
(and velocity)
possible at walls,
maximum
displacement
occurs in the
middle of a room
at resonance. This
makes the room
dimension equal to
one half of a
wavelength of the
frequency of
resonance.

Sound pressure
is reciprocal to
displacement and
velocity, being at a
maximum at walls
and a minimum in
the room's centre.
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THE NEW KEF C -SERIES

THE NEW C200SW
SUBWOOFER

Another innovative new
product from KEF.

This is o stereo coupled cavity
subwoofer speaker designed

to be used with the smaller
C -Series loudspeakers

and others.

SUGGESTED SYSTEMS
Amps Speakers

Wharfedale
Delta 30.2
JPW Minirn

Celestion 3
Wharfedale
Diamond 4
Mission 760
Royd A 7 II

(JPWSonata)
(Add(I2)

Mission 761
Tannoy Ell

JPW Sonata +

Cele..
DL 411

KEFCIS

Celestion 5
Infinity
Ref 10

B&W DM 600
KRF C25

Tannoy M 15
Celestion

DL 611

Wharfedale
505.2

Mission 762
Celestion

DL 811

KEF C45
B&W DM 610
Cerwin Vega

AT 20

Tannoy M20
Rogers LS 4A

(Tannoy

DC2000)
Cerwin Vega AT40

(Extra (70)
(B&W DM 620)

(Extra C50)
(KEF C65)
(Extra (100)

Pioneer A300 383.95 414.95 446.95 456.95 477.95 509.95 561.95

Marantz PM30 320.95 341.95 362.95 383.95 404.95 414.95 456.95

Marantz PM3OSE 341.95 362.95 384.95 404.95 425.95 435.95 477.95

Marantz PM40 362.95 384.95 398.95 414.95 446.95 456.95 498.95

Marantz PM4OSE 384.95 404.95 419.95 435.95 467.95 477,95 519.95

NAD 70201 398.95 418.95 440.95 461.95 493.95 503.95 535.95
NAD 3020i 304.95 319.95 341.95 362.95 388.95 398.95 446.95

NAD 3240PE 362.95 377.95 393.95 414.95 446.95 456.95 498.95

NAD 3225PE 320.95 330.95 346.95 367.95 404.95 409.95 461.95

Rotel RA8I0A 288,95 309.95 330.95 341.95 372.95 383.95 435.95
Rotel RA820AX 314.95 330.95 351.95 372.95 404.95 414.95 456.95
Rotel RA820BX4 351.95 367.95 383.95 404.95 435.95 446.95 488.95

Rotel RA840BX4 404.95 414.95 435.95 451.95 482.95 488.95 540.95

Musical F id B1 362.95 377.95 404.95 414.95 446.95 456.95 498.95

IMPROVED TURNTABLES (INC. CARTRIDGE)
Dual CS 430 deduct ... C45.00 Dual CS 505-4 extra ... f I 5.00 Revolver Rebel extra... C35.00 Revolver extra £85.00

Rotel RP 855 Extra ... i I 5.00 NAD 5120 deduct... C45.00 Systemdek 1 + AT I I OE extra ... L65.00

Systemdek IIX900 + Moth + ATI 10E extra ... CI 65.00

CD INSTEAD OF TURNTABLE FRONT END
Aiwa XC 700 extra C40.00 Rotel RCD 865 extra L150.00 Technics SLPG
Denon DCD 560 extra 05.00 Philips CD6 10 II extra 00.00 Technics SLPG
Denon DCD660 extra £55.00 Philips CD624 extra 050.00 Technics SLPS
Denon DCD860 extra C100.00 Philips CD634 extra 0100.00 Technics SLPS
Denon DCD960 extra £145.00 Philips CD850 extra 035.00 Yamaha CDX530
Marantz CD40 extra 05.00 Pioneer PD7500 extra C80.00
Marantz CD4 I extra C80.00 Sony CDPM5 I extra 125.00
Marantz CDSOSE extra £125.00 Sony CDP59 I extra £25.00
Marantz CD6OSE extra £140.00 Sony CDP79 I extra £45.00
NAD 5420 extra 05.00 Sony CDPK I extra 160.00
NAD 5425 extra E60.00 Sony CDPX 222ES extra 1150.00

Cd
NAD 5440 extra 0145.00 Sony CDP99 I extra L85.00
Rotel RCD 855 extra 0100.00 Technics SLPG 200 extra C15.00

400

500

50 extra
70 extra

extra

extra £45.00
extra £65.00

£95.00

E135.00

L35.00

L°r6

STOCKISTS C
Aura

Arcam

Aiwa

Audiolab

Alchemist

B&W

Cyrus

Celestion

Conrad Johnson

Denon

Dual

Exposure

Infinity

JPW

JVC

KEF (Reference)

Linn

Marantz

Micromega

Mission

Musical Fidelity

NAD
Nakamichi

Panasonic

PRO -AC

Philips

Pioneer

Quad

Revolver

Rotel

Royd

Rogers

Sony

Systemdek

Tannoy

Technics

Wharfedale

Yamaha

'I" C. -
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PARTS & LABOU

Price Guarantee
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BARTLETTS
PARTS & LABOU

Free cable, 3 -year

guarantee, carriage*
All systems supplied with speal

cable and 3 -Year Parts and Lat
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tO
175 HOLLOWAY ROA
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more of the main room modes very
effectively, resulting in the boomiest
sound possible. This is because walls
and floors act as reflectors, a corner
bringing them all together. Any
boundary is also a high impedance
point, offering the best acoustic
match of loudspeaker to room. The
answer is to move a loudspeaker
away from reflecting surfaces and out
into the room. In theory, the centre
of the room is the 'deadest' point.
This is hardly practicable, but off the
floor on stands, and two or three feet
in front of a rear wall usually gives
least room interaction at low fre-
quencies. This will lessen room boom
considerably and give clearer bass,
with less overhang. It also avoids
lumpy bass, due to cancellation
between the main sound and
reflections.

Make the speakers fire down along
the length of a room if possible.
Sitting well back, close to (but not
against) the other end will give you
the deepest bass and best integration
from the usual staggered drive unit
arrays found with box loudspeakers.

Furniture
Furniture helps improve bass quality
as well; it breaks up standing waves.
Items like settees and armchairs can
be very effective in absorbing bass
energy, helping to damp down bass
overhang in particular. I have used
cushions and even piles of magazines
to help in this regard as well.

The only exception to the rule
regarding wall placement concerns
'bookshelf loudspeakers. These
(sometimes termed 'boundary effect'
speakers) usually have reduced and
heavily damped bass in order to
partially compensate for wall effects.
But watch out, the phrase 'bookshelf
is sometimes used loosely to describe
a small loudspeaker, rather than one
that has been comprehensively
tailored to sound right against a wall.
The manufacturers' instructions

Fig4. Reflections off floors and
side walls commonly reach
listeners within 4mS of the
direct signal, causing confusion
within the sound. Sound
absorption, using carpet and
curtains, produces
substantial improvements
in this area.

should make this clear.
Minimising 'room -boom' isn't all

there is to loudspeaker placement.
Ideally, for best stereo imaging and
stage depth, both loudspeakers
should be at the height of the
listeners' ears and on a triangle, facing
inwards toward them, as Fig 3 shows.
You will then be 'on axis' to them.
Again, be careful to note that a few
loudspeakers are meant to be
listened to off -axis (e.g. Kef C55s) -
they should usually be pointed to fire
straight down a room. Quad ESL63's
should be tilted back, because they
beam downward.

Keeping loudspeakers away from
side walls and floors (Fig 4) lengthens
the time taken for reflections off
them to return to listeners. The
human brain/ear perceives all sounds
heard within 4mS of the start of an
event as part of that event. In other
words, it cannot discern discrete
events that occur within a shorter
time span. If reflections off walls or
the floor (in particular) hit the ear
quickly after the direct sound from
the loudspeaker, they get added in as
ft were, to produce a messy, confused
impression. Ideally, hard reflective
surfaces should have irregular objects

placed against them to break up the
sound or, better, they should have
sound absorbing areas. Curtains are a
good solution; what a pity that heavy
ones are very expensive these days.

Floor reflections are a problem
too, but path length cannot be
increased, except by sitting on chairs
4ft high. A hard, wooden or concrete
floor will therefore always produce
early reflections that result in audible
confusion. Carpets are the only
solution to this problem. They absorb
a lot of energy and in doing so greatly
lessen reflected energy from the floor.
The sound in every room of my
house improved dramatically after the
builders had left and decent carpets
were put down. Heavy underlay with
thick wool carpet on top works
wonders in this respect.

This is about the limit to what can
be done to remedy a room boom
and ensure that speakers are not
fighting a losing battle against room
effects. With a bit of experimentation
though, it is quite enough to tighten
up the bass, even out the overall
tonal balance of the system and give
cleaner, better focussed stereo
images. Which is a fair range of bene-
fits for a minimal outlay 

Fig 3. Place the
speakers to fire
along the length of
a room and toe
them in slightly to
face listeners. Keep
the speakers away
from rear and side
walls. Keep yourself
away from rear and
side walls as well!
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STOP POWER POLLUTION
PURE SOUND NEEDS PURE POWER

POWER CONDITIONERS + MAINS PURIFIERS
You'll hear music like you've never heard

PC100
3 outputs,

1500W load
at £89

it before with the Pure -Power Conditioners.

PC250
6 outputs,

2000W load,
at £129

Notice the huge improvement in sound quality when you run your system from a clean mains supply. How do you describe the difference? It's
as if all this time your favourite artists have been playing and singing inside a wardrobe...and someone just opened the door and let them out. You
could spend twenty times as much on special cables, plugs, mats etc. without achieving a tenth of the difference. Try it for yourself. The complete
answer to mains conditioning, the sophisticated circuitry of the power conditioners eliminates all impulse spikes, smoothes away every trace of
noise and interference.

VECTOR SCREENED
MAINS CABLE

If you're using cheap cable, you probably don't realise how much
better your system could sound, simply by changing to one one of
the VECTOR specialist mains cables.
VECTOR cables are the simplest, most cost effective way to
dramatically improve your Hi-Fi's performance.
VECTOR is a three core multi -stranded cable, each conductor is
fully insulated with high quality P.V.C. in standard mains colours of
BLUE, BROWN and GREEN/YELLOW.
The fine stranding of the cores combined with the tinned copper
screen braid produces a cable with the characteristics of a flexible
mains cable, but with the screening properties of a screened signal
cable.

Pure annealed copper with
high-grade PVC sheath

Filler

Tinned copper screen

High-grade PVC insulation
sheath

Inner skin PVC sheath

THE COMBINATION OF SCREENING,
HIGH QUALITY CONDUCTORS

AND INSULATION MAKES THE VECTOR
CABLE AN ABSOLUTE MUST FOR ALL

HI -Fl ENTHUSIASTS

THE ULTIMATE
TWEAK CATALOGUE

Features
PHONO-STAGE
CD ENHANCER

CD POWER -SUPPLY
PRO QUALITY

SWITCHING UNITS
24 CARAT GOLD PLATED

AUDIO CONNECTORS
SURROUND SOUND DECODER

CLEANING ACCESSORIES
and many more exciting tweaks!

NEW CATALOGUE
AVAILABLE NOW!

PHONE OR WRITE FOR BROCHURES, CATALOGUE AND DETAILS OF 10 DAY HOME TRIAL

Tel: 0793 765256
FREE SAMPLE: If you would like to see a sample of the VECTOR cable then simply fill in the

coupon below and return it to us. We would appreciate a first class stamp for the return package.

To: RADAR DEVELOPMENTS, 15 Sheep Street, Highworth, Wilts. SN6 7AA. Tel: 0793 765256
Please send me a sample of VECTOR SCREENED MAINS CABLE.

Name

Address

Post Code HFW



...Continued from P9.

the speakers and your ears. An
interesting experiment is place
a 'ghetto blaster' at ear level
and with a high quality stereo
signal gradually walk backwards
and forwards towards the ma-
chine. You will hear some very
odd effects at certain points.
Les Huett
York

 A different aim to other hi -fl
magazines? Getting away from
the constraints of other hi-fi
magazines. No end to ideas
and no limit to what is
possible...?

Having read (most of) the
first two issues of your new
magazine I have to say that
first impressions in these areas
do not bode v'ell for the
future. 1 wonder how long it
will take for the publishers of
hi-fi magazines to realise that
there is an army of people out
in the real world who are (or
potentially are) interested in
hi-fi. but are totally bemused
by the sheer barrage of
gobbledy-gook used in articles
which are supposedly intended
to inform and entertain.

An example...your review of
Nakamichi's new Cassette
Deck I (April 91). Recording
levels...+lOdB (MOL3 I 5Hz).
Treble overload...high at
around -3dB (SATIOk). In
spite of all Nakamichi's claims
about diffused resonances,
performance turned out to be
relatively poor for...a...dual
capstan design. The replay
amplifiers were quiet enough
(thank God!), hiss measuring a
normal -61db (CCIR, 701...ts ).

I rest my case.
You guys might know what

you're talking about - and you
obviously assume us readers
know what you are talking
about. This high tech. mystique
which surrounds the world of
hi-fi does little if anything to
promote people's interest in
good music played on good
equipment. If you want to be
different, be different. You
could get off to a good start by
actually explaining, for ex-
ample, what a decibel is and
why it can be either positive or
negative. Or you can follow
the flock.
K.Sleight
Cardiff

The Editor writes: Your
quotes come exclusively from

HI -Fl WORLD AUGUST 1991

a Measured Performance
section. My original intention
was that these sections - but
only these sections - would
be technical. Perhaps we
should try to make them a
little less so - or ensure that
they are at least partially
decipherable.

Simple explanations are
difficult: I have yet to see an
easy one made for the
decibel, but again I take your
point and we will try to
provide some guidance.in the
future.

 Professor Byckling's analogy,
of small box speakers being
equivalent to two small holes
in a sound insulating concert
hall wall (Readers Reply -
June), is totally fallacious. In an
idealised Blumlein stereo
microphone arrangement (a
crossed pair of near coincident
figure -of -eight capsules), the
feed to the speakers would
represent the sound field at
the microphone location. The
feed to the listener from two
holes in the rear wall of a
concert hall would represent
the sound fields at two widely
spaced positions on that wall.
As the basic premise of this
analogy is incorrect, the rest of
his argument also collapses.

In fact, the main reason for
the differences in perceived
sound from panel and box
loudspeakers (assuming they
are both of high quality) is the
different way each type
interacts with the listening
room. Panel speakers are less
likely to strongly excite low
frequency room modes than
box speakers, and their dipole
sound radiation pattern means
that early side wall reflections
(which can smear stereo
images) will be much weaker
and therefore less of a
problem.

Conversely, the strong out -
of -phase rear output, if
reflected from the rear wall,
can give rise to a pleasing (but
synthetic) sense of spacious-
ness. Many of the colorations
attributed to box speakers are
in reality caused by their
greater excitation of room
colorations, and it is probable
that accurate box and panel
speakers would sound the
same in anechoic conditions.

This highlights the impor-
tance of matching the acoustic
characteristics of the listening
room to the loudspeakers
being used, in order to

optimise sound fidelity.
Bob Burns
Room Acoustic Services
Barton -Upon -Humber.

The Editor writes: I can only
partially agree with much of
what you say.

There is a large number of
reasons why panel and box
loudspeakers sound different.
Their drive units are usually
of fundamentally different
construction, they match the
air load differently, which in
turn affects diaphragm/cone
behaviour. Rear reflections/
return energy is a problem
with box designs, not with
panels, and box resonances
colour box loudspeakers. For
these reasons, it is very
unlikely that box and panel
loudspeakers would sound
the same in an anechoic
chamber.

That rear wall high fre-
quency reflections produce
'spaciousness' with panels is
another simplistic notion. My
own experiments with
stripped down Quad 63s have
shown that rear wall high
frequency reflections just
produce a sense of treble
confusion. Back damping with
heavy felt curtains, hanging a
few inches behind the Quads,
eliminates this; it does not
reduce 'spaciousness'.

The major, unexplored
problem with dipoles is their
alignment in a room. Non-
aligned dipoles produce
weirdly soft and often honky
bass. This problem afflicts the
Quads when they are used as
full range reproducers. Only
Celestion have tackled the
problem scientifically, but
their solution demands the
use of a computer to achieve
proper dipole room align-
ment. The really intriguing
and exciting aspect of this is
that once aligned properly,
dipoles can produce better
quality bass than
monopoles.

 It is good to
find a magazine
that doesn't
seem to be
committed to
the vicious spiral
of upgrading by
buying ever
more expensive
products. It is
much more fun to
delve into the innards of
amplifiers and speakers
and improve them

yourself than to go to a dealer
and buy an improvement. It
isn't necessary to be an
electronics buff to do this sort
of thing. My trusty ten-ish year
old A&R A60 has been
improved out of all recognition
by fitting a Kimber mains lead,
Sidereal Kaps and Schottky
diodes in the power supply
and an Alps volume pot, under
advice from Russ Andrews. I
sent him a copy of the circuit
diagram, which he returned,
free of charge, with recom-
mended modifications.

As you probably know,
Russ Andrews also has a series
of 'cookbooks' for modifying
various popular amplifiers. I

would really like to see, in Hi-
Fi World, an article on
upgrading a commonly
available second-hand ampli-
fier, such as Quad 33/303 with
an independent opinion on the
finished job. In effect, a review
of the relevant 'cookbook'.
There must be pleanty of us
out here who can wield a
soldering iron and tell a
resistor from a capacitor, but
who aren't competent to
design their own modifications.

The other thing I'd like to
see - admittedly a rather
minority interest - would be a
design for a valve headphone
amplifier, for dynamic 'phones.
I find that, because of back-
ground noise, I do most of my
serious listening on head-
phones, and such an amplifier
is just what I want - and much
cheaper than a valve pre -amp,
I would think.

Nevertheless, you have a
great magazine. I never
thought I'd see a Hi-Fi Maga-
zine (except HFN/RR) with
informed reviews of Classical
records, thanks to Peter
Herring.
Paul Killick
Dawlish,
Devon 4 w
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speaking
by

numbers
Roy Gregory and Alan Sircom

listen to the all digital, all dancing

Meridian D6000

It's long been an adage in the UK hi-fi
industry (as long as Linn have been
selling turntables in fact!), that the quality
of a system is dependent upon its
source. If the information is lost at the
beginning of the chain, then the
components further along can do
nothing to restore it

The logic of this viewpoint is
unquestionable, but as a doctrine we
can break it down even further.
Whatever apparatus we are using to
retrieve information in the first place, be
it a record player, tuner or Compact
Disc player, is itself dependent for its
performance on the technology
employed. Things which appear fine in
theory don't always measure up (excuse
the pun) in practice. Direct drive
turntables, digitally synthesised tuners or
the first CD players: the history of hi-fi is
littered with technological failures and
miscarriages.

I'm not saying that all new technol-
ogy is bad. However, many take time to
reach their full potential. Only after
development can they overtake existing
tried and tested' technologies, which
have the benefit of years of refinement.
So when you drop some new gizmo
into your chain of reproduction, you'd
better be sure it's up to scratch. And
the more jobs it does, the more
dependent you are on its performance.

What has all this got to do with the
Meridian D6000? The D6000 system is
a revolutionary one. Don't be mistaken,
this is a system, not just a speaker. Each
pair of D6000's possess a full range of
on -board digital processing in order to
work with pure digital sources. A CD or
DAT transport are connected up
directly, eliminating ordinary analogue

signal cables, together with their
degradations. Thus you have a digital
pre -amp with filters, tone controls,
loudspeaker equalisation and crossover
all acting in the digital domain. At the
end of it all are three digital to analogue
convertors, one for each leg of the
crossover, and each is followed by a
dedicated power amp connected
directly to its own drive unit.

Using digital techniques to perform
so many functions makes the D6000
uniquely dependent on the quality of its
digital engineering. Unless the number
crunching is up to scratch we could be
looking at an expensive binary bungle.
Of course, that's just the downside. On
the other side of the balance sheet are
the benefits of digital processing - and
they are pretty extensive. The downside
and the upside made themselves known
in this product.

Control
Domestic compatibility is a key element
in the D6000s design rationale. The
digital interactive approach means that,
sources apart your entire system
comprises just two loudspeakers.
Cabling is limited to 'data in' and a
communications link which enables the
two speakers to 'talk' to each other and
the rest of the syStem. This of course
makes full integration with Meridian's
multi room technology a cinch.

Sonic rewards should come from the
ability to perform the sound shaping
entirely digitally. This gives the listener
user adjustable bass roll off and treble
tilt controls as well as the ability to shift
the sound field about its vertical and
horizontal axes, to compensate for
sitting off-centre or below the (very
high) tweeter axis. In short, you should
be able to tailor the sound to your
listening environment All, of course, by
remote control - no less! There's no
need to get up to adjust the balance,
only to find it's gone a bit too far after
you have sat down again. Naturally,
volume and source select are also
remotely controllable.

Interactive electronics also mean that
you get the option of increased bass
extension from a comparatively small
box through the use of electronic
equalisation. The D6000 is a very wide
bandwidth system. And if you don't
believe it's small for the bass perform-
ance compare it to other genuine full
range systems - the Infinity IRS V, TDL
Reference or Naim DBL, to mention a
few. They all make the D6000 look
positively sylph -like.

Finally, the catch. The D6000 only
accepts digital inputs. Fine for CD or
DAT but if you want to use a record
player or tuner you'll need an analogue
to digital convertor. Thoughtful as ever,
Meridian supply one, the 607, but it ain't
cheap - £1006 to be exact. Mind you
the D6000's cost £7050 a pair.

What do you get for your money?
Each cabinet consists of a bass unit, on
top of which perches the mid/high
frequency enclosure. This latter is an
extremely strong, resonant free
chamber, containing a polypropylene

midrange unit and SEAS derived metal
dome tweeter. Its aluminium diaphragm
looks slightly garish against the deep
black and gold of the rest of the
speaker. The truncated pyramidal shape
helps to cut down internal reflections
and spread the resonant mode of each
panel.

The bass towers contain the
electronic circuits, plus four plastic eight
inch drivers acting as bass units. These
are placed in pairs on the sides of the
cabinet hidden behind black cloth
panels. The front is finished in black
glass. It matches the lacquer work on
the upper chamber unit and provides a
window at the top for the remote
control sensor and digital display
readout. With so much available
adjustment the system must confirm its
settings to a user. Spikes decouple the
cabinets from the ground - and each
other. The whole creates a tall, slim and
rather high-tech appearance.

Room Interface
Aesthetics are always very personal, but
I feel bound to observe that this is the
first ever Meridian product that doesn't
grab me. The aesthetic is striking, but
you couldn't easily place these loud-
speakers in any room, especially those
With traditional furnishings. It would be

tailor the sound
to your listening
environment by
remote control

wiser to build a room around them.
Some will love the D6000 - others may
not. If you already own chrome and
black leather seating, or visit Habitat or
Conrans regularly, then they're likely to
be the answer to your dreams (assum-
ing £7500 is no nightmare).

The first thing which becomes
apparent when you settle down in front
of these speakers, is that they need a
large room.

I started out determined not to be
overawed by the gadget content and
array of facilities facing me. As I listened
to the Meridian's I soon came to realise
that separating this product from its
modus operandi is impossible. The
chosen design path reflects a particular
set of criteria when it comes to listening
at home. Ignore them and you miss the
point of the D6000.

Sonically, despite Meridian's claims to
the contrary, this is not a state of the art
speaker and amplifier system. For the
money I could readily better its
performance in various musically impor-
tant areas. However, this would be
achieved by resorting to such domestic
nastiness as valves and cables as thick as
your wrist The D6000's are a no-
nonsense music system for people who
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Each D6000 has a complex web of electronics inside. It accepts
only digital input signals, from CD or DAT. Tuner and LP must
first be 'digitised' by an external analogue -to -digital convertor.
Signal processing is carried out on the digital signal, providing tone
control, filter and crossover functions. Each drive unit is
individually equalised to achieve a net flat response. Finally, three
separate digital -to analogue convertors are used to reconstitute the
analogue signals before they are fed to the separate power amplifiers.

don't have the time or inclination to
indulge in such tweal<iness; people who
don't want to suffer for their music. The
D6000 is state of the art home
entertainment. Realise this and you are
halfway home to full acceptance.

The D6000's will play awesomely
loud with thunderous bass and a huge
sense of scale. They will fill a very large
room with sound, doing so at the touch
of a button. They'll integrate fully with a
remotely controlled multi media, multi
room system and provide impressive
results here as well.

Sonic Standards
What Meridian have done is taken on
Bang & Olufsen in their own backyard
and blacked both their eyes. The D6000
sets new sonic standards for super -
flexible, housetrained, high technology
systems. Having said that, they ain't
without flaws. The remote operation is
pretty hit and miss at times, and very
slow into the bargain. It doesn't
approach the likes of Sony, nor B&O. A
'could do better on the report card is
warranted.

More worrying is the tweeter.
Frankly, I feel that it doesn't belong in a
speaker at this price. Bright and hard
sounding, the problem lies in its
fundamentally different character to that
of the other drivers. High frequencies
sound detached and exposed. I would
say this is definitely a case for expulsion.

The question the purchaser has to
ask is, 'how far has the art advanced?' As
I said at the beginning of this review, the
D6000's fortunes are substantially
dependent on the absolute quality of
the digital electronics employed. Several
aspects of their performance left me
feeling uneasy.

Many speakers are unable to
accurately track a dynamic signal. When
the music should get loud, they don't.
The D6000's are a complete opposite.
They always seem to be loud, unable to
become quiet. Nor was I convinced by
their overall presentation. Music never

seemed to gel, either in
the spatial or rhythmic
sense. How apparent
these failings were ranged
dramatically from disc to
disc. Paradoxically, I

achieved the best results
by using the 607 analogue
to digital convertor, to
feed the speakers either
LP or the analogue output
of a CD played Why? I'm
not really sure, but recent
sonic compatibility
problems in trying to mix
CD transports and
convertors from different
manufacturers leads me to
suspect there might be
difficulties with digital
standards and their inter-
pretation, an idea borne
out by the D6000's
dramatic improvement
when fed a Meridian
derived digital signal. Food
for thought!

Where does that leave
the D6000? Its an
impressive combination of
engineering and sonic
achievement. Potential
buyers will recognise it im-
mediately for what it is;
the no-nonsense answer
to their musical dreams.
They'll buy it, probably .

along with a Meridian
through -house audio dis-
tribution set up and a
huge Sony 'flicker -free' TV.
If that sounds like you,
then I recommend an
immediate audition. If not,
then approach with
caution. These loudspeak-
ers lead their field and, as
the Daily Mirror once said
of the Sex Pistols: they are
number one in a field of
one.
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Aetna atoulittai
'SEEK AND YE SHALL FIND'

Either way the Mana Spirit level is one of the most useful turntable tweaker tools we've come across.
Jason Kennedy, HiFi Choice. Feb '90

1990 has got to be the year of the Mana Sound Table. It's as big an upgrade as the ARO was, and at half the price.
Paul Messenger, HiFi Choice. May '90

One could imagine that turntable, arm and cartridge had all been instantly upgraded.
Martin Colloms, HiFi News, July '90

I haven't experienced such a startling improvement through changing a single component for a very long time.
Paul Messenger, HiFi Choice, June '90

The Mana Turntable table seems to have made my deck combine the better aspects of CD
with the greater involvement of analogue.

Peter Turner, Audiophile, July '90

Dynamics expanded, low level information was scavenged from inaudibility,
and timing, speed and precision nothing less than a substantial leap forward.

Malcolm Steward, Audiophile with Hi-Fi Answers, Dec '90

The Mana Reference Sound table deserves each and every superlative that's been heaped upon it.
Malcolm Steward, High Fidelity, Dec '90

Several hours and many albums later I was even more convinced as to the worth of the Sound Frame
Paul Hartley, Hi-Fi World, May 1991

Mana Reference Table
(comes with spirit level) £300
Mana Sound Table £200
Mana Sound Shelf (wall mounting) £150
Mana Mini Table (approx 5" high) £125
Mana Sound Frame £99
Mana Spirit Level £25

Prices apply U.K. mainland only
14 Day Money Back Guarantee
Designed & Made in England

Please send cheque or Postal Order to:

fillana acottlitic9
59 Jubilee Close, Pinner,

Middx HA5 3TB
Tel: 081-429 0118
Allow 28 days for delivery

Available from selected dealers

AUDIO VENUE
24 Church Road, London SE19 2ET Tel: 081-771 7787

AUDIO ACOUSTICS
49 Coleridge Square, London W 13 Tel: 081-998 9041

AUDIO GALLERY
28 Andlers Ash Road, Liss, Hants. Tel: 0730 66556

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
18 Monmouth Street, London WC2H 9HB Tel: 071-379 4010
Kingsway Studios, Warrington, Cheshire Tel: 0925 828009

PRO-MUSICA
6 Vineyard, Colchester, Essex CO2 7DG Tel: 0206 577519

RADFORD HI -Fl
28 Cowick Street, Exeter, Devon EX4 1AL Tel: 0392 218895

RPM Ltd.
2 Burland Road, London SW11 6SA Tel: 071-585 0274

SOUND GALLERY
65 Castle Street, High Wycombe, Bucks. HP13 6RN

Tel: 0494 31682

THE RIGHT NOTE
The New House, Lambridge Street, Bath BA2 6RX

Tel: 0225 424334



Alan Sircom

What we are dealing with here is the
world's finest midi system; a midi system
for Aston -Martin owners, no less. I say

'system' because I feel that the Meridian
should be looked upon as a complete
package, including 602 transport, 603
pre -amplifier, 607 Analogue to Digital
converter et al. This is no simple
'loudspeaker% to call the D6000 a mere
loudspeaker is rather like calling the
Space Shuttle a microlight.

Everything about Meridian's system
suggests class; from the sleek lines of the
loudspeaker, to the oversized remote
control. It would look a little out of
place in the average semi-detached
suburban house, but owners of
Docklands flats should apply immedi-
ately. The mirrored finish and sheer size
of the loudspeaker fit in well with Le
Corbusier sofas and the Modernist look
so favoured by the people who are
likely to buy this system.

In some circles, the sound of a
system like this is secondary to its visual
appeal and its ease of use. This is not a
conventional, hair -shirt hi-fi design,
awkward to use but wonderful to listen
to. One should expect good sound
from so expensive a product, particu-
larly when coming from a company like
Meridian, but this is provided in spite of
the avant-garde appearance.

Astonishing
The D6000 more than excels in sound
quality; it can astonish. The system has
little to criticise about it, but much to
discuss. By common agreement,
everyone on the magazine felt that the
treble could be a little bright, and at
times remorseless, especially on some
early digital remastering projects. There
is a 'tilt' control that cuts treble. This can
eradicate a fair amount of the excess
brightness. In some sparsely fumished
rooms the D6000 could still be
overpowering. In addition, we felt that
imaging, whilst satisfactory, was not the
D6000s strongest point. They con-
structed a soundstage that was three
dimensional, but placement of individual
instruments within that soundstage was
a touch vague.

Aside from this, the most common
words on my note pad are 'controlled',
'detailed' and 'dramatic'. The dynamic
range that these loudspeakers cover is
little short of astonishing. When a
powerful passage is being played, the
quieter parts do not lose themselves in
the melee. Few systems I have heard
can manage this with the confidence of
the D6000s. Citing specific tracks, on
'Out Of The Blue (Into The Fire) from
The The's 'Infected' CD, the subtle
layering of guitar and synthesizer usually
disappears into the overpowering drum
track midway through the song. On the
D6000, this drum, while still as powerful
as ever, was carefully delineated from
the other instruments, making the guitar
and synth. easier to follow.

Listening to 'Down in the Tube
Station at Midnight' from The Jam's

'Compact Snap' CD gave an insight into
how mighty the D6000 could be. The
opening, where the sound of the train
usually swamps the children's voices,
was well controlled. So was a very
definite heartbeat playing against the
bands rhythm. Within a later break in
the record, a dramatic snare drum is
grossly over recorded. This moved all
bar the foundations of the Hi-Fi World
house, but never once disturbed the
remainder of the recording. Additionally,
it highlighted the brightness in the metal -
domed treble unit, which manifested
itself as a spitty, sibilant air about Paul
Weller's voice and made the cymbal
sound splashy. By careful tweaking of
the filtering controls, this was minimised,
but it was still noticeable.

An area in which the D6000 scores
highly is information retrieval. Every disc
played seemed to have a staggering
amount of information within it All
areas, seemingly from 20Hz upwards,
were handled with both pace and
control. The system had a good sense of
rhythm and timing, without over-
emphasising this aspect of a perform-
ance.

LP Friendly
What surprised everyone within the
walls of Hi-Fi World was the
way the system performed
with LP. I had expected a
mediocre phono input stage
- adequate, but without any
real finesse. Meridian are
very involved in digital
techniques, as the D6000
testifies, suggesting LP might
receive perfunctory treat-
ment. What nobody
expected was a quiet,
graceful disc stage that was
refined and precise. To use
a great hi-fi cliche: it did not
get in the way of the music.

Despite the loudspeaker
system causing slight
feedback problems in our
particular set up, the
Meridian 603 pre -amplifier
and 607 analogue to digital
convertor were more than
capable of portraying both
the character of the Linn we
used as well as the music
that was being played. The
feedback was not a fault of
either the Meridian or the
Linn, but purely due to the
close proximity of the bass
driver to the turntable.

Each person who
listened to the D6000
system had their own reser-
vations about it. While we
all felt that its treble was too
intense for most ears, other
areas of the loudspeaker
evoked different reactions
from each listener. Some felt
that its dynamic range was
unrealistically large; others
felt that there was a distinct
lack of imagery, while still
more suggested that it was

too brash sounding.
This started an interesting discussion

about true accuracy. A few of the discs
played were almost unlistenable, but
have sounded at least tolerable on
other equipment This poses the
question: 'why?' Bob Stuart of Meridian
suggested that because the D6000 is
totally accurate, it is showing up the
poor quality of the recordings. This
precludes their enjoyment. Regardless of
how 'accurate' a system appears
('accuracy' and 'fidelity' are fundamen-
tally notional concepts), one that misses
out on enjoyment takes what I feel to
be a contentious stance.

However, it is a bold venture for
Meridian to produce a digital active
loudspeaker, one that stays within the
digital domain so far into the hi-fi chain.
I feel that it should be very successful - it
certainly deserves to be, from a
technological stand -point.

The joy of flagship systems such as
this is that they provide a glimpse of
Tomorrow's World technology in use
today. It may well be beyond the pocket
of average mortals at present In future,
many of the innovations seen here will
probably fitter down to less strato-
spheric products, which we can all
afford and enjoy 

In the foreground
on a test rig, lie
the complex
electronic
circuits of the
D6000.
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tAC" val
We bring a Revox G36 valve tape

recorder back to life.

 Richard Kelly relates its history.

 Philip Pimblott renovates our

second hand sample.

 Noel Keywood measures its

performance

Our renovated G36, ready for a new life

Richard Kelly
I have vague recollections from my
boyhood of grey tape recorders in the
science wing of my school. I can clearly
recall thinking how chunky and well
engineered they were - and who was
this Willi Studer fellow?

Well, now I'm a bit wiser - because I
know who Willi Studer is! He was
responsible for producing much of the
machinery once found in recording
studios and to quite an extent is still to
be found there. The tape decks in my
school were of the Revox 36 -series. I
know not which models they were, but
they gave me my first taste of high
quality engineering - and from that time
on I was determined to own one.

The first model was the A36
launched in 1954, followed by the B36 a
year later. It was not until 1960 that the
first stereo model, the D36 was
introduced. Again, a year later this was
superseded by the improved E36, which
was then followed by the F36 in 1962.
The last of the series - and the best of
the bunch - was released in 1964, and
this is the beast that I rescued from
obscurity in my friend's warehouse - an
Aladdin's cave that has supplied many
pieces of equipment for my system.

Unfortunately, a Revox G36 holds its
price over the years, providing that it
has been well maintained; no amount of
haggling could lower the price below
£250. Having said that, I must point out
that the G36 I was after was an
absolutely mint example. It had lain
unused in a huge, custom built radio-
gram, apparently only installed because
the owner wanted the full bees knees
system of the day. Close inspection
suggested it had seen little more use
than merely demonstration by the
salesperson of the time!

In standard specification, the Revox
G36 is a fine machine, but with im-
provements and developments that
have been bestowed upon the model
by various engineers in studios around
the world, its performance has been
uplifted into the realms of high, high -
end, but at a cost that is not prohibitive.

Having secured said machine, I got
onto the 'phone to F.W.O. Bauch for
their advice. They don't service or repair
these old valve models any more and
after much confering between the
engineers they recommended that I
should contact Audio Laboratories
(Leeds) and ask for Phil Pimblott. This I
duly did and was delighted to find that
not only was he familiar with the G36,
but he was also clued up on modifica-
tions to the heads and signal path.

Leeds being in the land of my
boyhood, a return visit seemed like a
nice idea. The Revox is a big, awkward
beast and there was some trepidation
about consigning it to carriers. I went
down to Kings Cross to catch the Inter -
City Sleeper, but she wasn't there so I
caught the train to Leeds instead! I spent
a couple of joyful hours on one of BR's
finest wondering how you can get a
weekend in Paris for what they had
stung me for!!

Immaculate
Arriving at Audio Laboratories I was
greeted by Phil Pimblott and his right
hand man, Roy Walker. They apologised
for the mess and offered me tea. I'm not
sure, but I think they were having me
on. The place was absolutely immacu-
late, as far as I could see. Not a single
chopped out capacitor or resistor was
lying around on the floor or on the
benches, no loose wires were hanging
around and everything that was not in
use was in its allocated place. In fact, this
place seemed to be nothing short of a
Private Hospital Operating Theatre for
your dying hi-fi - and no, they didn't
know I was coming!. This alone gave me
a great sense of confidence in their
operation. I'm a great believer in the
adage of "tidy desk, tidy mind". Audio
Laboratories are authorised by many
manufacturers as a service centre,
namely Revox, JBL, Quad, Aiwa, Akai,
Pioneer, Nakamichi, Marantz, Yamaha,
Sansui, Teac and Tascam.

Basically they are prepared to handle
any job that you care to throw at them,
and if they feel that they can't help, they
will surely point you in the right
direction. Sadly, this might mean that it's
best if you by-pass the municipal rubbish
dump! It is unfortunate, but some items
are not worth the likely repair cost I can
only say that if you have a sick piece of
hi-fi, then Dr Pimblott's surgery is one of
the best places I have seen for a speedy
recovery to good health. Our Revox
came back gleaming and had actually
been upgraded in performance to meet
modem standards. It will probably see
more use in the next few years than it
has in the last twenty five. That's a
tribute to Revox, Willi Studer and
people who know about such things
and care, like Phil Pimblott 
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Philip Pimblott
The Revox '36' series of open reel tape
recorders ended with the G model I
renovated for this report. It is an all -
valve design, except for the power
supply. The transport is made by Willi
Studer of Switzerland and uses three
motors to provide two speeds, 3.75ips
and 7.5ips (inches per second linear
tape speed). Three heads are fitted, so
off -tape monitoring is possible.

This stereo recorder is a remarkable
design. Weighing, cased, getting on for
half a hundredweight, the unit is based
on a heavy gauge, double chassis
construction, the upper chassis being
the mechanical department and the
lower chassis housing the 12 -valve
electronics and solid state power supply.

The transport mechanics feature a
strong and rigid arrangement of
independent spooling motors, tape
guides, pressure roller assembly and
direct drive capstan motor. Bolted to
this upper chassis there are also twin
differential band -brakes, a detachable
headblock, the main control switchbank
and a pair of V.U. meters.

Of special interest are the three
motors. All are of the celebrated outer -
rotor design from Papst. They combine
smooth power with rugged build. The
two spooling motors are identical, but
the capstan motor is anything but con-
ventional. Although a split -phase design,
it has two speeds and direct drive and
speed control of an AC motor is no
doddle.

Poles
The potential difficulty is elegantly
overcome by designing the motor as a
twelve pole unit, switchable to six pole
format! On a 50Hz supply a twelve pole
motor will run at 500 r.p.m. and a six

pole motor at 1,000 r.p.m. Bingo! Two
speeds, one exactly double the other -
and no belts, gears or idlers in sight. The
design tricks don't end here, however.
Mounted co -axially with its shaft and
coupled to it via special compliant
membranes is a balanced annular
flywheel, the couplings and coupled
mass forming an effective low-pass filter,
leading to exemplary flutter characteris-
tics.

Also solenoid operated are the twin
band -brakes, arranged to give a
differential braking effect, the 'trailing'
brake always doing the hardest work in
order to maintain tape tension whilst
decelerating.

good common
sense design and
proven circuitry

Sense and Circuitry
Sporting twelve modem B9A valves, the
electronic section is an area of good
common sense design and proven
circuitry. Revox used high quality low -
noise resistors, close tolerance equalisa-
tion capacitors, a push-pull bias oscillator
and a push-pull (sadly, mono) monitor
amplifier.

This design is over a quarter of a
century old and some aspects may
seem, well, odd. For example, no true
Tape/Source monitoring is possible even
though this is a 3 -head design. The V.U.
meters will not monitor the playback
signal. This was all quite normal for the
time, in what was essentially a sophisti-

cated domestic tape recorder. It makes
no difference to performance, but you
do have to learn how to drive it.

So much for the overview of Revox's
'36' series tape recorder. The specific
model sent to me by Hi-Fi World was,
fortunately, a late Series 2 chassis in very
good order. I was asked to restore the
machine to good order, and bring it up
to, and if possible beyond, original
specification.

As with all high -voltage equipment,
great personal care has to be taken
when working on it. We also must
remember to ensure that the equip-
ment doesn't damage itself as well.
Some basic safety checks before any
power is applied are therefore manda-
tory. We did a I KV flash test from the
(shorted together) mains cable to the
machine's metal chassis. All was well
here so resistance checks were then
made on the motor -start and switch
suppression capacitors. Any shorts here
could be disastrous but again, all was
OK. A few more resistance measure-
ments within the electronics convinced
us that, fortunately, there were no short
circuit capacitors.

As far as was known, this recorder
hadn't been used for a long time. There
was a distinct chance therefore that
some of the electrochemical capacitors
inside might have deteriorated and they
might not re-form. If this happened,
large currents would flow through the
capacitors causing them to give off gas
and eventually explode. When one of
these things explodes it's not only a
nerve jarring event but it also splatters a
gooey, corrosive paste all over the
nearby innards, as well as plastering
them with shredded aluminium foil! This
is definitely something to be avoided
and the trick is to power -up the
equipment in gentle stages, pausing to
check the leakage current as you go.

CU

O

Richard with the
G36 at Kings
Cross Station,
waiting for the
train to Leeds.
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Checks
Some rapid voltage checks were made
around all relevant valve pins, revealing a
few suspicious areas but nothing
disastrous. The machine was then de -
powered and left to stand for a few
hours. The valves themselves looked
little used but all were found to be fully
operational.

Whilst the valves were out the pins
were cleaned and a quick dab of
cleaning fluid applied to each valve
socket. This was a convenient time also
(by now the capacitors had completely
discharged) to take a few more
resistance measurements on the anode
load, screen feed and cathode resistors
to see if anything could account for the
voltage discrepancies we had noted
earlier. Nothing was found amiss in this
area but a resistor in the H.T. section
had risen (the G36 has no less than five
different feeds of high voltage from its
power supply).

This problem overcome, it was now
time to check the critical bits; the values
of the capacitors in the record and
playback equalizer circuits. All seemed
well.

At around this point it was noted
that the speed change and record mode
push buttons seemed unduly stiff. These
buttons operate rotary -type wafer
switches via a couple of push rods.
Although the switches are visible, they
are not easy to work on in -situ, so they
were unscrewed from the chassis for
better access. Both switches had a paste
of dust and old grease in them which
was duly removed with lubricated
solvents.

The action was too smooth in fact!
This G36 had a grubby little ball bearing
about 3mm diameter Sellotaped to its
head cover. This had puzzled us at first,
but now the penny dropped! The ball
bearing had fallen out of the switch's
index mechanism, thus giving the
unwanted no -click feel. A few moments
of fiddling and cursing saw the ball back
in its place and its retainer firmly in
position.

With these below stairs dramas over,
it was time to revisit the top deck and
attend to the heads.

Heads
The G36 has a removable headplate
from which are suspended the inde-
pendent erase, record and playback
heads. Some years ago Willi Studer,
Swiss manufacturers of the transport
mechanism and the heads, decided to

Warning
Underneath the plastic top plate of the G36 you will
find a small leaf switch. It is immediately behind the
headblock, just about in the centre of everything.
Don't touch it. It's got the mains on it and it bites. If
you are handling the machine uncased the whole of
the left hand side can bite. There's mains on the
contacts of the main switchbank and there's nearly
300v DC on the tags of the big smoothing capaci-
tors which are, of course, facing outwards waiting
for you to grab them!

re -design those for the G36, following
the general form of current A77/B77/
PR99 heads. Magnetic materials, winding
and manufacturing techniques have ad-
vanced enormously since the original
designs, so fitting new heads to the G36
brings it up to modem specification.

The new heads were fitted and
mechanically aligned. This is a fiddly
process as they are all adjustable for
height, zenith, yaw (wrap) and azimuth.
The first two parameters can be set
using gauges on an inert machine. Wrap
can be set by eye on the erase head,
but wrap and azimuth for the record
and play heads can only be set with the
machine in operation.

With this task completed, the tape
guides were meticulously cleaned and
the end -of -tape (e.o.t.) switch looked at.
During its production run the G36 has
had three different sorts of 'e.o.t' sensor
a photo -electric trip built into the right
hand guide pillar, a mechanical lever plus
microswitch and this present arrange-
ment, a sensing lever operating a
(frankly) Heath Robinson switch made
from thin, springy, goldplated phosphor -
bronze wire. Adjustment is a matter of
bending and tensioning the thing in
various contours until it operates
satisfactorily.

With valves replaced and pinch roller
squeaky clean we were ready for the big
switch -on, but not before removing all
tapes from the vicinity and thoroughly
de-gaussing the complete tape path.

After all the work, the big moment
arrived: brake tensions were OK, pinch
roller pressure was OK, a blank tape
was on the machine and it had been
quietly warming up for ten minutes. A
firm push on the start button and we
were off!

Calibration
First the e.o.t. device needed a lot of
adjustment, accompanied by appropri-
ate expletives. The playback calibration
tape was on next, so that azimuth and
wrap angles of the playback head could
be precisely set. There is no adjustment
as such for output level, nor indeed any
provision for doing so. This recorder
was designed for domestic use, where
precise levels were not held to be vital.
However, fine adjustment of level and
balance is possible by component
selection but this particular recorder did
not need it.

After level setting came replay
equalization checks. Again, there is no
provision except by component
changing for adjusting the replay
equalization, but again this particular
G36 with its new heads gave no trouble.
It was necessary though to remove the
original loading capacitors (C40 and
C49) and to fit 220Kohm damping
resistors across the head.

Changing to a blank tape of the type
to be used for recording, the first task
was to adjust the record head's wrap
and azimuth. When adjusting the play
head we used a calibration tape as our
measuring tool. The record head has
then to be adjusted to give optimum
results on playback, which is why the

playback head must be perfectly set
initially.

Final calibration of these machines to
original specification is fairly straightfor-
ward. The original specification is well
within the machine's capabilities; the bias
is adjustable and it's not difficult to
achieve a good, wide frequency
response. Neither is it difficult to
achieve the specified distortion level.

Tantalisingly, this machine can do yet
greater things with good modem tape,
than its original designers ever envis-
aged. The G36 has been extensively re-
worked, most notably in the U.S.A.
Here in the U.K., Tim De Paravicini has
rebuilt many of these recorders,
removing the unwanted speaker drive
amplifier, building in an improved record
amplifier and line output stages,
incorporating line/tape monitor
switching, re -cabling with high -definition
cable, replacing significant signal -carrying
resistors and capacitors with Holco and
Wondercap components and fitting
new input and output sockets. All this
adds up to a tidy sum, but the G36
offers a unique platform for such work.

Buying Tips
First of all make sure that a likely
candidate is a G36, and not an earlier
model. At first glance in the back of a
dusty secondhand shop it may be
possible to make a mistake here. Earlier
models had a magic eye level indicator,
which should give the game away. The
real problem is, however, that earlier
models only take 10" reels, not the now
standard I 0.5in NAB spool.

It's not likely that you'll be able to
delve inside the unit but at least ask for
a demo. and check for yourself the feel
and action of the main control switch -
bank. If any of the switches do not work,
forget it. Check the e.o.t. sensor. If it
doesn't cancel the main switchbank first
time, forget it. Both of these tests, if
negative, could indicate a problem with
the switchbank. New switchbanks are
difficult to find and even if you could get
one, replacement takes at least a couple
of days of unpleasant and costly work.

Listen to the motors. If they are
rattling or grating look on the machine
with suspicion. In fact, use a screwdriver
as a listening rod and put it as near as
you can to the top of the capstan
bearing. If that seems to be where the
rattle's coming from, forget it.

There are many good G36's still
about. If the sweet sound of yesteryear
appeals, then a G36 could make you
very happy 

Typical Spares Prices
(supplies are not guaranteed)

Record or Playback Head .....{120
Erase head £66
Pinch roller £38
Brake band £8

drum {20
Main switch bank {120
Spooling motor £101
Capstan motor £101
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Noel Keywood
The crash of levers and whirring of great
reels of tape is an experience I left
behind twenty five years ago. Operating
the Revox G36 open reel tape recorder
jolted my memory: I once owned a
German Korting valve tape recorder,
bought second hand for me by my
father. It lasted just months before the
modifications started!

Similarly, the G36 proved to be a
machine that needs understanding and
some effort if it is to give of its best.
Unlike our Leak Troughline tuner, which
anyone can buy and use with fantastic
results, the G36 is a specialised and
difficult piece of equipment to operate
successfully. I wondered whether ours
had seen so little use because of this. In
good condition and well aligned, this
open reel recorder can provide superb
results - and at reasonable cost.
Apparently, it is now being sought after
by knowledgeable studios in their quest
for a simple but effective valve tape
recorder capable of offering a profes-
sional performance, with valve standards
of clarity and sweetness.

As Richard Kelly explains, our
machine was expertly restored and
calibrated by Philip Pimblott of Audio
Laboratories (Leeds). Philip is quite a
tape expert, fluent in matters like record
and replay equalisation accuracy. I was
impressed by his detailed appreciation
and analysis of the G36. Owners or
prospective owners would be wise to
use his services, since tape recorders are
a specialised subject beyond the abilities
of normal repair centres. Our Revox
was highly specialised in places too, I
was to find out!

I fitted the machine into a case and
bought a new (7in) reel of Maxell XL -1
35-90B tape for £7.50. You tend to get
blank stares instead of blank tape when
asking for open reels these days! I found
Hi-Fi Care (Tel: 071-637-891 I) in
Tottenham Court Road, London kept a
stock of tapes, plus blank reels. The G36
will take I 0.5in NAB reels or normal 7in
reels.

Two Track
Our machine was a two track recorder,
which means it lays down two tracks for
stereo across the full tape width. Run at
maximum speed of 7.5ips, this gives 45
minutes of playing time. It can be
doubled by using I 0.5in reels or by
changing speed to 3.75ips, the latter
resulting in reduced sound quality. Four
track machines are also available that
offer double the playing time, with the
inconvenience of tuming the tape over
but, again, they suffer reduced audio
quality. We decided at the outset to try
and get the best quality achievable,
hence our choice of twin track run at
full speed. This proved wise, since
without noise reduction there isn't
much dynamic range to spare.

Full technical details of the G36 are
to be found in the Measured Perform-
ance section. Providing bias is finely
tuned to match a tape in, frequency

response measures flat within tight 1dB
limits from 35Hz to 20kHz, which is fine
for professional recording purposes.

For optimum performance, bias
tuning is necessary, which is why I feel
the G36 is not easy to exploit to the full
unless you know a thing or two about
tape recorders. Luckily, tuning is
relatively straightforward: the plastic
base is removed by undoing four
screws, revealing the left and right

a simple but
effective tape recorder
capable of offering a
professional
performance, with
valve standards of
clarity and sweetness.

Tim de Paravicini of Esoteric Audio
Research also rebuilds and modifies the
G36, for £200 to £400. There is a six to
eight week delay for the G36 modifica-
tions, because of their complexity.

With hiss at -57dB below OVU when
using either Maxell XL -I or TDK LX -35,
our G36 with its modem heads had a
dynamic range of 66dB in all. That's
almost the same amount of hiss as
produced by a cassette deck with Dolby
B noise reduction. As such, hiss can be
heard, but it is faint.

There was no problem in getting
highs onto tape: treble level measured
only -2dB less at 10kHz than at 300Hz,
meaning it offers clean, clear treble.

Speed stability proved exceptionally
good too and I suspect this is where the
G36 in particular scores over other
models of the day. All the same, the
simple, heavy mechanical transport
controls seem archaic, as does the
mechanical tape counter. This recorder
has a fine Studer transport, with
independent reel motors and a direct
drive capstan motor. Fast reeling gets
quite frightening. As a spool empties, it
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channel bias adjuster pots. They are
easy to get at with the recorder
standing upright and, this being a three
head machine, adjustment is best carried
out 'on the fly', whilst in record mode. A
simple audio oscillator and meter are all
that's needed in the way of tools. just
remember the valves have up to 265
volts on them!

I found that with XL -I tape our
machine would hit +9 above OVU for
the industry standard 3% distortion limit,
but the meters only go up to +3, leaving
6dB of usable headroom out of the
meter's range. The OVU point can be
easily reset to compensate for this
however, according to the tape being
used. Revox recommend OVU is set -
7dB below the 3% THD limit to
account for meter ballistics.

All this - plus a lot more! - is in the
service manual. Owners should have
one, or use the services of Revox (UK)
or Phil Pimblott, who is recommended
by them. Revox prefer Phil to work on
the G36, by the way, because he is
something of a valve expert. In addition,

speeds up to reach a frantic scream.
I found myself stopping the transport
before the end of a tape, just to ensure
the tape didn't whip through the head
block assembly like a cable parting under
strain!

In use, two weaknesses quickly made
themselves apparent. Most alarming was
an immediately obvious lack of bass in
recordings, not indicated by measure-
ment. I guessed this was due to amplifier
mismatching - and I was right. The
'cathode follower' outputs must see a
minimum load impedance of 100kohm,
a very high figure for modem transistor
amplifiers. To get around this problem I
inserted 100k series buffer resistors in
each output before the feed went to
our resident Deltec amplifier. This
restored the bass, at the expense of
level. Luckily, the Deltec was sensitive
enough to compensate.

There is a loudspeaker amplifier
within the G36 and some models have
a monitoring loudspeaker on -board.
Power is 6watts into 5ohms. For best
quality, the output from the power

The rear
connecting panel
complete with
inscriptions for the
valve age. The
'cathode follower'
output (see text) is
at the right.
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amplifier should not be used to get
around the matching problem.

Another weakness was lack of full
erasure with XL -I. Phil Pimblott warned
me of this; I heard all sorts of funny
sounds coming off tape after one pass.
A modem high coercivity tape needs at
least two passes for full erasure, which is
a lengthy business. Bulk erasure is best
used when a perfectly silent tape is
required.

After sorting out the niggles and
finely tuning the bias on both channels I
recorded a number of our best
Compact Discs. These offer quite a
challenge - and to make matters worse I
used TDL Studio 4 loudspeakers which
are capable of reproducing deep bass.
The main attribute of this recorder
proved to be its superbly clear, natural
and open sounding mid -band. Why
studios are beginning to value it I can

understand: modem transistor amplifiers
still do not commonly sound so
spacious and natural, which suggests that

modern tape recorders are compro-
mised by their electronics. I should say
at this point that in my view, this is due
mainly to unsatisfactory design. Solid
state can work well, but it takes more
effort and knowledge than is often
applied.

I heard some blemishes at spectrum
extremes, but they were subjectively
benign. Deep bass is slightly curtailed
and bass definition blurred by a small
amount. In spite of the very high
measured treble overload figures, I also
detected some coarsening and splashing
of treble, at least when using high
recording levels (necessary to minimise
hiss). In spite of this, the G36 provides
excellent recording quality. There is
magic in its sound, attributable to the
use of a high quality transport, fine tape
heads and of course, simple valve
amplifiers. Anyone who wants to make
superb live recordings in terms of spa-
ciousness and clarity should consider a
Revox G36 

For Revox G36 service and repair,
contact:
Philip Pimblott,
Audio Laboratories (Leeds),
3 Kildare Terrace,
Whitehall Road,
Leeds LS 12 I DB.

Tel: 0532 440378

Revox is imported by:
F.W.O. Bauch Ltd.,
49 Theobold Street,
Borehamwood, Herts. WD6 4RZ.
Tel: 081 953 0091

Revox G36 improvements can be
carried out by
Tim De Paravicini,
Esoteric Audio Research,
Unit 11, Stukeley Meadows
Industrial Estate,
Huntingdon, PEI8 6ED.
Tel: 04804 53791

Measured Performance
All performance figures relate to our two
track model (Serial No 38259 - prior to
supersonic response peak mods.), used at
7.Sips with a new reel of Maxell XL -I 35-
90B back coated ferric tape, for which bias
had been carefully set.

Frequency response can be seen in the
high resolution analysis. It can be adjusted
to flatness from 35Hz to 20kHz within I dB
limits, which is an excellent performance.
Just a small movement on either bias
adjuster pot. produces a large change in
treble output, so there is plenty of range,
but care must be taken. Fall off in output at
response extremes is rapid, so the -3dB
frequency response limits are little better
than the ones I quote.

Revox recommend bias is used to
adjust frequency response, even though
bias should ideally be preset and record
equalisation changed. After bias adjust-
ment was completed, MOL3 15 was +9dB
and SAT I Ok +7dB above nominal OVU,
giving a 2dB overdrop at high frequencies.
This suggests bias is a bit low for optimal
exploitation of the tape's properties,
somewhere around 6dB overdrop being
common. However, there is no mention
of record equalisation adjustment and I

doubt whether enough high frequency
gain is available in the record amps to give
the boost that increased bias would de-
mand. As matters stand, however, the
G36 will accept very strong treble signals
without suffering tape saturation. This can
be valuable with close miked Rock and
even strong vocals.

Revox recommend OVU is set -7dB
below MOL3 I 5 to account for record
level meter ballistics. Our machine was -
9dB below. Hiss measured -57dB down,
giving a good dynamic range of 66dB in all.
There was some measured hum, probably
due to imperfect shielding in our old case
(yet to be checked!). However, in critical
listening tests absolutely no hum was heard.
Subjectively, hiss was slight and had that
smooth, unobtrusive quality that comes
from tape moving smoothly over good
heads.

Channel separation was satisfactory,
being -41 dB at I kHz and -35dB at 10kHz.
These are not wonderful figures but imag-
ing was unaffected. Crosstalk in fact only

lessens stage width and it wasn't bad enough
to compromise the G36 subjectively in
this respect.

I noticed that tape guidance was im-
precise when fast reeling. The tape rode
up and down, causing edge damage. This
resulted in some slight low rate cyclic drift,
a little wow and even flutter. Using a new
tape (Maxell XL -I, which is back coated)
improved matters, drift becoming unmeas-
urable (less than 0.02%), with wow and
flutter lessening appreciably, as the chart
shows. These are extremely low values,
giving an overall DIN weighted wow and
flutter figure of just 0.03%. Obviously, high
quality recordings should be made on new
tapes. Luckily, at {7.50 for a 45 minute
reel, cost is hardly prohibitive.

damaged tape new tape

Drift 0.1 0.02
Wow 0.03 0.015

Flutter 0.18 0.12

Fast reeling caused edge damage to the
tape, which affected speed stability slightly.
A new tape should be used for best re-
sults.

The speed stability analysis demon-
strates negligible drift by the sharpness of
the test tone peak at right. At either side
are 2Hz (FM) sidebands caused by the
pinchwheel and, further out and clearly
visible, 17Hz sidebands caused by the
motor capstan. The latter are primarily
responsible for measured flutter. These
are very good figures; in use the G36 gives
a clean, stable sound.

Output is 700mV (OVU) into a load
higher than I 00kohms. Low loads result in
bass loss and must be avoided. Various
reactive elements are in the output line
(capacitor, bias trap, etc) so inputs should
be resistive or buffer resistors must be
employed.

Inputs are very sensitive, 'diode' need-
ing just 3mV (adjustable down to 50mV,
into 47kohm), 'radio' 20mV (into I Mohm)
and mic. 3mV. The handbook states that
low impedance dynamic microphones must
be used with transformers. I suspect that
modern mics are best connected through
their own low noise preamplifiers to the
'radio' input.

In most areas the G36 puts up a very

good performance by modern standards.
Ours, which had been expertly serviced,
exceeded all the manufacturer's quoted
performance figures. Prospective owners
only need bear in mind that it takes expert
attention to keep a deck like this in such
good form over a long period 

Test Results
Frequency response
Separation (I kHz)
45dB
Hiss (below OVU as set) -57dB
Dynamic range 66dB
Speed variations (DIN total)
0.03%
Drift unmeasurable
Wow 0.03%
Flutter 0.12%
MOL/SAT

+9dB/+7dB
Output 700mV into 100kohms
Input 3mV-50mV

35Hz-20kHz

315/10k

Frequency Response

+3

dB 0

-3

100 200 500 2k 5k 10k

50 1k 20k

Flat frequency response up to 20kHz

Speed Stability

2970
FLUTTER

'7-1 3170
WOW

TEST TONE 3150Hz

Capstan flutter spikes at 17Hz
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A Chicago 'bull'
(policeman to us) finds the
new Mission 751 speakers
an arresting sight. Could
we expect a review from
the cops of the
seventeenth Precinct?

Chicago
1B tiec

Chicago, the home of the

Blues, hosts the June

Consumer Electronics Show.

Malcolm Steward does the

rounds of the exhibits.

Chicago is a wonderful town. Cosmopoli-
tan, cultured, and cradling a conglomera-
tion of characterful and classy architecture.
And, further to its roster of credit -worthy
"c's".... it has a cluster of clubs! Unfortu-
nately, this time round I managed to hit all
the right ones on all the wrong nights.
Never mind, there was always the C.E.S.
to occupy the non -partying hours!

Visiting Chicago with attending an
electronics show as one's prime concern
seems a virtually philistine pursuit in light
of the city's other attractions: the afore-
mentioned nighteries, great restaurants,
Orchestra Hall (home of the Chicago
Symphony currently under the baton of
Sir George Solti), the Historical Society,
blues haunts like Kingston Mines and
Buddy Guy's Legends, and jazz venues like
the famous Cotton Club.

I never managed to get to the latter.
it's located on Chicago's south side, a
notorious district immortalised by Jim
Croce in the song "Bad Bad Leroy
Brown". The taxi driver we asked to take

our party there refused vehemently, saying
that he had no wish to shuffle off his
mortal coil that particular evening. I spoke
to one or two Chicago residents about
this melodramatic reaction and was
greeted with knowing looks and tales of all
manner of horrors. But I've heard people
talk about areas of London with an equally
cautious tenor. Then I had dinner with
another local who told me "you wouldn't
really want to go to the south side... and
neither would I". Now when a WAS.P.
gives you a warning like that you have
every right to suspect that he's just trying
to impress you with his sus and street-
cred: when a six-foot 'bro' who makes
Mike Tyson look like a faggot issues the
same warning you know he's not kidding. I

took a rain -check on that excursion.
So I was left with the hi-fi show for

entertainment. And it provided some
amusing moments, two of which came
courtesy of Mission Electronics. The first
was being greeted by Mark MacDonald,
the company's Canadian -based sales
manager, the only man at the show who
could moon -walk convincingly to the
music of demonstration favourites, Dire
Straits. His personal taste in music is,

Visiting Chicago,
with attending an
electronics show as
one's prime concern,
seems a virtually
philistine pursuit in
light of the city's other
attractions

thankfully, much better, and he proved
that the way to fill a large demonstration
room quickly was not to play the usual
hackneyed roster of 'impressive' discs.
When there was a temporary lull in
passing trade he put the Stereo MCs into
the CD player and started to shake the
walls of the McCormick Hotel with
hardcore rap through the fridge -freezer
lookalike Mission 767 speakers: as if by
magic the room filled rapidly with inquisi-
tive visitors.

However, I'd called in to see their
newest speaker which was being launched
at the show, the 75 I. It's a grown-up
version of the successful 760, having a
larger cabinet and two bass -mid drivers, as
you can see in the photograph where
they're being guarded by one of Chicago's
finest. Sales Director, Dave Marchant
demonstrated his flair as a publicist by
organising for me to photograph the
speakers with the Chicago skyline as a
background. While I set up the picture, he
disappeared to return minutes later with
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an officer of the law he'd managed to
coerce into posing with the new model
"to add further local colour and character
to the shot". Anybody else would have
got themselves arrested. As he managed
to retain his liberty he was able to tell me
about Mission's hottest news, the com-
pany's intention to be the first British
specialist manufacturer to release a
recordable Compact Disc player. It is
hoped to ship the first machines - non
copy -protected professional units - before
the end of the year. Subsequent con-
sumer players will feature SCMS.

Linn Develop Digital
Linn Products were quietly being digital,
privately demonstrating a CD player and
D/A convertor, but they were at pains to
point out that this was only a develop-
ment project at present, nothing more.
The message to anyone who fancies
owning a Linn CD machine was basically
not to hold their breath because the
company couldn't say when or in what
form the player would be going into
production. However, there was a range
of new products heading for the shops. A
Basik LP 12, with no Valhalla or Lingo
circuitry, just a capacitor supply to the
motor, should be on sale towards the end
of the summer. A new, smaller power
amplifier, the LK I 00, is promised for
September when the Kremlin tuner
should also surface. Also on display was a
meaty new four -core speaker cable for bi-
wiring which looked like it might also whip
up some interest in S & M and correction
circles!

Sony were stationed in a non -show
hotel showing their magneto -optical mini
CD system. In a convincing demonstration
of the player's suitability for use on the
move, the machine was hurled into the air
where it revolved for a second or
two before falling and being caught Not a
glitch was heard. The megabyte of RAM
that acts as a buffer for the information

coming off the disc seemed to do its job
effectively. An American company
spokesman admitted, to my relief, that the
ATRAC coding system employed (not
unlike that of the DCC tape system)
made the player best suited to portable
applications, saying that it wasn't really an
audiophile medium - a surprisingly honest
statement.

However, when What Hi-Fi? editor,
Mark Payton attempted to photograph
the player with which the demonstration
had been conducted two Japanese
gentlemen appeared and requested
politely but firmly that he desisted. In view
of the previous openness I wonder why?
Two mock-up portable players were
displayed, one replay -only, the other
record -capable, and I have to admit that if
the actual production machines - set to
appear in late 1992 - are similarly sized,
then we are talking about a very attractive
proposition. These players were smaller
than a Walkman.

Forthrightness was the order of the day
in Roy Hall's Music Hall room. As the U.S.
Distributor for Creek products he had the
company's first Compact Disc player on
display. An aesthetic match for their
amplifiers it looked interesting. Could I
hear ft? "Sorry, no", he replied, proffering
an excellent malt whiskey as compensa-
tion, "it was sent over just so that people
could get an idea of what it looks like. It
hasn't got any chips inside. Nice, though,
isn't it?"

For amazing visual appearances there
need to go further than the

Primare room, where the 200 Series was
on display. Featuring a preamp, mono
power amps, CD player, FM tuner, and
remote control, the system was literally

Right: A film -maker's spacecraft model? The
Primare 200 Series CD player.

Below: Roksan's new budget Radius turntable
on display in Chicago.

dazzling with its cabinetry and mechanical
parts fabricated from highly polished
stainless steel. The styling reminded me of
early film-makers' visualisations of space
craft, but it was drawing a lot of serious
interest.

Another amplifier - or rather pair of
amplifiers - which drew incredulous stares
from observers was on show in Tube
Research Labs' room, Sitting between the
wardrobe -sized Soundlab speakers,
themselves occupying acres of floor -space,
were some of the biggest valve amplifier
creations I have cast eyes upon. Called
The 800, each mono unit was housed in
two open top chassis, one of which
contained the power amp, the other its
power supply. Beefy? "Eight hundred watts
of pure triode power, or 1300 watts in
ultralinear mode," the brochure declared.
This is what you come to Chicago to see:
American excess at its most glorious.

Vishay resistors, MIT capacitors, Cardas
wire, silver tube sockets, front and rear
case panels machined from 1" thick
aluminium, and 25 amp pure silver
Amphenol connectors hooking up the
amp to its power supply. Quad II owners
would wig out on this stuff Each chassis
weighed in at around 13 stones! And you
wouldn't believe the First Sound phono
preamplifier they were using (LP freaks in
the States take playing records very
seriously). Another four boxes, with a
total weight of merely 21 stones, forty-
four premium grade Gold Aero valves, the
obligatory one inch thick front and rear
case panels And the sole purpose of
this array was to boost the output from a
cartridge up to line level. You still needed
a preamplifier - and a flat-bed truck to get
it all home.

More valves were on view in the
Yakov Aronov room. Here the styling was
reminiscent of the age of the radiogram,
but the volume levels being achieved
were way in advance of anything that era
ever produced. The Russian father and
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The SAM 40 combinat ION
SYSTEMS

Other ION SYSTEMS products:

LI OBELISK Integrated Amplifiers

L) NEXUS Separate Pre/Power Amplifiers

1:1 FM Stereo Tuners

 ACTIVE/PASSIVE Loudspeaker Systems-
- PAK 2 --

ION SYSTEMS Ltd., 42 Mochdre Industrial Estate, Newtown, Powys SY16 4LE. Tel: 0686 625266 Fax: 0686 625241
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Design & Development Studio 11 Penfold Cottages Penfold Lane
Holmer Green Bucks HP15 6XR Tel: (0494) 714058
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THE NEW 100mm MINI BASS COMPLETES OUR 'TRIO' OF THE
ANODISED SPUN ALUMINIUM CONED DRIVERS

Cone Impedance Power Handling Frequency Range Total Price

50mm 8/16 ohms 25w cont. (Music Power 50w) 100Hz - 20kHz £36.00 ea.

50mm 4 ohms 35w cont. (Music Power 70w) 100Hz - 20kHz £36.00 ea.

100mm 8 ohms 90w cont. (Music Power 180w) 35Hz - 6kHz £59.00 ea.

100mm 4 ohms 100w cont. (Music Power 200w) 35Hz - 6kHz £59.00 ea.

150mm 8 ohms CLOSED 100w cont. (music Power 200w) 20Hz - 5kHz £84.00 ea.

150mm 8 ohms REFLEX 110w cont. (Music Power 220w) 25Hz - 5kHz £86.00 ea.

12dB Passive Crossover 150 or 300Hz £47.00 pr.

35 YEARS EXPERIENCE  BUILT FOR RELIABILITY
WARRANTY

Trade Prices and brochures available on request.
SUPPLIED ONLY DIRECT FROM
BANDOR MANUFACTURING (UK)

volume o e
lJ 41;

1p + cd + tape = MUSIC

WELLING HAS A NEW HI-FI SHOP STOCKING
A RANGE OF SELECTED EQUIPMENT.

COME AND LISTEN IN OUR DEMONSTRATION ROOM
OR PHONE TO ARRANGE A FREE HOME DEM.
SECONDHAND RECORDS BOUGHT AND SOLD.

WHERE IS
WELLING?

oolwich
WELLING

0 Dartford
A205 A2

Bromley

Bigg in Hill

A20

M25

Alphason, Arcam, Audio Technica, Beyer, Chord Co., Creek, Dual, Epos,
Exposure, Infinity, JRT, Marantz, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short, Moth,

Nakamichi, Ortofon, Pink Triangle, QED, Rotel, Royd, Ruark, Sennheiser,
Shure, S.M.E., Target, Top Tape, Tripod

r,

r t-

`ei 41 Upper Wickham Lane r'
Welling Kent DA16 3AD

Tel: 081-304 4622
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son team who build these pre/power
combinations was never far from the
volume control: as a visitor entered they
cranked up the SPL's with vigour and gay
abandon. It was like watching people
walking into a storm -force head wind as
they tried to overcome the blast of a
brass section in full flight attempting to
push them back out into the corridor.

Sanity and more space-age visuals
greeted me in the Krell room, where the
company was showing its latest CD
player, the CD-1Bit This fully integrated
unit with central drawer loading is
expected to be on sale in the U.S. by
August. Also present was the legendary
Day Sequerra FM tuner complete with
oscilloscope display embedded in its facia.
I didn't get to hear it but I looked at it for
ages: I don't care what it sounds like -I
want one!

Offering a complete contrast to Krell
was Classic Audio Reproductions, a
company with fond memories of products
like the McIntosh amplifiers and the
Marantz 10B tuner, items regarded in the
U.S. as classics. One of the objects of their
affections was the Hartsfield speaker
system, a horn -based unit with a frontal
area of nearly sixteen square feet. The
company founders tried to buy a pair of
these speakers, which were in production
from 1954 to 1964, but found that most
had been shipped overseas. So, they
formed CAR to reproduce the design. I

should have told them about the editor's
love of the Leak Troughline tuner, they
might have been persuaded to resurrect
that.

Loudspeaker
Speakers always play a big part at C.E.S.
The cynic would suggest that it might be
because virtually anyone can slap a couple
of drivers into a cabinet and call them-
selves a loudspeaker manufacturer. Many
of the most weird and wonderful crea-
tions on show will thankfully never cross
the Atlantic. However, not all the exhib-
itors in the speaker market are flakey
wannabees. The British speaker compa-
nies were showing many new and
genuinely interesting models and doing a
very professional job. Tannoy, for ex-
ample, had the new Six range on display,
comprising seven models from the
diminutive, stand -mounted 603 to the tall,
floor -standing 615. All have cabinets which
consist of four different sizes of panel
shaped as unequal -sided hexagons. The
609, 611, 613, and 615 use dual concen-
tric drivers. A range of stands has been
produced to support these unusually
shaped enclosures.

Celestion were showing the new 100,
a £499 arrival which looked particularly
elegant in its mahogany cabinet. It
sounded promising too. They also had the
bigger brothers to the successful 3 and 5
models on show. Not half so pretty but
considerably less expensive. KEF were
demonstrating the Reference 103/4,
available now in the U.K. for around
£1100. I'll reserve judgement on its sound

"Nice, isn't it?"
Compact Disc /P though the chips htbeen left out of the wrapping.

laidt oy Hall, U.S. distributor for Creek, of their new

quality until I've heard it without prior
exposure to copious amounts of cham-
pagne: KEF do know how to provide an
oasis for an Englishman abroad.

One floor below in the same hotel
Meridian were holding court with a
system using their D6000 digital speakers
fronted by the no -compromise 601 DSP
preamplifier. The new unit's facilities
would require a page or two alone to
describe in full, so let's settle for compre-
hensive. Announced as an "audiophile"
preamp it has to be the world's first
example to incorporate graphic equalisa-
tion, 'psycho -acoustic' and other adaptive
adjustments. Bob Stuart spent a long time
taking me through its features and in so
doing introduced me to some astounding
music... including some which was less
than 900 years old!

However, my best -disc -of -the -entire -
show -award has to go to speaker manu-
facturers Proac who were conducting
demonstrations with the Butthole Surfers'
version of Donovan's "Hurdy Gurdy
Man". I was so taken aback to hear this
that I excused myself immediately, took a
cab to Rose Records and purchased a
copy. Now that's what I call an effective
demonstration disc!

Tweaks
No American show would be complete
without its fair share of tweak accessories.
My favourites at this C.E.S. came from
Room Tune Inc. of Sugarcreek, Ohio. The
company's products allow the enthusiast
to "tune" his listening room, so that he
can "Kick Back, Listen and...Enjoy" - and
presumably "have a nice day" as well.
There's plenty to play with: ComerTunes,
RoomTunes, EchoTunes and BassTunes,
all acoustic devices which resemble
squared -off bolsters, cushions, and dinky
little triangular pads, made from fibre glass,
which you position on the floor, walls and
ceiling of your listening room.

Get it right and you can improve sound
quality by as much as 90% (I wonder how
you measure it?). In fact "it will be like
owning a totally new stereo system". Be

prepared to work hard, however the
booklet proclaims "unless you are reading
this guide six months after you first began
tuning your room, you are probably less
than 50% done". Which, I presume,
means that your room will only sound
45% better, the same as having half a new
stereo system! Pick of the RoomTune
crop, however, was the AmpClamp which
is claimed to "eliminate resonant tones" in
your stereo components. The device
looks like a press and included with it are
"eight spheres of black glass" (why didn't
they just say a 'load of balls'?). You place
your amplifier, or whatever stereo com-
ponent is resonating, between the two
boards with four balls on top of it and
four below to form a 'sandwich'. Then you
tighten up four rods which pass through
the boards' corners and your amp is
clamped. AmpClamps are available in
custom shapes and sizes to suit "most odd
shaped units, turntables(????) and vacuum
tube products with special requirements".
Call me a sceptic but I didn't feel inclined
to rush home and start clamping my Linn.

On the last day of the show I called by
Exposure's room to find that they had a
new amplifier on display. Called the 20,
the new integrated is essentially a line -
level only 15 with no separate record -out
selection. Selling in the U.K. for £499, ft
was a welcome breath of fresh and
sensible product. I also popped in to say
hello to Naim, listened to their CDS
Compact Disc player (full review coming
in these pages soon) and while so doing
caught my first glimpse of the long-
awaited lift device for the ARO tonearm.
It's name? Aromatic. How quaint!

Now I could head for the airport
having seen most of the show and with
my final thoughts being of real -world
products. And no, I didn't sneak an
AmpClamp into my suitcase. I was quite
content to be going home to a system
that would probably only welcome me
back with ten percent performance. I
somehow guessed it would still sound
better than all of those I had heard in the
rooms which had been 'tuned' 
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veteran
valves

As more and more people

rediscover the joys of valve

amplification, Chris Binns looks

to the Golden Age of audio to

see what can be used today

Why on earth should anyone want to
buy an amplifier that is 30 years old,
looks like a prop from Fritz Lang's
'Metropolis' and smells funny? Good
question. Why should anyone want
to buy a car that's 30 years old, rusty,
uneconomical and uncomfortable?
That would seem a bit easier to
explain - a few suggestions come to
mind. The joy in owning something
unusual, the sense of achievement in
restoring it to its original condition,
the envious glances as you drive
through town on a Saturday night -
we're talking enthusiast here! But I
doubt whether even the most ardent
enthusiast would argue that a new car
isn't better suited to get from A to B.

It will be cheaper, more comfortable
and probably faster.

Here the analogy ends. If one
accepts that the purpose of an
amplifier is to assist in reproducing
music for enjoyment, a 30 year old
model could do the job as well, if not
better than today's equivalent. As you
needn't spend vast amounts of
money, one can begin to see why
there is still an active interest in valve
classics from the 50's and 60's. Don't
get me wrong - I'm not suggesting
that every potential purchaser of a
Pioneer A-400 should head for the
nearest church fete in the hope of
finding an old Quad; far from it. What
I am suggesting is that some of these
'aged' amplifiers can be made to work
in a suitable system with results that
can equal or even out perform their
modem counterparts in terms of
musical enjoyment.

Since the general introduction of
the transistor to hi-fi in the mid
sixties, designers suddenly had the
wherewithal to produce amplifiers
with ever increasing power output in
relation to size and cost. In fact, it
seemed, with some of the more
extreme examples, as if the only
limiting design constraint was 'if it's
worth doing, its worth overdoing.'

Meanwhile, from the loudspeaker
designer's point of view, all this power
to play with meant that the efficiency
of a speaker system could be sacri-
ficed for smaller enclosures, an
extended bass response, lower
colouration et al, quite often by way
of a 'power hungry' crossover
network.

The valve reared its shiny little
head again in 1977 - much to
everyone's surprise. New products,
such as Michaelson and Austin's TVA -

I burst onto the market. This meant
older amplifiers such as Radfords,
Quads, Leaks and all sorts were
dragged out of their hiding places,
dusted off, and pressed into serice.
Needless to say, the second hand
value of these items rocketed almost
overnight; previously one could hardly
persuade the dustman to take them
away. Predictably, these followed
more contemporary designs with
power outputs of 100 watts or so,
the majority of them being re -
workings of classic circuits culled from
the yellowing pages of manufacturers'
data books.

Rosy Glow
That almost brings us up to date -
valve technology ran quite happily in
the minority alongside solid state,
whereas the personalities involved did
not. There are still those who feel
that anyone showing more than a
nostalgic interest in valves must suffer
from mad cow disease, while those
who listen to music by the rosy glow
of hot filaments consider the merest
mention of transistors a dirty word.

The last five years or so have,
however, proven to be interesting in
so much as there has been a subtle
shift in people's attitudes towards
listening. Ironically enough, this shift
has dictated that massive power
output is no longer the order of the
day in hi-fi systems. Loudspeaker
designs have reflected this trend with
drive units that do not require
complicated electronics to shape their
response, and hence, greater effi-
ciency. Combined with the introduc-
tion of various high quality amplifier
designs with very moderate power
outputs, such as the Musical Fidelity
Al and - at the other extreme, the
Ongaku - both rated at approxi-
mately 25 watts, you can see that
using a 'classic' amplifier no longer
seems as outlandish as it once did.

What is available
So, having made a case for actually
using an older amplifier, let's have a
look at what is actually available.
Leafing through a 1959 hi-fi yearbook
revealed no less than 43 manufactur-
ers of amplifiers, each with a range of
several products. But by far and away
the most common names to emerge
30 years on are Radford, Leak and
Quad. As a testament to their quality,
these manufacturers produced units
in literally thousands, many of them
survive to this day.

Radford Electronics' first produc-
tion amplifiers were introduced in
1948 essentially based around the
original Williamson triode design. It
wasn't until the late 50's that Arthur
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Radford introduced the now legen-
dary STA Series, starting with the
STA 12 power amplifier and its
attendant DSM pre amplifier. These
progressed to the STAI5 power
amplifier, the monoblock MA 15 and
SC2 pre -amp . The STA25 and MA25
models were introduced when the
STAI5 reached MKII status, being
essentially the same circuit but with
greater output power, namely 25
watts with 0.1% distortion and 36
watts at 1%. Apart from the introduc-
tion of printed circuit boards for the
MKIII series, the Radford amplifiers
remain virtually unchanged up to
today's STA 25 MK IV, now produced
by Woodside Electronics.

Hj Leak
As discussed in a previous issue, the
first commercial power amplifier to
be produced by Hi Leak was the TU
12 "Point One", the point one
referring to the distortion at rated
power output. Introduced in 1953 it
featured a triode connected output
stage; perhaps this is why many
people consider it to be the finest
sounding of Leak power amplifiers.
This was closely followed by the
introduction of the TL/ I 0 - essentially
a poor man's TL/I 2, with a reduced
power output and simplified power
supply. The TU25 introduced at this
time appears to have been a 'profes-
sional' version of the 12, with 25
watts output, a valve regulated power
supply, and pentode connected KT66
output valves.

With the advent of stereo in the
late fifties, Leak introduced the stereo
range of amplifiers, namely the Stereo
20, 50 and 60 (the number relates to
total power output). At the same
time, Leak re -vamped the TL series
to mark II status, also introducing the
TU50. All of these amplifiers now
used essentially the same ultra -linear
circuit with a twin triode phase
splitter.

With The Acoustical Manufactur-
ing Company, alias Quad, the product
line up is considerably more straight
forward. The first commercial
amplifier to be produced was the
'Quad I' power amplifier and 'QC -1'
pre amplifier in 1951, which ran until
1953, whereupon the more familiar
Quad I I power amp was introduced.
Rated at 1.5 watts output (0.18 per
cent distortion), this amplifier
continued in production until 1970,
with two being used with the 22
control unit for stereo.

Pre -amplifiers
I have not said very much regarding
the pre -amplifiers that partnered this
equipment. Unlike the power
amplifiers, by and large they have not
aged so well in terms of sound
quality, and were usually loaded with
features that are not likely to be used

today. The major drawbacks concern
sensitivity - their phono stages are
cripplingly insensitive by today's
standards and Compact Disc players
tend to overload other stages, so
they really are only of academic
interest.

Having put forward a case for
using classic amplifiers such as these,
where does one buy them? Like any
sort of second-hand items, they are
inclined to turn up anywhere; local
papers, jumble sales, second hand
columns, hi-fi magazines - the list goes
on. As for prices, I have seen full
Quad set ups it car boot sales for
fifty pence, through to £100 or so for
fully reconditioned units in the back
pages of magazines such as this.

Probably more important is the
condition of the equipment. Like
anything else, if the amplifier looks as
though it has been badly abused, you
could be letting yourself in for
trouble. Careful inspection before you
buy will usually reveal any major
problems.

There is always the danger that
this sort of equipment has been
modified, which is not always so easy
to spot on a cursory examination.
Even when done well, the amplifier
can lose much of its original character
and reliability is often impaired by
components being stressed more
highly than the designer originally
intended. The safest attitude is that if
a component has functioned quite
happily for the last 30 years, it will
probably do so for the next ten or so.

Finally, a list of people who can all
be of help in not only servicing and
restoring 'classic' amplifiers, but in
many cases supplying and advising on
system matching. Oh, and by the way,
if that amplifier still smells funny when
you switch it on ... turn if off! 

I. Mike Solomon
London Sound 081-868 9222
2. Denys Trickett 071-723 8545
3. Mike Pointer
Worthing (0903) 39980

4. Primary Acoustics
Salisbury (0722) 322169

All of the above will happily advise
and restore most valve equipment to
its original specification, as well as
supplying 'overhauled' second-hand
products.

5. Quad Electroacoustics
(0480) 52561
Will still repair Quad valve equipment

There are still those who
feel that anyone showing
more than a nostalgic interest
in valves must suffer from
mad cow disease, while those
who listen to music by the
rosy glow of hot filaments
consider the merest mention
of transistors a dirty word.

6. Woodside Electronics
(0272) 87761 I
Will still restore most Radford
amplifiers to their former glory. In
particular they offer a kit for STA25's
which includes a new PCB @ L125.00
or a complete factory overhaul at
£175.00.

7. Electronic Colour Services
(0532) 782185
Will overhaul most Leak products
including timers.

8. PM Components
(0474) 560521
Offer a very comprehensive range of
valves, including their own brand, and
a matching and testing service.
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FOR THE BEST OF
BOTH WORLDS COME
TO NEWBURY AUDIO

 Systems that play Music from £350
 Comfortable Single Speaker Demonstration Room
 Out of Hours demonstrations are our Speciality
 Home Demonstrations
 Free Delivery and Installation on all systems
 3 Year Guarantee on most items
 Interest Free Credit on Selected Items (subject to status)
 Open from 10.00am to 6pm Monday to Saturday

and any other time by appointment

NEWBURYAUDIO
where music mutters ntost

2 WEAVERS WALK  NORTHBROOK STREET 
NEWBURY  BERKSHIRE RG13 1AL

TEL (0635) 33929
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 One of the 5
best Hi-Fi shops
in the world."
High Fidelity mag. May 1990

Because they are voted by the public!
Satisfied customers are so impressed
by the service, advice and ultimate
quality of the hi-fi we supply, that not
only do they recommend their friends
but also take the trouble to nominate
Grahams for these honours. Five air-
conditioned dem rooms, probably the
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finest hi-fi facilities in Europe (most
people are amazed when they visit us
for the first time), lots of FREE park-
ing, helpful, trained staff, 60 years
trading, systems from £400 upwards.
Ring for a chat, an appointment

and a map!
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GRAHAMS HI-FI

Canonbury Yard
1 90A New North Road
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 I have just purchased a Pink
Triangle Anniversary Turntable,
SME V tonearm, Audio Technica
ART I cartridge and Acoustic
Energy AE -1 loudspeakers. My
problem is finding an amplifier to
match this system. I have a
budget of £2000 and the
amplifier would be a stepping
stone to an upgrade at a later
date.
Mr R. Tennant
East Kilbride.

Acoustic Energy loudspeakers
are notoriously difficult
loudspeakers to drive. To get
the best from your system, you
will need an amplifier like the
John Shearne Phase One tested
in this issue. Although I have
not heard the Phase One/AE
combination, I can imagine that
the Shearne amplifier would
drive the AE- I s well enough,
but the combination would
have the subtlety that a system
such as yours can create.

Aside from John Shearne's, it
might be a good idea to look at
Musical Fidelity's P180 power
amplifiers. A single PI80,
combined with the PS Audio 4.6
preamplifier would suit nicely.
Finally, I would suggest looking
at Audiolab's 8000C/8000P
combination. While firmly
under the £1000 mark, the
amplifiers take some beating. In
addition, one could look at
using two 8000P power,
amplifiers in a bi-amplified
system, that would be very
difficult to better for the price.

This would then leave a fair
amount of money over to look
at really good quality loud-
speaker cables and intercon-
nects, befitting such a system.
My guess here would be
Furukawa cable throughout.
While not cheap, this cable can
make dramatic improvements in
a system that is aiming for
transparency. AS

 My present system consists of
a Rega Planar 3/RB300/Linn K5
with a NAD 3020 amplifier and
a pair of ageing, yet useful
Wharfedale Linton 3XPs.
However, with the CD market
slowly, but surely, ousting vinyl
from the high street 'record'
shops, I have decided to buy a
CD player.

I am considering the Marantz
CD5OSE, although I feel that the
extra money involved in an
Arcam Alpha ACD- I would
reap worthy benefits. Is this
justified?

With this new addition, I feel
that it would be worthwhile
upgrading my amplifier. Is this
true? Do you think the Ion
Obelisk 2 or Onix 0A2 I /S

Write in with your

problems to Hi-Fi

World, 64 Castellain

Road, Maida Vale,

London W9 I EX.

Our panel of experts

will endeavour to

solve them or at

least offer some

practical advice.

would be the right area to look?
Lastly, I believe the loudspeakers
should withstand this upgrade
although I am open to sugges-
tions ...
S. Connolly,
Sheffield.

Your choices of Compact Disc
players and amplifiers seems to
be well balanced. The Marantz
CD5OSE, now superceded by
the CD6OSE at the same price,
can only be bettered by a select
few players, most notable being
the Arcam Alpha ACD- I. With
regard to amplifiers, both the
the Ion and the Onix would be
a successful upgrade from your
NAD, as they both perform
well on both CD and phono
(many other amplifiers at this
price tip the scales one way or
another).

Yes, I do think that the extra
cost of the ACD-1 is justified.
Over a long term, the sound
quality of the Arcam is easier to
get along with than the rather
clinical -sounding Marantz,
although the Arcam could
prove a bit too warm for some
tastes. The choice between the
two amplifiers is not as easy, as
both are very good in their own
ways - Ion's amplifier is a
delicate performer, while the
Onix has a greater sense of
drive and pace to it.

When loudspeaker time

comes around, Wharfedale
505.2, Rogers LS4a, Royd
Sapphires, Heybrook HB I s or
Monitor Audio 9s on their
appropriate stands would be
worthy of investigation. If funds
permitted, it may be a good
idea to look at the highly
excellent Epos ES11 loudspeak-
ers. Sudden, large leaps in hi-fi
always make the bank manager
jump, while spending gradually
you can usually sneak past
unnoticed. All of these loud-
speakers would benefit from
good cable - Linn K20, Au-
dioquest Type 4, or the more
expensive Van den Hul, Kimber,
Audio Note, Space and Time,
Sonic Link or Fukuwara all
spring to mind; your choice
being dependent on budget and
your local dealer's range. AS

 My system is: Ariston Pro
turntable with a Linn K9
cartridge, Meridian 200 Compact
Disc transport (used with a
Pandora Mains Conditioner),
Deltec PDM One Series II digital
to analogue convertor (with a
Deltec The Power' RF filter),
Cyrus 2 amplifier with PSX and
Rogers LS3/5A's on a pair of 'de-
signer' Foundation stands I ' from
the rear wall. Loudspeaker cable
is Cyrus solid core and the
interconnect is Van den Hul
MCD 102 III. The entire system
is powered through Sonic Link
mains cables.

I mainly listen to CD classical
music at a decent level as I live in
an apartment. My listening room
is 7 x 4 metres with a very 'dead'
acoustic. I quite enjoy how the
system sounds as I like its natural,
well balanced and slightly laid
back sound. It makes me feel as
if I am sitting in the 12th row of
the concert hall. So good imaging
is a real concern for me.

I am now considering the
next upgrade, so I would like you
to advise me if I should trade my
existing DAC for a Deltec PDM
TWO or Wadia DM X 32, or
would you suggest upgrading my

amplifier first to a pre -power
combination? I have shortlisted
the Audiolab 8000C/8000P,
Lynx Vega, Heybrook C3/P3
amplifier.
Yves Pinton,
Vincennes,France.

The two DACs that you
mention are very different. The
Wadia is a big American
number -crunching computer,
which clearly defines every
musical event. I find its presen-
tation of music too 'Techni-
color', especially in the upper
mid -range. The PDM-TWO on
the other hand may appear to
be less initially impressive, but I
feel that it sounds more
accurate and closer to the
original recording.

As you suggest that you
listen to music at decent, or
polite, listening levels, I can
heartily recommend moving up
to a pre/power combination. If
you were wanting to play your
music at ear-splitting levels, the
amplifiers you have shortlisted
would rapidly destroy the LS3/
5As as they are only designed
to work with amplifiers up to
about 25 Watts or so. All three
are very good indeed; my
feeling is that the Audiolab
would fit your criteria, with the
Heybrook and the Lynx coming
a close second. Alternatively, it
may be an idea to look at some
of the valve pre/power combi-
nations available, from people
like Croft or Audio Innovations.
These would offer a very
different view on hi-fi, one that
would be worth exploring at
least.

When you ask which one
should come first, I would
suggest looking at the DAC
before the amplifier. The Cyrus
2 is a fine integrated amplifier
and with its PSX is very hard to
beat. Unless you are having age -
related reliability problems with
the Cyrus 2, keep it until the
DAC is installed. The difference
between the two DACs is
more profound. AS
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The oddballs have taken over

the asylum this month. After a

quick dabble with a blues

legend and the Clash's former

bassist, Steward goes in search

of the Weird - or should that

be wired? - Bunch.

malcolm
steward

DREAD ZEPPELIN
5,000,000
IRS X2 13092

 This is Dread Zeppelin's second
album. The first "Un-led-Ed" was
magnificent, the kind of album where
you simply can't decide which track to
play so you wind up listening to it in its
entirety each time you take it off the
shelf. 5,000,000 isn't quite that good, but
it still manages a high EQ (entertainment
quotient).

The Dreads are a weird bunch - and
that's being polite. If you saw them
without having heard them you'd
probably bin the album straightaway.
But their weirdness is the very secret of
their success. Can you cope with white
boys playing reggae versions of Led
Zeppelin numbers? With a singer called

Tortelvis, who looks like Vegas -era Elvis
but sounds like the king in his early
years?

If this sounds like a parody to you, it
is. But it's an inventive and charming
example. There is even some original
material on this disc, alongside rude -
boy versions of "Misty Mtn Hop", "The
Song Remains The Same", and "No-
body's Fault (Butt Mon)". Bob Mariey's
"Stir It Up" also gets the treatment,
gunge -shredding heavy metal guitar,
flabba-bass, and sneering, hiccupping
vocals.

People keep wondering what the
band will do when they've exhausted
the Page and Plant songbook. "Big 01'
Gol Belt" indicates that they might get
by with their own songs. Until then they
seem quite happy tripping and falling
down the "Stairway To Heaven".

RECORD OF THE MONTH
BUDDY GUY
Damn Right, I've Got The
Blues
SILVERTONE ORE CD 516

* "Buddy Guy is by far and without
doubt the best guitar player alive... if
you see him in person, the way he
plays is beyond anyone. Total freedom
of spirit" So said Eric Clapton, speaking
in Musician magazine. A guitarist's
guitarist, George "Buddy" Guy
commands the respect of the cream of
contemporary players; Clapton, Jeff
Beck, Carlos Santana, and the late
Stevie Ray Vaughan have all rated him

as the most exciting blues player alive.
It is even reported that Jimi Hendrix
once cancelled a performance so that
he could visit a club where Guy was
playing and tape record the gig!

As well as performing in his own
right, Guy, who was bom in Louisiana
in 1936 but relocated to the mid -
west's blues hotbed, Chicago in 1957,
has played alongside legendary stars
like Muddy Waters and Howlin' Wolf,
and duetted with singer/harpist Junior
Wells. In the famous 'battles of the
blues' he blew all -comers off the stage,
including the likes of Otis Rush and
Magic Sam. Since those days he has
toured the world and now has his own
Chicago club, Buddy Guy's Legends.

Despite his popularity and the
admiration accorded him, his catalogue
of recorded work is patchy and sparse.
Silvertone Records - who were
responsible for John Lee Hooker's
recent LP, the highly successful "The
Healer" - afforded Guy the opportunity
to make the album he wanted to
record: the one where he could go
into the studio and just "be Buddy
Guy".

Recorded in London this year, a
galaxy of luminaries joined the sessions
to pay their respects and perform on
various tracks. You'll see credits for
Clapton and Beck on guitar, The
Memphis Homs, Pete Wingfield on
organ, and Little Feat drummer, Richie
Hayward.

The album has a brilliant raw edge
which explains why Robert Cray refers

to Guy as "the wild man of the blues".
His guitar work variously stings, bites,
prods and assaults the listener.
Blistering runs mix with howling,
screaming, tortured high -string bends
that will make your eyes water. Intense
flurries of clipped and chopped notes
spill from his guitar with cutting attack
and a deliciously dirty tone.

The opener is the assertive now -
you -damn -well -listen -to -me title track,
which sets the scene for that which is
to follow, a ten -course helping of no-
nonsense, gritty blues. The fire
eventually bums down to the embers
with the last track, a slow -moving elegy
to Stevie Ray Vaughan: "Rememberin'
Stevie" goes down with the smooth-
ness of a glass of fine Chardonnay but
this particular vintage has a kick like a
litre of Jack Daniels.

Get to know Buddy, he's a swell
Guy.
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PERE UBU
Worlds in Collision
FONTANA 848 564- I

 Pere Ubu, musical surrealists, found-
ers and only members of the avant -
garage movement, had me worried. For
the first two or three minutes I thought
that with "Worlds in Collision" they'd
released an LP which could be labelled
as straightforward rock music. On the
opening number, "Oh Catherine", I
didn't hear any evidence of the musical
montage that used to characterise their
backing tracks, and David Thomas
seemed to be singing a simple, logical
melody, not ricocheting from one note
to the next with little regard for their
relationship or lack thereof.

Track two's title, "I Hear They
Smoke The Barbecue" made me feel a
little easier, and Thomas's vocals
seemed to be a little looser and slightly
more tangential. Track three, "Turpen-
tine!" saw him slipping closer to stream
of consciousness mode, and by the time
I reached the title track which opens
side two the music had begun to sound
as though it was tethered to normality
by string and safety pins. Pere Ubu
hadn't lost it!

But then I went back to earlier
albums and realised just how much
softer, warmer, and cuddlier the new LP
seems. Comparing older material with
"Work's" is like comparing a meat
cleaver to a butter knife. It hasn't the
same edge or free -form approach, and
it's not so complex. But it's still not
mainstream. Put it alongside slush like
Dire Straits and there's no competition
in terms of inventiveness and daring.

Nonetheless, I'm warming to it, and it
will serve as a gentle introduction for
those who are not familiar with the
band's work It will pave the way for
adventures with left -field albums like
"The Art of Walking".

SONIC YOUTH
Dirty Boots
GEFFEN DGCD 21634

 "Dirty Boots" is actually an E.P., but
there's no reason why this six -tracker
shouldn't get a mention. Musically it's
valid and important, though I can't see
that opinion gaining unanimous
approbation.

Sonic Youth are more likely to be
dismissed as punks who can't play, than
as pioneers who are doing their best to

stretch the envelope of contemporary
music. Pompous? But true. Myriad bands
have used feedback, distortion and un-
adulterated noise in their music but few
so effectively as this particular four -
piece.

In fact, listening to tracks like the
instrumental "The Bedroom" (Whaddya
do when your morn is a skinhead? You
write a song about her.) it struck me
that Sonic Youth show far greater
affinity with the spirit of Jimi Hendrix
than most of the bands and individuals
who've paid tribute to him with carbon -
copy versions of songs like "Little
Wing". They might not have the same
technical skills as James Marshall H., but
the way in which they sculpture crude
slabs of aural turmoil takes them closer
to where he stood than many of his
pale imitators.

Sonic Youth are obstreperous, brash,
uncompromising, and often unmusical
when measured by conventional
parameters but their music is infinitely
more exciting and invigorating than the
calculated posturing of thrash metal
poseurs. At times it's positively menac-
ing, sounding like the death throes of
some post-industrial monster. Play it
loud, then turn it up some more.

HAVANA 3AM
Havana 3 a.m.
IRS EIRSA 1047

 Paul Simonon used to play bass for
The Clash, arguably punk rock's most
eloquent ambassadors. Now he's
formed Havana 3 am, a band which
displays articulacy with a heightened
rock sensibility. The message mattered
more to the Clash than the aesthetic.
That's altered. And their politics
wouldn't have allowed them to put out
an LP with a raven -haired seductress in
fishnet stockings and a leotard draped
across the cover. It would be hard to
maintain one's credibility as a right -on,
Sandinista -supporting socialist whilst
adorning one's latest album sleeve with
a buxom wench whose shoulder straps
are struggling with gravity.

Times have changed and so has
Simonon's music. Havana 3am's debut
will, I'm sure, introduce more new
listeners to Simonon. 'Gone is the
threatening, hectoring Clash assault to
be replaced by music characterised by a
strongly melodic, almost soft -rock ethic.

Distancing it from true AOR -
although its influences seem decidedly

American - is its eclecticism. In there
with the standard rock'n'roll guitar fare
you'll hear strains of spaghetti western
mixing it with reggae and ska beats. And
Simonon's bass playing is more varied,
more tuneful and defined. The wallow-
ing, dumpy plod of "Guns of Brixton"
has sidestepped to allow in a snappier,
almost funky, more energetic style.

Simonon's muse has led him out of
Notting Hill and he'll soon be turning up
in living rooms all over this country and
the U.S. He's still got plenty to say but
he's talking in a softer voice these days.

VIOLENT FEMMES
Why Do Birds Sing?
SLASH 9 26476-2

 The Violent Femmes - not weird,
more psychotic.

Although "Birds" doesn't rival the
band's eponymous album in terms of
demented ravings it comes close in
places. Try "Girl Trouble for size:
"I'm not giving you no jive. Make me
feel I'd rather be dead than alive.
Take a look what's shoving up my
behind. Problems drive me out of my
mind. Girl trouble, I got girl trouble
up the ...." For the sake of propriety
I'll leave Gordon Gano's personal
problems for you to hear about first-
hand.

Gano, Femmes' front person,
writes the material, plays guitar and
sings in a Johnny Rotten -meets -David
Byrne -then -takes -a -lot -of -drugs kinda
way. His partners are Brian Ritchie
who mainly plays acoustic bass guitar,
but doubles on didgeridoo, bouzouki,
and assorted other instruments,
while Victor DeLorenzo hits things:
snare drums, cowbells, timpani,
Arabic Tablas, fire extinguishers....
The Femmes are impossible to
categorize: speedabilly guitar rock
comes close... maybe. There's a rock
sensibility in there somewhere but
it's deeply submerged.

The music has a manic and emo-
tionally disturbed quality, that mixes
sophistication with extreme naivete.
It's chaotic but professionally so. It
encompasses a song based on a
sixteenth century poem and a cover
version of Culture Club's "Do You
Really Want to Hurt Me" Boy
George probably wouldn't recognise,
along with Gano's originals.

Decidedly weird, but in its own
charming way, quite wonderful.
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Give a composer a bad

label and how it sticks!

Brahms - dour and dusty.

Prokofiev - difficult. Scriabin

- certainly incomprehensible,

conceivably crazy. Heinrich

Schutz - gloomy and austere.

Paul Dukas - only wrote one

worthwhile piece. Dvorak -

couldn't write for the piano.

And, of course, Scotland has

never produced a composer

worth mentioning. All

misconceptions about to be

confounded.

peter
herring

ONIFER

RECORD OF THE MONTH
It was, to be honest, a close -run
thing between the two Conifer
releases reviewed this month. The
Scriabin/Prokofiev has it all - super-
lative playing and recording, and
content that stimulates the senses
and provokes thought. What
swung it in favour of the second
new issue was simply the fact that
Heinrich Schutz - so often thought
of as a rather dour, sombre
transitional figure between the
glories of the Renaissance and the
splendours of the Baroque - needs
the publicity more than the
fantastic - literally - music of
Alexander Scriabin.

Heinrich Schutz was born in
Germany around 1585, becoming a
chorister and then court organist.
It was a period of considerable
change in sacred music. In the
wake of the Reformation, churches
in the Protestant lands had
abandoned the complex choral
polyphony of the Roman church
for a simpler worship which
involved the congregation on its
own terms: simple hymns and
chorales, sung in the native tongue.

Schutz was part of this new
order, but also too intelligent a
musician to eschew all that Italy,
and the polychoral tradition had to
offer. Between 1609 and 1612, he
studied profitably under Giovanni
Gabrieli in Venice. The experience
inspired him to a work which puts

Psalmen Davids
The Choir of Trinity College, Cambridge

His Majesties Sagbutts and Cornetts

DIRECTED BY
Richard Marlow

the lie to Schutz as the composer
solely of music whose austerity
matched that of the Lutheran
church.

HEINRICH SCHUTZ
Psalmen Davids
Choir of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge; His Majesties Sagbutts and
Cornetts (director, Jeremy West);
James Morgan, Richard Pearce,
organs; director, Richard Marlow
CONIFER CDCFL90 (DDD/64.06)

* Schutz published this remarkable
collection of twenty-six psalm
settings and motets (thirteen of
which are recorded here) in 1619. It
finally established his reputation in
Germany, and put paid to any
lingering thoughts he may have had
about giving up composing for a
career in law.

His years with Gabrieli in Venice
had taught him a great deal: colour,
spatial effects, balance, emotional
contrast. The elements of Gabrieli's
music for St Mark's (has any other
church in Christendom had such an
impact on musical history?) were
fused with his inherent Protestant
precepts.

The Psalmen Davids are written
for combinations of two to four
choirs, using the principle of a 'cori
favoriti' - selected singers to bear
the brunt of the music - and 'cori
cappelle' to add richness and
splendour. Thus all manner of effects
are possible, from exhilarating
antiphonal exchanges through to
glorious blocks of sound under-
pinned by the squeals of comets and
sour growls of trombones.

The composer's recommended
diagonal placings of the choirs are
followed in this recording (made in
Trinity College, Cambridge) and the
result is a sound both magnificent
and exciting. All credit to the
recording team of Mark Brown and
Antony Howell, and to the Trinity
singers who respond with rare
commitment to the graphic quality
of Schutz's inspiration. How skilfully
he uses changes of pace, texture and
colour to illustrate the nature of the
texts, which range from the
reflective to the joyfully exuberant.

It is refreshing to recommend a
recording which should not only
enhance the reputation of a
composer, but force some to
reconsider their conception of his
music. On the evidence here, Schutz
was more than a convenient musi-
cological bridge between Palestrina,
Monteverdi, Bach and Handel. The
Psalmen Davids show, that at his
most inspired, he could be their
equal.
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JOHANNES BRAHMS
Sonatas Op. 120, No. 1 and No. 2

Scherzo in c minor
Barbara Westphal, viola  Ursula Oppens, piano

I, 4(121 BRIDGE

JOHANNES BRAHMS
Scherzo from F.A.E. Sonata; Sonata in
F minor Op. 120 Nol; Sonata in E flat
Major Op. 120 No2
Barbara Westphal, viola; Ursula
Oppens, piano
BRIDGE BCD9021 (DDD/51.27)

 It was Richard Muhlfeld, principal
clarinettist of the Meiningen Orchestra,
who inspired Brahms to write his four
great chamber works for the instrument:
the Clarinet Quintet, the Clarinet Trio
and the two sonatas Op. 120. However,
the last also saw the light of day in
arrangements for viola and piano, and,
although the composer always consid-
ered them inferior to the originals, the
scores show that he did not content
himself with a note -for -note transcrip-
tion. The range and colour of the viola is
used to the full with the result that,
despite Brahms's own opinion, the viola
versions have come to be regarded as
the equal of those for wind instruments;
and there are many who even prefer
them.

These performances by German-
born violist Barbara Westphal and
American pianist Ursula Oppens make
as persuasive a case as any I've heard for
the alternative string scores. As in all
good Brahms playing, the response to
mood goes hand -in -hand with an
appreciation of structure, nowhere
more so than in the remarkable set of
variations which concludes the E flat
sonata. Despite the date of their
composition - 1894 - these works are
still crafted in the classical -romantic
tradition, even if bathed in its autumnal
glow.

The performances of the sonatas are
prefaced with Barbara Westphal's own
transcription of the memorable scherzo
Brahms contributed to the 'tripartite'
'F.A.E.' Sonata dedicated to the violinist
Joseph Joachim, F.A.E. being the initials
of Joachim's personally -devised motto,
Frei aber einsam (Free but lonely).
Robert Schumann and the now -
forgotten Albert Dietrich provided the
sonata's other movements.

Whether fiery and intense, or
warmly reflective, this is fine Brahms
playing, though I would have preferred a
slightly less resonant recording; while
suiting the timbre of Barbara Westphal's
beautiful Gasparo da Salo viola, it does
add a brightness to the piano tone.
Otherwise, a first class production by
the New York -based Bridge label.

scott,A

M.mo I I ,
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ROBERT CARVER
Mass a 6; Mass 'L'Homme Arme' a 4
Cappella Nova; director, Alan Tavener
ASV GAUDEAMUS CD GAU 126 (DDD/
66.01)

 Great Scot! And Robert Carver was.
Born around 1484-85, records suggest
he was associated with the abbey at
Scone and was probably in the employ
of the Scottish Chapel Royal at Stirling.
In musical terms, he can be seen
drawing away from the late medieval
style into the splendour of the high
Renaissance and, as such, offers more
than pure curiosity value.

This is the second of three record-
ings setting out to document all of
Carver's sacred choral music, for the
first time, I think it can be safely said.
Rightly, the job has been entrusted to
Scotland's only a cappella ensemble, the
Cappella Nova under the enthusiastic
direction of Alan Tavener. They sing
with tremendous character and spirit, if
not quite the jewel-like precision of
some more famous (and more prac-
tised) exponents of 16th century
polyphony. However, the rhythmic
poise is there, as is the clarity, although
the latter is helped by a finely -delineated
recording (made in the church of St
Michael, Linlithgow). Seldom have I
heard the individual voices quite so
defined, yet within a wholly natural,
'believable' space. The immediate
advantage is that each voice part can be
easily distinguished and its progress
traced, and that is worth doing in, for
example, the Agnus Dei of the four-part
Mass. It is technically a tour -de -force,
and sung here with considerable
virtuosity; but Carver's technique is not
an end in itself. The artifice, the visual
and aural symmetry is distilled into the
most sonorous and uplifting music.

This setting of the Mass takes its
theme from the French popular song
'L'Homme Arme' which was much used
in European 'parody Masses' of the
period. It is, though, its only usage by a
British composer. Its companion here,
the six -part setting, dates from around
1515 and displays Carver's rich textures
and imaginative contrapuntal writing to
the full. He may not be among the first -
rank of Renaissance composers, but is
certainly worthy of ASV's commitment
to this series.

AN I ()N 1)1 (
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D110 CROMMELYNCK Piano Four tidnth

ANTONIN DVORAK
Slavonic Dances Op. 46 Nos 1-8; Op.
72 Nos 1-8
Duo Crommelynck, pianos.
CLAVES CD 50-9 I 07 (DDD/65.09)

 As a composer for the piano, Dvorak
was a wonderful symphonist. That's the
received wisdom and while it's true he
did not enhance the solo piano
literature as much as, say, his friend,
Brahms, it does overlook the fact that
several of Dvorak's best-known
orchestral compositions began life as
piano scores. The well-known Slavonic
Dances are a case in point. But, you say,
surely the orchestral version is prefer-
able; the piano score can only be a kind
of 'preliminary sketch.' It must be better
with the 'colours' filled in.

I'm not sure I entirely agree; in fact, in
the case of Mussorgsky's 'Pictures at an
Exhibition' which also began life for
piano solo, I have come to prefer that
version to Ravel's lavish, but tame
orchestration. The Dvorak is a little
different these dances are a delight in
their orchestral colours, but I wouldn't
now want to be without this piano duet
version played with such verve and
exuberance by the Belgian -based Duo
Crommelynck.

The Duo was formed in 1974, when
Patrick Crommelynck met fellow pianist
Taeko Kuwata, a Japanese who had
studied in Tokyo and Vienna. This is the
second volume in a series embracing all
of Dvorak's music for four hands and,
well, it's a winner - hands down!

The Op. 46 dances, adapting styles
from Serbia, Poland and the Ukraine as
well as the composer's native Czecho-
slovakia (Bohemia, as was), established
Dvorak in the front rank. By the time he
came to offer the Op. 72 set to his
publisher, he could command several
times the original fee. The remarkable
thing about all sixteen of the Slavonic
Dances is that the melodies are all
entirely original. Here, indeed, was a gift
for melody that has remained unsur-
passed.

Every classical collection needs the
orchestral version of the dances; those
who - like me - find this music irresist-
ible will relish this stylish two -piano
version, too. It sounds as though they
enjoyed making it!
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PAUL DUKAS
Symphony in C Major
GABRIEL FAURE
Pelleas et Melisande.
Monte -Carlo Philharmonic Orchestra;
conductor, Lawrence Foster
CLAVES CD 50-9102 (DDD/57.23)

 Paul Dukas - didn't he write The
Sorcerer's Apprentice?' Yes, and? 'Er,
that's about it.' While it's true his
excessive self-criticism led to Dukas's
published output being small, he was
rather more than a 'one -work' com-
poser in the mould of, say Max Bruch.
There was, for example, this solitary
symphony. Not epoch-making (the
influence of Cesar Franck is apparent)
but certainly no potboiler. It is, in fact, a
very compact, lyrical work full of ideas
which are well -worked.

There are no real surprises, but the
andante is a lovely movement and the
finale is daMing. The skilful orchestra-
tion, which contributes memorably to
'The Sorcerer's Apprentice', is evident,
too.

If not strikingly original for its time
(I 897), Dukas's C Major Symphony
certainly transcends the merely compe-
tent. And how well the Monte -Carlo
orchestra (which, regardless of the
image you may have of Monte -Carlo,
has actually produced some very fine
recordings) plays the work. The
performance, under the direction of
American conductor, Lawrence Foster,
fairly fizzes and is warmly recorded.

Maeterlinck's symbolist drama,
'Pelleas et Melisande' inspired compos-
ers as diverse as Debussy, Schoenberg
and Sibelius. Faure was another,
producing a sequence of four atmos-
pheric intermezzos of which the third,
the Sicilienne, is graced with a melody of
haunting beauty. Like the symphony,
these are played with style and affection.
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SERGEI PROKOFIEV
Visions Fugitives Op. 22
ALEXANDER SCRIABIN
Sonata Fantasy No2 Op. 19; Six Studies
- Op. 8 Nos 2,4,5; Op. 42 Nos 3,4;
Four Pieces Op. 51; Piano Sonata No 9
Op. 68; Vers la Flamme - Poeme Op.
72
Nikolai Demidenko, piano
CONIFER CDCF204 (DDD/73. 13)

 With their burning incense, coloured
lights and all manner of other effects,
recitals given by the Russian composer -
pianist, Alexander Scriabin, could be said
to have pre -dated the psychedelic
sixties by half -a -century. Yet Scriabin
was a formidable musical talent.

In the early 1900s, Scriabin became a
devotee of theosophy, a form of
religious mysticism which transformed
his life and his music. He saw himself as
divinely inspired, his mission to bring
salvation through a unity of all the arts.

His music became charged with an
unbridled sensuality and a white-hot
emotional intensity and, at times, it does
seem that some force has taken over as
notes cascade from the piano in an
apparently frenzied, high -voltage display.

Scriabin himself believed he was
practising a kind of sorcery when playing
the extraordinary Op. 68 sonata, a
revelation which was promptly taken up
by his publisher who - to the com-
poser's displeasure - dubbed the work
the 'Black Mass' sonata.

Colourful as all this is - it's a wonder
Ken Russell hasn't made a film of
Scriabin's life - it does lead to assump-
tions about the nature of the music.
Therefore, I suggest you approach this
exceptional recording by the Soviet
pianist, Nikolai Demidenko, with no
preconceptions. You will hear music
that is provocative, disturbing, imagina-
tive and unique. But it is also remarkably
disciplined and translucent. Scriabin may
have been crazy, but his musical
sensibilities always remained intact.

'Scriabin can have no disciples. He
must stand alone. He is a solitary genius.'
The words of Sergei Prokofiev on his
countryman. One of Prokofiev's finest
piano compositions, the kaleidoscopic
soundpaintings of the Visions Fugitives,
completes one of the most satisfying
piano recordings to have come my way
for some time. I have nothing but praise
for the playing, or the lustrous recording
from Snape Maltings.

GEORGE LLOYD
Piano Concerto No I 'Scapegoat';
Piano Concerto No2
Martin Roscoe, piano; BBC Philhar-
monic Orchestra; conductor, George
Lloyd
ALBANY TROY037-2 (DDD/58.30)

 Now seventy-seven, George Lloyd
looked set for a successful composing
career until the Second World War
intervened and left him psychologically
wrecked. He returned to composition
only slowly and, it was inevitable that
war would cast its shadow over the
music he wrote thereafter.

Many musicologists regard Lloyd as
little more than a pleasant anachronism,
mainly because he writes in a style
which has long gone out of fashion.
Lloyd's music is always accessible, always
melodic, and although there are those
who cite such attributes as evidence of
shallowness, what is undeniable is its
integrity.

These concertos may have echoes of
Rachmaninov and Ravel (to my ears)
but they are not mere pastiche. He
wrote the first of his four piano
concertos after hearing the playing of
the late John Ogdon, who then
premiered the work in 1964.

In its single movement, it sets out to
depict the world of the scapegoat - the
universal 'fall guy'. It is reflective,
melancholy, sinister, violent (although
the violence is comparatively muted),
but frequently poetic, too, with some
quite magical writing for the piano.

The composer describes the second
concerto as being bound together by a
dance of 'gleeful viciousness', the result
of an image which has haunted him for
fifty years - that of Hitler dancing a jig of
triumph after one of his conquests in
1940.

Yet somehow that vision of evil
doesn't come across - I don't think
George Lloyd can bring himself to write
music that is quite that evil, although he
is able to portray other levels of
emotion from extreme bitterness to
bludgeoning brutality. Certainly, the
brilliant, whirlwind ending, with the
gentle tinkling of the celesta, evokes
nothing more than delight.

Both concertos are superbly played
by Martin Roscoe and Manchester's
BBC Philharmonic shows once again its
empathy with George Lloyd and his
music. This is certainly one of the few
major recordings of contemporary
British music to have appeared this year.
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Hi-Fi World
special
audio

accessories
A range of high quality audio

accessories selected by us for their

usefulness and effectiveness.

CO CLONING SYSTEM CD 1100K

KONTAK
Contact
Cleaning Fluid
Kontak is an effective two part
cleaning solution which
removes contaminants from
electrical connectors of all
sorts and is applied with pipe
cleaners supplied. Clear
instructions list the most
sensitive contacts that need
treatment in a hi-fi system,
although items like fuses which
are not mentioned. should also
be treated.

The dirt that Kontak
removes is clearly visible on
the pipe cleaners, demonstrat-
ing just what degree of
contamination contacts have
reached and what Kontak is
achieving.

Users commonly express
surprise at the amount of dirt
Kontak removes. After
application, a system regains its
original life, sparkle and vigour.
KONTAK Price: E21.20

NAGAOKA
CD Cleaning Kit
As with cassette deck cleaning
kits, we don't recommend the
'cogs and wheels' cleaners and
choose not to sell any of them.
Tests we have carried out with
a Cambridge CD -I CD

Quality Control Unit clearly
show that careful manual
cleaning is the the most
effective way of removing all
types of surface contaminants
without causing damage to the
disc. Remember that CDs
must not be scratched - even
finely. Tests showed that the
Nagaoka kit was the best all
round cleaner. It has a solvent
and a chamois leather pad
which, together, bring the CD
surface back to almost as -new
condition.
NAGAOKA CD CLEANING
KIT Price: E10.50

SORBOTHANE
CD FEET
Four big, round rubber feet,
50mms in diameter and
18mms deep. Made from a
soft, slightly sticky -feeling form
of artificial rubber known as
Sorbothane, these feet have
the peculiar ability to soak up
vibrational energy, due to their
high internal kinetic losses.
Some people go nuts with
them, swearing they improve
everything, from the TV to the
fridge! We sell them for use
(as intended) with CD players,
turntables and various other
hi-fi components that might be
sensitive to vibration. They
improve sound quality by
providing a more stable
platform. Well -nutty and a lot
of fun.
SORBOTHANE CD FEET

Price: E24.95

NAGAOKA
Rolling Record
Cleaner
The big drawback with most
record cleaners is that they fail
to remove every type of dirt.
Brushes pick up fluff, but they
redistribute fine dust around
the grooves, causing noise
build up. Nagaoka's rolling
record cleaner actually lifts dirt
from the bottom of the
groove - even fine dust! It uses
a form of sticky coating on a
soft foam backing. Dirt of all
types - especially fine dust of
the sort left by brushes - is
removed completely. It is lifted
from the record's surface, and
no deposits are left behind.
This is the best way to
properly dry clean a record.

ROLLING RECORD
CLEANER Price E 10.20

NAGAOKA
STYLUS
CLEANER
Here's another simple but
effective cleaning kit from
Nagaoka. It consists of a stylus
brush and cleaning solution.
Use carefully to keep your
pickup cartridge stylus and
cantilever clean.
STYLUS CLEANING KIT

Price: E2.50

Gold Plated 4mm
BANANA PLUGS
We have a new style, heavy
duty, gold plated banana plug
with a unique type of axial
solderless connection for
loudspeaker cables. The wire is
stripped back and pushed into
a clamping collar, which is then
screwed down tight. It will
accept cables up to 6mm
outside diameter and up to
4mm conductor diameter,
holding them firmly and more
evenly than the usual grub
screw arrangements. They are
supplied in a set of four.
BANANA PLUGS (4)...E8.00

Side Entry 4mm
BANANA PLUGS
Similar to the plugs described
above (i.e. gold plated, heavy
duty) but with side entry for
heavy loudspeaker cables of up
to 5mm conductor diameter.
The screw clamp grips the
cable over its full diameter by
applying pressure with a non -
rotating cylindrical slug.
SIDE ENTRY BANANA
PLUGS (4) Price: E10.00

GOLD PLATED
Spade Connector
For amplifiers with loudspeaker
screw terminals, here is a
heavy duty gold plated spade
connector. It has the same
unique axial clamp connector
as the 4mm plugs described
above.
SPADE CONNECTOR (4) ...

Price: E10.00

LASAWAY
GREEN PEN
When red laser light hits the
silvered reflective surface of a
disc, some of it scatters and is
later reflected back off the disc
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edges, causing optical interfer-
ence. Because green is far
removed in the light spectrum
from red, an opaque green
coating effectively absorbs this
scattered light, reducing inter-
ference signals reaching the
laser and improving sound
quality. The green coating is
applied to outer and inner
edges. It has been formulated
by one of Japan's largest
companies, Mitsubishi, to be
harmless to the CD itself.
Improvements to the sound
include better focussed and
firmer images, plus a generally
denser and richer sound.
LASAWAY GREEN PEN

Price: £7.00

AUDIO
TECHNICA
CD Lens Cleaner
Here's a product for smokers
in particular. However, seeing
the peculiar haze that can coat
windows even when there are
no smokers about suggests this
clever little gadget is a neces-
sity for one and all. It's a laser
lens cleaner for your CD
player, beautifully made by
Audio Technica. Contained in
the pack is a disc with fine
brushes on it; each brush takes
one drop of cleaning fluid, then
the disc is inserted and played.
The brushes gently clean the
laser lens, removing oil, grime,
dust and other airborne
deposits like nicotine (ugh!).
Audio Technica recommend
use once a month.
CD LENS CLEANER .. El5.30

AUDIO
TECHNICA
Electronic Stylus
Cleaner
Scared of damaging your stylus
when cleaning it? Try this
amazing little device - an
electronic stylus cleaner that
vibrates gunge right off the tip!
Powered by a small AA
battery, it's a doddle to use
and safe too. Just rest the
stylus on its high speed
vibrating brush and watch dirt
get driven off automatically.
ELECTRONIC STYLUS
CLEANER L19.95

ARCAM RCA
Phono Plugs
Specially made in Japan to
Arcam's specification, this
heavy duty phono plug will
accept audiophile cables up to
7mm in diameter. The 36mm
long body is nickel plated and
the contacts gold plated.
Superbly built, we supply in
polarised pairs with one/two
ring end identity to allow send/
receive ends to be established
to take directionality into
account. These plugs must be
soldered to cables with care.
RCA TYPE PHONO PLUGS
(4) PRICE: £14.95

LASERGUIDE
The clear polycarbonate of
Compact Discs scratches
easily. Measurements we have
carried out show that
scratches, being closer to the
silvered reflecting surface
where the laser beam is
focussed, are much more of a
problem than fluff or finger
marks. They demand heavy
error correction and often
overwhelm a player's capacity
to substitute spare programme
information held redundantly
for this purpose. Interpolation
is then used to cover up the
problem - which means
guessing what the missing
signal was like in order to fill in
the gaps.

The only answer is to fill in

scratches, lessening their ability
to act as optical prisms capable
of scattering the laser light.
LaserGuide is an optically
engineered silicone treatment
that claims to do this, reducing
randomly reflected light by up
to 50%. It is claimed that
Laserguide improves stereo
depth and openness. Just apply
to the disc surface.
LASERGUIDE ..Price: £14.95

AUDIOQUEST
Optical Link Z
This is a wide bandwidth, ultra
high performance optical cable
for digital links, made by
Audioquest. The most
common use is linking a CD
transport to a digital -to -
analogue convertor. It is
available in I metre and 2metre
lengths with conventional
TOS-link connectors.
OPTICAL LINK Z
( I m) Price: £69
(2m) Price: 09

AUDIOQUEST
QUARTZ
Interconnect
Cables
A fully balanced analogue
signal cable with heavy duty,
gold plated phono plugs and
advanced Quartz Hyperiitz
cables using polypropylene
insulation. The Quartz cable
we have chosen from our own
experience as a fine sounding
type. It uses FPC-6 ultra -pure
copper (99.99997%) and the
plugs are welded.
AUDIOQUEST QUARTZ
CABLE
I metre lengths L79/pair
2metre lengths £99/pair

_
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FREE!
20 record

sleeves with
every 2 Hi-Fi

World Record
Storage Cubes

ordered

50 record
sleeves with

every 4 cubes
ordered tonar

nostatk
Sk

HI-FI WORLD SPECIAL AUDIO ACCESSORIES
ORDER FORM

Please send me:

Record storage cube £42.00 each

Kontak cleaning fluid £21.20 each

Anti -static record sleeves £7.50 (50)

Nagaoka rolling record cleaner E10.20 each

Nagaoka stylus cleaner E2.50each

Nagaoka CD cleaner E10.50

Gold plated 4mm plugs £8.00 (4)

Gold plated side entry 4mm plugs LI 0.00 (4)

Gold plated spade connectors £8.00 (4)

Arcam RCA phono plug LI 4.95 (4)

Lasaway Green Pen E7.00 each

Laserguide £14.95

Audio Technica CD Lens cleaner £15.30 each

Audio Technica electronic stylus cleaner L19.95

Audio Technica cassette deck head cleaner £7.25

Audioquest Sorbothane feet £24.95 (4)

Audioquest Optical link Z £69 (1m)

£99 (2m)

Audioquest Quartz cable (pair) £79 (1m)

£99 (2m)

All prices include postage & packing in the UK only.

I enclose cheque/PO for £ made payable to Audio Publishing Ltd.

I wish to pay by Visa/Access, please debit my account no:

Expiry date

NAME

ADDRESS

Please send completed order form

together with your cheque/PO to:

HI-FI WORLD,
64 Castellain Road,

Maida Vale,

LondonW9 I EX.

Credit Card Orders
Telephone 07 I -266-0461

VISA

AUDIO
TECHNICA
Cassette Deck
Head Cleaner
This kit is the most specialised
we have found to date for
cleaning vital components in
the transport mechanism of a
cassette deck

Audio Technica's kit is
stocked in preference to those
natty looking cleaning cassettes
with all the cogs and wheels
inside, and also in preference
to abrasive cleaning tapes.
Nakamichi tell us they do not
recommend either. Whilst
acceptable for inexpensive,
two head decks, they are a
threat to critically aligned three
head types.

There's nothing to beat
careful manual cleaning, using
high quality materials applied
with new, clean cotton buds.
This is the proper way to clean
your cassette deck.
CASSETTE CLEANING KIT

Price: £7.25

RECORD
STORAGE CUBE
This cube has been designed
by us to hold roughly one
hundred LPs. It has an internal
width of 37cms. Internal height
is 32.5cms and depth 32cms.
The cubes can be stacked or
placed alongside each other to
increase storage - and they can
even be used as seats!

Strongly made from 20mm
medium density fibreboard
(MDF), the panels are milled
to have strong side joints. We
have specified a durable two

part paint finish with a tex-
tured acrylic top coat in black
All holes are pre -drilled and
self starting; coarse thread
screws with black caps are
supplied. You'll only need a
Philips X -head screwdriver to
assemble the cube; it comes in
a flat pack,

RECORD STORAGE CUBE
Price £42 each

FREE!
20 record sleeves with 2 cubes
50 record sleeves with 4 cubes
For 6 cubes,
just pay for five. (a 0)
For 8 cubes,
just pay for seven. (a94)

ANTI -STATIC
RECORD
SLEEVES
Translucent antistatic record
sleeves from either Tonar or
Nagaoka, according to availa-
bility. A surface treatment
makes them anti -static,
lessening dust attraction, which
helps keep records pristine.
They are supplied in packs of
fifty. We suggest you regularly
change sleeves in order to
prevent trapped dirt contami-
nating records, especially after
cleaning. The record label is
clearly visible through these
sleeves, an aid to easy identifi-
cation.
LP SLEEVES (50) Price £7.50
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CD players and discs demand
regular maintenance for crystal
clear sound. Run your system
through A -T's service bay soon
and hear the difference !

AT 6079
DAMPING RINGS
(Five Pack)
Green damping
rings lit CD's outer
edge to absorb
stray laser light and
Increase moment of
inertia for smoother
sound. Protects face
and edge from handling and surface scratching.

AT 6059
BATTERY CD
CLEANER
Automatic disc
cleaning in 40
seconds ! Spray
on special fluid
and 'spin' the dirt
away to leave your
collection sparkling.
Includes fluid and
additional micro -porous cleaning pad.

CO ACCESSORY PRODUCTS

AVAILABLE FROM £ 5.95

TUNE-UP

AT 6078
CD LENS CLEANER

Unique 8 brush action removes dusVsmoke
contamination from internal CD lens for

reduced tracking error and greater fidelity.
Disc contains digital control codes for fully

automatic cleaning - in 10 seconds flat.
Solve this industry acknowledged

problem today !

AT 674
CD STABILISER

Carbon fibre disc
to place on CD
and stabilise it

during play.

Es"'li:lye:tic:Iv;In
players, it helps

reduce servo
movement and error

correction In all transports.

AT 6030
MANUAL CD

CLEANER
Simple yet

effective radial
cleaning for

aplimum disc
performance.

Each lever slide
cleans and advances
platter 30° for quick
and sale operation.

Special cleaner fluid included.

audio-technica'
0 INNOVATION ['PRECISION 0 INTEGRITY

Technics House, Lockwood Close. Leeds L511 5UU SALES 0532 771441 FAX: 0532 704836

SEE THEM AT

THE
PENTACHORD LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM  

UNRIVALLED IMAGING

Pentachord miniature speakers
plus matching low bass unit and active crossover:

an English handmade product of the highest quality.

Pentachord Loudspeakers, 49 Rusholme Road,
Putney London SW15 3LF
Telephone 081 788 2228

Here's a selection
of articles appearing

in the September issue of

A PA k
144.177401

bYirAirAr..
 NAIM COMPACT
DISC PLAYER: We get to
test the biggest talking point of
the year. Full review of the
£3000 Naim CDS Compact
Disc.

 JVC LOW -BIT COM-
PACT DISC MACHINE:
The latest from Victor - with
Pulse Edge Modulation. We test
it - and find out about PEM in
the process.

 SOUND DESIGN
STUDIOS: Another attempt
at reviewing this fascinating and
rare valve amplifier.

 LOUDSPEAKER TEST:
We look at six models. Most
are refined but there are also
some real head -bangers!

THERE'S ALSO A LOT MORE...
GET THE SEPTEMBER ISSUE OF

HI-FI WORLD
ON SALE 15th AUGUST

RUN BY HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS
FOR HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS

HI-FI WORLD SUBSCRIPTION FORM

Please send me the next 12 issues of Hi-Fi World, starting with
the issue
I enclose my cheque/postal order for 18 (UK only) made
payable to Audio Publishing Ltd.

Name

Address

Daytime Tel No.

Please debit my VISA/ACCESS Card No: -
Expiry Date: Tel: 071-266 0461

Send to: Audio Publishing Ltd, 64 Castellain Road, Maida
Vale, London W9 I EX.

Overseas subscription rates. Surface Mail: £25.
Airmail: £38 (Europe & Middle East), £48 (USA, Canada & Far
East), £58 (Australia & Japan).
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RESERVE YOUR COPY TODAY!
Complete this form and hand to your

local newsagent

Please reserve/deliver* Hi-Fi World on a
regular basis, commencing with the next
issue, until further notice.

Name

Address

Signed Date

*Delete as appropriate

Distributed to the COMAG
newstrade by MUVINF, NARKETINE

ARCAM 4

AUDIO EXCELLENCE 38

AUDIOFILE 14

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 35

AUDIO TECHNICA 95

BAN DOR 80

BARTLETTS 64

CLEAR CRYSTAL SYSTEMS 96

GRAHAMS 84

HEYBROOK 10

ION SYSTEMS 80

LIFT 76

LINN PRODUCTS 33/34

MANA ACOUSTICS 70

MONITOR AUDIO IFC

NEAT 76

NEWBURY AUDIO 84

PENTACHORD 95

PM COMPONENTS 45

PROAC 24

RUSS ANDREWS 76

SANSUI MISSION BC

SONIC LINK 58

STANDENS 58

VINYL TUBE AUDIO 46

VOLUME ONE 80

WEST MIDLANDS AUDIO 62

STATION SOUNDS
W 0
DOWN PLATFORM WORTHING STATION SUSSEX

FOR A SELECTION OF VALVE AMPLIFIERS
AND OTHER OLDER QUALITY EQUIPMENT

VALVE AMPLIFIERS (COMBOS AND HI-FI)
OVERHAULED AT SENSIBLE RATES

Valve and other equipment always wanted
FISHER  RADFORD  RICHARDSON  QUAD  EMI
KERR-McINTOSH  BEAM -ECHO  DYNACO  B&W
TANNOY  DYNATRON  and anything interesting

I also stock manufacturers line ends
and ex -demo models (eg. AUDIO INNOVATIONS)

please ring for details

MIKE POINTER

0903 39980
Evenings

0903 213192

CLEARCRYSTALSYSTE MS

WANTED: EARLY HI-FI
Loudspeakers and Units:

Tannoy 15" Monitors, IIILZ, Lancaster, York, GRF etc.
Western Electric/Westrex drivers and speakers.

Lowther, Voigt, Axiom 80, Airdale, Seimans, Vitavox,
Lockwood, Altec, Quad, JBL, Dual concentric units etc.

Turntables:
Garrard 301, BBC, EMT,

Thorens TD 124 and TD224 etc.

Pickup Arms and Heads:
SME 12" Arms, Ortofon Arms and Heads,

Decca FFSS, EMT.

Valve Amplifiers:
Quad, Radford, McIntosh, Leak,

Western Electric, RCA etc.

Valves:
Audio Output...DA30, DA60, KT66, KT88,

PX4, PX25, 300 etc.

All interesting early Hi-Fi and Valves considered.

John Petrie -Baker,
CLEAR CRYSTAL SYSTEMS

Flat 2, 18 Canfield Gardens, London NW6 3JY
Tel: 071-328 9275  Fax: 071-833 3008
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MOBILE FIDELITY
24 CARAT GOLD PLATED
COMPACT DISCS
A unique opportunity to obtain
the ultimate in CDs. For high
resolution and immortality Mobile
Fidelity plate these discs with 24
carat gold. Almost unobtainable
elsewhere, they are not cheap -
but what price excellence?

THE WHO
TOMMY (double)

SUPERTRAMP
BREAKFAST IN AMERICA

CRIME OF THE CENTURY

FRANK SINATRA
SONGS FOR SWINGING LOVERS

ELTON JOHN
HONKEY CHATEAU

MADMAN ACROSS THE WATER

GOODBYE YELLOW BRICK ROAD

BOZ SCAGGS
SILK DEGREES

ROD STEWART
EVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY

JEFF BECK
WIRED

JOE JACKSON
WILL POWER

NIGHT & DAY

BLIND FAITH
3LIND FAITH

HUEY LEWIS &THE NEWS
SPORTS

IETHRO TULL
THICK AS A BRICK

;TAND UP

FHE POLICE
;YNCHRONICITY
MOODY BLUES
DAYS OF FUTURE PASSED

ILLLMAN BROTHERS
AT A PEACH (dbl)

iTEELY DAN
\JA

:AT STEVENS
-EA FOR THE TILLERMAN

)EF LEPPARD
'YROMANIA

MACH BOYS
1URFER GIRUSURFIN USA (dbl)

OHN KLEMMER
OUCH
EFFERSON AIRPLANE
:ROWN OF CREATION

,OLUNTEERS

:ARPENTERS
ONG FOR YOU

rHE BAND
/USIC FROM THE BIG PINK

;TING
-HE DREAM OF THE BLUE TURTLE

BALL & OATES
'OICES

lARRY NILSSON
JILSSON SCHMILLSON

LFTER THE HURRICANE
.ONGS FOR MONSERRAT

Gold CDs: £22.95 (single);
:32.95 (dbl)

;HEFFIELD LABS
)IRECT TO DISC

'RIME CUTS
:OCK/JAZZ CD SAMPLER f.5.99

rHELMA HOUSTON
I: PRESSURE COOKER
VE GOT THE MUSIC IN ME

lARRY JAMES & HIS BIG
!AND
-HE KING JAMES VERSION

)AVE GRUSIN
DISCOVERED AGAIN

TARRY JAMES & HIS BIG
SAND
:OMIN' FROM A GOOD PLACE

lARRY JAMES & HIS BIG
SAND
TILL HARRY AFTER ALL THESE

'EARS

THE SHEFFIELD TRACK
RECORD & THE SHEFFIELD
DRUM RECORD
JAMES NEWTON HOWARD
AND FRIENDS
ROCK INSTRUMENTALS

All CDs [14.49

CHESKY RECORDS
JAZZ SERIES COMPACT
DISCS
Oversampled x 128 Audiophile
Quality, considered by some to be
the finest quality jazz recordings.

JAZZ SAMPLER
& AUDIOPHILE TEST CD

DAVID CHESKY
THE NEW YORK CHORINHOS

JOHN PIZARELLI
MY BLUE HEAVEN

HERBIE MANN
CAMINHO DE CASA

JOHNNY FRIGO
& JOHN PIZZARELLI
UVE FROM STUDIO A

PHIL WOODS
HERE'S TO MY LADY

LUIS BONFA
NON-STOP TO BRAZIL

PAQUITO D'RIVERA
TI CO! TICO!

CLARK TERRY
PORTRAITS

ANA CARAM
RIO AFTER DARK

DAVID CHESKY
CLUB DE SOL

All CDs £13.49

CHESKY CLASSICAL
RCA CLASSICAL
CATALOGUE ON VINYL
REISSUED

RESPIGHI
PINES OF ROME/FOUNTAINS

OF ROME

ALBENIZ, DE FALLA &
GRANADOS
SPAIN

RAVEL/RACHMANINOFF
THE REINER SOUND

RAVEL
DAPHNIS ET CHLOE

RIMSKY KORSAKOV
SCHEHERAZADE

GERSHWIN
RHAPSODY IN BLUE/AN

AMERICAN IN PARIS

PROKOFIEV/ STRAVINSKY
LT. KJE/SONG OF THE NIGHTIN-

GALE

LIZT/DOHNANYI
PIANO CONCERTO NO.I/ VARI-
ATIONS ON A NURSERY SONG

MOUSSORGSKY
POWER OF THE ORCHESTRA

A NIGHT ON BALD MOUNTAIN/
PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION

All LPs L13.49

FANTASY
A truly amazing catalogue of top
flight artistes. These American LPs
capture all the life and zest of the
jazz scene in the post war years.

BEN SIDRAN
BOP CITY

ON THE COOLSIDE

DAVE BRUBECK
BEST FROM THE FANTASY YEARS
MILT JACKSON OUARTET
MILTJACKSON QUARTET

THE BEST OF MILT JACKSON

THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET
CONCORDE

MILES DAVIS
THE MUSINGS OF MILES

FEATURING SONNY ROLLINS

BLUE MOODS

AND HORNS
NEW MILES DAVIS QUINTET

COOKIN

RELAXIN WITH MILES

STAN GETZIZOOT SIMS
THE BROTHERS

ZOOT SIMS QUINTET
ZOOT!
ZOOT SIMS
THE BEST OF ZOOT SIMS

THE THELONIOUS MONK
TRIO
THE THELONIOUS MONK TRIO

S.ROLLINS/MODERN JAZZ
QUARTET
S ROLLINS/MOD JAZZ QUARTET

MILES DAVIS/MILT JACKSON
QUINTET/SEXTET

GENE AMMONS ALL STARS
THE HAPPY BLUES

THELONIOUS MONK
MONK

THELONIOUS MONK

PLAYS DUKE ELLINGTON

BRILLIANT CORNERS

KENNY BURRELL
KENNY BURRELL

COLEMAN HAWKINS
THE HAWK FUES HIGH

SONNY ROLLINS
WORKTIM

SOUND OF SONNY

MOVING OUT

FREEDOM SUITE

WES MONTGOMERY
WES MONTGOMERY TRIO

INCREDIBLE JAZZ GUITAR

MOVIN ALONG
THELONIOUS MONK/ JOHN
COLTRANE
THELONIOUS MONK/JOHN

COLTRANE

CHARLIE PARKER
BIRD AT ST NICKS

PHILWOODS QUARTET
WOODLORE

MODERN JAZZ QUARTET
DJANGO

THELONIUS MONK/SONNY
ROLLINS
THELONIOUS MONK/SONNY
ROLLINS

JOHN COLTRANE
COLTRANE

SOULTRANE

SETTIN THE PACE

BILL EVANS TRIO
EXPLORATIONS

PORTRAIT IN JAZZ

DUKE ELLINGTON
THE BEST OF DUKE ELUNGTON

COUNT BASIE
THE BEST OF COUNT BASIE

BENNY CARTER
THE BEST OF BENNY CARTER

All LPs L7.99

ECM
JAN GARBAREK
WAYFARER

EVENTYR

THOSE BORN WITH WINGS

PATHS AND PRINTS

DAVID TOR
CLOUD ABOUT MERCURY

JOHN ABERCROMBIE
GETTING THERE

CURRENT EVENTS

CHICK COREA
TRIO MUSIC LIVE IN EUROPE

RALPH TOWNER/GARY
BURTON
SLIDE SHOW

MARK JOHNSON
SECOND SIGHT

BASS DESIRE

OREGON CROSSING

Hi-Fi World
record mail
order service
Hi-Fi World offers you a rich and varied selection
of interesting artists, rare performances and very
special audit) recordings. We even have Digital
Audio Tapes and gold Compact Discs both
of which offer the best in digital audio quality.
All these recordings are offered at very
competitive prices!

PAT METHENY
TRAVELS

OFF RAMP

AS WICHITA FALLS

LIVE 80/81

AMERICASN GARAGE

CHAUTAUQUA
WATERCOLOURS

BRIGHT SIZE LIFE

FIRST CIRCLE

REJOICING

ABERCROMBIE/ JOHNSON/
ERSKINE
LIVE

KEITH JARRETT
NUDE ANTS

KOLN CONCERT

STANDARDS VOL I

STANDARDS VOL 2

PERSONAL MOUNTAINS

DARK INTERVALS

KEITH JARRETT TRIO

STILL LIVE

CHANGELESS

DAVE HOLLAND TRIO
TRIPLICATE

OREGON

ECOTOPIA

Z.HUSSAIN/J.MC,LIN
MAKING MUSIC

RALPH TOWNER
SOLSTICE SOUND & SHADOWS

OLD FRIENDS NEW FRIENDS

BLUE SUN

CHICK COREA
TRIO MUSIC
LIVE 80/8 I

GARY BURTON/CHICK
COREA
DUET

LP (single): £8.99
LP (double): £1 2.99
CD (single): £12.99
CD (dbl): £16.99

(dbl)

GRP
DAVE GRUSIN
DG &THE NY -LA DREAM BAND

NIGHTLINES

ONE OF A KIND

MOUNTAIN DANCE
GLENN MILLER ORCHESTRA
IN THE DIGITAL MOOD

GERRY MULLIGAN
LITTLE BIG HORN

SPECIAL EFX
SPECIAL EFX

MODERN MANNERS

SLICE OF LIFE

CONFIDENTIAL

MYSTIQUE

DOUBLE FEATURE

DAVE VALENTIN
KALAHARI

LIVE AT THE BLUE NOTE

MIND TIME

UGHT STRUCK

DIANE SCHUUR
DEEDLES

TALKIN' ABOUT YOU

DIANE SCHUUR & THE BASIE

ORCHESTRA

TIMELESS

THE COLLECTION

D GRUSIN/ LEE RITENOUR
HARLEOUIN

LEE RITENOUR
RIO

EARTH RUN

FESTIVAL

PORTRAIT

VARIOUS ARTISTS
GRP LIVE SESSION

EDDIE DANIELS
BREAKTHROUGH

TO BIRD WITH LOVE

CHICK COREA
CHICK COREA ELEKTRIC BAND

STEPHANE GRAPPELLI
GRAPPELLI PLAYS J KERN

DAVID BENOIT
FREEDOM AT MIDNIGHT

DAVE GRUSIN
CINEMAGIC

DUKE ELLINGTON ORCH
DIGITAL DUKE

BILLY COBHAM
WARNING
BILLY'S BEST

POWER PLAY

PICTURE THIS

KEVIN EUBANKS
FACE TO FACE

OPENING NIGHT
THE HEAT OF HEAT

PROMISE OF TOMORROW

TOM SCOTT
STREAMLINES

FLASHPOINT

JOHN PATITUCCI
JOHN PATITUCCI

ERIC MARIENTHAL
VOICES OF THE HEART

ROUND TRIP

CHICK COREA
LIGHT YEARS

EYE OF THE BEHOLDER

AKOUSTIC BAND

KEVIN EUBANKS
SHADOW PROPHETS

THE SEARCHER

MARK EGAN
A TOUCH OF LIGHT

DON/DAVE GRUSIN
STICKS AND STONES

GARY BURTON
TIMES LIKE THESE
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EDDIE DANIELS
MEMOS FROM PARADISE

BLACKVVOOD

OMAR HAKIM
RHYTHM DEEP

JOHN PATITUCCI
ON THE CORNER

THE RIPPINGTONS
TOURIST IN PARADISE

DAVE GRUSIN
THE COLLECTION

THE FABULOUS BAKER BOYS

MIGRATION

LEE RITENOUR
COLOR RJT

NELSON RANGELL
PLAYING FOR KEEPS

DAVID BENOIT
URBAN DAY DREAMS

WAITING FOR SPRING

C. COREA ELEKTRIC BAND
INSIDE OUT

STEVE KHAN
PUBLIC ACCESS

PAT METHENY/GARY
BURTON
REUNION

DEBORAH CONANT
CAUGHT IN THE ACT

EDDIE DANIELS
NEPENTHE

PATTI AUSTIN
LOVE IS GONNA GETCHA

GEORGE HOWARD
PERSONAL

DON GRUSIN
RAVEN

LP: 0.49 CD: £12.99

TOPIC
SPECIAL DELIVERY
RORY BLOCK
TURNING POINT

GREGSON/COLLISTER
MISCHIEF

A CHANGE IN THE WEA.

LOVE IS A STRANGE HOTEL

HOME AND AWAY
CLIVE GREGSON
WELCOME TO THE WORKHOUSE

JONATHAN RICHMAN
JONATHAN GOES CTRY.

JONATHAN RICHMAN
REBIRTH BRASS BAND
REBIRTH KICKIN' IT LIVE

VARIOUS ARTISTS
HARD CASH

MARTIN CARTHY AND DAVE
SWARBRICK
LIFE AND LIMB

BLOWZABELLA
VANILLA

WEB WILDER & BEATNECKS
IT CAME FROM NASHVILLE

BOBBY KING &TERRY EVANS
LIVE & LET LIVE

RHYTHM. BLUES. SOUL

OTIS GRAND & DANCE
KINGS
ALWAYS HOT

MIGHTY FLYERS
UNDERCOVER

SUGAR RAY & THE BLUE -
TONES
KNOCKOUT

ROBERT EARL KEEN JNR
WEST TEXTURES

WOODIE GUTHRIE
STRUGGLE

DELMARK
(Available on LP only)
EARL HINES
AT HOME

CALLOWAY/HAMILTON/
FIELDS/BIG BAND JAZZ
TULSA TO HARLEM

SLEEPY JOHN ESTES
LEGEND OF

BROKE AND HUNGRY

IN EUROPE

JUNIOR WELLS
HOODOO MAN BLUES

SOUTHSIDE BLUES JAM

RAVEN
THE ANIMALS
THE MOST OF (ALL ERAS COMP)

ROADRUNNERS

THE BYRDS
FULL FLUTE

THE YARDBIRDS
OVER UNDER SIDEWAYS DOWN

ROUNDER

CLARENCE 'GATEMOUTH'
BROWN
ALRIGHT AGAIN (LP only)

SHANACHIE
LADYSMITH BLACK MAM-
BAZO
ULWANDLE OLUNEGWELE

INALA
CLASSIC TRACKS (comp)

CLANNAD
IN CONCERT

LP: 0.49 CD: LI0.99

LINN RECORDS
BLUE NILE
A WALK ACROSS THE ROOFTOPS

HATS

CAROL KIDD
CAROL KIDD

ALL MY TOMORROWS

NICE WORK

THE NIGHT WE CALLED IT A DAY

DAVID NEWTON
VICTIM OF CIRCUMSTANCE

MARTIN TAYLOR
DON'T FRETT

POLISH CHAMBER ORCH.
MOZARTNIVALDI/BACH/BARTOK/

ELGAR (dbl) 11.99 (LP & CD)

WILLIAM CONWAY & PETER
EVANS
ELLO SONATAS

E

L

ENGLISH CLASSICAL
PLAYERS
MOZART 40th & SCHUBERT 5th

(dbl) E11.99 (LP & CD)

Linn Records: LPs 0.99
CDs L11.99

RECUT RECORDS
RAVEL & BARTOK
PIANO CONCERTO E8.99

BEETHOVEN
5th SYMPHONY £8.99

PIANO CONCERTO (dbl El 1.99)

STOCKHOLM ART TRIO
BRAHMS PIANO TRIO £8.99

LINN SELEKT RECORDS
SOLOMON BURKE
A CHANGE IS GONNA COME
ELVIS COSTELLO &
THE ATTRACTIONS
ARMED FORCES

THE PENTANGLE
BASKET OF LIGHT

NANCI GRIFFITH
LAST OF THE TRUE BELIEVERS

ALPHA BLONDY & THE
WAILERS
JERUSALEM

STEVE PHILIPS
STEEL RAIL BLUES

MILCHO LEVIEV QUARTET
BLUES FOR THE FISHERMAN

CRUSELL CLARINET
QUARTETS
THEA KING/ALLEGRI ST QUARTET

HILDEGARD OF BINGEN
FEATHER ON THE BREATH OF

GOD

DEBUSSY/RAVEL STRING
QUARTETS
FAIRFIELD QUARTET

T-BONE BURNETT
PROOF THROUGH THE NIGHT

J. B. LENOIR
ALABAMA BLUES!

JOHNNY ADAMS
ROOM WITH A VIEW OF THE

BLUES

BOBBY KING, TERRY EVANS
LIVE AND LET UVE!

JOHN COLTRANE
BALLADS

MUSICIANS OF SWANNE
ALLEY
IN THE STREETS & THEATRES OF

LONDON
COLEMAN HAWKINS
WRAPPED TIGHT

BENNY CARTER
FURTHER DEFINITIONS

AL GREEN
LET'S STAY TOGETHER

JUNE TABOR & THE OYSTER
BAND
FREEDOM & RAIN

ROCKIN JIMMY
THE LIGHT OF THE MOON

LONDON SYMPHONY
BRAHMS SYMPHONY No. 4

HANDEL
WATER MUSIC

CORELLI
CONCERTI GROSS!

KAPSBERGER
PIECES FOR LUTE

All Linn Selekt LPs 0.99

DAT
Digital Audio Tapes are almost
unavailable in the UK at present.
We have located a selection and
offer them at an unusually low
price.

ELVIS COSTELLO
GIRLS VOL.1 (dbl. E29.80)

DUKE STRING QUARTET
DUKE STRING QUARTET

DURUTTI COLUMN
GUITAR & OTHER MACH.

VINI REILLY

HAPPY MONDAYS
BUMMED

ROLF HIND
ROLF HIND

JOY DIVISION
SUBSTANCE

NEW ORDER
SUBSTANCE (dbl. E36.80)

TECHNIQUE

KREISLER STRING ORCH.
VARIOUS WORKS

STEVE MARTLAND
STEVE MARTLAND

WILLIAMS/KELLY
ROBIN WILLIAMS & JUL

All DAT: C19.80 (or as priced)

* For a limited period we
are able to supply the
following GRP recordings on
DAT at the special price of
E10.99.
ONLY WHILE
STOCKS LAST

GLENN MILLER ORCH.
IN THE DIGITAL MOOD

DAVE GRUSIN/LEE RITENOUP
HARLEQUIN

GRP LIVE IN SESSION
CHICK COREA ELEKTRIC
BAND
LIGHT YEARS

DIANE SCHUUR
& THE COUNT BASIE ORCH.

NEW MAGIC
DIGITAL SAMPLER

DUKE ELLINGTON ORCHES-
TRA
DIGITAL DUKE

DAVE GRUSIN
CINEMAGIC

RECORD MAIL ORDER SERVICE ORDER FORM

PLEASE FILL IN THE DETAILS BELOW IN BLOCK CAPS

ARTIST TITLE LABEL PRICE LP CD

0 0

0 0

0 0
0 0

In the United Kingdom add £1.00 per Record for postage and packing. Five or more records postage free.

Overseas: add £2.00 per record P&P. Five or more records add £1.00 each.

Total number of albums ordered: Total for P&P: £ Total Price: £

I enclose cheque/postal order for £

made payable to Audio Publishing Ltd.

I wish to pay by Visa/Access, please debit my account no:

Expiry date:

IISA

Credit Card Orders
Telephone 071-266 0461
(9.30am - 5.30pm Mon - Fri)

DAT

Send to: Hi-Fi World, 64 Castellain Road,
Maida Vale, London W9 I EX.

Name:

Address:

Daytime tel. no:

Delivery within 28 days subject to availability.
Prices are subject to alteration without prior notice E&OE
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IMO
naim audio

Naim is committed to giving

customers the greatest possible

satisfaction from recorded

music. We're very confident.

We have the technology, the

resources and the people.

Our product range extends

from an acclaimed new state-

of-the-art preamplifier, the

NAC 52, to the famous little

NAIT, the integrated amp with

no fuss and the most music.

Our tuners are

unassailably the best.

You don't know how good

radio can sound until you've

heard them. Our award -winning

loudspeakers, the SBL and

IBL, set a completely new

standard of design

and manufacture.

Naim engineering is part care,

part know-how, and part sheer

love of music. Whatever your

system, if music is a real

part of your life, and you want

the very best, come to Naim.

SOUTHAMPTON ROAD SALISBURY SP1 2LN ENGLAND TELEPHONE 0722 332266



fITSANSUI

D -X21 1 HX-R
r.r.p.£169.95

"The SANSUI works well
and deserves every success.

Aclear Best Buy." HI-FI CHOICE April 1991

For your nearest dealer phone 061 866 8101


